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13. P R E F A C E
Tbe rise of the House of Gorkha is undoubtedly the most
significant event-the critical turning point-in the history of
modern Nepal. It marks the transition in the hill regions of
Nepal from the era of Himalayan valley-centred petty states to
the period of true national growth. Therefore 1 think that in the
history of Nepal there can be no period which is more important
than this one for an understanding of Nepal as a modern state.
Furthermore, in terms of the internal politics of today's
Nepal, the period covered by this study can be considered to be
of fundamental importance. It is my contention that the basic
guidelines of Nepali politics have been family-oriented, not partycentred. Moreover, these guidelines were laid down in the period
during which the House of Gorkha unified Nepal. Consequently,
I do not believe that one can fully understand the significance of
the interplay in Nepali politics today without a previous understanding of the forces that were at play in the struggle for
prestige and preferment during the period under study.
This study avoids as for as possible the traditional areas of
historical dispute that have been cherished by many writers of
Nepali history. I have found such dispute sterile as far as history
is concerned and devoid of meaning in the study of the emergence
of the Nepali state. Rather this work focuses on the sheer
magnitude of the task of unifying the hill states of Nepal. Today,
when we are still struggling to establish satisfactory lines of
communication throughout the hills, the impact of the geography
of Nepal on its history and its unification should be painfully
evident. Because this is not so readily apparent as it might be to
many contemporary historians nor to many of those who have
tried to describe the story of Nepal's growth, this study is rooted
firmly in the mountains and valleys of Nepal. In my own mind,

the great conquest of the Gorkhali rulers and fighting men was
not the conquest of an indifferent collection of hill states, but
the magnificant achievement of man conquering the rugged and
defiant barriers that nature had thrown in his path. Considering
the tautly stretched lines of communication that linked Kathmandu with the Gorkhali forces at the foot of Fort Kangra,
especially in a country where the wheel was all but unknown and
totally inapplicable, I cannot but marvel at the strength of the
human spirit to conquer and win when it is truly inspired and
economically motivated.
This, then is my analysis of the unification of Nepal;
inspiration and economic incentive. I have divided the analyse
into three major parts. In the first part I have tried to analyse
the geographic, the geopolitical, and the economic forces at work
in the Himalayas that militated against unification. Against these
is counterposed the leadership of Prithvinarayan Shah, whose
inspiration, it is argued, was alone able to solve the riddle posed
by these forces and bring them into plain support of his military
efforts. In the second part I have described the conquest itself in
terms that hopefully will render a hitherto confusing picture both
meaningful and strategically understandable. Finally, in the third
part I have explained in broad terms the Gorkhali efforts to
administer this hill tract. It is in this latter part that I have shown
how a departure from the overall ideals enunciated by Prithvinarayan Shah led to a momentary breakdown in the administrative system and weakened Nepal in its fight with the British in
1814-16. Despite this momentary laps, however, Prithvinarayan
Shah's system proved itself strong enough to withstand the shock
of military defeat and sustain the Nepali state in its struggle to
maintain its independencc against the tide of encroaching British
imperialism.
This is what I have set out to do in this study. Whether or
not I have succeeded is for the reader to decide. The weaknesses
in this study I fully acknowledge as my own. The over-all thesis
is one evolved through many an hour of lonely thought and

study. The material in support of my contentions, however, is
derived from a wide variety of sources and from the cooperation
of many close friends and sincere scholars. I am deeply indebted
to my good friend Mahesh Chandra Regmi, whom I consider to
be one of the truly great scholars of Nepal today. To him I am
indebted for my basic insight into that relationship between land
and people that has expressed itself in the history of Nepal. I am
also under a great debt of gratitude to my colleagues in the
faculty of history a t Tribhuvan University for their constant
kindness and encouragement as well as their willingness to discuss
the various problems I have presented them from time to time.
The nature and scope of this study precludes, of course, the
use of original materials throughout. I have drawn freely from
published documents and works in order to establish a balanced
treatment of the subject. The work of the Samsodhan Mandal
and of Yogi Narhari Nath in publishing Nepali source materials
has brought to light a tremendous body of Nepali documentation that is still largely untouched. The Regmi Research Collection and the Regmi Research Series have also been invaluable.
The microfilm collection of Tribhuvan University Library was
proved to be a mine of unpublished material on the role of Rana
Bahadur Shah. I am also indebted to the Goethals Memorial
Lirary of St. Xavier's College, Calcutta, and the National
Library of India for their cooperation and for the use of
materials found there.
I would like to express here my thanks to Dr. Hira La1 Singh
of Banaras Hindu University-friend, mentor, and sincere critic.
His historical perspective and balance have continually brought
him to question my findings and to open new areas of concern.
I am grateful to him, and I sincerely hope he will find in this
study sufficient justification for the time he has so generously
given me.

It would be impossible to thank publicly every Nepali who
has afsisted me in my work. So many have taken a profound

interest in it that the period of research has been really a period
of sharing ideas. I owe my thanks to Dr. Harka Bahadur
Gurung, Dr. Ratna Rana, Dr. Prayag Raj Sharma, and Yadu
Nath Khanal, who kindly read through my manuscript and
offered invaluable comments. I would like to thank also an old
and accommodating friend, Ram Datta Koirala, who patiently
went over hundreds of Nepali letters and documents with me. I
express here my profound appreciation for his help. Lastly, I
wish to thank Fr. James Donnelly, S.J., of St. Xavier's School for
the time, trouble, and devotion he has shown in helping me to
prepare the manuscript for publication.

CHAPTER ONE

GEOGRAPHIC AND ECONOMIC BACKGROUND
Political and civil laws should be in respect t o the
climate of each country, to the quiiity of its soil,
to its situation and extent, t o the principal occupation of the natives, whether husbandmen,
huntsmen, or shepherds.
-Mont esquieul

The history of a people is the story of their survival a n d
growth on the land. Though their history deals with their
conflicts; their social, political and economlc growth; and their
intellectual and religious evolution, these developments are
rooted in the land and take much of their proper tone from it.
This concept is fundamental to an understanding of history.
The land is more than a mere backdrop or a stage for the
action of history. At every turn of events the land exerts its
influence. At times this is broad and obvious. At other times
it is more subtle. But this influence is always there.
The influence of the land is felt not only in the turn of
events in people's history. It is felt in the people themselves.
There is a mutual relationship between a people and the land
they inhabit. Just as the people mould and use the land to suit
their purposes, so the land itself forces an adaptation on the
people, even to the point of shaping their thinking and
outlook on life. This has, of course, long been recognized.
The term motlierland has been coined precisely to label, if not
define, this relationship. And yet, however obvious this relationship might be. the extent of its influence in the lives of
men is far from obvious. Perhaps it is because this influence
is so subtle that, more often than not, i t is ignored in recording the development of a people.
This study will not presume to define precisely the influto describe
ence of the land on the people of Nepal-even
adequately the nature of the land itself is a task that beggars
the imagination. Neither will it ignore that influence, because
that influence is real and must be taken into consideration.
-

-

-..

1. Montesquieu. The Spirit of Law, B.k. i. Ch. 3.

.

-

-
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I t takes on a special importance in this study of the unification
of this rugged, unpolished country of Nepal. T h e Gorkhali
advance battered down barriers ; ruptured the petty thought
patterns of' scores of tiny, valley-centred states; and challenged
the people of the hills with the concept of a new a n d powerful
state. Yet, in every stage of the growth of this new state, the
land, even a s it had in the petty states that were swept away,
moulded the state, shaped its concepts, a n d even dictated the
nature of its development.
Part One of this study has been devoted to a n assessment
o f the various facets of the land-people relationship, because
this study ambitions a fundameiital understanding of Nepal
and its unification. This cannot be established o n a firm basis
without such an examination. I t is also this assessment, perhaps more than any single historical fact, that clearly delineates the greatness of Prithvinarayan Shah, the author of the
unification of Nepal and the father of this country.
The story of the unification of Nepal begins, then, with
the Himalayas and the Himalayan foothills. While the following discussion must be somewhat technical at times, it must
always be borne in mind that these rugged hills are home to
the Nepali people, with all that this word implies. It is for
the reader to visualize what life in these hills must have been
like if lie would understand what the unification of Nepal
t
to the shape of
implied. He must fit his t h o ~ ~ g hpatterns
the Himalavas and understand that the Nepali is of this land
and this land is in his blood: that the Nepali has tamed these
mountains and hills i l l his own way; and that he has learned
the art of survival hcre under the most trying circumstances.
To lose sight of this fact wouid be to uproot the Nepali and
strip his action5 of much of their meaning.
A . GEOGRAPHIC DESCRIPTION

What is this land like, this land which the Nepali calls
Mother Nepal ? Seen from the air i t is a seemingly endless
stretch of ridges and mountains, with narrow valleys watered
by still narrower streams. Yet this maze breaks down into
fairly simple geographic terms. The area in question lies
between 77O and R 9 O East J,ongitude, and from 26O to 31°
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North Latitude.' It is a rough, elongated quadrilateral, with
the Southern edge resting on the Gangetic plain a n d the
northern edge following more o r less faithfully the watershed
of the Himalayas. To the east lies the Teesta River and t o the
west lies the Sutlej River. These rough boundaries d o not
define Nepal a s it is today. Rather they describe the area
within which the struggle for the unification of Nepal took
place.

The Mountain Ranges
Approached from the south, the first elevations in this
quadrilateral are part of a broken chain of hills called g e n e r ~
ically the Siwalik hill^.^ They rise to an average height of
three thousand feet. This range, if it may be called that, varies
in breadth from five to ten miles. The terrain is hog-back in
nature, a rugged forested landscape. 111 general the soils here
are immature and dry.4
Running parallel to, and north of, the Siwalik Hills is the
Mahabharat Lekh. The average height of mountains in this
range is seven thousand feet, but individual mountains rise to
nine thousand feet and more. The average breadth of this
range is about ten miles, though spurs stretch out both to thr
north and south far beyond this limit. These mountains are
far steeper and more rugged than the Siwalik Hills, but for a
surprising distance up their slopes, terraces have been cut to
allow for cultivation. Some forest is found, but usually
only a t the higher elevations. The soils here are generall~.thin
and stony.
The main Himalayan range rises about f i f ~ ymiles to the
north of the Mahabharat Lekh. Statistics d o not d o justice to
2 Modern Nepal, of course, lies between 26" and 300 North Latitude
and 800 t o 880 East Longitude. T h e references given in t h e text ore 1 0
the area that for the sake of convenience, has been called Grciiter
Nepal in this study.
3 Geographers give these hills distinct names in various sections 01'
t h e country. They arc Lnown ;IS the Chure Hills In the east, t o the centre
they are known as t h e Dundwa Range. while f n r t h e ~west they are known
simply as the Siwaliks. F o r the sake of simplicity they will be referred t o
throughout this study as the Siwaliks.
4 Because t h e soils are still in t h e formativc $tag:, they will not
support much agriculture. They will, however. support forest growth,
and this area today is quite heavily forested.
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this range, though they help to form a picture. There are
over two hundred and forty peaks that rise above twenty
thousand feet. The landscape is desolate and wild, with n o
human habitation possible in the upper reaches. Since the
snow line is about seventeen thousand feet. there is n o vegetation possible in much or' this area.
Still farther north, and running westwards from the meridian of Kathmandu, there is still another range, the Tibetan
marginal mountain^.^ They lie about ten miles to the north
of the Great Himalaya. The average elevation here is about
nineteen thousand feet, and the terrain is less rugged than the
Great Himalaya. These mountains define the watershed
between the Ganges and the Tsan-po, as well as the boundary
between Nepal and Tibet.
It would be a mistake t o imagine these four ranges as
forming parallel lines. The main crest lines d o generally
describe such lines, but the countless spurs running off from
each peak create what can only be described as a maze. The
implications of this a s far as human transportation is concerned should be obvious. The trails are difficult even for
sturdy mountain ponies, and for centuries the best and surest
way to travel was on foot.e
The Valleys
The roughly parallel ranges of the Siwalik Hills: the Mahabharat Lekh, the Great Himala1.a and the Tibetan marginal
mountains are separated by iow1andscharacteristic ofeachzone.
5 T h e terminology used is that nf D r . H a r k a Bahadur Gurung,
whose account c f the gecgraphy of Nepal is generally followed here,
unless otherwise indicated. Cf. Dr. Harka Bahadur Gurung. T h e
Geographic Setting', Nepal, u Profile (Kathmandu, 1970), pp. 4-11.
6 Of this, Toni Hagen, Nepal (Berne, 1961), p. 98, says :'Journeys
in the interior a r e still today made on foot. T h e tracks a r e too bad a n d
t o o steep, a n d either there are n o bridges across the big rivers o r they
are t o o dangerous t o be used by pack animals o r by animals burdened
with riders. All t h e goods are carried on t h e backs of men. T h e wheeland hence also the c a r t - is unknown as a means of transport outside
the capital and t h e Tarai.' Totli Hagen is an outstanding authority on
this aspect of Nepal. F o r seven years his work a s a United Nations
geological expert serving in Nepal took him t o every corner o f this
mountainous country. H e has estimated that his journeys in quest o f
mineral depcsits took him a total of eighty-seven hundred miles on foot
throughout the country. It is doubtful if any other person, foreign o r
Nepali. has travelled over s o much o f the country, except perhaps
Tonl's Sherpa assistant Aiyla.
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T o the south of the Siwalik Hills lie lowlands that merge
into the Gangetic plain. They are properly called the Tarai,
or, farther west, the Bhabar7. These lowlands constitute a
broad belt of forest and farmland about twenty-five miles to
thirty miles wide. For the purposes of simplicity in this study,
this area will be called simply the Tarai, whether it lies in the
east or west.
Between the Siwalik Hills and the Mahabharat Lekh lie
low valleys whlch resemble the Tarai in both relief and climate. These valleys, or doons, are covered with deep deposits
of silt and 'rock brought down from the Himalayas by the
s w ~ f flowing
t
mountairl streams. The Himalayan rivers in
most cases are obstructed in their course by the Siwaliks, and
so deposit a considerable part of their load of slit in the
plains lying between the Mahabharat Lekh a n d the Siwaliks.
The tops of hillocks that have been burizd under the silt jut
out here and there in these doons. Usually these appear to
the viewer as well-wooded mounds rising from a level plain.
At a higher elevation and l y ~ n gbetween thc Mahabharat
Lekh and the Great Himalaya is the area called Paliar. It is
much dissected, but the terrain is subdued. These valleys,
for such they are, are extensively cultivated and form the
traditional zone of Nepali settlement. It is in this Pahar zone
that the great Valley of Kathmandu is found.
Farther north, between the Great Himalaya and the
Tibetan marginal mountains, lie the Bhot valleys, which
resemble in almost every respect the Ti betan landscape.

The Climate
The climate offers wide variations. T o the south, the
Tarai and doon areas have a hot, humid, tropical climate. At
the other extreme, the Bhot valleys in the north offer a typically tundra climate, with cool summers and very cold winters.
Even the centrally located Pahar zone offers great variations
but here the climate tends t o be more temperate. Towards,
the south of this zone and in the lower elevations the summers
7 Strictly speaking the Bhi~harand the Tarai are two different zones.
T h e Bhabar rcfers t o the belt of waterless forest land especially prominent south o f the Kurnaon hills, while the Tarai i s well-watered.
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are warm, with temperatures in the low nineties, while in the
higher elevations and to the north the temperatures in winter
drop below freezing, and the summers are cooler and shorter.
When it is recalled that the area in question does not cover
more than five degrees of latitude, the range in climate is
striking.
The whole area is dominated by the monsoon, which brings
heavy rains from June t o September. The rainfall is much
heavier to the east and lighter t o the west. Because of the
influence of topography, great variations in the amount of
rainfall are found even in rather small localities.
The Rivers
Mention has been made of mountain streams and rivers
crossing this area. There are many. Some of them are mere
rivulets. Others are more formidable, such as the Kosi, the
Gandaki, the Kali, the Ganga itself, the Jamuna, and the
Sutlej. The mountainous nature of the land and the complicated drainage pattern i t traces indicate a complex system
of tributaries and feeder streams for each of these rivers8
The amount of water they carry varies with the seasons. In
the winter they tend to shrink, some of them to insignificance. But during the monsoon season even the tiniest of them
can become treacherous.
13. LAND A N D PEOPLE

The I n f l ~ ~ e ~ tofc eGeogrnplt y or1 Lifc
Both mountains and stl-eanis tend to retard travel a n d to
~ isolaisolate sections of the country from one a n ~ t h e r .This
tion is enhanced by the nature of the monsoon, when heavy
downpours turn mountain trails into slippery paths and
lengthen journeys interminably. For the villager the monsoon
season was a time to stay a t home, tend his fields, and occupy
himself with home tasks and simple cottage industries. The
dry months of the winter were the time for travel. if travel
was necessary.Then the trails were dry, the rivers subsided, and
- -- -- - - -- - 8 Cf. Pradyumna K a r a n , Nepal (Lexington, 1960), p. 23.
-

-

--

9 G u r u n g 'The Geographic Selling' p. 11; also N:B. Thapa et al,
Geogrophp ofNcp01 ( C a l c u ~ l a .1969). p. 8.
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the cooler weather made walking less of a chore. The
villager travelled to barter and to buy, and that meant carrying his produce on his back u p and down the mountain trails
and across the streams and rivers by the flims~e\tof bridges.
It is natural that he would choose a period when an already
onerous task would be less difficult. By the same token, the
winter was the fighting season. Wars and feuds were settled
after the monsoon when the rice crop was harvested and travel
was more convenient.
All of this paints a picture of isolated units within the
country. Villagers clustered along the broader river valleys. A
few huts straggled u p the mountain slopes were terraced
fields gave them some hope of a crop. The mountains themselves offered perfect settings for small but sturdy forts that
commanded the valleys.10 These natural defensive positions
can be added to the dividing factors of mountains and rivers
in reducing this sizable stretch of the country into small, isolated units.
Deterrents to O ~ t s i d eIntervention
Two formidable barriers must be added to explain the
fact that n o outside agent had found it feasible to attempt to
gain permanent sway over the land of the Pahar zone. T o the
north, the Himalayan rampart presented a stout barrier. This
barrier w;s pierced by a number of mountain passes, through
which some trade passed between Nepal and Tibet: but the
passes were high ( t ~ e n t y - f o u rof them above seventeen thousand feet), and were almost totally impracticable in the
winter.]' Since the winter was the time for movement in the
Pahar zone an army from the north would have to complete
its activity either in the rather short warm season after the
10 O n e has t o see o n e of these mountain forts t o realize the full
significance of the word Com~nundused in the text. They sit anywhere
f r o m one thousand t o two thcusand feet above t h e surrounding territory. enjoying an unobstructed view of all that transpires below, and
protected from attacking forces by ascents of from I : 5 t o 1 : 7. If there
was any general weakness in these fcrts. it was the inadequate provision
for water, t h e inevitable result of their very location on t h e t o p o f a
mountain ridge.
11 Thapa, Geography, p. 11, gives a list of t h e major Passes. He
says that Rasuwa was open t h e year round. This, however, does not
substantially change t h e position described here.
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rnonsoon or in the somewhat longer warm period that followed
the winter. In any case a n enemy could not be sure of more
than four months of fighting season. If a northern eaemy were
caught in the Pahar zone by the winter, the passes would be
closed, and his supply lines would be cut. If, on the other
hand, he were caught in the Pahar zone by the monsoon, his
army would be immobilized.
Invasion from the south also had its disadvantages. The
first of these was presented by the Tarai itself and the doon
area. In these low-lying areas there was an extremely virulent
type of malaria, known to the people as au1.12 The local inhabitants, the Tharus, had developed some immunity to it, but
to the hill man and to the true plainsman the aul season was a
time when wisdom directed a migration away from the Tarai.13
A second factor was the hill barrier itself. T o the foot soldier
of the plains the hills loomed above him in a manner that
12 T h e Jesuit Ippolito Desideri. who stayed in Lh'lsa f r o m 18 M ~ r c h
1716 t o 28 April 1721 and travelled through
- Nepal in 1721 has s o m e
interesting comments on the air1 fever. H e says : ' F o r s o m e days we
ascended and descended high mountains, meeting very few inhabitants
until we arrived on a plain where t h e kingdom of Nepal ends and that of
Bitia begins. I have already said that for many niontlis in t h e years this
road !s impassable, being deadly. Anyone daring t o take this journey a t
that time is liable t o catch a disease called 01 by the natives. This o f is a
sort of influenza w h ~ c hprevails in the plains and the vallcys through
which o n e is obliged t o pass; it is less virulent in the day-time, but pestilential at night o r when asleep, being caused by t h e great heat and humidity. In these valleys the Parbettia sow rice. s o the fields a r e always full of
stagnant water at least a hands-breadth dcc-p. Also t h e water draining off
the mountains collects In pools and putrefies, from whence noxious vapours rise in the summer and hang about the valleys s o the air is pestilential. T h e malady is generally f,~tal:if tlie marl survives h e never really
recovers his hcalth. It is true that the men who carry the mail from Nepal
to Pattna, and f r o m Pattnn t o Nepal. a r e obliged to pass : ~ tall seasons,
but they know the short cuts, avoid the vnllcys, and spend t h c nights
on the mountains. They also know certain secret r e m c d ~ e s and a drink
called Bang, water in which dried leaves ei!hcr of hemp o r of s o m e similar plant have been soaked. I t is greenisli in cvlour and very refereshing
but makcs men stupid and drunk. Many died on the way although, they
a r e all natives of thcse mountains and live for a few months every year
in the valleys.' Ippolito Desideri In Filippl. ed., An Accorrrtt oJ Tibet, the
Tral-els of lppolire Desideri 4 ' P i s t o i o . S . J . 17/2-1727 (London. 1937). revised editinn, pp. 319-20. Hagen, Ncpal, p. 37, cxprcsses himself mqre
d i ~ e c t l ywhen he says : 'The climatc of the Tarai is unhcaltliy, a ni3larial
hell !'
13 Henry T. Prinsep, History of the Political arrti Military T,.a~isac-

,ions in 1 ndia drlrirtg the Admirrist rat iorr of r he Marquess qf N a s t i n ~ s ,
1813-1823 (London. 1825), p. 6, says : 'The insalubrity of the climate
during a great portion of the year prevents the establishment of any
c onsiderable towns in the tract. T h e population, is indeed. for the most
p art migratory: t h e several classes retiring either into tlie hills o r to a
d istance in the plains. when the unhealthy season commences.
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could only invite caution. It would be foolhardy for the plainsman to wear himself out in an assault o n these hills. There
were too many of them. When one hill was taken, a score
more remained in the same area, each with its garrison, and
each garrison skilled in all the nuances of true mountain warfare.14 Then, too, the law of the land imposed its authority
even on invading armies. The wheel was not so much unknown
as it was useless. Supplies had to be carried, either by mountain ponies, which were rare, or by men. On the flat the
plainsman will not be outdone in feats ofcarrying by a mountain porter. But in the hills he is a s a child. What a tempting
sight such a supply line of struggling porters would have offered
to mountain troops ! Ilow vulnerable such a column would
be when the invading troops themselves were struggling with
the twisting upward climb of the hill trails.15
Men, of course, will dare and conquer any difficulty, provided the prize is worth the taking. But what had the hills to
offer ? I t was a poor land, offering little in the way of amenities, and even the necessities of life were secured only by unremitting toil. Except for a few larger valleys a n d the Valley
of Kathmandu itself, there was no area that could be called
truly fertile.Ie Mines offered some wealth, but it was almost
insignificant in itself, and, compared with what was available
in the land to the south, it was totally negligible." There was
14 Cf. N o t e O n e a t t h e end of this chapter for a detailed description
of t h e ascent irito t h e mountains a s reported by o n e of t h e Company's
sepoys who penetrated Nepal disguised a s a messenger.
15 Babura m At harya, S r i Ponch Bara~naharaju(ll~irajPrith~dnaroyan
Shah K O San.kshipta Jivani (Kathmandu, 2025 B.S.), iii, 480, cites especially this vulnerability of Kinloch's supply line in describing t h e defeat
of Kinloch by t h e Ciorkhalis.
16 I t is significant th;t Pradyumna Karan, Nepal, p. 37, lists only six
agricultural z r n e s in Nepal, three c f which a r e in t h e Tarai, outside o f
the Pahar zone, ;.nd o n e o f the remaining three is Kathniandu Valley itself. Of t h e other two, [ h e western hills zonc is characterized by fertilc
soils, but marginal rainfall. while thc eastern hills zone has bettcr rainfall
but suffcrs from poorer soils.
17 Although Francis H a n ~ i l t o n ,An Accolrnt of tlrc Kirtgdonj of Nepal
(Edinburgh, 1819) pp. 76-7, givcs a detailed description of t h e methods
used in refining copper and iron ores, it is clear from t h e over-all
picture presented in both Kirkpatrick a n d Hamilton that the total production c f these niines was not very significant. T h e gold. of course, that
seemed t o c o m e from Nepal was actually T ~ b e t a ngold, which c a m e i n t o
Nepal through t h e Tibet tradc.
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some copper and iron, and there seemed to be gold in small
quantities. But there was nothing like the sort of prize that
would be required to attract a conquering general t o dare the
hazards of the trail.le

The People
I t can be said with complete assurance that Nepal was an
isolated land. It was cut off with sharp finality from the north
and south. And in the long expanse of its east-west dimensions,
i t was cut by mountaiils and rivers into little pockets of culture that were almost totally self-contained and self-sufficient.
Yet for all its isolation, this area was always a n area
where the Mongolian people from the north and the IndoAryan people from the south met and mingled. If more were
known about .the migrations of people into Nepal and
Greater Nepal, it would perhaps be easier to say whether
these people moved into Nepal in spite of its isolation o r because the very isolation of the land offered a refuge. But the
people came. Pradyumna Karan says of it :
Nepal apparently was populated mainly by large-scale
migrations, over a period of many centuries, from all the
s u r r o u ~ d i n gareas. The intermixture of Mongoloid groups
from Tibet with Indo-Aryan people from northern India
has gone far to break down homogeneity of race, in the
strict sense; on the other hand, the great variations of environment in this country of contrasts and the difficulty
of communication between different regions have preserved distinctions of language, culture, and even physical
characteristics between population groups.lg
Dr. Harka Bahadur Gurung tells much the same story,
though with a slightly different emphasis. His opinion is
equally worth consideration here :
The medieval history of the Himalayan regions is wrought

--

18 Prinsep, H i s t o r y . p . 62, says o f this, 'Neither Ukbur nor any o f
his descendants o n the throne of Delhee made any attempt t o add the
tract o f hills t o the Moghul empire; its revenue was not an object o f
cupidity ...Hamilton, Nepal, p. 62, adds, ' . . . i t s e e m s in general to have
been the policy o f the princes o f India t o allow the mountain chiefs,
even when very petty, t o retain at least this extent o f low country, as
being too ohnoxious to their incursions t o be o f a value adequate to
dcfray the expense of its defence.'
19 Karan, Ncpal, p. 63.
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with the fluctuations of Mongoloid and Khasa dominance.
The most notable phases being the seventh century, golden
age' of Tibet when Strong-Btsan-Sgampo
extended his
empire to the Himalayan footliills, the 12th century occupation of western Tibet by K hasa rulers of Jumla, and the
18th century expansion of the Gorkhas from Icangra to
Sikkim. The inhabitation of Nepal Himalr-iya therefore was
the outcome of success:ve migrations of Mongoloid groups from
the north-east and the Caucasoid people from the south-west.
Nepal is also the meeti:~g ground of northern Lamaism
and southern Braliminism though mcst of the tribal groups
still cling to the shamantstic Jhankri cult of mediums and
sorcerers. Thc impact of the Hindu rulers over the last
few centuries has been progressive 'sanskritization', and the
establishment of Indo-Aryan Nepali as the Iillglla . f ~ . ~ l l cofa the
Kingdom.20
The full implication of this statement concerning the migration of people into the area of Greater Nepal in terms of
the culture and racial characteristics of the population of the
ccuntry may not be immediately evident. But a moment's
reflection will show that the isolated, self-contained units
menticned above tended to catch up and hold slnall cultural
groups or mixtures of such groups, much as indentations on
the shore retain the last vestiges of the retreating waves. Lack
of coriimunicaticn has actually preserved many of these
group characteristics to this day. centuries after the migrations
were completed. So much is this so, that Professor Tucci
writes :
* N o one knows exactly how many languages and dialects
are spoken in Nepal. certainly several dozen. As well as
the Gurkhas ..... there are the Newari ...the Gurung, the
Magar, the Limbu, the Bhutia, the Kiranti, the Murmi,
and many others, divided and sub-divided into castes and
sub-castes and groupings so numerous that the ethnographical study of Nepal, despite the many researches
undertaken, is still one of the most complex in the world.21
-

-

20 Gurung. 'The Geographic Setting', p, 8.
21 Guiseppe Tucci. Nepal, The Discovery of the Malla, tr:~ns. Lovett
Edwzrds (London, 1960), p. 76.
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In view of this expert opinion, it is perhaps sufficient to
say here that there is no simple means of describing the population of either Modern Nepal or Greater Nepal. There was
great diversity in cultural background ; there was great diversity in language; and there was considerable diversity in
I-eligiousbelief and practice.
C . LAND A N D T H E ECONOMY

An ~griculturalSociety

It was as true of Greater Nepal in the early eighteenth
century as it is today that the economy rested primarily on
agriculture. There were some mines, of course, and these
considerably assisted the people in the manufacture of simple
agricultural tools and in fashioning weapons. But basically
their life was bound up with the soil and its produce. Trade
was minimal. There was very little these units had to offer
in the way of trade, so that whatever trade existed tended to
be transient, with goods from Tibet being carried through the
hill states for sale or barter in the lower districts, and the
goods of India being carried to the north for exchange in Tibet.
The average peasant's ability to purchase was severely 1imited
by the mere fact that he lived a marginal existence,
and so had little surplus which he exchange for imported
goods.22 Most of the needs of the peasants in these small
political units could be met within their own circle, and those
that could not be met there could be satisfied from their
neighbours on an exchange basis. Perhaps the oiily crop that
22 Krikpatrick's c o m m e n t on this, though dating f r o m a somewhat
later period, is worthy of notice, He says: 'Whether o r not grain s raised
in this district in Greater quantity than is required for t h e consi~mption
o f the inhabitants. J had not t h e opportunity cf ascertaining; but it is
c-crtain, that neitlicr herc, n o r a t any othcr town o r vill:!ge in o u r route
(Kathniandu alone excepted) could wc easily procure even a single
day's provisions for o u r followers; t h e a ~ ~ t h o r i ot yr t h e government being
almost always necessary for this purpose, notwithstanding our readiness t o pay whatever might be demanded; from this circumstance, and
the nature of the country, which was evcrywliere unfavourable t o the
transportation of its productions t o any distant market. 1 an1 inclined t o
think that thc most part of tliese pecple a r e content t o obtain from the
earth support only for themsclves. and that, consequetitly. we were
rarely supplicd by them in the course of o u r journey but a t the expense
of cxposing them more o r less t o real inconvenience.' William Kirkpntrick, An Account of the Kingdom of N~porrl(London, 181I ) , pp. 75-6.
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might be considered a cash crop in the hills was c0tton,~3and
from the encouragement given to the dev,elopment of cottonbased cottage industries by Prithvinarayan Shah,24it can safely
be assumed that trade in this commodity was not highly
developed. Then, as now, the lower and better watered lands
produced rice and wheat with some oil seeds, while the higher
land was given over to the cultivation of millet and other dry
crops.
Society in the Pahar zone, then, was basically a n agricultural society. From the land primarily came whatever wealth
the principality possessed. As a clcsely connected consequence,
the land also provided whatever prestige might'be had within
each tiny realm. Caste, of course, played its role in this
question of prestige, but in comparison with the importance
of the control of land it was far less significant. T o be without land condemned one t o the fringes of society where food
and life itself depended on one's a b ~ l i t y to provide some
small service to the community in order to acquire the necessities of life. T o have land was essential, and this basic fact of
life developed a real hunger far land in the hill man.
It should be recalled that the land of the Pahar zone was
not the fertile land of the Tarai, but the thin, immature
soil of the hills. This makes the whole discussion of the
peasant's right to till the land all the more poignant. If one
were fortunate enough to claim tenancy rights to bottom land
along the river valley floor, a fair crop might be expected
without undue labour. But, as the terraced hillsides bear
witness, many could claim only the right to till the mountain slopes, where they raised a meagre crop of millet, or
perhaps maize. It was a hard life that encouraged the
characteristics of rugged independence, a willingness to toil,
and fortitude in the face of the harsh demands of nature.
23 Hamilton, Nepal, p. 232, says : 'Two kinds o f coarse cotton cloth,
czlled Khadi and Changa, are woven by the Newar women of all ranks,
and by the men of the Parbatiya caste, called Magar. The cotton grows
in the hilly parts o f the kingdom and is sufficient for the consumption;
but none is exported from N e ~ a proper.'
l
24 Prithvinarayan Shah, Dibya Updesh, ed. Yogi Narhari Nath (Kathmandu. 2016 B.S.), p. 13.
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Land Tenure
Since the right t o till the land was so important, something
should be said a t this point on the subject of the land tenure
systems prevalent in Greater Nepal. Unfortunately there are
very few records of an official character dating from the preGorkhali period that will assist in constructiiig a picture of
the tenancy and taxation policies during the period under discussion. There are some records, however, and with the help
of these and the existing studies of land tenure in various
sections of Greater Nepal that have been published, at
least the principles involved in land tenure can be stated.25
1hese principles are three :
1. All land was understood to be tlic property of the state.
2. Land, as the principal source of wealth, could not be
allowed to remain non-productive.
3. The possession of a free-hold right to the lalid was the
sole means to rise to a position of wealth and prestige.
In general, it can be said that the principle of state-ownership of the land can be accepted for the majority of the hill
areas and the V a l l e y . 2 V h i s principle admitted of certain
important exceptions, but the discussion of these can be postponed until after the main concept has been discussed. The
origin of this concept of state ownership cannot be traced
with any degree of accuracy. It seems, however, that i l l the
small political units mentioned above, the prince allotted
25 Cf. in particular M.C. Regmi, L a ~ dTcriure arid Taxafiorl in Nepal
(Berkeley, 1965), 4 vols. Also his F ~ n n o t ~ r iHistory
c
of Ncpaf, which is

in the press.
26 Kirkpatrick, Accolrrit o f N c ~ p a l pp,
,
86-7, says : ' T h e Sovereign is
deemed t o be originally t h e rtbsolute proprietor of all lands. n o r is there
any tenure under which they can be enjoyed permanently, o r considered
as hereditary posscssicns, except t h e few hereafter particularised. Even
,
as t o birth o r office, had, generally
the first subject o l the s t i ~ t ewhether
spe::king, but a tempcrary and precarious interest in t h e lands which h c
holds. As M.C. R ~ g m argues
i
s o forcefully, t h e institutions of birta land
and jagirs would have had n o meaning, unless the underlying assumption that the I:,nd belongcd t o the sovereign were verified. These two
concepts c:f birta and jagir will b e discussed below. but it will suffice for
the purpose of Regmi's argument t o point out that birta gave over t o n
private individual the pcrnianent right t o t h e land, while jagir gave t o
him the temporary right t o the land. T h e point of Regmi's argument
is that unless the sovereign first possessed t h e land. h e could not s o
assign it in birtas and jagirs. both o f which were common features in
rhe hill states, even befvre thc advent o f Prithvinarayan Shah. Cf. M.C.
Regmi, Land Tcnrrrc, i, 18.
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land to his subjects according to their need, reserving to himself a share of the produce of the land to defray the cost of
his durbar and the administration. It is true that in those early
days there was ample land for all.27 Nevertheless the land
nearer the rivers and streams that could be more easily irrigated would be the most desirable, and some authority would
have to determine the boundaries. As time went on, the right
of the prince to determine the boundaries and his right to a
share of the produce developed into a concept of state ownership and peasant tenure, with a regular payment of an increasing portion of the produce to the prince. This is, of course,
speculation, but it seems well founded.
With the emergence of this concept certain sYgn'ficant corollaries developed. The peasant might farm the land or not. If
he did farm it. he was obliged to pay a rent or tax which was
based on the productivity of the land.2RIf 11e did not farm the
land, he was obliged to leave it to sxneonr: who wished to
cultivate it. In short. his right to the land was basod on his
regular payment of rent to the crown. The question of ownership or of selling the land did not arise. Generally speaking,
waste land was available to anyone who cared to undertake the
task of bringing it under cultivation, and tax incentives were
available to make such a proposition attractive to anyone who
27 It is significant in this ccnnecticn that in his letter appointing
S u r Singh Rann and Kalu K h r ~ d k a;IS Amalis of Bhadgaon, a well populated city, o n e of the instruct~onsof Prithvinarayan S h a h was thk~t they
should settle people and encour:.ge aericulture. Kirkpatrick's observations
add somewh;it t o thi s. H e says. 'Adverting t o t h e very wild and rugged
nature of tlie country, we shall see n o great r o o m for imagining its
population t o b e considerable; t h e valleys only are of any account in
estimating the numbers of t h e inhabitants, and they arc, with t h e excepticn of Napaul (Kathmandu Valley) itself, a n d perhaps o n e o r two
others, little better than s o many mountr~inouscavities. Even t h c Turrye
o r Turryani, generally speaking. would seem to b e but indifferently
peopled, the villages t h r n u g h r u t bcing, xs f,tr as I can learn, very tllinly
scattered, and in most places of a rn-an rank in point of magnitude.
a s well as appearance.' Kirkpatrick. Account of Nepaul, pp. 182-3.
28 The peasant's oblig:ition t o pay half of t h e produce t o t h e crown
c r t o t h e proprietor of tlie land was n c o m m o n practicl: in thc hills during
thc Gorkhali occupation, a s will b e developed in a later chapter. T h e
application of this principle t o t h c pre-Gorkhali period is ji~stifiedon the
basis that t h e Gorkhnlis rn general did not introduce r:~dicalchanges In
areas they conquered, but accepted things as they wcre. Kirkpatrick,
ibid., p. 17. mentions expressly that this practice was followcd in relations t o the forest lands of the Tarai after t h e Gorkhali conquest.
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wanted more land. The point at issue was this, that the land
was expected to bear fruit. It was not permitted to stand idle
so long as there was anyone who was willing to farm it This
corollary principle underlines the meaning of land in a primitive agricultural community. Since land was the basis of
wealth, it must not be allowed to remain non-productive.
Also, in this agricultural community, the importance of
land had to be measured in terms of prestige as well as wealth.
It was his control of the land and the fruits of the land that
constituted the real power of the prince.29 By the same token,
for all other members of the community land was the sole
means of attaining to prestige and influence in the state, a s
well as t o that leisure which is the primary desire of those
who must toil for their livelihood.
The amount of toil involved must not be underestimated.
Excepting the more fertile valleys, in the thin and immature
soils of the Pahar zone, crops necessarily were poor. Yet
the standard rent exacted from the peasant was one-half
the crop. It can easily be surmised that, having paid this
exaction, the peasant had barely enough remaining to provide
a rude subsistence for himself and his family.
The only escape from this heavy assessment was t o gain,
by one means or another, the control of a section of land as
a free-hold right. In general there were three ways to
gain such control.
1. Through a jagir grant.30 The prince regularly assigned
t o those who served the durbar in an official capacity the
rents from specified plots of land. If this land were farmed
by the jagirdars or their families, the full produce of the land
would be theirs. If it were farmed by tenants, the jagirdars
could still exact the rent, one-half the crop.
2. Through birta grants.31 The prince occasionally rewarded
29 The combination of the importance o f the land and the sovereign's
right t o assign it t o his subjects gave him real power over his subjects.
Cf. in this regard the quotation from Kirkpatrick given in note 26 above.
30. The jagir assignment in Nepal was made in view o f services
actu:~llybeing rendered t o the slate, and t o that extent the use of the
term in Nepal differs froni the more familiar use o f the same term in
India.
31 The existence of hirta grants in Nepal before the Ciorkh a 1 I' conquest is well-established- The clearest proof o f this is Prithvinarayan Shah's
(Cont inned)
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a noble for some particular scrvice rendered by bestowing
on him a grant of land. While the jagir grant remained valid
only as long as the concerned noble served the court in an
official capacity, the birta grant had n o set time limit, and it
was valid until it was recalled o r confiscated. Sometimes the
prince mortgaged land to one of his nobles in order to raise
funds. This became a sale of land in effect, a n d i t was classified a s birta.
3. Through reclamation of waste land. The normal process following the reclamation of wasre land called for the
tenant to pay rental after three years. However, it is apparent
that the peasant would be in n o hurry to make this payment
unless approached for it, and, in times of stress, when the
collection records fell into disarray, i t was quite possible for
the newly reclaimed tract to go unmarked for some time.
Thus, this became a kind of free-hold, and would remain so
until the title to the land was scrutinized.3"

It should be mentioned also that the peasant's tax obligations did not end with the payment of his land tax. Jhara, or
compulsory unpaid labour, was another form of tax. The obligation t o provide such labour fell on all the peasants alike. It
was utilized a t times for the repair, maintenance and enlargement of the durbar; a t other times it was used for the
construction of fortifications and temples.33 When imposed
frequent offers to confirm existing birtas and t o confer new ones on
those whom h e could persuade t o defect from their old loyalties to
serve him. Cf. t h e following letters of Prithvinarayan Shah :
T o Mahant Sumran Dass, dated 1828 B.S., Chait, badi i, r o j 6.
T o K a m a l Narayan Pandit. dated 1824 B.S., Ashar, sudi 5, r o j 6.
T o Puranpu of Mantali, dated 1821 B.S. Jyestha.
T o Gindun Panwar Lama, dated 1818 B.S., Phalgun, badi 9, r o j 6.
32 M.C.Regmi cites a n order of 1867 in M,ljh Kirat that noted that
since 'the former king of that area was very weak' many persons had
occupied lands a s they liked a s birta o r kipat. Regmi Research Collections, vi. 75 and xx, 224.
33 'An inscription by King Srinivas of Malla of Lalitpur a t t h e Rato
Machindranath tcmple in 1729 B.S. (1672 A . D ) states that the king may
exact labour on a comvulsory basis from his subjects in t h e construction
and repair of fcrls. walls, and bridges a s well as in war.' Translated from
Dhanbajra Bajracharya, 'Malla Kal M a Desh Raksha KO Vyavastha.'
Purninra, N o . 2 , p. 31, in Regmi Research Series, ii, No. 5 (1 May 1970),
p. 112. P r i t h ~ i n a r ~ ~ yShah
a n also m a d e use of jhara labour t o transport
military supplies. etc. Cf. Letter of Prithvinarayan Shah t o t h e Dwares
o f Palanchowk, dated 1831 B.S., Jyestha, sudi 13.
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indiscriminately, it could entail real hardships for the people,
since they not only had provide the labour, but also their
tools and rations for the duration of the task set t o them.34
In thc largely non-monetized economy of these agricultural
communities, jhara was an obvious solution to the problem of
getting work done that was required by the state for its wellbeing and preservation. It is evident, however, that such a
system of providing for these needs opened the way for many
abuses all of which added to the trials of the peasants.
In Kumaon the lot of the peasants in the pre-Gorkhali
period was apparently even more trying than that sketched
above. In this regard Atkinson says :
Instead of obliging each village to supply a portion of the
expenses of the royal tablz and for the salaries of the royal
servants (Sakti Gosain) set apart specified villages for the
support of particular departments of the Rajah's service,
known as Butkara villages, and also planted gardens in
various places to supply the royal table with fruit ...A line
of villages stretching from the snows of Almora was set
apart for suppling the royal table with snow under the
namk of Hiunpal. The long-continued wars had given rise
to a body of professional soldiers who sought a s their
reward grants of land in the conquered districts; these were
now for the first time administered on a fixed system and
regular assignments of land were made for the support of
troops in camp and garrison under the name of visi bandak.
So minute was the supervision that it is said that the practice
of gro~t,inggrclin and fruit on the tops of the houses dares
from the settlement of Sokti Gosain, because these were the
onlj9places left by him
The tax in Kumaon was heavy, but it is iilteresti~ig
- to note
that the same basic principles applied to Kumaon as in most
o f Greater Nepal. It wss only the manner of their application
that was different.
.

-

--

34 Prithvinarayan Shah instructed the dwares t o h a v e the people
bring even their own namlos (i.e. tump lines) for carrying his supplies.
35 Edwin T. Atkinson, The Hinralayan Districts oJthe N o r t h Wesferr
Provinces of India (Allahabad. 1882). i i , 555-6.
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Further west, in the area between the Jamuna and the
Sutlej, there were a number of small states. Each of these employed its own system of taxation, and apparently there was a
wide degree of variation in the systems used. As Kennedy says :
It is difficult to give an accurate report of the manner the
revenue is levied in these states. It differs essentially in
almost every one. In some parts of Keonthul the Rana
claims one-fourth of the produce, and certainly n o peasantry appears to live in greater comfort. The cost of regular
assessment in some states is one of the greatest evils the
country labours under. I t does not appear that previous to
the Nepal conquest any fixed revenue was levied.36
The situation in the trans-Jamuna area and the Kumaon
area differed in some particulars from the situation that prevailed throughout most of modern Nepal. However, the
principle of state ownership of the land prevailed in these areas
as it did elsewhere. The differences that existed were merely
variations in the application of this principle in the area in
question. In some places in the hills of Nepal, however, there
existed an entirely different concept of land tenure. In these
communities, land was considered to belong, not to the state
or to the prince, but t o the community as such. This form
of tenure was known as kipat.37 I t was found among certain
tribal and communal groups. I n these areas n o one held individual title to the land. The community owned the land and
extended to each tenant his right t o till the land. The amount
of land any one family held was determined by the community
in view of the needs of that family for survival a n d by their
direct use of the land. When a family failed to make use of
the land they held, the land reverted to the community and
was assigned to someone else who needed it and was willing
36 C.P. Kennedy, 'Report on the Hill States', 6 July 1824, Records
of the D d h i Residency and Agency (Lahore, 1911), p, 272.
37 There is clear indication that kipat tenure existed in Nepal before
the time of the Gorkhali conquest, since at the time o f the Gorkhali
occupation of eastern Nepal a solemn promise was made while salt and
water were mixed, whereby the Gorkhali nobles on behalf o f Prithvlnarayan Shah agreed not to violate the Kiratis' kipat land. C i Iman
Singh Chemjong, History and Culture of rhe Kirat People (Kathmandu
1967). i i , 157. For the best available treatment of kipat tenure, cf. M.C.
Regmi, Land Tenure, i i i , pp. 81-132.
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to farm it. Here again the importance of the land is evident.
Land must not be permitted to remain idle. Tt was the source
of the community's wealth. The right t o the use oC the community's land was thus based not only on the customary
occupation of the land, but also on the actual use of the land.
It will readily be seen that there was an intrinsic contradiction between communal tenure and state ownership of the
land.38 It was to be expected that where these two types of
tenure were brought into contact, there would be difficulties,
and history has proved that this assessment is correct. But,
for unavoidable reasons, kipat has remained in use until
modern times.39
D. TRADE AND THE ECONOMY

The stress given in these pages to the importance of agriculture and the land in the economy of the hill states is fundamental t o an understanding of these states as well a s to a n
understanding of the process of unification. However, in
addition to agriculture there was some trade and commercial
activity. Though relatively much less important, this also
must be discussed to complete the economic picture. I n the
discussion of the trade of Greater Nepal, two preliminary
distinctions are in order :
1. Was the trade in indigenous products, or was it a
purely transit trade ?
2. Was the transit trade, where it existed, carried on
through the medium of local merchants, o r was it predominantly in the hands of outsiders, either from
Nepal itself or from lndia ?
These distinctions have a direct bearing, not so much on
the nature or the quality of the trade, as on the effect it has on
the local economy in the pre-Gorkhali petty states. A vigorous
trade in indigenous products benefits the community, not only
indirectly, by enriching the merchants, but also directly, by
38 State ownership of tlie land implies the State's right to the direct
administration o f the land as well as the right to assign t o it. Communal
ownership concedes the right o f the state t o impose taxes on the land,
but reserves t o the co~llmunitythe right t o assign the land.
39 Cf. N o t e 37 above regarding Prithvinarayan Shah's o a ~ ht o respect
the kipat tenure of the Kiraris.
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providing employment to local artisans a n d those who supply
them with raw materials. If the trade is a purely transit
trade, and that, too, carried o n by outsiders, even the indirect benefit to the local community is reduced to the point
where the only local people t o profit from the trade are the
local hill porters and those who contract for their labour.
As far as the Tarai is concer~ied, it is clear from contemporary accounts that a great deal of buying and selling
took place across the southern borders of Greater Nepal between the Tarai villages a n d India.40 This trade, however,
affected very few of the hill states, and is of relatively little
concern for the purposes of this study, which is more directly
concerned with the Pahar zone.
Trade

it1

the Hills

I n the northern Himalayan reigons, however, the main
occupation of the people necessarily was trade.41 This trade
centred on the best of the passes through the mountains into
Tibet. Kodari (Kuti), Rasuwa, and Thak were some of
these.42 Naturally, n o generalization will cover the trade
patterns of all of these, but it is both interesting and enlightening to see in some detail the manner in which trade
was carried on in one such area.
Traill's account of the pattern of trade in the Bhotia Mahals
of Kumaon is valuable f o r its detailed treatment of the Bhotiya
trade in that area.43 According to Traill, the Bhotiyas who
engaged in the Tibet trade each had a particular correspondent
in Tibet, with whom and with whom alone he could deal. Nor
could the Tibetans trade with any but their fixed clients The
Bhotia middlemen bartered salt for grain in the Tarai or
hills, and then bartered the grain in Tibet for salt and other
40. Francis Buchanan, Purnea Report (Patna, 1928), p. 556.
41. Cf the description o f the climate o f the Bhot valleys given above.
p. 7.
42. Desideri, Travels, p. 310, gives an idea o f the establishments
that grew up near such passes. H e says : 'There are many rich merchants
with large houses, and warehouses in Kutti, who receive travellers in
their houses provide animals, men and anything they need, and paw
their goods through the customs houses.'
43. George W. Traill. 'Statistical Report o n the Bhotia M ~ h a l sof
Kumaon', Asiarik Researches, xvii (1X32), 34-9.
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commodities. The exchange rate varied according to the
distance the produce had to be carried. If the exchange was
made in the Tarai, the rate was four measures of grain for
one of salt. If the exchange was made in tht: hills, it was three
of grain for one of salt. If the exchange was made nearer the
border, the rate dropped to two of grain for one of salt. It
never became more favourable than this. In Tibet the exchange was uniformly four measures of salt for one of grain.
The profit was considerable, but the trade was limited by the
resources of the individual trader, by the restrictions put on
the trade by the Tibetan authorities, a n d by the seasonal
nature of the trade. It was strictly a transit trade, but it was
carried on by local merchants.
In the Pahar zone itself, however, as distinct from the
northern Himalayan regions, one study says that whatever
manufacturing and commercial activities existed were related
to the needs of subsistence, and hence were not generally an
~
trade was
independent means of l i v e l i h ~ o d . ~Indigenous
practically lion-existent. This same study goes on t o say that
the commercial activity of the hill areas, where it existed, was
monopolized by outsiders, either by Newars from the Valley o r
by bairagis from India.45 Thus in the Paliar zone in general
the economy was very little affected by trade, and agriculture
had to remain the basis of economic life.
The one area in the Pahar zone where trade played an
important role in the economy was Kathmandu Valley. The
trade of the Valley was directed both towards the plains of
India, especially Rengal and Tibet, but it was largely Tibetoriented, dealing with Lhasa and points along the Kathmandu
Valley-Lhasa trade route. It was in this northern trade that
the major profits were to be found.46
Traill's account of the Bhotiya trade, discussed above,
was rather simplc and straightforward. The primary items of
trade were grain and salt. The picture that emerges of the
Kathmandu Valley-Tibet trade is much more complicated, and
-

-
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44 M.C. Regml, Economic H i s r o r y , Chapter 11.
45 bar rag^, a rel~giousmendicant.
46 Polrt~calConsultation, 7 March 1796, No. 1, Abdul Kadir Khan's
report to llle Governor General o n the Tibet trade and Nepal.
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the trade itself is of a more commercial nature. The major
sources for this aspect of Nepal's economy are the accounts of
BogleQ7and TurnerJs as well as the letters of the Capuchins
who were working both in Lhasa a n d i n the three capitals of
Kathmandu Valley a t this time.49

Kathmandli Valley Trade
Bogle visited the Teshu Lama in 1775. His report deals with
both the items of trade and with the merchants who carried
on this trade. Of Nepalese products as such, Bogle speaks
chiefly of iron and rice. Goods imported from Bengal through
Nepal, however, included broadcloth, otter skins, indigo for
dyeing, pearls and heads of coral and amber, conch shells,
spices, tobacco, sugar, Malta striped satins, and a few types of
white cloth, chiefly coarse. The Tibetans paid for these items
with gold dust, musk, and y a k t a i l ~ . ~ Though
O
Bogle speaks of
the Kashmiri merchants and gosains, 'holy men', as playing a
very important role in the Tibet trade, he points out that
these men dealt primarily in small objects of relatively high
value, in view of the great distance their goods had to be
transported. Such items were easier t o carry and had a
higher profit margin. The bulk of the trade, however, was
carried on by Newari merchants, and it was this group that
handled most of the retail trade in Lhasa as well. Also, while
trade originating in Nepal was not too important, Nepal was
one of the two main channels for the valuable trade between
Bengal and Tibet, the other channel being Bhutan.61
Turner, who visited Tibet in 1783, speaks almost entirely
of trade between Bengal and Tibet, but, of course, the Bengal
trade was carried on principally through Nepal. T o Nepal
47 Clements Markham. Narrati~lesof the Mission of George Bogle to
Tibet ant1 of the dorrrncy r ! / Thonras Monnitl~t o Lha.vl, (London, 1876).
48 Captain Samuel Turn-r Art Accorrtit of a11Embassy t o the Court
of the T ~ s h o oLanra in Tibet (London, 1800)'
49 Lircii~noPr tech, f-d . I / Ntrovo Ramrrsio. I Mi.rsionari ilaliani riel
Tibet E ncl Ncpol ( R o m e , 1952). ii. n a r t I - 4. Pet :ch reproduces all the
known correspondence of the C : ~ p u.bin. in Tibet and Nepal.
50 M v k h a m . Narratil.es. pn. 128 and I d .
51 This is confirmed by Desidcri's account. Desideri had said.
the road across western Tibet is so impractic:il that the caravans of merchandise from Cascimir, Hindustan. Armenia and Nepal c o m e through
Kutti'. Desideri, Travels, p. 130.
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itself Tibet sent rock salt, borax, and gold dust, and received
in return coinage, course cloth. rice and copper. Of the transit
trade through Nepal, he says that Tibet imported broadcloth,
trinkets, knives, scissors a n d telescopes, cloves, nutmegs, sandalwood, pearls, gems, heavy brocades, conch shells, amber,
Malta cloth, tobacco, indigo, and otter skins. The Tibetans
paid for these with golc! dust, musk and borax. Turner also
adds that most of the profits of this trade were enjoyed by
g o s a i n ~ . ~ V h last
i s point is contradicted by Abdul Kadir
Khan, who visited Nepal in 1795 on a mission for the Company's government. Abdul Kadir Khan maintained that the
Nepalis, acting as middle men between the Tibetans a n d Indian
merchants, appropriated the bulk of the profits o n both the
articles in transit from Bengal as well as on the articles of
Tibetan origin that were exported to Bengal through Nepal.
He also emphasized the purchases made in Nepal by Tibetan
traders coming down to the
The Capuchin accounts deal more with the mechanics of
custonls duties, the government's share in the tr'tde profits.
According to these accounts, the custolns inspectors came t o
the factory and inspected the merchandize. which was then
roped up, given an official seal, and wrapped in a buffalo hide.
The following day the customs inspectors again visited the
factory, confirmed the original seal. and Ihcn added a second
seal to the outside of the package. A t the border the seals were
inspected, and if they were intact, the goods were allowed to
pass. Custonls duties amounted to nine Mahendramalli per
maulid of goods, plus the payment of a passport fee at the
border. Cusloms on cloth and metal handled by non-Nepalis
was about sixty per cent higher. The passport tax on Etiropeans was fifty Mahendr:lm:llli, while for others i t was two and a
half.jWesideri adds that on the Tibet side the bales were not
opened, but charged several ttlng for every two Patna maunds
by weight."Neuar merchants, however, were charged less
---

- ---
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52 Turner, Enihassj~lo fhc Teshoo Lama, pp. 38 1-3.
53 Political Consultation 7 March 1796, No. 3 , Abdul Katlir Khan's
repnrt t o the governor general on thc T ~ b e tl r ~ d eand Nepal.
54 Petech, I I Nuovo Ram~rsio,ii, parte iv, 65.
5 5 D e s i k r i , Tra~~c>ls
fang, p. 130. A fang was worth three and a half
rupees (Pntna, siccn).
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by the Tibetan customs authorities than the other merchant^.^^
From this account it is clear that the Nepalis had a real
advantage in the main items of transit trade. As for indigenous items, the details of customs inspection in Kathmandu
seem to indicate that the export t o Tibet of goods manufactured in Nepal was very limited in quantity. The method
used fdr inspection and assessment was simply too timeconsuming to be adapted to a large export trade in such items.
This is borne out by the failure of any Nepalese items of
indigenous manufacture to appear high oil the lists of Ti betan
imports. On transit items, however, the Newars enjoyed a far
more favourable position than other merchants because of
the preferential treatment they received from both the Nepali
and Tibetan customs. It will also be noticed that the Newar
traders had no restrictions placed on them a s t o whom they
could contact in Tibet, unlike the Bhotiyas described in
Traill's account.
Conclusion on Trade

T o sum u p this account of trade, then, it can be said that
the great exception to the general trade pattern of the Pahar
zone was Kathmandu Valley. Here, too, the amount of indigenous trade carried on was negligible. The profits accruing to
the mint from the minting of Tibet's coinage probably equalled the amount earned through the sales of indigenous materials, and in none of the trade lists of Tibet that are extant
d o Nepali manufactures of art work command an important
position. Even the trade of the Valley was predominantly a
transit trade. But there were three factors which made it far
more important in the economy of the Valley than it was elsewhere in the Pahar zone. First, the great trade route from
India to Tibet passed through the Valley a n d on to Tibet
through the passes a t Rasuwa and Kodari. The Valley thus
enjoyed a strategic position on this trade route, and the kingdoms of the Valley were in a position to capitalize on this
through the imposition of customs duties on all trade that was
-

56 T h e reason for this preferential treatment accorded the Newars
was, according to Desideri, that 'long ago a Grand Lama o f Tibet who
was born in Nepal reduced the duty for all Nepalese merchants.' Ibid.,
p. 130.
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carried through the Valley to Tibet. The second factor was the
skill of the Newars as traders. This skill was almost legendary
in the hills, and it is known that when king Ram Shah of
Gorkha first began to experiment with the Tibet trade, he
imported Newari merchants to handle this for him.57 The
third factor lay in the preferential treatment the Newars
received both from their own governments and from the Tibetan autl~orities,which levied a lower customs duty o n them
than it did on the other merchants who dealt in the Tibet
trade and gave them spccial trade concessions in Lhasa itself.
As far as the over-all economic position of trade in the
Pahar zone is concerned, however, it must be borne in mind
that the political units, including those of the Valley, were
very small. Even those areas that were inclined towards trade
and had the necessary skills did not have the infra-structure
to develop a large-scale, indigenous export trade. It was inevitable, then, that those areas that could support agriculture
leaned more heavily on the produce of the land for their
wealth than on any external commercial activity. The far
northern regions had to depend on trade, since they could
not develop any significant agricultural base in view of the
harsh climatic conditions prevailing there. The very nabure
of their trade, however, limited its scope, and must have
acted as a check on the population these regions could support. In general, then, it must be said that the economy of the
various political units that comprised Greater Nepal rested
primarily on agriculture with trade supplying some areas with
a useful addition to the wealth of the state.

Summa rj*
The area which has been described above a s Greater Nepal
is one of sharp geographical contrast. From the south the land
rises abruptly in a series o f ascents, with roughly parallel
ranges of mountains dividing the country longitudinally, and
the spurs emanating from these ranges to the north and south
-.

-
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-
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-

57 Cf. Bhasha Vanrsa~lali. The text refcrred to throughout this study
is that published in Sarnsodhan Mandal. Sri Punch Prirhvinarayan Shah
KO Upadesh (Kathmandu. 2025 B . S . ) i i , 545-iii. 926. The reference here is
to ii. 559-61.
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dividing the country into small, self-contained geographic
units. This geographic fragmentation of the country is completed by the many mountain streams and rivers that cross
the land. Normally moderate a n d quiet, these rivers and
streams become dangerous torrents during the monsoon. and
present real hazards to transit and obstacles to communication.
The economic base of these units was agriculture. These
small units were basically agricultural societies, in which land
formed not only the means of livelihood but also the sole
means t o wealth and prestige in the community. I n certain
areas to the north and in Kathmandu Valley, the income from
agriculture was supplemented by trade. Though in Kathmandu
\'alley in particular this income added substantially t o the
prosperity of the state, it was not such as to offset the
agricultural bias of the economy. The burden of taxation in
these states was heavy, amounting in most cases to one-half
the produce of the land. T o this burden was added jhara or
compulsory unpaid labour, for the benefit of the various state
projects and for service of the crown. It wou!d be safe to conclude that for the hill people it was truly a case of the sur\~ival
of the fittest, and that these conditions molded a strong, independent, and determined people who would provide fit recruits
for the armies of Gorkha once given proper leadership.
NOTF ONE : Rcporr of an Ilidian Sepoy on the Location of Tonsen*

Summary o f a report of Bhuroo Deen, Sepoy, 1st Grenadiers, 1st Bn.
34th Regiment N.I., dispatched u n d e r disguise of an Hurcarah t o Tansein, t h e Residence a n d Cantonment of Arnar Sing Tappa, in cornma~id
of t h e Nepaul Frontiers.
After crossing the hill on which t h e Kazee's house stands, and a t thc
foot of which Boctwul is s i t ~ ~ a t ewe
d , descended into t h e valley beyond
it. O n t h e way we c a m e t q a Chokey.. This spot seems t o be under
the fire of t h e Fort. Hitherto t h e road is a s follows : a t first mounting
near the Kazee's house it is divided into broad steps easily t o b e ascended by elephants and horses it is afterwards subjected t o all t h e irregularities of the hill o\wr rock and a kind of kanker il number of loose
stones a r e washed down from t h e summit during t h e rains, a n d these
greately contributed t o t h e difficulty.
Question : D o you think it p o s i b l e by removing thesc loosc stones to
make it passable for wheeled carriages ?
Answer : T h e native rock is t o o rugged a n d there is n o t suficient earth
t o make a level.
*Ccnsultation 30 April 1813 No. 51, Political Department.
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111 the hollcw between the lw:) hills the road is carried through junglc
of Saul and other species a n d trees. A little beyond t h e basin we conlmenced mcunting the hill on which the F o r t stands. I suppose t h c
ciiffereat windicgs of the road a r e not less than a cutcha coss In length,
but this length diminished the steepness. This cutcha coss does not
bring you t o the road where the F o r t is placed, but t o a small flat in t h e
side of the hill about a matchlock shot below it, of which you can discern
c n e bastion and a part of the wall.. T h e flat is spacious enough t o contain 50-60 men and is not open t o t h e fire of the Fort ...Nya Kote, the
nalne of t h e Fori, is built of t h e stones found a m o n g t h e hills. I t consists
of an inner and outer fort. Each square has bastions at the angles. T h c
F c r t is armed with 16 guns. T h e 2nd contains a magazine. T h e guns of
the F c r t conimand the road in sevcral places as far as 1 have proceeded,
and sometimes without a very great depression of t h e aim. But musquetry wculd be harmless, tho' indeed the Lahore Matchlocks might
carry with effect into s o m e parts of the pass. Were t h e garrison to c o m e
out of the Fort and advance about 100 paces. they might then fire with
effect on the flat. 1 saw o n e ascent t o the F o r t from the flat but much
obscured, and I d o not think there is any other path, except the narrow
fool-paths of t h e hill people. of which there were s o m e traces from the
huts on the flat.. T h e road t o Tungsein now begins t o descend and is for
70,000 paces good, but impassable by carriages. 1,/4coss t h e second spring.
114 coss from this spot t h e road after a number of ups a n d downs and
w i ~ d i n gover rocks reaches t h e north by eastward foot of t h e first range
of hills where there is a small plain.. Having proceeded about 114 coss
on the slopping sides of heights came t o another river called Maurreeaur. It flowed in t h e direction of t h e road on t h e right hand and canic
from the hills in the rear. Near this spot another fort appears which is
built in the range of hills that run along the W. side of t h e Tehnavee river
from N. t o S. in front of our camp a t R a j Ghaut. This Fort has a COIIImunination with t h e town o f Boutwul but had a s yet been o b s c ~ ~ r e d
from my view. I t is said t o contain 8 guns and a company. I could discern to bastions, but n o more, for I gucss t h e distance t o be 2-112 c o s ~
and it did not stand on lower ground than its lame sake t h e Nya F o r t
befcre described.. 112 coss onward reach t h e foot of a hill not less than 1
or 114 coss t o the summit.. This hill is very difficult. It is called Mussaun
Hill from a v~llagea t its top. T h e bottom of the hill is 314 coss further
on where the rcad is repeatedly intersected by t h e windings of a narrow
channel of water of which I could not learn any name. After proceeding
112 or 314 ccss further we reached the fcot of Tan Sein Hill. A road
turns off hcre left to Palpa, said t o be 3 coss distant. A coss distant on
the t o p of the hill is Tang Sein. This hill appears t o grow out of t h c
m o u n k i n that overtops it more than Nya K o t e does our encampments.
Dated : C a m p o n the Tehanavee, 6 April 1813.
T h e Journey here mentioned took two days.

NOTE T W O : Hamilton's Sourres*
EJaniilton divides his sources, all witnesses, into four
he says :
Concerning the country between Sikkim and Nepal
niiiticn is chiefly derived from the following persons :
.Ist. Agarn Singha, hereditary chief of the Kirats,
imn~ediatelyon Ncpal, and last Chautariya, or Prinie
princes who governed that people.

-

+Hamilton, op. cir. pp. I-5,passinr.

groups. Of tlicsc
proper, my infora tribe bordering
Ministel., o r thc
--
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2nd. A Brahaman, who was the Munsuf, o r civil judge of Bahadurganj, a territory in t h e district of Puraniya belmging t o t h e Comp;~ny.
His ancestors were hereditary dewans t o t h e princes who govern-d
t h e territory between Nepal and Sikkim, that is, the Brahman's
family managed the princes' revenue.
3rd. From Narayan Dass, a scribe (kayastha) whose ancestor,
Janardhan, accompanied Lohanga, founder of the late dynasty; and
whose descendants enjoyed t h e hereditary office of Neb, or secnn~l
minister t o the successors of that chief, until their final expulsion
from the mountains.
4th. A slave of t h e Raja of Gorkha.
5th. A Kirat from Hedang, near the Arun River.
T h e account of Nepal Proper is chiefly derived from my own observa.
tions. Concerning the country between Nepal Proper and t h e river Kali
I follow chiefly t h e authority of the following persons :
1st. A Brahman, named Sadhu R a m Upadhya, whose f m ~ l v
was in hereditary possession of t h e offlce of priest (Purohit) f > th
raja of Palpa, one of the principal chiefs in this district
2nd and 3rd. Prati Nidhi Tiwari, and Kanak Nidhi Tiwari i w
brothers of the sacred order, the former very learned, and the l a t ~ r
a man of business. Their family had been long mantris, or adviser>.
of the same chiefs, but came originally from Kumau;
4th. SamaBahadur, uncle t o t h e R a j a of Palpa, now in exile:
Finally, concerning the parts west t o t h e river Kali, in the r ~ i n y
season 1814 1 proceeded up the Ganges, with a view t o going to H . ~ r i dwar, where I expected t o procure intelligence: but, fortunately, I m c t
at Futtehgur with a person well qualified for the purpose. T h ~ was
s
Hariballa, a Brahman born in Kumau, but who h ~ long
s been in the
service of the Garhwal Rajas, and has travelled much in the adjacent
parts.

A LAND FRAGMENTED BY NATURE. A FObTBRlbOE ON THE ARUN
RlVEk IN EMTERN NEPAL ILLUSTRATES THE FLIMSY LINES OF COMMUNICATIONS THAT' JCPlNEiD THE TINY STATES OF NEPAL, (HAGEN:

NEPAL Pdlei8
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CHAPTER TWO

THE POLITICAL B A C K G R O U N D
I would allow the State to increase so as is consistent with unity: that, I think, is the proper limit.
-Plat01

The preceding chapter discussed Greater Nepal from the
point of view of geography a n d economics. T h e picture that
emerged from that discussion was n o t one calculated to
encourage thoughts of unification. N o t only h a d nature fragmented the land by erecting innumerable mountain barriers
a n d scoring the earth with dividing rivers, it had endowed
the land with sufficient fertility t o make each of the units SO
created a viable economic unit. Though few of these units
would be deemed wealthy by any stretch of the imagination,
they were sufficiently self-contained a n d self-sufficient to exist
as primitive agricultural societies.
This divisive aspect of nature a n d economy in Greater
Nepal was reflected in the political structures that evolved there.
There was a distinct tendency throughout the whole area of
Greater Nepal t o resist unifying forces and t o fragment into
principalities that harmonized with the geographic a n d economic units into which the land was naturally divided. This
chapter will ana!yze this tendency t o political fragmentation,
determine the strength of the petty rajas who ruled these ministates and the alliances into which they grouped themselves,
a n d assess the effects of Rajput infiltration o n the political
situation in Greater Nepal before the Gorkhali conquest will
be viewed from the aspect ot the eventual unification of the
country. -Far-from. being arbitrary, this se4ectivi.t~.isdictated
both by the objectives o f the present study a s well as by the
fact that in the nature of things very little documentation has
survived the passage of time unless it was concerned with the
Gorkhali conquest.
-

1

Plato, Republic, IV, 423.
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A. POLITICAL FRAGMENTATION

'Political fragmentation' is a n unwieldy phrase. However,
it is an apt one. For it is a fact of history that in an are&
covering roughly seven hundred miles from east to west and
approximately one hundred miles from north to soutll there
existed simultaneously n o fewer than eighty separate political
entities. On a basis of rough mathematics that is approximately one state for every eight hundred and fifty square miles.
Some of these states, of course, were inuch larger than this.
And of course, many of them were very much smaller.
These states were spread fairly evenly over the hills, with
the concentration increasing towards the west. T o the east
of Kathmandu Valley there were two kingdoms, Bijayapur and
Chaudandi, in the Tarai, and the independent state of Sikkim
in the eastern hills. T o the south of the Valley lay Makwanpur. In Kathmandu Valley itself there were three independent
kingdoms. Immediately t o the west of the Valley, in central
Nepal, were the Chaubisi Rajas-the twenty-four princes.*
twenty-two prinStill further west were the Baisi Rajas-the
c e ~ . Mustang
~
lay to the north. Kumaon and Garhwal lay
across the Kali River outside of modern Nepal. I n the area
to the west of Garhwal, between the Tons and the Sutlej, lay
the principalities of Cooloor, Hindoor, Bussahir, Sirmoor, the
Bara Thakurai (the twelve princedoms), and the Athara
Thakurai (the eighteen princedom^).^ And to the north-west
beyond the Sutlej River lay Kangra, the priilcipality against
which Nepal's westward expansion foundered.
All of these principalities were in a state of constant flux.
and all their borders underwent frequent modification. Their
were alliances made and broken, marriage alliances contracted, expansionary skirmishes, and encroachments. I'hroughout the changes taking place in this area, however, there was
a definitely discernible trend towards political fragmentation.
Larger states became smaller, and smaller states became
smaller still. It was clearlv a case of the pull -of the natural
2. Cf. Note One at the end of this chapter for a comprirative list of
the Chaubisi Rajas.
3. Cf. Note T w o at the end of this chapter for a coniparative list o f
the Baisi Rajas.
4. Cf. N o t e Three at the end of this chapter for a list o f the Atharn
and Bara Thakurai.
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dividing factors of the land overcoming such political ties
as arms and personalities could forge.
This fact of political fragmentation deserves careful attention. I t is far more important than the mere existential fact
of one petty kingdom more or less i n a land teeming with
petty kingdoms. Each of these kingdoms in itself may well
deserve the most intense historical study, but in the context of
the unification of Nepal, it is the process of their fragmentation that calls for study and analysis. It i s important t o know
what factors led to this widespread political fragmentation in
order to expose the forces that opposed unification. For this,
three major lines of analysis are indicated :
1. The trend towards political fragmentation ;
2. The causes of political fragmentation ; and
3. The failure of consolidation efforts.

The Trend Towards Political Fragmentation
The Gorkhalis were not the first t o build u p a substantial
kingdom in Greater Nepal. Before the rise of th6 House of
Gorkha there had been a t least five kingdoms of considerable
size, and three of them had reached a n advanced stage of
development; the Malla kingdom of Jumla, the Sen kingdom
of Palpa, and the Malla kingdom of Kathmandu Valley.
Though these three kingdoms did not arise a t the same time,
and political fragmentation occurred a t different periods in
each, for a time they co-existed, a n d their combined areas
covered an extensive part of Greater Nepal.
The Malla kingdom of Jumla, with its capital at Simja, lay
~
task of reconstructing the
t o the far west of N e ~ a l . The
history of this kingdom has only just begun, but a very coherent thesis for the origin, development, and fall of this
kingdom has been brought forward by Professor T u c ~ i It. ~is
5 T h e Mallas of Jumla were not related t o the better known Mallas
o f Kathmandu Vellcy. Cf. Giuseppe Tucci, Preliminary Report on Two
Scienrific Expeditions in Nepal ( R o m e . 19511), p. 49; D.R. Regmi,
Medieval Nepal (Calcutta, 1965). i . 713; and Luciano Petech, Mediaeval
History of Nepol ( R o m e . 1958). p. 81.
6 Tucci, Pre1iminar.v Report. This remains the most important work on
the Mallas of Jumla. Several other authors have published since Tucci and
have shed additional light on his findings. Among Nepali authors Yogi
(Corrtinued on page 35)
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a thesis founded solidly on field work and a thorough knowledge of the records of neighbouring states, especially the
Tibetan records, which throw considerable light on the Jumla
kingdom.' This kingdom, founded in the twelfth century by
invading Khasa tribes,8 was formed by joining the kingdom
of Gugeg with Puranglo and possibly also with Ladakh. In
the thirteenth century western Nepal was added to the territories of the kingdom. As its climax the power of the Mallas had
extended their coilquests as far as Dullu in the south-west and
Kaskikot in the east. The golden age of the Mallas of Jumla
was reached in the reign of Prithvimalla, for whom there are
extant inscriptions dated as early as 1354 A.D. and extending
as late a s 1376 A.D. The Malla kingdom was basically feudal,
and when the power of the centre was eclipsed, the feudatory
states resumed their independent status. For approximately
two hundred pears this Malla kingdom had united more than
half of Greater Nepal into a large feudatory state. Its collapse
led to the independent status of the Baisi Rajas and the feudatory status of Kali Kumaon under Doti.ll
In central Nepal the Sen kings achieved a kingdom of very
considerable size. The Sen kingdom was based on Tula Sen's
capital at Makwanpur.12 I t reached its golden age during the
(Contiriued from page 34)
Narhari N a t h has done extensive field work in the Karnali basin, in
which Jumla is situated, and which fell under the rule of t h e Khasa
Mallas of Jumla. His collected documents and inscriptions have been
published in Itihas Prakash (Kathmandu, 2013 B.S.), ii, parts 1-3. His
findings have tended t o c o n i i r n ~ Tucci's original report. Petech has also
shed additional light on Tucci's work. especially as regards t h e genealogy
of the Mallas of Jumla. See Petech, Meriiac~~a!
Histor!*, pp. 102-3.
7 Professor Tucci published five inscriptions of the Malla period.
T h e most important of these is the Dullu genealogy. which enabled him
ro compilre the Malla kingdom with the Tibetan records - an area in
which h e is pre-em~nentlyqualified. An additional item of documentar)
cvidence discovered by P r o f e ~ s o rTucci was the Kanokapatra of Shituska,
dated Saka I278 (1356 A.D.).
8 Khasa; an ancient Indo-Aryan tribe ot' Hestern Nepal.
9 Guge ; western T ~ b e t .south of the Sutlej River.
10 Purang; south-eastern Tibet. south of the Sutlej River and east 01'
Guge.
11 R a m Nivas Pandey, 'A Short History of Doli State. Western Nepal',
Nepal Re~.ien.,1969 (i). 247.
12 Hamilton. Nepal. p. 130.
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reign of Mukunda Sen I (1518-53), when its boundaries were
extended far to the west and t o the east.13 The Sen kingdom
was also feudatory in character. It lasted approximately two
hundred years, from the mid-fourteenth century until the midsixteenth century, before its unity was broken and it was reduced to the level of a number of independent but related
kingdoms. The initial division of the Sen kingdom into six
petty states saw further fragmentation when the kingdom of
Makwanpur was later divided into the kingdoms of Makwanpur, Bijayapur, and Chaudandi.14
Centered in Kathrnandu Valley was the great Malla kingdom, under whose rule the Newars of the Valley attained
the golden age of their cultu~-e.15I t would be quite misleading
to represent this kingdom as either thoroughly unified or
completely stable in the foul-teenth and fifteenth centuries.
From the vast collection of inscriptions and literary colophons
now available,16 as well as the evidence of the various extant
chronicles, it is quite evident that the kingdom was in fact
neither unified nor stable during this period. However, it is
equally clear that the Malla kings held actual or nominal
sway over a very extensive section of central Nepal. Also.
despite the various royal institutions such as dvairajya,
ardhara.jya, and even collegial rule, there was a simple unity
in the reigning family of the kingdom.17 The emergence of
strong feudal lords, who usurped many of the royal prero~ a t i v e sfrom time to time, did not constitute a final division
of the state, and the Malla kingdom remained recognizable
as a state under central rule with rather extensive territories.
-

13 lbid., pp. 130-1.
14 Ibid., p. 137.
15 T h e term M a l l a , as applied t o t h e Kings of Kathmandu Valley,
refers by convention t o at least t h r e e separate dynasties. T h e last of
these three dynasties, that founded by Jayasthiti Malla, was the more
vigorous. and it was this dynasty that led t h e Newars t o their cultural
zenith. Cf. D.R. Regmi, Medieval Nepal. i, 446.
16 Petech, Mediaeval History, pp. 81-2.
17 Drairajya : the simultaneous rule of two kinas of equal, o r junior
and senior status, ruling either co-jointly or in different parts of the
game kingdom.
Ardharajya : the simultaneous rule of two kings ofuneclual status,
ruling either co-joinfly o r in separate parts of t h e kingdom.
Collegial rule : t h e rule of several brothers simultaneously, with no
o n e of them enjoying the title of king.
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It is not possible to define satisfactorily the extent of these
territories, but using Krikpatrick's account as a guide, the
following rough boundaries can be listed: on the north, Kuti
and the mountains of Neelkunth (Gosainkund Lekh); on the
south the forest of Medini Mull (?); to the west, the mountain
of Lamidanda and the Trisuli Ganga; and o n the east, Sanga
and the Dudh Kosi River. The division took place during the
early sixteenth century.18
The existence over a period of several centuries of these
kingdoms, all of considerable size, indicates that the limitas
be transcended. Jumla
tions of geography a r d ~ c o n o m i c could
and the Malla kingdom of Kathmandu Valley not only
achieved control over large tracts of land, but also reached a
high level of cultural development. Having once succeeded in
overcoming the handicaps of geography and economics, they
should have continued to grow and develop. Yet, for all of
this, political fragmentation did occur; and it occured not
only in these larger states, but also i n states much smaller in
extent.
Causes of Political Fragn~enratiort
Since these larger states in Greater Nepal tended to break
down in smaller political units, it is logical t o search for the
causes of this tendency. An analysis of the process of fragmentation reveals four major causes.

1. Division
The first and most obvious cause for the political fragmentation of a kingdom was the division of the succession rights
I8 Kirkpatrick, Account of Nepal, p. 169. Kirkpatrick, unfortunately,
does not mention his sources for t h e historical account given in his report.
Petech was t h e first t o point out t h e general agreement of Kirkpatr~ck's
account with the chronicle called by historians VK, which is a fragment
kept in the Kaisar Memorial Library in Kathmandu. In its present
fragmented form. VK does not inclutle t h e narration of t h e division of
the Malla kingdom. I t is possible, however, that Kirkpatrick was fortunate enough t o s e e the whole chronicle, in which case his source would
be VK evcn for these boundaries. This is of course, a n assumption. V K
was published by Petech in Roman characters in his Mediac~lalHistory,
pp. 213-7, and later by D . R . Regmi, Mcdic1,al Nepal, iii, 158-63. Petech's
presentation is accompanied by nunlerous notes o n t h e reconslructions
h e thought proper. Regmi niercly states that h e has followed Petech in
t h e reconstructions, since, as h e says, he has found Petech's reconstruction correct.
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between the king's sons o r relatives by the king himself. The
clearest example of this was the division of the Sen kingdom
by Mukunda Sen in 1553 -4.D.,who parcelled out his kingdom
among four sons, one grandson, a n d a nephew.lg This division
of the state shattered the unity of one of the strongest kingdoms in the hills. Although the family alliance remained, each
of these new rulers became an autonomous ruler exercising the
right of independent action. Further fragmentation took place
when Harihar Sen, who succeeded in time to the throne of
Makwanpur, divided his kingdom between one of his sons
and his grandson.20
Why did Mukunda Sen take this action ? Undoubtedly
there existed the real possibility ordisputes over the succession,
which the king might be strongly persuaded to prevent by a
timely division of the prize. But this solution to the problem
of such a division-is too pat to be readily accepted, and even
Hamilton found Mukunda Sen's act inexplicable :
It is agreed by all, that Mukanda Sen, the son of Rudra,
possessed very extensive dominions, a n d might probably
have founded a kingdom equal t o that which the C r o r k b lese now enjoy, but he had the imbecility to divide his
estates anlong his four sons.21
klamilton's astonishment is quite understandable. A king who
has the intelligence to forge a great kingdom does not suddenly
reject all semblance of reason and divide that kingdom. Since
the division was made, however, it seems reasonable to ask :
I . Would such divisions of a strong state be even considered if the possible lines of division were not already latent
in the structure of the state ?
2. If these divisions were latent in the structure of the
state, and if the king had reasons to doubt his eldest son's
ability to control the kingdom as he himself had done, might
he not forestall a gradual disintegration of the state by an
orderly division of it among his heirs ?
There are several indications that this latter was indeed the
19 Hamilton. Nepal. p. 131. For the date, cf. Baburam Acharya,
Bhanubhakta Smarak Grantha (Darjeeling, 1997 B.S.), p. 65.
20 Hamilton, Nepal, p. 137.
21 Ibid., p. 131.
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case. The fact that the division was effected with apparent disruption of the economy and with no indication of opposition
t o the division from the nobles suggests that the potential
divisions already existed within the state. The feudal nature of
the Sen kingdom also indicates the existence of possible lines
of division. And, of course, the type of agricultural society
found in the hill states was purely adapted to the a d m ~ n i s t r a lion of extensive territories. The hill states were based largely
on a non-monetized economy. Taxes were generally assessed
ill kind and were utilized by assigning the revenues from certain areas to fixed purposes within the kingdom and to defray
the cost of the salaries of court officers. It became the personal
task of those working for the crown and paid by the assignment of jagirs t o collect and use the revenues from the area
assigned to them. These court officers gradually acquired in the
lands assigned to them some of the prerogatives of the crown,
on the principle that, in the mind of the peasant, he who
collects the taxes is the government. This is not t o suggest that
the cause of thc fragmentation was either the existence of these
court officers or the method by which they were rewarded for
their services. Their duties kept them too close to the court
for that to have been true. What is suggested is that this practice tended to weaken whatever bonds existed between the central government and its feudatory states, so associating the peasants' principal contact with government, the paying of taxes,
dlrectly with a government servant acting in his own right.
In a feudal society the centre's control was never strong.
In a larger state the very size of the kingdom taken together
with tbe method of assigning tax revenues to the direct payment of court officers necessarily further weakened these
bonds. T o counteract this tendency, it was advisable for the
king to assign a son or a royal collateral22to superintend the
government in the more remote areas. And this, in turn, would
suggest quite naturally the lines of future division.
It is suggested here, then, that in a case where a large kingdom was divided by a raja among his sons o r collaterals, the
reason for the division was not merely to obviate a possible
22 Royal collnternl : a descendant of the royal family not in the direct
line o f succession.
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dispute over the throne, but also because the nature of the
economy, the system of taxation and discharge of court obligations, a s well as the system o f administration in use naturally suggested such a division. Tliis division would be more
acceptable to a king who was himself extremely capable, but
who saw his son and heir t o be less able to direct the affairs
of such a state.

2. Disputed Succession
The second major cause for political fragmentation i n
Greater Nepal lay in disputed succession. These disputes
could be between the sons of the king, between the heir and a
class of nobles, or between the heir and collateral. This
seems to have been the cause of the division of the Malla
kingdom o f Kathmandu Valley, the divisioil of the state of
Makwanpur and Bijayapur, as well as the separation of the
Kumaon Tarai from Kumaon.
Kathmandu Valley
In the case of Kathmandu Velley, the struggle for power
lay between the feudatories on the one hand and the sons of
Yaksha Malla on the other. After the death of Yaksha Malla
in 1481, the rule of the Valley was exercised co-jointly by his
sons and one grands0n.~3However, actual rule in Kathmandu
was in the hands of a group of hereditary nobles,24while in
Patan the three principal nobles of the seven leading families
exercised r ~ l e . ~ Vtheory
n
these nobles were all subject
to the over-riding wishes of the sons of Yaksha Malla, but i n
fact they exercised such wide discretionary powers that they
had become de facto rulers of these two cities and their dependencies. It was Ratna Malla who disrupted the harmony of
collegial rule. In 1484 he suppressed the nobles o f Kathmandu
and began to rule there personally.26 On his death i n 1521.
21 Cf. in particular the inscription f o ~ ~ nond a small temple in Tachapal Tol in Bhadgaon, published in Dhanbnjra Bajracharaya, ed ItihasSamsodhar~KO Praman-Prameya (Kath mclndu, 201 6). i , 138. mu1 bhag.
24 Cf. especially the inscription of Parthibendra Malla at Pashupati.
published in Bajracharya, Praman-Prameya, i. 136, mu1 hhag.
25 Sadyontakosasnra, written in 1557 B.S. Found in the Kaisar Memorial Library, published in Bajracharaya, Praman-Pramc~a,i , 6 ,
bhag.
26 Cf. the inscription referred t o in note 24 above.
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the rule of Kathmandu remained with his descendants. Ratna
Malla himself had made an effort t o suppress the nobles of
Patan also, but In this he failed. Some time after Ratna
Malla's death, Bishnu Singh, a noble of Patan, broke away
from the collegial rule of Yaksha Malla's sons and established Iiis own independent rule in Patann27 Thus the Malla
kingdom came to be divided into three independent kingdomes. Some time later the town of Banepa also managed to
maintain for a short time an independent rule. Benepa and
Palan were again in time brought under the control of the
Mallas, but the rule was no longer united. The division was
made permanent in August 1548, when a solemn gathering of
the descendants of the sons of Yaksha Malla met and took an
oath to maintain the peace between their respective kingdoms
~ ~is clear that the
and to respect one another's b o ~ n d a r i e s . It
division thus effected after the death of Yaksha Malla had
proved lasting, and the kingdom was not again united under
a single rule until the Gorkhali conquest.
The fact of the division of the Malla kingdom after the
death of Yaksha Malla is historically certain, but the causes
are not so well defined. They underlie the events indicated in
tlie literary colophons and inscriptions of the day. Petech has
summed u p the situation that had prevailed in Kathmandu
Valley before the division :
The Nepalese monarchy was theoretically absolute and by
divine right ... In practice the royal power was very much
curtailed by the landed aristocracy, who in times of disorder such as about 1180 and between 1310 and 1380, took
tlie law into their ow11 hands made and unmade kings at
during the petheir will. According to the later i~a~~tsnvalis.
riod between the invasion of Nanyadeva and the arrival
of Harisimlia, the monarchy was practically in abeyance
and Kathmandu was divided between 13 'kings', while Patan
had as many 'kings' as there were tol. But the colophons
speak another language, however divided, however anarchi27 According t o a copppr plate inscription dated Nepal Sambat 666
(1603 B.S.). published in Bajracharya. Praniarr-Prnnrc~la.i, 12. mill bhag.
28 An inscription from the Pashupati collection. published as inscription 97 in D.R. Regnii. Mcdie~,nlNepal, i i i . 108-1 1 .
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cal, the country (and the scribes ~ ' i l hit) always officially
recognized a king as the titular head; a t the utmost, they
could oscillate between two claimai~tsto the throne. The
weak monarchy never resolved itself into a feudal confederacy ...Of course, beneath the surface a n d within this last
uniting link the aristocracy was all in all.29
The cause of the breakdown of the Malla unity of rule,
then. was the power of the aristocracy or feudal lords. Since
Patan, Bhadgaon, and eventually Kathmandu developed as
separately functioning parts of the same kingdom, these three
cities were already favoured t o become independent. It was a
normal development for the nobles t o assume greater power,
even failing-when the Malla rulers proved weak-to acknowledge the royal authority. When the reverse was true, and the
nobles of Kathmandu were weak, it took but a bold move on
the part of a determined man such as Ratna Malla t o establish himself in independent power there. When this separatist
move was duplicated by a powerful noble of Patan, the divicion was complete.
The point a t issue, of course, was the basic feudal structure
of the Malla Society. It has been observed that under the
feudal system in vogue in the Malla kingdom the feudatory
nobles not only exercised control over the local administration, but also occupied responsible posts a t the centre, since it
was from this group that the royal ministers were chosen and
since the post of minister was usually hereditary. The same
author goes on to argue that because the area governed was
fairly small in extent, because there were feudatories, and because these feudatories played their role a t court, the tendency
.~~
towards fragmentation was t o some extent n e ~ t r a l i z e d This
view seems decidedly myopic. There was always a strong tendency towards political fragmentation that required only a
favourable set of circumstances to disrupt the apparent unity
of the kingdom. The feudatories themselves had tremendous
political power, since they enjoyed not only local administrative control in their own territories but also held by hereditary right the positions of ministers to the king. I n such a
29 Petech, Mediaeval History, pp. 373-4.
30 D . R. Regmi, Mediaeval Nepal, i, 490- 1.
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power structure the kil~g's freedom of action was severely
limited a t all times, and when the king was weak. his power
was nil. Also, given the peculiar structure of the Malla kingdom, with three separate seats of power evolving, it is difficult
to find a more convenient stepping stone to political fragmentztion.
Since the basis for fragmentation existed for some years
prior to the actual event, it can well be asked why this fragmentation did not take place earlier. It seems clear from I he
fact that i t could have taken place earlier and did not, that
the mere power of a feudatory did not in itself constitute
sufficient reason for fellow feudatories, nobles a n d people to
accept a powerful feudatory as king. Tt meant something to
be of the royal family. Granted this leadership and the nobles'
support, whether voluntarily given or exacted by force, a
member of the Malla fdmily, i n a position to seize power in
one of the tliree cities of the Valley, could establish independent rule. This was true provided, of course, he was sufficientlv strong to stave off interference from other members of the
family. In the case of Ratna Malla, the collegial rule of his
brothers lacked that decision neccessary to interfere. In addition to this, the nobles of Kathmandu had for so long defied
the authority of the throne that apparently the first reaction
of the brothers was satisfaction that lie was able to suppress
them. Given this advantage, Ratna Malla had little difficulty
i n completing the work that a refractory and strong nobility
had begun.
Mak11anipur
The situatio~iin Makwaiipur that led to the division of
the country was totally different. The simplest Way to present
this is to quote Hamilton directly, since he is the major sot~rcc
for this information.
e
Harihar (the raja of Makwanpur) seenis to h a ~ fallen
into a state of dotage. and his three sons by Mahisi rose
upon their aged parent, and put him in confinement. In
this difficulty he applied to Adanuka, the wife of Chhatrapati. who was one of these unnatural sons, and promised,
if she would leave the whole of his kingdom to the child
with which she was then pregnant. This lady. who seelns
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to have possessed great abilities, persuaded her husband
a n d his two brothers to release their father, oil condition
that the whole kingdom should be divided into four equal
shares, one for each brother. The three sons of Mahisi
then went and attacked their brother. In order to compel
him to agree to this engagement, but they were defeated
with great loss, and retreated to Phulwari on the Kamal
river: where Adanuka was delivered of a son, whom his
grandfat her immediately created king of all the territories
east from the Kosi, while he left all o n the west of that
river to his son S ~ b h a . ~ l
This is a much clearer case of a quarrel breaking out over
the right of succession, although it should be noted that the
decision to divide the kingdom was made under duress. It is a
clear example of the tendency towards political fragmentation.
The Kumaon Tarai
The third case mentioned was theseparation of the Kumaon
Tarai from Kumaon during the reign of Mohan Chand.
Mohan Chand descended from an obscure Raotela family.32
By a combination of intrigue and ruthless conspiracy he had
gained the throne. The main obstacles to his removing the
rightful king had been Jaikishan Joshi and Harsha Dev Joshi
of the powerful M a r a fac1ion,~3who had long been the main
support of the crown. I n order to betray these twomen, Mohan
Chand had bribed Nandaram, the Kumaoni dewan in the
Tarai, promising to give him the Tarai as his own possessioll
in exchange for his eooperat ion. When the plot succeeded,
Mohan Chand kept his word. But Nandaram, unable to trust
this man, gave the whole of the Kumaoil Tarcii t o the nawab
of Oudh, from whom he received it as a zirmindar of the
n a ~ a b . Thus
~ ~ rivalry for the throne brought about the
31 Hamilton, Nepal, p . 137.
32 Raotela Family : Junior members o f the Chand house of Kumaon
were callctl Hoatelas. Cf. Atkinson, Hitilalyan Districts, ii, 541.
33 In Kali Kumaon the Mara faction and the Phartyal faction were
continually engaged in political intrigue and ciiused endless difficulties to
the successive rulers of these states. According t o Atkinson, H i n i u l o ~ o n
Distric.ts, ii, 507, this hostility between the t w o groups was responsible
for the intrusion of the Chands in the tenth century, the downfall of
the Chands in the eighteenth century, the defeat o f Hearscy in 1815, and
the litigation o f the Nain Sing case in 1867.
34 Ibid., ii, 598-600.
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fragmentation of the kingdom of Kumaon. The case is very
much in point, since Mohan Chand, Harsha Dev, and these
Tarai lands figured in Amar Singh Thapa's efforts to expand
Gorkhali territory in K u ~ n a o n in the period of Gorkhali

3. Migration and Separation

A third major cause of political fragme~ltationin Grealer
Nepal lay in the migration of people from one area, either
inside or outside of Greater Nepal, to another area in the hill
region. The social structure of one of these hill states was a
very closely balanced
The advent of a significant
number of members of the Brahman o r Kshatriya caste into
one of them would seriously upset this balance, a n d tend to
produce fragmentation. Of course, the migration of a large
number of any one group into a hill state would have much
the same effect.
The migration of the Rajputs from Chittor into the hills
was the direct cause of the fragmentation of the Malla kingdom of J ~ m l a . ~Though
'
they were relatively few in number,
they were of a higher caste, warriors, and of a temperament
that quickly gained them the ascendancy in the hill states
where they settled. Acting from the many feudal princedoms
in the Jumla kingdom, their effect on the kingdom was centrifugal, that is, they strengthened the feudal states and helped
them pull free from the centre.38There was probably no outright attack on the Malla capital at Simja until the process of
fragmentation was fairly advanced.
Directly related to this was the fourth cause, the normal
desire of feudatories t o fight free of the bonds that tied them
to their overlord. It was of the nature of the hill kingdoms,
that grew by accretion rather than assimilation, that feudatory
states would remain such only so long as the strength of the
--.

--

--

35 Harsha D e v was o n e o f t h e chief supporters of t h e throne of
Kumaon. After t h e Gorkhali conquest h e vacillated between t h e v a r i o l ~ s
factions, finally siding wilh t h e British against t h e Gorkhalis in thc
Anglo-Nepal war of I H 14-6.
36 This is clear from t h e nature o f t h e land tenure throughout t h e
hills in this period. Cf. M.C.Rcgmi, Econor?ric History, Chapter I t .
37 Tucci, Prcliminory Report, p. 130.
38 Centrifugal force : any factor that tends t o disrupt t h e unity of a
state.
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centre held them in that p ~ s i t i o n . ~ W h ethere
n
occurred any
significant change in the power structure existing betwen the
overlord and the feudatory, the tendency was for the feudatory
state to pull free. The advent of the Rajputs undoubtedly
hastened this fragmenting tendency.
I t will be seen on reflection that underlying these causes
were two difficulties basic t o the hill states, the feudatory
nature of the administration a n d their economy. These causes produced political fragmentation because the hill state was
essentially vulnerable-there
was a 'mini-state mentality' i n
the hill man that was predisposed to fragmentation. This vulnerability, taken together with the geographic isolation of the
land and the natural defensive positions the land offered, not
only made political fragmentation possible, but rendered it
practically inevitable. Thus, regardless of the fluctuations of
power in individual hill states, there was a definite trend towards political fragmentation and the emergence of many
tiny principalities.
The Fqillrre of Consolitiation Efforts
It was inevitable that all efforts a t consolidation of petty
states into one larger hill state would fail as long a s the economy was land-based and a feudal structure was allowed to
remain. Since nothing could be done to change the nature of
the economy, any state seeking t o weld the petty states of the
hills into a substantial and enduring kingdoin would have to
find a solution t o the problem of a feudal society. The old
system of conquering a neighbouring state, allowing the old
nobility to remain in control, and accepting merely a n increase in revenues either from direct taxes o r by the payment of'
an annual tribute would have to yield to a more dynamic system of administration before the tendency towards political
fragmentation could be overcome.
It is too early in this study to suggest the nature of this
'dynamic' element that the Gorkalis eventually introduced into
the administration. But from the above analysis, it is clear that
certain fundamental pitfalls would have to be avoided in that
administration; sons and relatives were not to be made petty or
adhered
feudal
lords; the law of primogeniture must be strictly
--_
39 Growth by assimilation : growth by a true union o f t w o states.
Growth by accretion : growth b y accepting subsidiary status as a
feudatory, or imposing sovereignty o n feudatories.
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to; there must be a tight control over migration and new
sources of strengh must be absorbed into the dynamism of the
administration; and the centrifugal tendency inherent in the
economy must be opposed by a strong central administration.
B. THE POWER OF THE HILL RAJAS

The existence of these petty principalities was ultimately
contingent upon the ability of their individual rajas t o defend
the state against aggression and t o control the administration
of the state itself. The raja's strength was derived from a
combination of cultural, political, and economic factors, each
of which contributed to his hold over his people and the forces he could marshal in defence of his boundaries and prerogatives.
The philosophical basis for the kingship in any community
is directly related to the cultural background of the people of
that community.40 In the hill states, where there was a very
rich and diversified cultural background, it would be difficult
to give a clear concept of the philosophy of kingship in each
section of the country were it not for the fact that the ruling
class of most of the hill states had been subjected t o a process
~ ~ a result of which the ruling class
of s a n ~ k r i t i z a t i o n ,as
throughout most of Greater Nepal were Hindu.42 Without
digressing on the subject of Hindu polity, i t will suffice here
to say that in such a society it was not only the king's right to
rule, to enforce law, and t o punish transgressions, it was his
religious duty to d o so. In brief, his power was the power of
the donda.

-

-

40 C.P. Ramaswami Aiyar. ct al, The Culfural Hcr.ifagc of India
(Calcutta, 1962), ii, 493. Also Mortimer Adler. ed., Thc Grcot Ideas
(Chicago, 1952), i, 639b.
41 Sanskritization : a term first applied by Srinivas t o indicate the
upward nobility of a caste in the social scale of a region. M.N. Srinivas,
'Caste Principles in a Kandyan Community', aspect.^ of Caste it1 Sor~flr
India, Ceylort, arrd North- West Pakistarr, ed. E . R . Leach (Cambridge,
(1960), p. 613. Sir Denzil Charles Jelf Jbbetson. Report ort rhe Pi~rrjob
Census of 1881 (Calcutta. 1883). p. 174. describes how. given increased
political and economic importance, n caste may increase its 'social
standing' through the observance of what h e calls 'the artificial standards
of Brahmanical Hinduism (i.e. the rules of ritual avoidance)'. F o r fi~rther
comment on this process in Ncpnl. cf. Colin Rosser, 'The Newar Caste
System.' Caste attd Kirr irr Nepal, Ittclio, artd Cc,~.lorr,cd. Chri5toph von
Furer-Hairnendorf (Bombay. 1966). pp. 69-70.
42 Hamilton, Ncpnl, pp. 18 and 52.
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Political Power
The pourer of the dnnda explains the philosophic basis for
the raja's power. However, in the realm of daily life. power
must have a more tangible basis. For the hill states this basis
was land. In a society where life, wealth a n d prestige are
intimately bound u p in the land, ownership of the land is the
ultimate expression of power. And in the hills the general
maxim was : the land is the prerogative of the crown. The
possible origins of this principle in the hill states have been
discussed in Chapter One. A t this point it is the political
aspect, not the economic aspect, of this principle that must be
con~idered.~~
T o put the political aspect of land control in the clearest
; land
possible focus, the land was life; the land was s ~ c u r i t ythe
was wealth and prestige. And the land was the raja's. The raja,
therefore, controlled life; he controlled security; he controlled
wealth and prestige. And therefore he controlled his people.
This proposition deserves elaboration. It is based entirely
on the economic situation described in Chapter One. Ultimate
ownership of the land was vested in the crown. This ownership
did not of course, extend to those who farmed the land. The
peasant was not a serf bound to any particular locality, but
remained free to migrate o r not, t o till the soil o r not. However, if the peasant opted to till the soil-and in an agricultural society this option was the obvious one-his rights t o the
land he farmed were limited to tenancy rights, contingent on
his regular payment of taxes. The land itself remained the
property of the crown. Furthermore, just as the pcasant was
not obliged t o remain on the land, so t h raja was under no
obligation to keep him on the land, but could evict
him a t will. Thus the peasant's tenure was as much
dependent o n his obedience to the raja as it was on his
payment of taxes. In an atmosphere in which the peasant
protected his rights by constant vigilance and warded off
the dissatisfaction of the lowest government official by
occasional gifts
and unpaid services,
one can imagine
the
43 The interweaving o f politics and economics in the historical development of a country is at times difficult to assess and makes it necessary
t o study the same idea from several distinct points o f view. Failure t o
recognize this factor has been o n e o f the major weakness in the analysis of the history of Nepal in the past.
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electrifying effect of a royal decree in the village. As far as the
peasant was concerned, the raja's ownership of the land gave
him the ultimate political mandate.44
The noble was no less vulnerable to the royal will. His title
to nobility rested on his control of a section of land given him
by the crown in reward for the exercise of his talents in the
service of the crown, his jagir. This jagir of its very nature was
temporary and would cease as soon as his services were n o
longer required by the crown or when he acted against the raja's
will. The noble's title to the land, as has been mentioned, was
richer than that of the peasant. But, like the peasant, his title
did not extend to the soil itself,"%nd it was contingent on his
faithful performance of the raja's will in his daily work. Hence he
was bound to the raja much more closely than was the peasant.
In the light of these political implicatio~lsof the principle of
land tenure enunciated in the expression : the land belonged to
the crown, it seems that the power of the raja extended far
beyond the power of the dandn. The king not only had the
duty to make laws, enforce them, and punish transgressions, he
also had the irresistible power to exact absolute obedience.
And this power could be exercised with a very limited show of
force.
In addition to the political power which control of the land
assured him, the raja could call upon the labour of his peasants
to build up his defences and help work his lands. This com, ~ ~ was briefly described
pulsory, unpaid labour, or j h ~ a which
above, played an important role in the day to day conduct of
the business of the kingdom. But it was a source of added
strength in time of war. Through it the raja could impress

" M. C. Regmi, Economic- Hisiory, Chapter 11.

-

4%.
C. Regmi, Lartrl Tenrtrc iii, 15, says : 'In other words, while
Birta constituted n form of private property, Jagir was a temporary assignment intended to compensate the jagirdar for the specific services rendered
by him, and terminable at the discretion o f the government. N o alienation
of its ownership rights in the land by the State was involved in Jagir.'
46 'Compulsory labour was exacted in at least three forms : J l ~ a r a ,Beth,
and Begar. Jhara meant the requisition of labourers from each family in
the village for a certain number of days for public purposes. Beth, o r
Bethi, meant the exaction of unpaid labour on a customary basis, while
Begar denoted the requisition of casual labourers for emergency requirements.' Ibid., i i i , 53. Throughout this study the term jhara is used as a
blanket term for all forms of compulsory and unpaid labour.
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every able-bodied man in the kingdom into his service. Though
his professional army was made up of the military castes, the
raja could, through jhara, use anyone for military services4'
Jhara also provided him with porterage services to move military
supplies as well as labour to produce weapons and runners to
carry messages.48 While the land tenure policies assured him
of obedience from his tenants, the custom of exacting jhara
permitted him to call upon the total strength of all his peasants,
whether they were tenants on the land or not.
However, it must not be thought that the raja's power in
these respects was unlimited. It was limited simply because
there is a limit to human endurance. If the raja's exactions in
terms of jhara went too far, his peasants left him and migrated
to some place more favourable to life and ~ o r k . ~ V h was
is a
radical step for peasants to take, but if conditions in their
homes made it necessary, they took it. Later records are eloquent in their testimony to such peasant reactions, and for this
to happen was a calamity to the crown.50 When it was said
47 See Prithvinarayan Shah's letter t o R a m Krishna Kunwar, dated
5 Magh 1819 (January, 1763), advising him of the measures to be taken
against Mir Kasim during the latter's invasion of Nepal; ordering him to
press all those in his authority into jhara service and gather them together
to be prepared to move when Prithvinarayan Shah gave the order. Samsodhan Mandal, Prithvinarayan Shah, iii, 986.
4.9 See Prithvinarayan Shah's letter t o the Dwares of Palanchowk, dated
1831 B. S., Jyestha, sudi 13 (April, 1774). Ibid.,iii, 1181.
49 Kirkpatrick, Accoirnt of Neparrl, p. 65, says of this : 'Chitlang, called
also Lohari. or little Nepaul, stands near the bank of the same stream that
passes below Markhoo and Tambeh-kan; it contains a few brick and tiled
houses of two and three stories, but is on the whole an inconsiderable
place, though certainly the first station having any appearance of a town ...
I t is said to have been formerly more extensive and flourishing than it is at
the present, and its decline was accounted for to me by observing that its
situation on the high road between Ncpaul and the Turrye, exposing its
inhabitants to be pressed as porters by the officers of government and other
persons of authority passing through it, had occasioned the greatest part of
them to fly from this oppression into the interior parts of the country.
There can be little room to doubt this account, when it is considered that
t h e same thing happens under many other governments, which have not the
wiil or the power to protect the labouring classes of the people from the
violence of the superior orders.'
50 These documents usually take the form of an admonition to local
administrators not to harass the people by the excessive imposition of such
services. Cf. the following order issued in 1790 : 'Peasants are being
greatly harassed by the imposition of compulsory and unpaid services . .. So
that they cannoteven cultivate their lands properly. Accordingly, from
1790, we exempt them from porterage and other services.. .except on fair
wages.' Quoted in M. C. Regmi, Land Tenure, iii, 58-9.
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that land was life and wealth and prestige, this was something
of a half-truth. T o be these things, the land had to be worked,
and this required peasants who were sufficiently satisfied with
their lot to remain and work the fields. The very importance
of land in an agricultural society gave a special dignity and
importance to those who worked it. And this in turn imposed
definite limitations on the powers of the raja.
Econonlic P o w e r

The economic strength of the hill raja depended on several
considerations. The first of these was the size of the state and
the natural resources it contained. It is a simple matter of
arithmetic that the more land the raja controlled, the greater
his income. Of course, the quality of the land in his kingdom
had to be considered, as did the number of peasants he had to
till the land. But as a general rule it could be said that the
larger the state, the greater its economic power. If his territories included mines-and many of the hill states did-this
was
an added value. Such mines were small, but they yielded a
steady income to the crown.
Those states fortunate enough to control important trade
routes were able to add very substantially to their revenues by
levying customs duties on the merchandise that was brought
into their country or that merchants took through their territories to other markets. While trade in the hills was not usually
important, in some cases it proved a source of considerable
income.
One of the most important sources of wealth for the hill
rajas, however, lay in the fertile lands of the Tarai. Many of the
hill rajas were in a position where they could control sections
of this rich land. As a rule, rents were lower in the Tarai, but
the crops were richer, and usually Inore than one crop a year
could be grown, so that the income was higher. Hamilton and
Prinsey both mention the fact that the hill rajas controlled the
Tarai for a distance of about twenty miles from the foothills.
Hamilton further states that :
Before the conquest by the Nepalese, the petty Rajas, who
governed the different portions [of the Tarai], were so much
afraid of their neighbours, that they did not promote the
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cultivation of this low land. They rather encouraged extensive woods and contented themselves, in great measure, with
the produce of the forests in timber, elephants, and pasture;
even then, however, many rich spots were occupied and very
productive, but they were so buried in the forests as to be
little o b ~ e r v a b l e . ~ ~
The most voluminous item of export from the Tarai was rice,
'of which 2,00,000 maunds and upwards entered the Gorakpur district in a single year'."
Taking this figure alone, and
leaving aside the rice that was consumed by the people locally
and not exported, the tax from this land would amount to over
sixty-six thousand maunds of rice a year. The actual tax, including other crops in addition to paddy must have been much
higher and must have formed a very important source of revenue to the hill rajas who were fortunate enough to control a
sizable portion of the Tarai.
The economic position of the various hill rajas has a direct
bearing on the question of the unification of the country. The
wealth of these hill states constituted the prize that made the
effort of conquest worthwhile. More important from the point of
view of the hill states, the wealth of a state had a direct bearing
on the military power of the state. This was true for two basic
reasons. First, since the military establishment was directly supported by the grant of lands in most states, the availability of
land for this purpose and the richness of the income from such
land acted as a direct limit to the military power of the states3
Put as a formula, the greater the land revenues that could be
assigned to the military, the s t r o ~ g e rthe army that could be
assembled. Secondly, the advent of the musket into hill warfare
proved an important factor in the process of unification.
Muskets, however, were both expensive to buy and to
fl

Hamilton, Nepal, p. 64.

" H . R . Nevill, e d . , District Gaze/tecr of I/. P.: Govakhpuv Dislvict
(Gorakhpur, 191 l ) , XXXI, 78-9.
" I t should be noted, however, that in the Baisi Rajas the raja collected
the revenue and then paid his military establishn~ent,whereas in the rest of
Greater Nepal the military establishment was supported by direct land
granls. Cf. Hamilton, Nepal, p. 1 1 2.
54 Baburam Acharya has given the price of a musket at the time of
Prithvinarayan Shah as sixty rupees. Gold at that time sold for sixteen to
eighteen rupees a tola.
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T o equip an army with them required a large military
budget, and this was intimately connected with the wealth of
a state.
One further limit to the military power of the hill states
must be mentioned here. Since these hill states were agricultural societies, there was a practical limit to the number of men
who could be removed from the land for extended military
service. In general the land-man ratio was low. T o remove men
indiscriminately from the land was to risk allowing farm land
to revert to waste land. This would reduce the economic
productivity of the state and affect all of the state's f~~nctions,
including the military establishment. This also had to be taken
into consideration when planning a war. How many men could
a state risk losing in battle without seriously endangering its
economy? All of these considerations were important in inverse
proportion to the size of the state. The smaller the state, the
more important they became, and in view of the tiny political
units that existed in the hills, these questions became very
import ant indeed.
C. ALLIANCES

Since the area of Greater Nepal was divided into so many
mini-states, the question of alliances assumes a considerable
importance. No state in the Himalayan area seems to have been
completely satisfied with its lot in terms of location, mines, trade,
etc. There was a continual shifting of boundaries to take
advantage of the presence of a weaker ruler on the throne of a
neighbouring kingdom or a shift in the balance of power." Frequently aid had to be enlisted from friendly rajas to achieve
this, and it seems to have been a regular feature of hill life that
such aid was given for a price.5G
The various types of alliances found in the hill states were :
political alliances, marriage alliances, and family alliances.
Of the political alliances were by far the most important.
Sometimes these political alliances included one or more mem--

CF. n letter to this effect from Narbhupal Shah to the raja of Lamjung,
published in Snmsodhan Mandal. Pritlivinarnyan Sliah, i i i , 929.
Gautambajra Bajracharya, 'Thyasaphuko Aitihasik Vyakhya', Pumima,
KO. I ? , pp. 15-6.
;>.)

"
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bers of a family alliance (the Jajarkot alliance included Gulmi,
Khanchi, and Argha, which were collateral branches of the
same family), but more often they did not.
Hamilton lists five of these political alliances, though there
may have .been more.57 Since several of these alliances will
feature prominently in the discussion of Gorkhali expansion in
later chapters, a word or two should be said about them here.
The most important of these alliances was the Palpa
Alliance. I t consisted of Palpa, Jajarkot, Rising, Ghiring,
~ ~ Palpa Alliance controlled
Argha, Khanchi, and G ~ l m i .The
the southern part of the Mahabharat Lekh and large sections
of fertile Tarai land, stretching some seventy-five miles from
east to west and more than twenty miles to the south of the
Siwalik Hills. There were important trade marts in some of
the states that comprised this alliance, and several mines of
copper, iron, zinc, and cinnabar. Palpa itself enjoyed excellent relations with the nawab of Oudh. and this was one of the
greatest sources of strength of this kingdom and the alliance
which it headed.59 This alliance, more than any other in the
hills, threatened to block the advance of the Gorkhalis to the
west, and only the astuteness of Bahadur Shah and the perfidy
of Palpa permitted the Gorkhalis to penetrate this strong
cluster of states.'jO
A second important alliance was the Lnmjung Alliance,
consisting of Lamjung, Kaski, and Tanahun.'jl This alliance
controlled the territory west of Gorkha along the southern
slopes of the Great Himalaya as far west as the Kali Gandaki.
Tanahun had a subsidiary alliance with Dhor, and Kaski with
Satahun. The economic base of the Lanijung Alliance was
57 Hamilton is the major source o f our knowledge of these alliances.
N o other document gives such detailed data as does his report, nor, from
the very nature of the political fragmentation o f the hills, could this be
expected in government documents o f the times. The reader is referred
once again t o Hamilton's credentials for this treatment. They are listed in
Note Two a t the end of the first chapter of this study. pp. 29-30.
5R Hamilton, rVepn1, p. 239.
Ibid., pp. 172-3.
8 V b i d . Also Baburam Acharya, Nepal KO Snnikslripra Brillant (Kathmandu, 2022 B. S . ) . p. 92. However, Baburam's conclusions about the
nature of the bond between Kathmandu and Palpa at this time arc
gratuilous.
0 1 Hamilton, Nepnl, p. 239.
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considerably weaker than that of the Palpa Alliance, but it
did derive some profits from the mines situated in some of the
states and from the transit trade that used the Larke Pass for
the Tibet trade.62
The Bhirkot Alliance controlled the sector of the hills to
the west and south of the Lamjung Alliance. I t was one of
the weaker alliances, and had no significant economic base.
Its strength was derived primarily from its position in the hills.
I t consisted of the Bhirkot, Nuwakot (western), Paiyun, and
Garah~n.~~
Malebum, or Parbat, had an alliance with Galkot. Parbat
was an especially strong state, controlling a large section of
the southern slopes of the Great Himalaya to the west of the
Kali.64 I t proved to be one of the most persistent enemies of
Gorkha.
The fifth and last major alliance was the Piuthan Alliance.
It consisted of Piuthan, Musikot, Isma, Khungri, and Bhingri.65
It controlled the hills to the west of the Palpa Alliance's territory
and was well situated for controlling sections of the Tarai.66
These five alliances were alliances of convenience. They
were dictated solely by mutual self-interest, the members assistins one another in the defence of their countries, and occasionally sharing in some raid on a weaker neighbour. Considering
the positions they held in the hills and the routes that they
controlled, it is quite easy to see why their defensive strength
would be far greater than their ability to strike at an outlying
state.
This last point is one that is well worth emphasizing.
Each of these states in central Nepal had strong natural defences. But taken in defensive groups, as Halllilton listed them,
they became even stronger defensive blocks, with great control
over the trails and routes. It is difficult to see how an enemy
equipped with no better weapons than these states themselves
8 2 Larke Pass : Tliapa, Gcograplij~,p. 10, says of this : 'This pass lies in
Larkc Himal in thc dislrict of Go~khn. Its hciglit is 17,102. i t . The Larke
village is situatcd on llic cast of this pass.'
63 Haniilton, N(lpnl, p. 239.
"1 [ b i d . , p. 272.
'bid., P. ?39.
Cf. Figurc 4.

"
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possessed could possibly penetrate and subdue any one of
these alliances without a lavish expenditure in men and material.
But this, of course, was the task that confronted Gorkha.
Farther to the west there were no such strong defensive alliances. The western kingdoms recognized the suzerainty of
Jumla, as did Inany of the Chaubisi as well.67 But this recognition was a mere formality, a reminder of the earlier supremacy of Jumla. According to Hamilton, the role of Jumla had
been reduced to the point where its sole authority was to exhort
the various princes of the Baisi and Chaubisi who recognized
his suzerainty to maintain their tenuous balance of power, and
to confer the royal tika on the heir to the throne of each state.
He received from each of the rajas an annual embassy with a
small gift.68
Marriage Alliances

Second in importance anlong the types of alliances used
among the hill rajas were the marriage alliances. These alliances
contracted between the ruling family of one state and the ruling
family of another had three basic purposes : an increase of
wealth through the dowry that was given, an increase in
prestige by marrying a daughter or son into a family which
was considered to be important in hill society, and to secure
the friendship of a strong king and thereby secure immunity
from attack and possible assistance in the execution of projects
of a military nature. Of course, the same marriage could
provide two of these objectives, depending on whether the
marriage was looked at from the point of view of the girl's
family or the boy's.
In general these objectives are no different from those that
have influenced marriages of convenience in the history of any
country or any family of means. Perhaps the most successful
of such marriages in the history of Nepal was that of Bahadur
Shah, the second son of Prithvinarayan Shah. He and Mahadutta Sen of Palpa cemented their alliance through the marriage
of Bahadur Shah with the princess of Palpa.09 On the strength
137 Tucci,

Preliminary Reporr, p. 130.

Hamilton, Nepal, p. 239.
89 Ibid., pp. 173-4.
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of this alliance and marriage, Bahadur Shah was able t o
break the Palpa Alliance, conquer the Chaubisi Rajas and
carry the Gorkhali conquests to Kumaon in a matter of a few
years.
Normally marriage alliances gave no assurance in themselves
of assistance in any campaign nor of immunity from attack
at the hand of the family with whom the marriage alliance was
contracted. I n an age which recognized the right of a man to
marry more than once, it is clear that to find suitable brides
a raja would have to contract marriage alliances with several
families to satisfy his desires and to marry someone on his
own social level. This was true of Gorkha, and it must have
been equally true of all of the hill states. The result was a
vast network of such alliances. Narbhupal Shah of Gorkha
married four times, the first with the princess of Khanchi, the
second with the princess of Palpa, the third with the niece of
the raja of Parbat, and the fourth with the princess of
T a n a h ~ n . ~ OI n other words, he had two marriages into the
Palpa Alliance, one marriage into the Lamjung Alliance, and
one marriage into the Parbat Alliance. Yet within a relatively
few years and despite the marriage alliances, all of these
kingdoms were brought under the coiitrol of Gorkha. The
general history of conflict among the hill states, taken with
the fact of frequent intermarriage between the ruling families
of individual states, indicates that there must have been little
confidence in the strength of a marriage alliance to guarantee
immunity, except perhaps in the first few years after the
marriage was contracted.
Fanlily Alliances

Family alliances were commonplace among the hill state.,
By family alliance is meant that union which is the natural
result of collateral branches of the same family ruling in
different hill states. Hamilton mentions three such families
that had assumed considerable importance in Greater Nepal :
the Sen family,'l the Shah family of G ~ r k h a , 'and
~ the Gulmi
Acharya, Prilhvinara~~an
Shah KO Jivani, i , 92-3.
Hamilton, Nepal, p. 170.
72 I b i d . , p. 240.
7"

7l
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family-also
Shah.73 The Sen family ruled in Palpa, Butwal,
Tanahun, Rising, Makwanpur, Rajpur, Bijayapur, and Chaudandi. The spread of this family through so many separate
kingdoms was the direct result of political fragmentation of
the Makwanpur kingdom that had been built up through
several generations and reached its greatest expansion in the
time of Mukunda Sen I.
The Shah family had collateral branches in Nuwakot
These
(western), Kaski, Lamjung, Satahun, and Gorkha.:-'
various collateral branches were established not by the fragmentation of one large Shah kingdom, but by occupying the
thrones of existing states, either because they were invited to
do so, or because an individual member of the family conquered
the state and ruled it in his own name.75
The Gulmi family ruled in Gulmi, Khanchi, Argha, Musikot, Dhurkot, and Isma. Hamilton gives no indication as to
how this family succeeded in gaining control over these various
states. Apparently the process was similar to that followed by
the Shahs of Gorkha. The Gulmi family was also known as
Shah, but there seems to have been no family connection
between the Shahs of Gorkha and the Shahs of G ~ l m i . ~ "
These family alliances had no direct bearing on the political or
economic independence of the members of the alliance.77Because
of the nature of their independence, resulting from political fragmentation. as in the case of the Sens, or on the acquiring of
political control of existing states, as in the case of the Shahs
of Gorkha and perhaps of Gulmi, there was often strong enmity
between the various members of the family alliance. For
instance, Lamjung and Gorkha were constantly at odds, and
one study says that eleven wars werc fought between these two
'"bid., p. 265.
7-f.
Note Five at the end orthis chapter, p. 72-3.
7.5 Hamilton, N ~ p a lpp.
, 243-4. Acharya, Prithvinarnyun Slrall Ko Jivani,
i , 3, setting aside all available accounts asserts that Drabya Shah established
the kingdom o f Gorkha out of whole cloth, as it were. Granted the serious
lacunae in existing knowledge about the establishment of the Shah dynasty
at Gorkha. there can be n o justification for putting forward an entirely new
theory without offering the slightest proof for its validity.
Hamilton, Nepal, p. 263.
7' Cf., the frequent battles between Lamjung and Gorkha, as well as
those between lsma and Musikot.
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states in the space of nine years.78 Hamilton points out that
the rajas of Isma waged a constant war with their kinsmen
of M u ~ i k o t . ; ~
If one compares the three family alliances mentioned here
with the political alliances mentioned above, it will be clear that
the political alliances, which were the result of diplomacy,
rarely coincided with the family alliances, which were historical
accidents.
Thus, thougb the individual hill states were very small, they
nourished definite military ambitions which were directly related
to their economy, such as improved trade positions, better defensive positions, and the coiltrol of mines or especially fertile farm
lands. To achieve these objectives, the aid of other states was regularly sought and obtained at a price. As a defence against such
encroachments and military action, groups of hill states banded
together into fixed alliances, which were basically defensive. Marwere also contracted, with a view to improving the
riage allia~~ces
raja's position in terms of wealth or prestige, but these alliances
rarely secured either immunity from attack or assistance against
an enemy. Family alliances, because they were frequei~tly the
result of the political fragmentation of a state or the seizure
by a discontented royal collateral of a neighbouring state as
his own domain, not only failed to become a source of strength
to the family, but often developed into areas of friction between
collaterals of the same family.
D. THE RAJPUT KINGS

One of the most important developmei~ts in the history of
Greater Nepal occurred in the fourteenth century. During
this period a number of Rajputs moved into the land, seeking
a refuge after their heroic defence and later flight from
C l ~ i t t o r . ~This
~ movement has often been called a migration
of Rajputs, but perhaps i~@ltr.ation would be a more apt expression. While the total number of Rajputs who moved into
Greater Nepal may have been large, there is no reason to
R. Regmi, Modcrrt Nepal (Calcutta, 1961 ), p. 23.
7 W a m i l t ~ nN, opal, p. 268.
80 Tucci, Discovery oftlre Malta, pp. 65-6.
713 D.
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believe that these men came all a t one time o r that they even
came in large groups. The fact that they were easily absorbed
into existing structures rather i ndicates that they infiltrated
gradually in small groups.
The problem of finding records to document this Rajput
infiltration is understandable. I n the very sketchy accounts
that are extant of even the most important occurrences of that
day, there would obviously be little concern shown for the
arrival of small groups of refugees, even though they were men
of high standing and warriors. Hamilton, writing over one
hundred and fifty years ago, found it almost impossible to get
information on this, and what information he did receive was
contradictory. He was reduced to the expediency of giving
t he opinions of his various informants, without drawins any
definite conclusion as to what actually took place during the
~
entering into the
period of Rajput i n f i l t r a t i ~ n . ~Without
popular but historically sterile question of which families in
Greater Nepal, if any, were spurious, i.e., who claimed Rajput
descent without being truly Rajputs, an assessment must be
made of the impact of the Rajputs on the history of this period.
And this assessment must be carried out despite large lacunae
in the body of knowledge about these Rajputs that has come
down to modern times.
I t is generally agreed that the area where the Rajputs had their
greatest impact was in the region of the Chaubisi and the Baisi
Rajas. According to Hamilton they gained control of the principalities where they settled through a three-step programme :R2
1. They were welcomed into a principality because of
their talents and rank.
2. They made themselves indispensable in the affairs of
the princedom.
3 . They deposed the ruler, or disposed of him, and took
the reins of government to them~elves.~"
-

-

Cf. Note Six a t the end or lhis chapter for a statcnlcnt of the various
views presented to tlamilton, p. 73-4.
R2 Hamilton, Ncpal. pp. 12-3.
Acharya, Priilrr~inaraynrr Slrali K o Jii-oni, i , 47, opines that these
princedoms were establislled without the shedding o f blootl. One wonders
if this insistence on removing all indications of violence from thc early
history of Gorkha and the Rajpur states in general docs not reveal :I fundamental bias in his work.
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The arrival of the Rajputs caused some considerable disturbance in the balance of power, to be sure, but given the
feudal nature of society, the shift was rarely more than that
from the position of a semi-autonomous to that of an autonomous
Their arrival also caused more than a
ripple in the religious consciousness of the people of the area
where they were able to settle, and the period of Rajput
emergence was characterized by progressive s a n s k r i t i z a t i ~ n . ~ ~
It was, after all, hardly to be expected that men who had lost
a kingdom because of the strength of their religious beliefs
would become overly tolerant of' other beliefs merely because
they had opted to settle in a new land.
More important to the development of this study was the
nature of the government the Rajputs established. Of this
Idamilton observed :
The inanagement of affairs in all the petty states was in
many points the same, and differed chiefly in the names
applied to similar officers, and in the nature of the military
establishment in the two countries to the east and west of
the river ICali ...in other points, such as the names of
officers and the form of government, the eastern parts
followed more closely the ancient Hindu system, while the
western more fully imitated the M ~ h a m m e d a n s . ~ "
In view of this statement, it seems possible to generalize on the
government of the Rajput states from the abundant material
available on the Sen state of Makwanpur, and thus a r ~ i v ea t some
general conclusions about the nature of Rajput rule in the hills.86
In Makuranpur the raja appears to have shown little active
concern in the day-to-day management of the government. He
\\!as surl-ounded by Rajputs and Khas who were completely devoted to him and his family. His major concern appears to
have been the relations of his state with his neighbours.
-

-

~

-

.-

-

- -

This is a gradual process, and still carries o n in Nepal. Cf. Rosser,
'Ncwars', pp. 69 lT.
8.i Hamilton, Nepal, pp. 101-2.
Tlie generalization used here is somewhat daring. It is not, however,
\vi tliout ro\indation. Undoubtedly it would be reassuring to have further
tloc.~~lnentation
on this point. Such docurncntation does no1 exist, however,
or a t least i t has not yet been brought to light. In the absence of such
rn;~rc:riali t seems to bc desirable to use the sources available, allowing room
or future correction, if necessary.
S'
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The chautariya had as his task the signing of all commissions
and orders. I n some states the chautariya was a royal collateral, but in Makwanpur, and perhaps in other states as well,
the chautariya was a local noble, and the office remained hereditary within the same family.
The most active person in the management of the affairs of
government was the kazi, whose main task was the day-to-day
management of the business of the state. This post was not
hereditary, and to it the raja could appoint anyone he pleased,
Rajput or local noble.
The dewan in Makwanpur had the charge of collecting the
land revenue. This post was hereditary and was also one of
the most lucrative and influential in government.
The chautariya, kazi, and dewan formed the king's council,
which was expected to advise him in the direction of the state's
policy.
The regular military force was formed of an inner circle of
Rajput and Khas soldiers and a much larger force of Kirat
soldiers. The Rajputs and Khas resided near the raja, and
formed an elite corps in the army. They were paid in cash.
The regular army of Kirats was placed under the command of
sardars. N o fixed number of troops was assigned to any one
command, the number being determined by the task assigned
to the sardar and his ability as a commander. Sardars could
be changed at the will of the raja, and the sardar in turn could
appoint new soldiers or remove old ones according to need and
his own pleasure. The Kirat army was paid through the jagir
system with a section of land being assigned to the sardar ro be
divided among his troops, with one share reserved for himself.
He received no revenue from the land of his troops, though thev
were expected to give him presents from time to time. When
called upon by the raja, the sardar was expected to take the
field with the number of men authorized to his command. While
in the field the troops were given subsistence in addition to the
fields that had been assigned to their maintenance. As a regular
feature of their service a certain number of these troops were
assigned duty on a rotation basis at the residence of the raja.
In the hills outside the capital the charge of revenue collection and the police were entrusted to an officer called a subba.
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The role of the subba was apparently two-fold. As regards the
collection of the revenue he was under the dewan, while for
military and police matters he was subordinate to the sardar.
In his revenue collecting functions he was assisted by zamindars,
who received a grant of land as remuneration for their work
and in addition were entitled to farm as much of the waste
land as they wished without the payment of any added tax
When they were called on by the raja, they were expected to
provide a certain number of irregular militia.
This administrative structure has certain features that are
proper to Makwanpur, but from Hamilton's statement quoted
earlier it seems that, given the necessary changes in terminology
and custom, the same structure could be found in most of the
Rajput states. It seems, then, that the following generalizations can be made :
The Rajputs apparently introduced no significant changes
in the revenue stn~ctureof the state. The peasants held their
land on tenure basis and paid revenues amounting to one-half
of their harvest. The local administration was divided equally
between the military and the revenue collecting agencies, and
evidently the local representatives were employed in these
functions.
The main military strength of the hill state lay in the local
soldiers, who were supported by their jagir system. The officer
corps at the higher level was composed of Rajputs, but the
liaison between these officers and the main military force was
entrusted to a sardar taken from the local troops.
Certain of the principal officers of the central government
were also local people, whose knowledge of local customs and
the land tenure problems of the area made them indispensable.
In these states where the chautariya was not a royal collateral
but a local representative holding the office on an hereditary
basis, much of the regular task of government was also borne
by one of the local population.
In many of the hill states the Rajput raja and his immediate
followers were apparently not deeply involved i n the details of
government, and allowed the local governmental structures to
carry on much as they had before the emergence of the Rajputs
as a ruling class. The raja'smain concern seems to have been
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his position vis-a-vis the other principalities in his neighbourhood and the expansion or defence of his personal prerogatives.
The heavy emphasis on the military in Hamilton's account seems
to indicate this. Further support for this conclusion can be
derived from the fact that agricultural societies are extremely
conservative and do not readily accept changes in their traditional structures, and from the added fact that the Rajputs,
being a very small minority a t the time of their accession,
would introduce no changes in the administrative structure that
were not absolutely necessary, since this would weld other elements of society into common opposition against them.
Because of the nat~lreof the administrative structures described above, there was a clear and marked cleavage between
the peasants and their Rajput rulers.87 The actual strength of
each of these hill states, then, must be measured not only in
terms of the economic and defensive position the state occupied,
but also in terms of the ability of the raja to bridge this gap
between his administration and the peasants of his state. To
carry out such an assignment was a function of leadership
that was all the more important in view of the fact that the
normal tensions of th.e state militated against this. The ranking
officers of the local population would naturally tend to resent
too close an interference in the affairs of their office and would
consider indifference on the part of the ruling Rajputs to be a
blessing. The preoccupation of the Rajputs with military and
'foreign' affairs would draw them away from the much less
interesting but vitally important problems of revenue, reform,
and justice involved in the daily routine activities of governmen t .
Government of this type also invited indifference on the part
of the peasants. As long as they were left in the peaceful
tenure of the land, and as long as the jhara impositions were
within reasons, they remained passive to the new government
and indifferent to its development and expansion. When
8'1 This gap between the Rajput rulers and their peasants is a deduction
bared on the arguments given throughout this analysis of the political
situation maintaining in Greater Neral in thc mid-eighteenth century.
Naturally, this gap varied in different stales. But the existence o f such a
separation o f rulers and people in the Rajpi~t states of Nepal seems wellfounded. This point has special significance for the development o f this

5tudy.
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conditions became too difficult for them, they decamped and
resettled in another area where the conditions, though exacting,
proved less unreasonable. This possibility of causing depopulation of the land by overly stringent impositions acted as a
brake on the raja's demands and kept the living conditions
throughout the hills relatively uniform, given the essential
variations based on soil fertility and trade routes.
However, this combined indifference on the part of the
ruling class towards the peasants and the passivity of the
peasants towards their ruler acted as a barrier to any notable
expansion of a state or move towards greater unification. In
all the hill states this gap between peasants and rulers proved
to be an internal check on the development of the state's political aspirations. Bridging this gap called for qualities of
leadership and a more than average concern for the affairs of
the peasant population. To overcome this inherent lethargy
of the state the raja had to enlist the full energies of the peasant
class, and this required him to translate into terms that were
understandable and acceptable to them the goals that he
envisioned for the state, the attainment of which would impose
heavy burdens on the entire population. The history of this
period, during which political fragmentation rather than unification was the rule, is the story of the almost universal failure
of the Rajput rulers to achieve this level of leadership.

NOTE ONE : C O M P A R A T I VLIST
E

OF THE

CHAUBISIRAJAS*

b

Nepalese Chronic ea

Kirkpatrick

Hamitton

Vansitlart

Ol@eld

Nepalese Chronicle

Lamjung
Kaski
Galkot
Rising
Ghiring
Palpa
Musikot
Isma
Tanahun

Lamjung
Kaski
Galkot
Rising
Gbiring
Palpa
Musikot
Isma
Tanahun
Gulmi

Lamjung
Kaski
Galkot
Rising
Ghiring
Palpa
Musikot
I sma
Tanahun
Gulmi
Khanchi
Satahun
Dhor
Parbat
Bhirkot
Nuwakot

Lamjung
Kaski
Galkot
Rising
Ghiring
Palpa
Musikot
lsma
Tanahun
Gulmi

Lamjung
Kaski
Galkot
Rising
Ghiring
Palpa
Musikot
lsma

Lamjung
Kaski
Galkot
Rising
Ghiring
Palpa
Musikot
Jsma
Tanah~ln
Gulmi
Khanch i
Satahun

-

Khanchi
Satahun
Dhor
Parbat
Bhirkor
Nuwakot
Paiyun
Argha
G arehun

-

Khanchi
Dhor
Parbat
Bhirkot
Nuwakot
Paiyun

-.

Garehun

-

Argha

-

Dhurikos

Satahun

-

Parbat
Bhirkot
Nuwakot

-

Gulmi
Khanchi
Satahun
Dhor
Parbat
Bhirkot

-

Paiyun
Argha
Garehun
Buiwal

Uhurikcit
Butwal

Nuwakot
Paiyun
Argha
Garehun
Dhurikot

4

x

2
4
i5
3:
0

5

m

8

Nepdese ~hronicfe' Hanilton
Jumla
Jajarkot
Musikot
Sallyana
Jehar i
Dot i

-

Roalpa
Gotam

-

Jumla
Jajarkot
Musikot
Sallyana
Jehar i
Dotl
Dsilekh

-

-

Gajur

Accham

-

Chilli
Rukum
Dang

Bamphi
Chilli
Rukum
Dang

-

-

Pharma
Malneta

-

-

Phalabang

-

-

Rham
Malneta
Bilaspur

-

Dullu

Kirkpat rick

Vansittart

Oldfield

Jumla
Jajarkot
Musikot
Sallyana
Jehari

Jumla
Jajarkot
Musikot
Sall yana
Jehari
Doti
Dailekh
Roalpa
Gutam
Gajur
Accham
Bamphi

Jumla
Jajarkot
Musikot
Sallyana
Jehari
Doti
Dailekh
Roalpa
Gutam

-

Rukum

-

Dailekh
Roalpa
Ghatum
Gajur
Accham
Barnphi

-

-

Malliganta

-

-

-

Malliganta

--

Pilaspur

-

Accham
Bamphi

-

-

Malliganta

--

Nepalese Chronicleb
Jumla
Jajarkot
Musikot
Sallyana
Jehari
Doti
Dailekh
Roalpa
Gutam
Gajur

--

Chilli

Dang
-

Dharma
Malncta

-

-

Phalabang

Dullu
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NOTE THREE: CAPTAIN C. P. KENNEDY'S LIST

OF THE

BARHA

THAKURAI*
t-

Keonthul
Bughat
Bhagul
Khottar

Comharsain
Bhujee
Mulog
.
Dhamee

Kotee
Kearie or Maban
Konyar
Mungul

Captain C. P. Kennedy's List of the Athara Thakurai*
Joobul
Dulaitoo
Poondur
Kotegurh
Sare
Burrowlee
Bulson
Nawur
Beeja
Raeen
Dudoo Kuwau
Shangree
Theog
Dhurkottee
Kunaitoo
Kurrungloo
Ghoond
Gotrach
These principalities were found in the area bounded by Ladakh, 32O
North Latitude, 783O East Longitude, and the confines of Chinese Tartary on
the north; on the east by the Chinese territory, Longitude 79O at Shipku; on
the west by the Sutlej River; and on the south by the Sikh States.
NOTE FOUR
Political geographers speak of those factors within a state that tend to
disrupt its unity as being centrifugal forces. Such forces would be the
barriers of the physical features of a country, human barriers, and the
diversity of character existing among different sections of the population of
the state, to name a few.
Centripetal forces in political geography refer to those factors within the
state that promote unity. The basic centripetal force must be some concept
or idea which justifies the existence of the state as a separate entity. At the
most primitive level this idea may be no more than the will of a ruler to
which, for whatever reason, all the regional parts of the state grant their
loyalty.
This theory has been developed by Richard Hartshorne in a paper
entitled 'The Functional Approach to Political Geography', which was
delivered to the Association of American Geographers. It was later
published in Annals of the Association of American Geographers, XI( 1950)'
No. 2, 95-130, and has been republished frequently in manuals of political
geography.
Thisapproach to the political geography of Nepal has been adopted
throughout this study as the framework for explaining the impact of Nepal's
geography on the political problems of mid-eighteenth century Nepal.

NO TE Fl V E
Hamilton ( o p . c i t . , pp. 240 ff.) discusses at length the 'pure' and 'impure'
branches of the Shah family of Lamjung, Gorkha, etc. This is undoubtedly a fertile field for investigation; however, it is entirely outside the scope
o f this study. Professor Tucci has adequately expressed the attitude of the
present writer in the following passage :
The road from Jumla to Dullu is the route of those fresh warlike
migrations which left India to find some recompense for their lost
splendour in the unhealthy valleys of the Himalayas. The wanderings
which led them here after the downfall of the Malla began (according to
--

'Report of Captain C.P. Kennedy, Assistant Deputy Superintendent,
Sikh and Hill States, to Lt. W. Murray, Deputy Superintendent, Sikh and
Hill States, dated Subathu, 6 July 1824 and published in Records of the
Delhi Residency and Agency (Lahore, 191l ) , p. 257.
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a tradition of which we hear an echo in the chronicles) immediately
after the .fall of Chitor, the solitary bulwark put up by the Hindu
resistance to the Moslem advance. Three times Chitor fell and twice
rose again from its ruins. Always, when uncertain hope became the
certainty of despair, of humiliatian and of death, the women-and there
were thousands of them--cast themselves on the pyre that they themselves had prepared, and the men, from the greybeards to the youths, in
festal attire, flung open the gates and threw themselves on their assailants to break their way through or t o die.
Many have doubted that the pretensions of the Nepalese nobility t o be
descended from the Rajput heroes might only be wishful thinking to
increase their own prestige. The discoveries we had just made seem to show
that there is some truth in the legend.
Giuseppe Tucci, Discovery of rhe Malla (London, 1960), pp. 65-6.

NO TE SIX
Hamilton gives three versions, received by him while engaged in his
study of Nepal, of the origins of the Rajputs of the Nepal hills. For the
information of the reader, all three of these accounts are given here as
Hamilton recorded them. The writer's own reservations have been noted
in Note Five above.
The first account :
According to the traditions most commonly currmt i n Nepal, the Hindus
of the mountains (Parbatiya) left their own country in consequence of an
invasion of the Muhammedan King of Dilli, who wished 'to marry
a daughter of the Raja of Chitor, or Chitaur, celebrated for her beauty.
A refusal brought on the destruction of her father and his capital city;
and to avoid a hateful yoke, many of the people fled t o the hills. A
somewhat similar story, related in the translation of the Ferestah by
Dow, would seem to verify the truth of the tradition, and fix its date to
the 1306 year of our era.
The second account :
In opposition to this tradition, very generally received in Kathmandu,
and throughout the eastern parts of the Nepalese dominions, Hariballabh
contents that there was a certain Asanti, a prince descended of Shalivahana in the seventh or eighth generation, and who, therefore, should
have lived in about the second or third century of the Christian era,
but whom Hariballabh supposes to have lived seven or eight hundred
years ago. in which case the Shalivahana from whom he was descended
must have been different from the prince whose name has been given to
an era. Asanti came t o these mountains, and established a Kingdom
extending from Pesaur to Morang, and having for its capital Karuvirpur,
a town near Almorah. His decendants were called Suryabangsi Rajputs,
and with then1 came pure Brahmans, whose doctrines gradually gained
ground by theaddition of colonists, and the progress of generation.
This progress would appear to have been very slow, for I cannot find,
even in Kumau, the seat of the first colonists or that there are now any
other Brahmans, except those called the Brahmans of Kumau, a colony
avowedly introduced from Kanoj by Thor Chandra, who lived after the
middle of the fifteenth century of the Christian era, and, therefore, subsequent lo the colony from Chitaur. The country had previously been
inhabited by Jars. Magars, and other impure and infidel tribes, and
great numbers o f these continued under the descendants of Asanti as
cultivators; but, west of the Soyal, there was no Raja who was not of
pure birth, although the barbarous chiefs continued to hold most of the
country east from thence, tributary, however, to the descendants of
Shalivahana. Hariballabh remembers the namcs of only three of Asanti's
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successors, namely Basant, Dham Deva, and Brahma Deva; but his
descendants continued for a considerable time to enjoy a supremacy over
the chiefs of the hills, although their power was much reduced by family
dissensions, and by appanages granted to collateral branches. Various
turbulent chiefs, that successively came from the low country, took
advantage of this weakness to reduce the authority of the descendants of
Asanti to a jurisdiction nearly nominal; and, in the reign of Akbar, the
government of Karuvirpur was totally overturned by the petty chief of
Kurnau, who pretended to be of the ancient family of the moon, and
whose ancestors, a few ge;lerations before, had succeeded, by an abominable act of treachery, in obtaining a settlement in hills.
The third account :
Concerning the colony from Chitaur I received another account, from
the Mahaata, or prior of the convent of Janmasthan, at Ayodhya. He
alleges, that Chaturbhuja, a prince of the Sisaudhiya tribe, having left
Chitaur, conquered Kumau and Yumila, where he established his throne,
from whence his family spread to Palpa, Tanahung, and the Kirats. The
supremacy very lately admitted by all the eastern mountain chiefs to the
Rajahs of Yumila, is a stong presumption in favour of this opinion.
Many chiefs, and especially the Palpa, Tanahung, and Makwanpur
families, pretend to be descended of the Chitaur princes; but it is very
doubtful whether they have any claim to a descent so illustrious, for the
Mahanta said, that, after some generations, all the hill chiefs rebelled
and paid only a nominal obedience to the Raja of Yumila, nor does
Samar Bahadur, uncle of the Pdlpa Raja, claim kindred with the chief.
Hamilton, op. cit., pp. 11-5.

CHAPTER-

THE DREAM OF UNIFICATION
From Chandragiri's tap I asked, "Which is Nepal?"
They showed me, saying, "That is Bhadgaon, that i s
Patan, and there lies Kathmandu." The thougbt
came to my heart that if 1 might be king of lbese
three cities, why, let it be so.

The unification of the four score and more of petty kingdoms in Greater Nepal stands out as one of the great challenges
of eighteenth century Asia. Earlier chapters of tbis study have
spelled out this challenge in terms of the nature of the terrain
and the political and economic structures that prevailed throughout the land. Clearly the unification of G r e a t a Nepal would
be an appallingly difficult task for any of these petty states. Yet
it is a fact of history that tiny Gorkha accepted this challenge
and, in spite of terrain, economics, and political structures,
swept these kingdoms aside and founded the modem state of
Nepal. Before narrating the story of this unification, which is
as fascinating as the task itself was appalling, it is important to
see the dimensions of this challenge In terms of Gorkha's limited
resources of men and means. Accordingly, this chapter will
clarify the meaning of the term unification, discuss the facton
that favoured and those that inhibited it, and conclude with a n
introduction of the man who first set out to turn the dream of
unification into a reality, Prithvinarayan Shah of the House of
Gorkha.
A. UNIFICATION DEFINED

The term unification itself means different things to different
people. To avoid confusion and to limit the scope of this
study, it will be useful to explain here the various degrees of
unification and indicate the meaning of the term as it is used in
these pages. This can be done most easily and clearly by dmPrithvinarayan Shah. Dlbyo Upadpsh, p. 3.
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cribing the various degrees of union in terms of the type of
unification achieved. This includes :
1. Military unification
2. Political unification
3. Legal and judicial unification
4. Administrative unification
5. Cultural and religious unification.
For the sake of clarity in this discussion, the simplest possible
frame-work will be used for describing these degrees of unification : state A will stand for the unifying agent and state B, the
state brought into unity.
Military unification is merely the expansion of one state at
the expense of another. State A conquers state B, and state B
is reduced to being a part of state A. At this level of unification there is a minimum of administrative reorganization and a
minimum of interference in the local affairs of state B. Basically the only change is that the revenues of state B now belong
to state A. This is a very feeble kind of unification; the two
states are somehow one; but the union will perdure only so long
as state A has-military superiority over state B.
The second degree of unification, which has been called political uniJicatiori, involves more. In this case the administration
of state B is brought under the direct control of state A, so that
the agents of state A direct and control the administration of
state B at the central and perhaps even at the local level. In
this grade of unification, the appointees are almost all citizens
of state A, and they exercise the role of masters or conquerors
in the state tetritories of state B. Where local people of state
B still play a role in the administration of the country, they
usually remain figure heads, with no substantial power. This,
also, is a weak form of unity, and usually generates areas of
reaction and opposition, which will disrupt the unity, if opportunity offers.
Legal and judicial unification is a third degree of unification,
and this produces a much stronger form of unity. State A
extends its laws and judicial customs to include state B, so that
the citizens of both state A and state B live and work under the
same legal structure. Though discrimination may be shown in
the application of the laws or in the judicial process, the impli-
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cation of this degree is that the citizens of both states are equal
before the law. Where the legal customs of state B are radically
different from those of state A, this step may cause serious
opposition, but when applied uniformly and fairly over an extended period of time, this process produces the basis for
strongly united countries.
Ar/n~inistratireunification, which is listed here as the fourth
degree, is an essential step for the formation of a strongly unified state. According t o this degree, the citizens of state B have
equa I opportunity to serve in the administration of government
at all levels, both within the territories of the former state B and
i n the territories of state A. This degree of unification can, of
course, fail 10 achieve its purpose, but where it is successfully
implemented, it tends to produce a well-uni ted state.
The fifth degree mentioned here is that of cultural and religious unification. T o attain this degree of unification, it is not
necessary that the citizens of state B be forced o r induced to
abandon their own religious and cultural pasts2 What is required is that there be a religious and cultural assimilation such
that the citizens of both states feel at ease with one another,
and that there be a gradual assimilation such that the citizens
of both states enjoy some common practices, even when there
may be considerable difference of belief. Language, as a part
of culture, is also involved here, and a common language is a
strong bond in the final unification of the two states. Of
course, when the citizens of state A and state B already share
the same culture and religion, this step is greatly facilitated.
It should be clear that the various degrees of unification
that have been isolated here for the purpose of discussion are
not w ater-tight compartments. After the initial unification of
the first degree, the others may develop gradually and simultaneously. They interlock and interact, so that a measure of
success in any of these degrees will facilitate the achievement of
the others.
There is also a time factor involved in the attainment of all
2

As Harlshornc, 'Functional Approach t o Political Geography', pp.

105.6, has said, 'Where regicns differ in ~ o c i a lcl-aracter, the tendency o f the
state lo force scnie d e ~ r e co f unifolmity of social life meets wilh resistance.

Th 1.s the very attcmpt to produce unily may intensify disunity.'
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of these degrees. Military conquest may require only a very
brief period, but for the others time is essential. Where they
are hastily imposed by force, they are almost all self-defeating
since they then tend to provoke elements of reaction and even
to unite such elements into a strong force of opposition. There
is no way to define the limits of the time factor. It may require
years for these processes to be completed; it may take centuries.
From this it should be clear that it was not possible for all of
these processes to be completed in Nepal during the period
covered by this study, 1768-1816 A.D. Consequently, the major
thrust of this study will be in the area of military conquest and
political unification as outlined in the first and second degrees
of unification mentioned above.
The analysis given here of the various degrees of unification
also indicates some of the features that were necessary to any
state that planned to set out on a path of conquest and unification in Greater Nepal. The first, and most essential, was the
military itself. A state had to have the military means, both in
men and equipment, to be able to successfully conquer another
state. This is a very significant factor, and will have to enter
into the discussion of Gorkha's dream of conquest at a later
stage in this study, where it can be given more careful attention.
A second feature was the type of government involved.
Clearly a feudatory type of government would not achieve
true unity. Its very nature militated against unity and set UP
a strong centrifugal force within the state. The analysis of
the fragmentation of principalities in Greater Nepal undertaken
in Chapter Two illustrates this. Not only did a feudatory
state contain this strong centrifugal force, fortified by the
centrifugal forces of a forbidding terrain and extremely difficult
communications. but it tended to nullify the basic centrifugal
force within a state, namely loyalty to the ruler, by restricting
the loyalty of the local nobles and peasants to their own chief.'
It was of the nature o f a feudatory system that while the loyalty
of the feudatory chiefs was demanded by the king, the loyalty
of subjects within the feudatory units was directed towards
their own chief or raja.
government. N o
The thlrd feature was a strong central
-

IbiJ,, p. 109.
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state could impose unity or direct the forces within the state
to the achievement of unity, if the central government was no1
thoroughly unified and strong enough for the task. Political
geographers uniformly insist that the role of government is to
make and execute decisions and that for this they must have
power.4 If the power of the central government were dissipated
through the division of the government or ruling class into
factions, or the executive head of government were not strong
enough to impose his will, the effectiveness of the government
was seriously weakened. The result tended to be regional
disunity leading even to fragmentation.
These three features are basic to an understanding of the
unification of Nepal. Each of them will figure in the discussion
that follows in Part I1 and Part I11 of this study. Properly,
however, they must be introduced here, at the watershed
between the failure of the pre-Gorkhali kingdoms to achieve
true unity and the acceptance of this challenge by the House
of Gorkha.
B. PRO-UNIFICATION FACTORS

Although there were no factors in Greater Nepal that could
be said to favour unification, there were some elements of
society in the various hill states that rendered an apparently
impossible task a t least feasible. The most obvious of these
was the basic similarity of government prevailing in the various
hill states. The rulers were generally of the same class-Rajputs.
The type of administration was the same. And the taxation
burden was the same. I n such circumstances there was no
real reason for the peasants to favour one government over
another. With few exceptions the same was true of the local,
non-Rajput nobles5. Generally speaking, both to local nobles
and peasants one government was as good as another.
Another important, though intangible, factor was the
ntiitu(le of the peasants. If the first chapter of this study has
established anything at all, it is that the peasants led a very
ifficult existence. The land of Greater Nepal was jealous of
Norman J . Poun Js, Polirical Geography (New York, 1963). p. 17.
W o b l e s refers to the leaders or the local population who participated in
the administration.
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its fruits, and only the hardest of toil brought the land to
fruition. There was also the uncertainty of tenure and the
heavy burden of the taxation. I n view of this, the mental
outlook of the peasant in the hills became a factor to be reckoned with. It seems certain that the type of man who could
master the art of survival in this land of Pahar was not the sort
of man who would rush blindly into battle without first weighing carefully the advantages and disadvantages that would
accrue to him and to his family from it. He was a man of
loyalty and a man of courage, but he was also a man of prudence and a man endowed by nature and a hard life with a
sceptical attitude towards all the promises of government. It is
significant that the vast majority of administrative officers in
~ can be taken as
government were involved in tax c ~ l l e c t i o n . It
axiomatic that this significance was not lost on the peasant.
As a result the peasant was indifferent towards war as long as
war was indifferent towards him. An attack on his state that was
as long as war in reality no more than an effort to unseat his
ruler in order to replace him by another of the same type and
calibre would stir him but little from his daily round of activity.
On the other hand, an attack that threatened his crops, his home,
or his family became a personal challenge that dredged up all
the fighting qualities of his soul. In short, as long as the peasant
was not molested, his concern for the fate of a ruler was not calculated to arouse him to any vigorous activity in that ruler's
defence.
This brings into focus the true significance of the gap
between Rajput rulers and people that was described in Chapter
TWO. The relationship between ruler and ruled differed from
state to state. It depended in the final analysis on the measures
of concern the ruler showed for his people, not just towards
the warrior class, but to the peasant in the fields and also to
the townsman who rounded out the balance of the economy.
If there was a tragic flaw to be found in the hill rajas, it was a
lack of concern for their people. Such an attitude is difficult
to document, hut wherever it has been isolated, whether in the
history of the Malla kings of the Valley or the Sen kings of
8

M.C.Regrn~.Err~nomicHi.~iory,Chapter I I .
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Makwanpur or the Chand kings of Kumaon, it has been the
pre!ude to the failure of the 11ne. The surest sign of this unconcern of a ruler for his peasants was the struggle for power
among the descendants of the royal family or between nobles
in the state.
The raja's concern for his subjects thus became a vital
factor in a miiitarily successful state. Normally this quality of
concern was profound, and the gap between the ruler and the
ruled was profound. In states where the ruler did exhibit
a true concern for his people the situation was better. But
even here one must avoid any temptation to imagine that the
peasants living in such a state were blessed and relatively prosperous. They were not. Living conditions in the hills at
their best would have appalled even the hill man of today, who
is as rugged an individual as nature has ever contrived. Any
tendency to soften this picture should be stoutly resisted. The
lot of peasants in such a state was less harsh than in others,
but it was still demanding in the extreme. At the same time
credit must be given where credit is due. Where a ruler departed from the accepted norm of 'milking' the land and the
peasants of the maximum revenue returns, he was rewarded by
an uncommon loyalty. The fact that this was generally not the
case and peasant indifference was widespread must necessarily
have aided the Gorkhali c o n q ~ e s t . ~
Much must be made of this peasant indifference simply
because the hill man was a natural warrior. Survival in the
hard school of the hills had endowed him with a rugged frame,
a hardy independence, and a will to live that made warfare and
hand-to-hand combat less an act of courage than an application
to a new type of problem of his determination to survive.
Coupled with this was his gift of persistence and patient effort.
The land of Pahar tells a story, and it appears in mile after
mile of terraced fields cut with the simplest of tools into the
mountain sides, blunt testimony to the type of man who
mastered the mountains. There is something deeply impressive
to
- be said for a man who can attack a mountain with a kodaliA
In addition to the adliijln, or half the crop, which was the normal tax
for the right to farm the land, additional taxes, both in terms o f labour and
Payments in kind, could be, and were, imposed.
A Thc hill kodali is a siniple digging tool, a kind o f mattock.
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and when his day is done, pass that tool along to his son to
continue the effort to master their physical surroundings. Just
as there is something to be said of the quality of a man who can
stand on a mountain ridge and look down the mountain side
to the vatleys a mile below and draw strength from the mountains that are his. This is not mere rhetoric. It is an attempt
to assess those qualities of the land that have made the hill
man of Nepal one of the finest fighting men the world has ever
known.g This was the type of man who populated the hill
states. The fact that he was, by and large, indifferent to any
attack except one that threatened his own personal welfare was
an obvious asset to the Gorkhali efforts at unification.
As a corollary to this, these same hill men offered Gorkha
a hidden advantage once a region was successfully conquered.
'The fact that the hill man's loyalty could be won and he could
be pressed into the zealous service of the crown, given the
proper leadership and incentives, offered a great potential
reservoir of manpower for the Gorkhali armies-manpower the
expanding state of Gorkha would require. The man was there.
Whether he became a fighting man or remained indifferent was
largely a question of leadership. As events proved, the leadership his own raja failed to give him the House of Gorkha
would provide.
C . OBSTACLES T O UNIFICATION

If there was one attitude that was characteristic of the hill
rajas it was the tendency to think in terms of the limited world
they ruled. The greatest centrifugal force known to political
W o d g s o n said of thcse hill troops, ' I n my humble opinion they are by
far thc best soldiers in India.' Quoted in Sir William Hunter, L.ik of
Rrinrr Horrglrrorr Hociesori (London. 1896), p. 109. The record compiled by
thesc same hill men in two w,)rlcl wars has amply justified Hodgson's claims.
Turrler, ,4 Conrpal-nti1.ca f ~ tErj.rtlolo~icnl
l
Dic.rionar.jp c)f'fhcNcpali Lnrtyrro,uc
(London. 1931'1, p. i x , adds this apostrophe to his Preface : 'As 1 write
these last words, niy thoughts rctirrn to you who were niy comrades, the
stubborn and indomitable peasants of Nepal. Once more I hcar the
laughter with which you greetccl every hardship. Once more I sce you in
your bivouacs or about your fires, on forced march or in the trcnchcs, now
shivering \vith wct and cold. now scorched by a pitiless and burning sun.
Uncomplaining you endure hunger and thirst and woi~nds; and a t the last
your unwavering lines disappear into the smoke and wrath of battlc.
Bravest of the brave. most generous of the generous, never had coulitry
more faithful friends than you.'
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geography is the existence of geographical barriers that are truly
obstacles to communicati~ns.'~As the first chapter of this
study has shown, the mountains that divided the Pahar zone
were truly such barriers. They split the country, disrupted
communications, and offered the strongest defensive positions
known in that age. Coupled with this fact of geography there
was the economic factor of the small agricultural society.
Rarely could a raja think of extensive conquest, because he did
not have the means to pursue it. Given the limited size of his
kingdom and its scanty returns in revenues, there was small
chance for him to finance a war of any proportions. Also, the
shortage of manpower within his domain forced him to think
humbly in terms of military conquest. The accompanying table,
based on the best estimates that are available as to the size of
some of these kingddms, indicates clearly the limitations imposed
on the hill rajas.
Clzaubisi Rajas
Gorkhn
Lamjung
Tanahun
Kaski
Nuwakot
Dhor
Satahun
Garahun

- Population (in Roofs)

Rising
Ghiring
Paiyun
Parbat
Galko:
Palpa
Gulmi
Argha

600
2,000
2,000
8,000
2,000
24,000
6,000
4,000

Khanchi
Musikot
Isma
Dhurkot
Bajhang
Piuthan
--

--

4,000
4,000
4,000
7,000
700
14,000
-.

--

Baisi Rajas - Population (in Roofs)
Jumln
Dot i
Darnn
Jajarkot
Bajura
Musikot
Gajur
Biskot

24,000
14,700
700
.I 3,000
6,000
4,000
140
1,000

Malnetr!
7,000
Thalrrhara 2,000
Dailekh
4,000
Dullu
700
Durrynl
14,000
Dang
4.000
Snllyana
12,000

Phalabang
Chilli
Jehari
Darmr
-4tbis Gotam
M3jal
Gurniakot

7,000
4,000
6.000
2,000
2,000
8,000
6,000

Tables adopted from D.R. Regrni. Mocicrn Nc9pol.according to Nepalese
l'ar~unrnli.
lnHartshorne,

'Functional Approach to Political Geography', p. 104.
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Apropos of this question of military ambition, it might well
be asked whether these rajas, being Rajput warriors and ardent
Hindus for the most part, were influenced by the classical Hindu
concept of conquest. Undoubtedly they were. The mystique
of the horse sacrifice could not have been entirely lost them.]'
And yet there is no historical evidence of any major campaigns
during the immediate pre-Gorkhali period that would indicate
that this was an important factor in their outlook. The
evidence indicates quite the opposite. The fact that Hamilton
makes much of the conquest of Balihang by the raja of Palpa
and his satellites suggests strongly that successfuI wars of
aggression or conquest were limited in both scope and purpose.12
The defensive alliances that have been described at length
in Chapter Two must also have been strong inhibiting factors.
A study of the terrain these alliances occupied, and an examination of the strong hill fortifications they possessed, cannot
but impress a military observer with their defensive strength.
Sketches of these fortifications that accompany the various
accounts treating of the Anglo-Nepal war indicate intricately
interlocking hill posts surmouted by a strong citadel. Although
these sketches date from a period later by a few years than that
covered by this study, there is no reason for assuming that the
fortifications they depict were not typical of the period under
discussion here. In fact, the available descriptions of battles
fought at this time seem to indicate that these, or similar
arrangements, were standard defensive procedurep. Further
testimony to this effect is provided by Hamilton's descriptions
of the various sites chosen for the capital cities and chief forts
of the Chaubisi and Baisi Rajas. The total defensive picture
makes the problem of conquest seem practically insoluble.
There were other deterring factors as well, not least of which
was the mutually held determination to maintain the balance
of power. So long as all the states were sn~all, all were safe.
Once any state began to grow significantly, the sheer economics
-- - . --

- -. .-

11 The

- ---

--

horse sacrifice. or o.s~~anzedlrn,was directly connected with the
glories o f conquest and played an important part in the literature extolling
the great Hindu kings o f India. Cf. V. M. Apte, 'Vedic R i t ~ ~ a l 'Tile
,
Ctrltrrral H ~ r i t a g eof Inrfia, ed. Sunit Kumar Chalierji ct al (Calcutta,
19581, i , 253.
l w a m i l t o n , Nepal, p. 171.

THEW3 IS SOMETWINO DBBPLY IUFRESSN33 TO BB S+lb FOR A MAN W$tCS
CAN ATTACX, A MOUNTAIN WITH A KODAL? AND, WHEW HfS DAY $8
&ONE, PABB TEJB TOOL ALONO TO HD S"0N TO mmmP! THE ElPsPOltP
fl9 W
mW
R
SW&R@ZJNWYSB* @dm
Pi*
24.1.
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of the situation gave it vastly increased power, and such a state
thereby constituted a grave threat to the independence of all the
states in the area. Thus there was a determined opposition to
any state that attempted to expand. This is clearly reflected in
Prithvinarayan Shah's Dibya Upadeslz, where Prithvinarayan
Shah asked his advisors about the dangers that Gorkha would
face from neighbouring kingdoms should he embark on the conquest of Kathmandu Valley.13 And that his concern was well
founded is apparent frcm the chronicles, which recount the
repeated attacks by Lamjung and its allies on Gorkha when
Prithvinarayan Shah was engaged in his campaign to conquer
the Valley.14 The very limitations of the small hill states made
it imperative for each of them to prevent another state from
growing substantially, and any state that disrupted this balance
became a common enemy. To tolerate any state's nourishing
the urge to grow was to invite disaster. Should a state show
these symptoms, its neighbours took it upon themselves to worry
it and force it either to contain its desires or to limit them to
insignificant military actions. In view of this, it is a cause of
considerable wonder, not that the House of Gorkhd succeeded
in its unification of the hill country, but that it was ever able
to begin. The journey of conquest, like all others, began with a
single step. but the implications of taking that first step stagger
the imagination.
It is painful to try to recreate the mental attitudes of the
day. Rut to d o so is important to the study of the events that
took place in Nepal in the late eighteenth century. There existed
a definite historical picture of many small mini-states, co-existing more or less peacefully. and so constituted both economically
and geographically that 'Live and let live !' would seem the
obvious motto. This picture is violently rearranged in the
short space of three generations to one in which all of these
mini-states are subject to one individual state, which originally
differed in no significant way from any of the others, neither in
geography nor economy. Somehow this change must be explained, and the significance of that explanation will largely
depend on the factors involved, both phys~cal and moral. As
---- --

l3
14

-.

Prith\ inarayan Shah, Dibyo Uyadesh, p. 4 .
Bha.\ha I'anrrmoli, i i , 767-9 and i ~ i861-2.
,
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the discussion of these factor's inhibiting unification progresses,
this question 'Why Gorkha ?' beeomes more and more compelling.
D. THE LOGISTICS OF CONQUEST

In the context of this discussion of the difficulties that faced
any hill state daring to embark on a career of conquest, the
logistics of Gorkha's position requires some comment. It is
important to see just what this undertaking meant to Gorkha
in terms of manpower and finance.
The accounts available attribute a population of twelve
thousand roofs to Gorkha at this time. For the sake of comparison, the three main members of the Lamjung Alliance had
a combined total of twenty-eight thousand roofs. Palpa alone
had twenty-four thousand roofs. On the basis of these figures
Gorkha clearly had no advantage in manpower over its neighbours and rivals.
Gorkha had, at the nlost, fifteen to twenty thousand men.''
Of course, not all of these could be committed t o the campaign.
There were certain priorities in the allocation of this manpower
that had to be observed for the welfare of the state.
The first of these priorities was the tilling of the fields. I n
an agricultural society this was essential and could never be
neglected. This was especially true of Gorkha, since it had
neither mines nor income from cornrner~e.'~ Of course, the
fighting season was the winter time. During this period the
manpower requirements for the care of the fields would be
less. Reznii has pointed out that generally in the hills at this
period only one crop a year was produced.17 Yet two considerations suggest that even in winter there were substantial limitations to the manpower that could be allotted to a military
~ a m p a i g n . The first of these is the fact that many of ~ h crops
c
that grow best on the h i l l slopcs or /~crklrnland do not have
y-rrou~ingseasons that coincide cxactly with that of paddy,

-

15

Uascd on a r~~a.rinrrrrrro i fibe a~lultspel- roof.
245.
M. C . Regmi, Ecorioniic History, Chapfcr 11.

l6 1-larnil:on, Nepol, p.
l7
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which thrives on the valley floor.ls Clearly men would be
required to care for these crops. More important, Prithvinarayan Shah does not seem to have wanted Brahmans lo
serve in his armies.lg Since the population of Gorkha seems to
have been over one-third Brahrnan,'O it seems that slightly more
than one third of the able-bodied men in Gorkha would have
been withdrawn froin military service on these grounds alone.

A second priority was the defence of the home land. It
was understood that the moment Gorkha set off on its campaign to the east, the states to the west of Gorkha would feel
free to attack. The natural defences of the country and
Gorkha's own fortifications offered some help against thest:
attacks, but a sufficient reserve of fighting men had to be kept
back to man these defences. This need was certainly not
overlooked by Prithvinarayan Shah. As has been seen, it was
one of the first consiberations he entertained after his decision
to conquer Kathmandu Valley. Perhaps these first two
priorities together would account for about half of the ablebodied men of the state.
It can be estimated. then, that Gorkha had a maximum of
eight to ten thousand men to use on its campaign. But one
further consideration remained. Of these men, how many
could Gorkha risk losing through casual~iesor death ? Clearly
there was a limit to the number of men a hill state could afford
to lose, before it became so weakened as to be an easy prey
for its neighbours. This was certainly an aspect of logistics
that had to considered. Statistics on battle casualties are
always difficult to trace with any degree of accuracy, and,
given the conditions in the hills, i t is not s~~rprising
that very
ft:w details on this point are available.
Since the fighting was
.generally carried out in hand-to-hand combat or with bows and
~ I T O W Scasualties
,
were normally light. But in an espec~ally
18

Pakho lands : unirrigated land on the hill sides.

19

Prithvinarayan Shah, D i h ~ . aUpnrie.sh, p. 16.

r o Hamilton, Nepal, p. 244, 'Gorkha's chief inhabilants were Brahmans
and Kllaslya, in abogt equal numbzrs, ~ i t h
rathcr fcwcr Magars.'
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sharp encounter they could be very high.21 This question of
casualties must have been a matter of concern for the man of
Gorkha; and Prithvinarayan Shah's discussion of the care to
ke give11 the families of those who fell in battle in the Dibya
ilpudesh indicates that he had given the matter serious
thought.'"
Casualties and deaths also meant economic loss to a small
kingdom, and this loss also had to be weighed against the gains
to be expected from the campaign. In such discussion the
possibility of Success as compared with the strength of the
defences had to be reckoned. The more valuable the prize,
the more tenacious the defence, and the greater the opponent's
defensive capacity. Since the very rich valley of Kathmandu
was the initial goal, the negative aspects of the campaign
loomed large. 111 the balance, the odds for Gorkha's success
must have seemed decidedly chancy.
Material Reso~~rces
Mrnpo\ver was only part of the larger picture of Gorkha's
logistics problem. As has been seen, Gorkha's economy was
entirely agricultural. There can be no doubt that the war put
a heavy strain on this economy.
First, the army had to be supported. Since this would be
a major military undertaking, the small standing army supported by jagirs would not suifice. A much larger army would have
to be recruited, and this army would have to be trained. Men
in training have to be fed, even though they are not productive
agents in the economy.
Secondly, equipment had to be purchased. It is a known
fact that while on his Banaras trip in 1743 Prithvinarayan Shah
~mrcliasedsome r n ~ s k e t s . ? ~Khukaris, the traditional weapon
-

Casualties at a skirmish at Parewa Hat numbered four or five enemy
dcntlis a n d f i v e to seven wounded, as opposed to one Gorkhali death and
thl-cc woundcd. Letter of Prithcinarayan Shah t o Kalu Klladka, dated 3
Chaitra 1828 B. S. (March 1772). In the invasion of Kirat Pradesh,
t'ritl~vinarayan Shah reported to Ram Krishna Kurlwar that four to five
Ii\~ndreclo f the enemy had fallen. Letter of Prithvinarayan Shah to Raln
K rishna Kunwar, datcd 27 Magh 1830 (February 1774). According to the
Hlra.~linVorrisavali, at the first battle o f Kirtipur the total number of deaths
for both sidcs came to twelve hundred. At Makwanpur four 10 five
hundred Makwanis fell. Rhcrshn Vorri.~a~~ali.
i i i . 817 and 844.
'Vrithvinarayan Shah. D i h y ~Upadesli, p. 17.
23 nl~a.~lln
Vanisa~~ali,
i i ,71 5.
3
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of the hill man, had to be made, and this required steel, which
had to be purchased since Gorkha possessed no mines of her
own. Some sort of uniform was also required for the troops,
if for no other purpose than the quick and easy recognition of
friendly troops during the heat of battle. Many of these things
required cash, which was a very scarce commodity in the hills,
and it isnot surprising to read that Prithvinarayan Shah had
to borrow funds to meet these expense^.?^
Supplies formed a third item of expense. It is an axiom
of military effort that 'an army travels on its stomach'. Troops
require food, and the army of Gorkha was no exception to
this rule. The question arises as to where they could procure
this food. Could the Gorkhali army live off the land ?
Apparently not. T o buy sufficient food grains was impossible.
To loot the villages was self-defeating.
It was impossible to buy sufficient food grains in the conquered territories simply because the peasants had very little
to sell. The attack would have to take place after the paddy
harvest was in and the fields lay empty. As for the harvest
itself, the revenue agents from government were not slow to
collect their share, which, as has been seen, was half the crop.
Those villages that formed part of the jagirs of government
servants would also have yielded up to their masters the full
measure of their due, as would the birta lands. What was left
for the people was stored, but this was barely enough for
subsistence. In consequence, though there might be some
grain for sale to the invading Gorkhali army, this would have
been very little in comparison with the army's needs.
Nor does it seem the invading Gorkhalis would have looted
these farm homesteads. Loot was the accepted right of the
conqueror, but there were so many factors strongly counselling
against any such action that it is doubtful if the Gorkhalis
would have dared to indulge freely in this form of living off
the land. Large-scale looting could seriously endangcr the
M . C. Reemi has pointed out the significance of 1\40 ciocunients
published in Airil~asikPalm Sangrnlra, ii, 10-1 1 and 50-1. which show that
Gorkha was s o poor that trifling sums were borrowed from other principali!ics and remained unpaid for years. M C. Regmi, Econntnic Hi.rrcpr?.,
Chapter I ; also cf. letter of Pri~hvinarayanShah lo Srimahanl Kamal Ban,
undated, publizhed in Acharya, Prirlrvinaroyan Shah KO Jirani, ii, 248.
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whole campaign. The Gorkhali supply and communications'
lines would be lon3 and extremely vulnerable. Considering
the limited manpower resources of the Gorkhali army, the whole
route could not be carefully patrolled. If the villagers cared
to raid this route, there would be no real defence against them
except to retaliate by punitive raids on individual villages. But
to resort to this form of protection was entirely against the
hest interests of the Gorkhalis. As has been seen above. the
hill man was by and large indifferent to the fate of his rulers,
but he was far from indifferent to anything that struck at his
own interests. To risk arousing these men would have been
an unmitigated disaster for the hopes the Gorkhalis entertained.
No matter what later developments occurred in regard to
tooling and living off the land, it can safely be presumed that
in the early years of their campaign the Gorkhalis rejected this
method of supplying the army. It was simply too great a
risk towards the success of their campaign.
Since little grain could be purchased and since looting was
ruled out as a means of supporting the army, the only alternative was for the villages of Gorkha to supply the food that
was required by their troops. The hill man could survive on
a very simple diet. A little chlrra and makai2%ill sustain
even the modern hill man under the worst of conditions, and
this must have been the staple diet of the Gorkhali army. This
the villages of Gorkha \\.auld have to supply. Once Gorkhali
control was established in an area and the first crop was harbested. the resources of Gorkha would be substantially
augmented by the revenues froni the new lands they controlled.
But at least for the first few ye:irs Gorkha would have to suffer
greatly from the strain of supporting the campaign.
E. LEADERSHIP

War in the hills imposed heavy obligations on all the
citizens of the state, noble and peasant al~ke. At the best of
times, life in the hills was hard, and to expect the peasants to
slloulder the burden of an extended campaign was unrealistic
unless some new factor was introduced into the equation. This
factor, as has been suggested earlier. was leadership, and from
'Whura and m a k a ~: parched rice and maize.
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all that has been seen of the nature of the hill states and their
problems, leadership was clearly a major factor. It supplies
the only rational answer to the persistent question : 'Why
Gorkha ?'
It was the function of leadership in the hill state to stir the
peasants and the humbler citizens from the lethargy and indifference of their lives and induce them to throw their full
energies into the campaign. The inertia of the peasants lnust
be gauged by the description of their lot that has been detailed
above. No matter how warlike the people of Gorkha might
be, their independence and scepticism u*ould so strongly militate against acceptance of any quixotic venture to conquer the
wealthiest of Nepal's valleys that only a man endowed with
very rich qualities of leadership would be able to infuse them
with the vision of the world that might be theirs.
To use the words vision and dream to describe the proposal
Prithvinarayan Shah broug!~tforward to conquer such apparently superior states as existed in the Valley is perhaps misleading. There is no doubt that his idea was visionary, so far
was it beyond the known capabilities of the average hill raja.
No other word will quite contain its implications. Rut at the
same time this vision was practical. It had to be, if ~t was to
be operative among the soldiers and peasants. Since the h ~ l l
man was not the sort to accept visions on the basis of their
grandeur alone and his unconcern for the abstract is notorious,
each step of the plan had to be broken down into goals that
were concrete and attainable. And these goals had to be made
attractive to the peasant and the soldier in their own right.
There could be no question of fighting for the glory of Gorkha
or the fulfilment of destiny, which have been strong motives in
other arenas. For the hill man it came down to t1:c simplc
question : 'How does this al-fect me ?' And i t was tl-e rolc
of the leader, Prithvinarayan Shall, to show clearly that i t
affected each of them thus and so.
This was not lost on Prithvinarayan Shah. The Bliu.~l~a
V ~ n ~ ~ u y cfi rslims
li
up h ~ suncierstandlng of the prnblcm In very
direct terms, saying that since Sri Mahara.j Pr~thvinarayan
Shah's plan was a great one. he made strong effort$ to gi\,e
thc
---

28

Bhasha Vavisavo/i,l i , 672.
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people hope and courage. to satisfy their minds, and to bring
them completely under his authority. Unless kazis, nobles,
and citizens were willing to follow him, he could achieve
nothing.
Shared ambition was the essential dynamism that Prithvinarayan Shah used to stir his subjects from the lethargy and
indifference that were endemic in the hills. This ability to
share ambition is, of course, a mark of leadership, and the
extent of such an ability in Prithvinarayan Shah can be measured only by his achievements. That he had the ambition is
absolutely clear from the description in DiBya U'~ades/z of that
moment of truth on Chandragiri :
At this time these two astrologers said to me, "0 King,
your heart is melting with desire." 1 was struck with
wonder. How did they know my inmost thoughts and so
speak to me ? "At the moineiit your gaze rested on Nepal
you stroked your moustache and in your heart you longed
to be king of Nepal, as it seemed to
And from Prithvinarayan Shah's earliest recorded conversations on this topic, he clearly intended to share that ambition
with his followers. He did not content himself with telling
them that he intended to conquer the Valley. As he himself
indicates in the Diiya Uprrdcsll, he asked advice, proposed
difficulties, and actively encouraged them to contemplate with
him the dangers involved and the prize to be gained. Caught
up with his idea, he sent word to Ranjit Basnyat, Man Singh
Rokaya, and Birbhadra Pathak.
"Come straightway, without sleeping, to Maidhi" . . . and
they came.
"1 have come to Nepal and 1 have seen it. And I have
decided it must be mine. What say you
"Attack, 0 Prince," they said. And they agreed with me.
But I asked them, ''If I go to seize another's kingdom,
will not another come to seize my kingdom ?"
"Yours, 0 Prince, is the voice to frighten elephants. If
those Baisi and Chaubisi princes come, a river of blood
will flow in the Chepa," they answered.2R
I?"

" Prithvinarayan Shah, Dihj*a Upade.sh, p. 3.
2R

Ibid., pp. 4-5.
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This conversation, recalled and recorded years after the event,
reflects something of the urgency and the wonder of what
Prithvinarayan Shah had seen, and his manner of presenting
it is a study in the psychology of leadership. The recorded
conversation is brief. But the highlights are there, and it can
safely be imagined this same sort of conversation took place
around many a campfire on Prithvinarayan's long trip to
Banaras and his council chambers in Gorkha, from which
focal points it filtered throughout the land.
True leadership, of course, goes beyond the communication
of ambition. Ambition cools when long unf~ilfilled. Besides
spelling out in concrete terms the advantages for each individual partaking in the task, it was even more important to lift
their aims from personal ambition to the overview of seeing a
group goal as desirable and attainable. Did Prithvinarayan
Shah attain to this higher quality of leadership ? There is
evidence to indicate that he did, though this evidence is not of
a documentary nature.
First, the conquest of Kathmandu Valley took twenty-six
long yearsSzg For the Gorkhalis they were years that held
many minor successes as well as a few major victories. During
those years, however, there were some major set-backs. When
the Gorkhali forces were twice thrown back from the walls of
Kirtipur, the inescapable question confronted the troops : 'If
we cannot capture Kirtipur, how will the great cities of the
Valley ever fall to us ? ' Though the Gorkhalis seemed invincible against the small towns and hamlets that surrounded
the Valley, the great problem of how to take a strongly fortified
city was one of those that lay beyond their power to solve.30
This sense of ultimate frustration had to be dispelled, and it
required the sort of leadership mentioned above to do it.
Secondly, twenty-six years is more t l ~ a n a generation of
fighting men. During that time how many men who first took
to the field with Prithvinarayan Shah were still alive to carry
3 Prithvinarayan Shah concluercd Nuwakot in 1744, the first slage in
his conquest o f the Valley. He completed the campaign in 1769 with the
conquest of Bhadgaon.
30 From the various accounts o f Gorkhali attacks on walled cities froni
Kirtipur to Fort Kangra, i t seems [hat they never mastered the tcchniquc
of a successful assault on such positions.
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on tlie fight ? Certainly enough of them had perished to make
the motive of personal ambition seem pale and ineffective.
Unless Prithvinarayan Shah had managed to bring his followers
to share in his own vision, it is difficult to explain this sustained
drive of the Gorkhali forces.
Thirdly, years later when Prithvinarayan Shah was near
death's door, lie used tlie expression : 'my little, painfully
~
is something in this phrase expresacquired k i ~ i g d o r n . ' ~Tliere
sing his personal identification with the work of conquest that
is at once humble and also justifiably proud., From the way it
was caught up by the scribe as Prithvinarayan Shah spoke,
there is every indication that it was a familiar phrase and one
that struck an echo in the hearts of those around him.
There is still further evidence that as a leader Prithvinarayan fostered this group enthusiasm. Every word tliat he
spoke in the Dibya Uyadeslt on the subject of his peasants and
to them,
his soldiers indicates a strong personal con~~nitinent
a conimitment that must surely have been r e t ~ r n e d . ~ K i r k p a trick's often quoted co~ninentcomes to mind :
We may coilclude from the respect in which Prithvinarayan
Shall's menlory is yet held by tlie Purbutties, and especially
part of them, that . . he was not inattentive to
the ~i~ilitary
the ineaiis of conciliating those on whose support he

.

Kirkpatrick's grudging praise is really a recognition of the
quality of leadership described here. I t is this quality of leadership that made possible Gorkha's first step on that long journey
of conquest. Given the facts of economics, geography, and
political geography of the hill states, no other explanation
seems capable of explaining the fact of Gorkha's rise from
obscurity to a position where it could seriously challenge the
full might of tlie East India C ~ m p a n y . ~ '
F. PRITHVINARAYAN S H A H

Prithvinarayan Shah. the father of modern Nepal and the
--

-

--

Prithvinarayan Shah, 1)ihjva Uparlcsli, p. 14.
?bid., pp. 15-7.
Kirkpatrick, Account of Nc'pnrrl, p. 271.
Hamilton, Ncpol, p. 245, says, 'The cli~efsof Gor kha
sidered insignificant.'

"
"

. . . were
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leader of the Gorkhali conquest, was born on 27 December
1722.'' and was crowned king of Gorkha on 3 April 1743.36
Besides being heir to the throne of Gorkha, he was also heir
to a very considerable legacy of good government-peasant
relations. In this connection two personages stand out as
worthy of special mention. Both of them had a strong influence on him and on the destinies of Corkha.
The first of these was Ram Shah, one of the earliest rajas
of the House of Gorkha. All the evidence available on this
ruler indicates that he rose above the common failing of the
hill rajas, expressed above as indifference to the lot of their
subjects. One of Ram Shah's most important contributions
to the government of Gorkha is embodied in the regulations
he laid down to rule various aspects of daily life. These
regulations-sketchy though they are-indicate
a close familiarity with the problems his people faced and a true concern
for their needs. Also, the Gorkha Vamsavali abounds in
stories about Ram Shah which bear witness to this same
quality in the man. While vamsavalis must always be received
with a healthy scepticism, it is generally unwise to reject the
major trend of the accounts given in them. Since all the
accounts in the Gorkha Vamsavali dealing with Ram Shah
emphasize his concern for the people, it must be concluded
that this was an outstanding quality in him. Prithvinarayan
Shah himself attests to Ram Shah's influence on him in the
Dibya Upadeslz. 3 7
The second person who exercized a strong influence on
Prithvinarayan was his foster mother, Chandraprabha. She
not only had the care of him during the early years of his
lif~,~"ut also took vigorous charge of government when
Prithvinarayan's father lost interest in the affairs of state. She
was known as the Chautariya Maharani, and directed the
affairs of the kingdom with skill and compassion until Prithvinarayan succeeded to the throne. She, perhaps more than
35 Cf. Naya Raj Pant, 'Aitihasik Siromani Sri Baburam Acharya Sanga
Prarthana'. Pur,:irna. N o . 19, pp. 83-5.
a6 Raburam Acharya, Pvirlr~,inarayartSlrali KO Jivani, i , 159.
'3 Prithvinarayan Shah, Dih,)va Upadeslr, p. 12.
3BGorkhu Vanr.~avali(Banaras, 2009 B. S . ) , pp. 137-9.
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anyone else, formed this young man in his duties as a ruler.
Her influence on the prince was profound, and when his father
died, he pleaded with her not to commit sutti, but to remain
and assist him, because she was needed for the defence of the
Prithvinarayan Shah began his career as master of the
House of Gorkha at the age of twenty. H e was a very young
man when the government came into his hands, but he possessed excellent advisors and learned to use their suggestions
well. And from the first he was a man of ambition. Hamilton
says of him that he was
. . . a man of insatiable ambition, sound judgment, great
courage, and ceaseless activity. Kind and liberal, especially in promises to his friends and dependants, hc was
regardless of faith to strangers, and of humanity to his
enemies..
Several times in this chapter the question has been asked,
'\i'hy Gorkha ?' From all that has been said, the answer
should be evident, 'Because Prithvinarayan Shah of the House
of Gorkha provided the vision and the leadership that galvanized this state to concerted action and sustained it to the
moment of victory.' The story of the unification of Nepal
did not unfold entirely during his lifetime, but it began with
him, simply because he boldly took the first step on that
long journey of conquest.

3Wcharya, Prirlrvinarayan SlraA KO Jivani, i , 140. The Bhaslia Vamsavali gives a very detailed description of Chandraprabha giving advice to
Prithvinaralan Shah concerning the financial arrnngclnents made for the
Muslim artificers who were brought to c x e for the muskets purchased for
the invasion o f the Valley. Bltashn Vamsavali, i i , 715-6.
4Q Hamilton, Nepal, p. 245.

CHAPTER FOUR

THE CONQUESTS OF PRITHVINARAYAN SHAH
When Jaya Prakash Malla heard the report that the
raja of Gorkha had plans t o conquer Nepal, he
became enraged and wrote t o Gorkha, saying,
"When the raja of Gorkha comes t o take my kingdom, I will destroy his kingdom in an instant."
And the raja of Gorkhas wrote : "If I cannot crush
him, then I am not Prithvinarayan Shah, the son
of Narbhupal Shah."

Prithvinarayan Shah was king at twenty, conqueror a t fortyseven, and father of his country by the time of his death at the
age of fifty-three. He was essentially a man of decision. His
ambition to conquer the Malla kings of Kathmandu Valley,
significant though it was, was hardly unique. Undoubtedly
other hill rajas had from time to time nursed this same ambition. Such a prize was too rich in the relative poverty of the
hills to go unnoticed and undesired. The singular difference
between these hill rajas and Prithvinarayan Shah lay in the fact
that Prithvinarayan Shah took the steps necessary to realize
his ambition. Very shortly after he assumed the direction of
affairs in Gorkha, without waiting for his youthful dreain to
cool, he set out on a career of conquest that led him to a
mastery of the Valley and the entire territory of eastern Nepal.
Prithvinarayan Shah was not only a man of decision, he was
also realist enough to recognize the complexity of the task he
was undertaking. Compared to the very limited resources of
Gorkha, the kingdoms of the Valley were wealthy and strong.
The fields of the Valley were fertile, and the crops were good."
Taken as a unit the Valley had plentiful supplies of grain,
Bkasa Vanrsavali, ii, 672.
Fr. Cassiano. writing in his journal under the date 1 February 1740,
said, 'La c i t ~ adi Batgao e situatn nel mezo d'alcune amtne colline, quali
I'industrin della genti di campagnia rendono fecondissin~a,e se le stagioni
vanno bene, fanno fino a 3 raccolte per anna'. (The town of Batgao is
located in thc middle of rolling hills which are transformed by the industrious population into very fertile land, and, i f the season is good, they can
produce three crops per year.) Published in Petech. I I NlrolSo Ramrrsio, i i ,
parte vi. 24.
I

'
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financial and economic security, and an abundant supply of
manpower. Nor was there any dearth of the fighting men of
the Magar, Khas and Bagale Thapa clansa3 In short, the Valley
was economically sound and militarily secure. On the face of
things the Malla kings should have experienced no difficulty in
repulsing the attacks of a state as insignificant in the scheme of
things as Gorkha, all of which Prithvinarayan knew quite well.
Besides the strcngth of the Valley, Prithvinaray an Shah was
aware of its weaknesses. He knew full well that the Valley was
not ;I unit in any but a geographic sense. There were tensions
in the Valley that he knew he coilld exploit in the interests of
his plan, and even though any one of the kings of the Valley
was stronger than Gorkha, lie confidently believed that he co~lld
defeat them.
The tensions that existed betwen the Malla kings were
closely bound up with the Valley's strategic location on the
major Tibet trade routes. Striking out of the Valley to the
north-east and north-west were the two main arteries of the
Tibet trade. They crossed the Himalayas through the passes
located at Rasuwa and Kodari, passed through Kyrung and
Kuti, and then led onwards to Lhasa. Along these mountain
routes from time immemorial had moved the stuff of the Tibet
trade. Because of their close proximity-scarcely three miles
separated the dilrbar square in Patan from the old royal palace
in Kathmandu, with perhaps twice this distance separating these
fwo kingdoms from Bhadgaon-any one of the kingdoms of the
Valley could dominate the Tibet trade. the key to which lay in
the possession of those villages that controlled the exit of the
trade routes from the Valley where these routes were most
vulnerable. Since the T ~ b e t trade was a valuable source of
revenlie, control of these villages and the trade became a critical point of rivalry. The rivalary was intensified by the fact
that i t was also along these routes that the silver and gold of
Tibet came down to the Valley and minted coins returned to
Tibet.
I t is an interesting fact, testified to by Desideri, Bogle, and
-

..

-

Surya Bikram Gyawali, Nepal Upatyakako Madhyokalin Ztihas (Kathmandu, 201 1 B.S.), p. 124; also Acharya, Prifhvinarayan Shah KO Jivani,
i i , 234 and 236.
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Turner,4 that the Tibetans possessed no coinage of their own.
Why this should be so is not at all clear, and it would be pointless to enter into a discussion of the possible reasons for it. But
given the fact of a coinless society, the normal media of
exchange in Tibet were the silver ingot weighing thirty-two
Chinese ounces or the pouch of gold dust.5 Both of these were
awkward and difficult to handle. At each transaction it was
necessary to produce a balance to weigh the bullion, under pain
of loss owing to scrapings from the ingot or petty thievery from
the gold pouch. Then, of course, there was the problem of the
purity, or lack of it, in the gold dust itself. All of these difficulties could be solved by the use of a stable coinage. Not
having any such coinage themselves, the Tibetans were quick to
adopt the coins of Nepal when they found them available. For
over two centuries tHese coins of Nepal, bearing the generic
name Mahendramalla, circulated freely in the bazaars and trade
marts of Tibet. They were convenient, stable, and readily
acquired.
Rendering this service to Tibet entailed no great hardship
for the kings of Nepal. It was, in fact, a delightfully simple
business transaction. The bullion was turned in at the mint
in either Patan, Kathmandu, or Bhadgaon, and a corresponding weight of coins was paid over to the Tibetan m e r ~ h a n t . ~
4 Desideri, Travcls, pp. 167-8; Markham, Narratives, p. 129, note one;
and Turner, Enlbassy to the Teshoo Larna, p. 232.
5 Markham, Narratives, pp. 128-9; and Turner, Embassy to the Teshoo
Lania, p. 372.
6 Desideri, Travels, pp. 167-8, besides explaining the method of purchasing coins in Nepal, gives an interesting account of the source of the vast
amount o f silver being sent from Tibet to Nepal for minting. He says,
'The Emperor of China. .....ordered an innumerable number of men to be
summoned, among them many Tartars, from the outlaying provinces of
the enipire as well as from Peking, and commanded the various Kinglets of
lower Tartary. his dependent and feudatories, to send strong reinforcements.
Only he who knows the immense riches of the Emperor of China can at all
realize the quantity o f arms, ammunition, instruments of war, and animals
provided for this huge army. I will only give one instance; t o every o f i c a
and soldier five years of pay was granted and immediately given. Though
I fear that the reader disbelieve me, 1 atlirnl that I d o not exaggerate and
that what I relate I saw with n1y own eyes. Shortly after the Chinese entered Tibet for the second time, the whole vast kingdom was flooded with
silver, which so diminished in value that reiterated edicts and severe punishments were necessary to force the people to accept it as payment. I must
explain that the Chinese had no coinage, but simply large or small pieces of
(Contd. on page 102).
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The profit accruing to the mint lay in the difference between the
weight of the pure bullion turned in and the weight of silver in
the alloy of the coin. The weight of silver introduced into the
alloy was, of course, a variable factor, depending on the
financial needs of government or the greed of the occupant of
the throne.
The profit in such transactions was considerable, and it is
understandable that this profit was a constant source of friction
and a cause of strife between the Malla kings. The northwestern route, through Nuwakot, Rasuwa, and Kyrung, was
controlled entirely by Kathmandu. But the north-eastern route,
the more practicable of the two, passed between the towns of
Sankhu and Changu in the Valley, leaving the Valley under the
shadow of the forts at Naldum and Mahadev Pokhari.' It was
consequently in a very vulnerable position. Since this was the
more desirable route, the competition to control it and the
money-trade that flowed along it was keen, and, quite naturally,
led to a certain tension and suspicion between the Malla kings.
A cursory glance through the history of these three Malla
kingdoms reveals a further cause of friction between them. There
was a distinct tendency for the stronger kings of one kingdom,
especially those of Kathmandu, to dominate and hold one or
other of the remaining kingdoms in a subordinate p o s i t i ~ n . ~
Correspondingly, the Malla kings of Bhadgaon and Patan
tended- to hold their neighbour Kathmandu at arm's length.9
This contributed to their independence and autonomy of movement, but it also rendered unified action very difficult indeed.
Geographically the Valley presented a strong unit, but
--

-

--

( C o n t i n ~ c dfrom1 page 101)

silver. Exposed t o some risk, to expense. and t o the long journey. the
Thibettans sent this silver from Lhasa to Nepal t o change into the money
of the three petty Kings who ruled that Kingdom. They charged nothing,
but gave an equal weight i n coins for the silver and gained many millions,
especially the King of Kathmandu.'
7 To Babura~nAcl~aryamust go the crcdit for locating the site of Naldum geographically. It should be mentioned also that he is one of the few
historians of Nepal who rightly has seen the importance of geography in
the development of the history o f the country. Cf. Acharya, Prirkvinara~~an
Shall KO Jivani, ii, 231-2.
8 D. R. Regmi, Mcdicval Nepal, ii, chapters on Patan, Kathmandu, and
Bhadgaon.
9 Gyawali, Madhyakalin Ilihas, p. 112.
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politically it was no unit at all. This fact alone removed the
idea of the conquest of the Valley from the realm of futile hope
and placed it firmly in the field of practical ambition.
However, notwithstanding this political disunity, the Valley
was a formidable fortress. The Valley itself, measuring roughly
twenty by sixteen miles, is surrounded by mountains rising to
8,500 or 9,000 feet, whose radial spurs average about 6,000
feet. To the north lies Shivapuri. To the west lie Lamidanda
and Chandragiri. While along the southern side of the Valley
lies Phulchowki, whose ridges reach around to the east, completing the Valley rim.
The Valley itself is known as the Char Bhajyang, the land of
the four passes.1° Although the ridges can be crossed at many
saddles, there are only four practicable passes into the Valley,
and these are easily controlled. Nuwakot, to the north-west
of the Valley, is the most important defensive point in that
quarter, though it lies some distance outside the Valley proper.
The north-eastern gate is guarded by Naldum and Mahadev
Pokhari. The western gate, between Lamidanda and Chandragiri, is guarded by Dahachowk.
This land of the four passes was the land that Prithvinarayan
set before his mountain troops as their objective. The task of
realizing this goal was to take over twenty-five years, and engage the Gorkhalis in a persistent war of attrition-a direct
attack on the Valley would have been contemptibly easy to
defeat. The task of conquering the Valley can be divided into
three distinct phases, each with its own objectives and techniques:
Phase one, 1744-54, aimed at sealing off the northern and
western passes, thereby cutting off the flow of money into the
Valley from Tibet, and opening up to Prithvinarayan the possibility of trafficking in Tibetan gold.
Phase two, 1754-64, aimed at cutting the Valley off from the
states to the south, and preventing any flow of help or supplies
into the Valley. It was chiefly characterized by a stringent
blockade that seriously weakened the Malla kings and reduced
the people of the Valley to a total dependence on the produce
of the Valley itself.
'

10

Thapa, Geography, p. 184.
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Phase three, 1764-69, provided the coup d e grace to the
Malla kings. With their isolation complete, the Malla kings
were forced to watch in morbid fascination as the Gorkhali
troops pushed their outposts right u p to the walls of their
capitals and finally to see them break through the final victcry.ll
A study of Prithvinarayan's campaign reveals something of
his technique as well as the besetting weakness of the Gorkhali
army. Prithvinarayan's tactics leaned heavily o n diplomacy,
the achievement of victory from within, and surprise. The
importance of these tactics must be evident to any one who has
studied the mountain fortress from a military point of view.
To storm one of these fortifications was a practical impossibility, given the rudimentary weapons of the day. It was a far
wiser approach to try to win over the commandant or to strike
swiftly during the night or at first light, before the defenders
had a chance to button themselves up within the walls of their
fort. Once the fort was closed, the task became the interminable one of siege or blockade.12
And herein lay the great Gorkhali weakness. They had
never developed a satisfactory technique for forcing the defences
of a fort or walled town. Pritllvinarayan used what could be
termed the 'outpost technique.'13 For this his men set up outposts, consisting of little more than simple breastworks around
a fort. Although the position of these forts on high hills gave
them great defensive strength, they usually faced the problem
of provisions and even water, which had to be brought regularly
into the fort from outhide. A number of well-placed outposts,
or thanas, could effectively prevent these essential items from
reaching the garrison and in time force the garrison either to
desert the fort or come out to fight against the attackers. The
outpost technique was long and tedious, but in the absence of
proper siege weapons, it was the only expedient the Gorkhalis
-

-.

-
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l1 Actually,

..

-

the victory over the three capitals o f the Valley was in
general easier than some o f the other battles fought by the Gorkhalis, suih
as that at Kirtipur. However, the final battle and victory at Bhadgoan
justifies the use of the expression here.
l2 This, of course, was not a seigc in the classical sense, but something
of a blockade combined with frequent harassing patrols.
1 3 The word outpost is used here to explain the word thana. It was a
type of small fort, often with mud and rock walls. It served as a shelter for
thc blockading force.
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knew for forcing a defending garrison to leave the shelter of their
walls to fight or flee. Of course, the possession of a few mountain
cannon with the requisite skill in their use would have changed
the procedure significantly, but without them and without the
means of storming a fork the only remaining option was to force
the defenders into the open, if possible, and then overwhelm
them with superior numbers or superior fighting skill.
With this introduction, the tale of Prithvinarayan Shah's
conquests can be traced. It will not be necessary here to enter
into every detail of these campaigns. This has been done
exhaustively by others, and their books lie ready to hand.14
This chapter will attempt to establish only two points : the drive
of Prithvinarayan Shah during this long campaign and the
difficulty of maintaining it in the face of the intense hill rivalries
and jealousies focussed on him by the petty chieftains of the
Chaubisi Rajas. Though the conquest of the Valley will occupy
the major portion of this chapter, the latter portion will deal
with Prithvinarayan's conquests to the east of the Valley as well
as his aborted eiTort to penetrate the Chaubisi Rajas.
Phase One, 1744-54

The goal of phase one of the campaign was limited to the
exercise of elTective control of the approaches to the Valley from
both the west and t l e north. Cutting off the Valley from the
north would entirely disrupt the Tibet trade. This would at
once strike a telling blow at the economy of the Newar kingdoms and also open up to Prithvinarayan himself the possibility
of trafficking in Tibetan gold and silver. Severing connections
between the Valley and the states to the \vest, on the other
hand, could prevent any ot' the Chaubisi Rajas from sending
troops to the direct assistance of the kings of t;!e Valley. In
tzrms of military objectives this meant the conquest of Nuwakot
to the north-west of the Valley, Naldum and Mahadev Pokhari
to the north-east, and the control of Larnidanda ridge and the
fort at Dahachowk on the west of the Valley.
Nuwakot was the most critical of these three military
ob.jectives. It guarded the approach
to the Vallev, and
control
-----

Cf. espec~allyAcharya, ~ r r t h v i n r r r ~ a n ~ ~ l ~r t rr ~l rlr v a r r r ,tour volumes;
and Samsodhan Mandal, Sri Panc h Pritlrvirrart~~
c l r t Sl~(./r
KO Upur!,,~I:(Ka!l:mandu, 2025 R S . ) , four volumcs
l4
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of it would secure the Gorkhali lines of communication. Once
taken, however, it would be the easiest to hold. It lay practically on the border of the territories of Kathmandu and Gorkha,
and the position itself was very formidable. Conquest and
control of Naldum and Dahachowk, however, were to prove
more of a military problem. Lying as they did on opposite
sides of the Valley, they would force the Gorkhalis to divide
their strength and extend their supply lines, while at the same
time presenting Kathmandu with shorter lines of communication over very easy terrain. As will be seen, the Gorkhali
army at this stage was too small to command control over all
of these points simultaneously. It also lacked the depth of
trained officers necessary to guarantee effective operations on
several fronts at the same time.
In addition to the tactical problems presented by these three
mil~taryobjectives, there was the practical problem of securing
some sort of assurance that the more ambitious of the Chaubisi
Rajas would not take advantage of Gorkha's preoccupation
with the attack on the Valley by attacking Gorkha itself. Udyot
Sen, the crown prince of Palpa, had stressed the importance of
this to Prithvinarayan when the latter had sought his advice on
his plan to conquer the Valley. The kingdoms of the Lanljung
Alliance in particular were a source of danger to the Gorkhalis.
Lanijung itsclf sat on Gorkha's western border, poised for
either sudden raids 01- prolo~igedattacks into Gorkhali territory.
I t was essential to Gorkha's security and to the success of
Pritlivinarayan Shah's plan that he find some guarantee that
thcsc states, especially Lanijung, would not intervene.
'rlicrc were several possible solutions to this diplomatic
challenge. Pri thvi rial-ayan could either secure binding treaties
of non-~ntcrventionfrom the key states of the Lamjung Alliance;
or Ilc could secretly stir up trouble between them, so that they
cor~ldnot cornbine in opcrations against Gorkha. Since there
was no grcat ~ S S L I ~ that
~ ~ C ally
C
state would lionour a treaty,
i f i t uras clearly to its advantage to ignore it, thc safest course
w o ~ ~ be
l d both to arrangt the trcatics and Icccp the several states
stirred up against one another.
Prit1ivin;irayan followed t lie course of safety. He deputed
Kalu Pilndc to arrange for the crucial treaty wit11 Lamjung, and
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both the Dibya Upadesh15 and the Bhasha Vamsavalil6record his
success in terms that leave no doubt of the importance of this
treaty in Prithvinarayan's scheme of things. A letter of Prithvinarayan to Pandit Rajivalochana makes it equally clear, however, that he was stirring up the waters of discord between
Lamjung and I<aski.17 H e kept a representative at the court of
Kaski and made Kaski's cause his own in a dispute Kaski had
with Larnjung. This proved so effective that throughout his
campaign in the Valley, Prithvinarayan continued to assist
Kaski in any quarrel that arose between Kaski and Lamjung.
I t is true that this siphoned off some of Gorkha's limited
resources, but it was a sound investment that did much to
simplify Gorkha's position during the critical first phase of the
campaign. When intervention finally came, Gorkha's position
was secure and the intervention was handled with a minimum
of disruption to the campaign.
After hitting on the solution to the diplomatic challenge,
Prithvinarayan was free to approach the tactical problerns of his
military objectives. The first of these objectives was Nuwakot.
Moving with caution and imagination, Prithvinarayan sent his
troops in disguise down to the Trisuli Ganxa River, which
formed the boundary between Kathmandu's territories and those
of Gorkha. T o explain their presence he put them to work
digging irrigation trenches and preparing the fields for sowing.
In the meanwhile he awaited the suitable moment for his first
serious attack on the Malla stronghold a t Nuwakot.ls
The Malla forces a t Nuwakot were under the command of
Jayant Rana, formerly of Gorkha. Following the accepted
principle that subversion was preferable to a clash of arms,
Prithvinarayan tried to win Jayant Rana over to his cause before launching any attack on the fort. He sent word to Jayant
Rana that since he was originally of Gorkha, he should come
over to the Gorkhalis. But Jayant Rana, while admitting that
this was true, declared that since he had accepted the 'salt' of
15 Prithvinarayan

Shah, Dibya Upadesh, y. 6 .
Vanisovali, i i , 722.
'1 Letter of Prithvinarayan Shah to Pandit Rajivalochna, dated 6 Magh
1802 (1746)-Sarnsodhan Mandal calculation, published in Samsodhan
Mandal, Upadeslr, iii, 932-7.
18 Prithvinarayan Shah, Dibya Upadeslr, p. 9.
1%Bliarlia
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the Mallas, he would remain true to this until his death.lD
And so the die was cast. Nuwakot was to be taken by the
sword. Prithvinarayan divided his forces into three bands. The
first, under the command of Kalu Pande, was to ascend the hill
from the norill by way of Gerkhu Ichola. The second was to
take the Dharmpani Road under the command of Mahoddamkirti Shah. While the third was to follow Prithvinarayan Shah
himself." The troops, numbering perhaps a thousand men,
crossed the river by boat under the cover of darkness, and the
attack was launched in the early morning of 26 September
1744." Prithvinarayan achieved complete surprise. The success
was total. The Gorkhalis had won their first major victory of
the long campaign to conquer the Valley.
After he had thus severed the Kyrung link between Nepal
and Tibet, Prithvinarayan waited a fu!l year before moving on
to the next step of his campaign-the Kuti link. When his plans
were complete, he sent his army along the Tadi K l ~ o l ato the
north of Shivapuri, to come upon the fort of Naldum from the
north. Naldum, it must be remembered, was one of the two
forts that controlled the trade route from the north-east of the
Valley through Kuti to Tibet.
The Gorkhali force, to the number of about nine hundred
men, took the thana at Sangachowk below Naldum without
difficulty, probably towards the end of November 1745. Their
attack on Naldum also carried, and, though this key fort was
destined to change hands five tiines in the campaign, for a
brief period Prithvinarayan enjoyed control of this vital point
on the Kuti road."
On 24 February, however, the Mallas
nlounted a massive counter attack against the Gorkhalis, and
the Gorkhalis were driven off the mountain. Among those who
'"bid.

" Blrashn Vomsavali, i i, 7 2 2 .
9 The dates given throughout this chapter are those adopted by
Acharya. Prirhvinarayarz Sliali KO Ji~pani. N o further reference will be given
to the dates used, unless the author deviates from the cllronology used by
Baburam Acharya.
2 The Rhasha Voni.ravali gives details of several attacks on Naldum.
Brcnr~se of intcrrinl d~fi:ulties a n d conflicting data from the letters o f
Prithvinarayan Shah dating from this period, Baburam Acharya chooses to
introduce still one more attack. which he puts as thefirs! attack on Naldum.
Although his rcconstruction is not without merit, it lacks historical foundation and has not been followed here.
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fell in the battle was Shivaram Singh Basnyat, the commander
of the Gorkhali troops.23 The loss of a commander was, as
always, a severe blow to the Gorkhalis, totally disrupting their
fighting organization.
Consequently the Gorkhali troops
abandoned the struggle for Naldum and returned to Nuwakot
to apprise Prithvinarayan Shah of their defeat.
Jaya Prakash Malla of Kathmandu quite naturally tried to
follow up his success at Naldum by a determined effort to dislodge the Gorkhalis from Nuwakot. For this effort he appointed
the same Kasi Ram Thapa as commander, who, brimming with
confidence after his first victory over the Gorkhalis, rashly
promised to drive Prithvinarayan Shah back across the T r i s ~ l i . ? ~
Kasi Ram Thapa's threat was rash but by no means idle.
Though Nuwakot was a strong post, it was far from impregnable, and the Gorkhali position there was still tenuous. While
the Gorkhalis had treated the villagers well and could reasonably hope for some cooperation from them, their own numbers
were still far from large.'j There was also the disconcerting
fact that Kasi Ram Thapa had formerly been in command at
Nuwakot and was thoroughly familiar with the terrain. The
Gorkhali position was precarious, but not de~perate.'~
Prithvinarayan reacted with vigour to this new threat. He
exhorted his troops to fight as tigers to defend Nuwakot and
swore that if they should fail him there, he would die with them.
H e left n small detachment to hold Nuwakot itself and divided
the remainder of his men in two sections to flank the narrow
plain at the confluence of the Tadi Khola and the Likhu Khola,
taking up his own position a short distance to the west near

Bhaslia I.brnsavali, i i, 768-71.
Acharya, Prithvinarayan Shah KO Jivani. i, 100 and 104.
2; Bhasha Vamsavali, ii, 759, note : 'The Gorkhali army did not exceed
1200 men at this time.'
28 Baburam Acharya indicates that the Gorkhali positions were very
strong at the time of this attack, and that the peasants of the area were
strongly supporting the Gorkhalis. rten refusing to sell provisions to
Kasi Ram Thapa. Cf. Acharya, Yrithvinaruyarr Sliah Ko Jivani, ii, 236-7.
His position cannot be accepted. The Gorkhali strength at Nuwakot at
this time, according to available evidence, was slight, and at the time of
year in question, the spring. there could be no question of purchaqing grain
from the villagers, who seldom had surplus grain and certainly none at this
time of year.
fl
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Devi Ghat.27
The Bhasha VamsavaIi account of the battle is very weak in
detail. From the disproportion of casualties given in that
account, it seems that the Gorkhalis must have attacked a t
night, when they were able to throw the Malla forces into
complete confusion and send them reeling back along the hill
trails to the safety of the Valley.2s Certainly it is clear that it was
a signal victory for the Gorkhalis and a crushing defeat for Kasi
Ram Thapa, even allowing for exaggeration in the casualty figures.
News of the victory generated great enthusiasm in Nuwakot.
Kasi Ram Thapa's defeat gave the Gorkhalis the final assurance that Nuwakot was theirs. It was never again challenged.
Tn Kathmandu, however, the reaction was one of stunned disbelief. It could not be accepted that an army of the size sent
to dislodge the Gorkhalis could be so thoroughly defeated.
Consequently the news of the defeat set in train a series of
events that left Kathmandu groping for leadership for several
years to come.
So humiliated was Kasi Ram Thapa by his defeat thzt he
travelled straight through Tokha on the southern slopes of
Shi\:apuri to his home in Phalanchowk, neither daring to show
his face in Kathmandu nor answering a sun~lnoiisfrom Jaya
Prakash to explain the d i s a ~ t e r . ? ~A royal summons is not
lightly spurned, as Kasi Ram Thapa learned by bitter experience. Throughout the remainder of June and all of July he
remained in seclusion, refusing to go to the king to explain
thc cause of liis defeat and liis subsequcllt actions. Since ~ a s i
Ran1 r c f ~ ~ s ctod collie to him, Jaya Prnkash was compelled to
go to K;isi Rani. This he did in early August, coming upon
Kasi Ram and his colnpanions at Deopatan, near P a s l ~ u p a t i . ~ ~
Java I'rakash's anger is understandable, but it does not excuse
the foof his all ncxt act, for he uscd his Nagarkote mercenaries" to put Kasi Rani and seven of his fellow umraons to
27

8 h a ~ h aVarnsovali, i i , 753-6.

" lbid., i i , 756.
2!'Ibid.

3"bid., i i , 756-7.
Nagarkotc mercenaries : At this time Jaya Prakash Malla had recruitcd solnc mercenaries from India and irdm the area around Kangra to
serve in his army.
3'
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death, thereby alienating not only Kasi Ram's brother Parsuram, but also an important section of the court of Kathmandu
and the remainder of the Thapa urnraons. There can be no
doubt that the use of mercenaries for this act greatly aggravated
the shock of the deed itself-the
implication lay for all to see
that Jaya Prakash could not trust any of his Khas and Magar
soldiers.
The hill men, already restive under Jaya Prakash's rule, were
thus in a mood to welcome any overture that Prithvinarayan
Shah chose to send. The letter Prithvinarayan sent to Parsuram
Thapa made a casual reference to the fate of Jayant Rana,3"
and then proceeded to promise him protection and guarantee his
fields and income, if he should see fit to cast his lot with
G~rkha.~~
Parsuram Thapa responded by going to Nuwakot where a
mutually acceptable arrangement was worked out. The districts
of Kabre-Phalanchowk, Sindhu-Phalchowk. Dolkha, and others
that had been under the command of the T l ~ a p a umraons were
to remain in their control. The villages of Sankhu and Changu
were to be handed over to Ranjit Malla of Bhadgaon, while to
Prithvinarayan were to go the forts of Naldum and Mahadev
Pokhari. The arrangements could not have been better. Ranjit
was rewarded for his earlier assistance by receiving two of the
"
Khas
most important villages on the Tibet trade r ~ u t e . ~ The
and Magar chieftains \\,ere assured of continued income from
their territories while a t the same time showing their contempt
and spite for Jaya Prakash Malla. And Prithvinarayan Shah
gained control of the two most important forts on the eastern
side of the Valley.
The military movements required by these arrangements took
place on 21 August 1746. Prithvinarayan took possessioli of
Naldum and Mahadev Pokhari and turned Changu and Sankhu

32 Jayant Rana had been captured by Prithvinarayan Shah at Belkot and
flayed alive.
33 Letter of Prithvinarayan Shah to Parsliuram Thapa, dated 9 Rhadra,
1804 B.S. (1747)-Samsodhan Mandal calculation. published in Ai~ilrasik
Patrasongralia. ed. Ramji Tewari (Kathmandu, 2021 B . S . ) , i i , 57-60.
34 Ranjit Malla had helped Prithvinarayan Shah to acquire a loan by
which he was able to initiate his attack on Nuwakot.
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When
news of this new
over to Ranjit Malla of B h a d g a ~ n . ~
~
disaster reached Kathmandu, Jaya Prakash realized that he had
not only lost the command of the eastern approaches to the
Valley, but also that the situation had become critical for his
own position in Kathmandu. His younger courtiers, awakening
to the Gorkhali threat, began to demand action which Jaya
Prakash could not undertake. Tn his massacre of Kasi Ram
Thapa and his companions at Deopatan he had so alienated
the Khas, Magars, and the leading Pramans of the Valle~,~"hat
there was literally no one to whom he could turn to give him
the military leadership and the financial support that the new
state of affairs required. He was, to put it bluntly, hamstrung
by the results of his own impulsive act, and in the existing
circumstances he was useless to the people of the Valley as a
leader. Without difficulty his enemies succeeded in stirring up
the people to depose him and place on the throne of Kathmandu
his eight year old son, whom they gave the name Jyoti
P r a k a ~ h . ~ 'Taudik Kazi became the minister with the active
power of the state in his hands.
Taudik Kazi had come to power in Kathmandu on what
could only be called a war policy. It was the presence of the
Gorkhalis at Naldum and Mahadev Pokhari that had stirred
up the people of the Valley, and something had to be done
about this immediately, i f he were to retain control of events.
Though the accounts dealing with the sequel to his coup are
not clear, one thing is certain, that the villages of Sankhu and
Changu were taken over once again by Kathmandu, while the
forts remained in Gorkhali hands. And this seems to have
satisfied the people. Whether the return of the villages was the
result of an agreement worked out with Prithvinarayan, as
3UBhasha Vamsavali, i i , 718-36, describes the Datrlc, that took place at
this time. Acharya, Prithvinarayorr Sliall KO Ji~wrti, ii, 239, states that
Parsuram Thapa had the gates o f the fort opened to the Gorkhalis-this is
a part of the reconstruction mcntio~iedin note 22 above.
36 D.R. Regmi, Mcdicval Nepal, ii, 432-4, has explained at length the
distinction between the use of prarlian and P~~aMarz
for the leading Newari
nobles of Patan. Thougli the reasoning is not entirely convincing, the
Samsodhan Mandal and Baburam Acharya have accepted this title o f
pranion, and i t has seemed desirable to follow their example to avoid
confusion.
37

Bhaska Vamsavali, i i , 775.
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Baburam Acharya suggests,3s or the results of a battle, as the
chronical indicates,3g is of very little significance here. The
important point is that the Kazi accepted a compromise,
allowing the Gorkhalis to remain in their fortified posts, and
a t the same time appeasing the more militant of the people in
the Valley. Also, it is clear that the very acceptance of the
compromise indicates that the confusion created in the Valley
by the events mentioned above was very great. Had Taudik
been able to effect the removal of the Gorkhali troops from
their positions, he would surely have done so. The Valley
possessed the means to achieve this. The obvious conclusion
is that what was lacking was leadership. The estranged military commanders and umraons were apparently reluctant to
accept the new leader, or they saw some advantage to themselves in remaining aloof from the major task at hand, the
expelling of the Gorkhali invaders. In any event, Prithvinarayan's diplomatic handling of the disaffected Parsuram Thapa
exploited Jaya Prakash Malla's blunder to the full.
With Nuwakot, Naldum, and Mahadev Pokhari in their
hands, the Gorkhalis turned their attention to Lamidanda.
Lamidanda had originally been controlled by Patan, but shortly
before this time, Tanahun had taken possession of Chitlang
Valley and had gained control of most of Lamidanda. This had
created hardships for the people of Patan, who had depended
on the forests of Lamidanda for timbers for their houses.
A deputation was sent to Tanahum to negotiate the return
of the ridge, and considerable success was achieved there. However, when the entourage was returning to Patan, to finalize the
negotiations, they were met by Kalu Pande.
This astute
Gorkhali was able to convince the raja of Tanahun that he
should not give any rights on the ridge to Patan, but rather to
Gorkha. The Patan delegation was forced to return emptyhanded, and Gorkha established its first hold on Lamidanda in
August 1747.40
In three years the Gorkhalis had achieved some considerable
-

- -- --

Acharya, Prirhvinarayan Shah KO Jivani, i i , 241.
39 Bha~haVamsavali, i i 770.
Ibid., i i , 771. mentions only the battle for Dahachowk, which came
later. Acharya, Prirhvinarayan Shah KO Jivani, i i , 251, citing a variant
reading of the Bhasha Vamsavali, gives the incident describcd above.
38
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gains. They held three important forts, and they had the right
to develop their control over the ridge that formed the western
side of the Valley. They were in a position to consolidate their
hold on the western ridge completely, while a t the same time
they held on to the foothold they had made on the north.
The presence of the Gorkhalis a t Naldum must not be taken
too seriously at this stage of the campaign. Their supply lines
to these forts were long and easily disrupted. It was the settlement and consolidation of Lamidanda that was important, and
to this they turned in the next seven years.
On 30 April 1750, Jaya Prakash Malla succeeded in returning to his palace, where, leaving the infant king on the throne,
~ was supported
he resumed the control of g ~ v e r n r n e n t . ~He
vigorously by the nobles of the city, and from this new-found
political base he was able to begin the reorganization of the
army, so necessary to any concerted action against the Gork h a l i ~ . It
~ ~was in early 1754 that he was able to take the
field. His first action was to drive the Gorkhalis out of
Mahadev Pokhari. Naldum then became untenable, and
the Gorkhalis withdrew, leaving the eastern side of the
Valley to Jaya Prakash for the time. The Gorkhalis, however, capitalized on their stronger position on Lamidanda as
well as on Jaya Prakash's concern for Mahadev Pokhari, and
seized the important position at Dahachowk Garhi, which gave
them total control over the western approaches to the Valley.""
Once the Gorkhalis had established complete control over
the western side of the Valley, they returned to Naldum. They
retraced their steps along the Tadi I<hola, retook Sangachowk,
and then moved rapidly by night on the garrison at Naldum.
The defenders, caught completely by surprise, were easily dispersed, and Naldum fell once again into Gorkhali hands.41 Jaya
Prakash Malla's troops at Mahadev Pokhari saw clearly that
the situation had changed radically. The Gorkhalis had vastly
Ibid., ii, 780-1.
4 V a r t of this reorganization was the hiring of a large number o f Nagarkote mercenaries, on whom Jayn Prakash beca~ncmore and more dependent. I t was the paying o f these mercenaries that ate into his financial
reserves, and made the loss of the Tibet money-trade nlore serious for him.
4"Bhnslia
L'anisovali, i i . 786.
j' Ibid. i i , 787.
41
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increased their forces, and to remain a t Mahadev Pokhari was
no longer feasible. They withdrew, leaving the fort to the
Gorkhalis. And so the first phase of the campaign to conquer
the Valley ended. The Gorkhalis held absolute control of the
western approaches to the Valley, and once again they held the
strong points that formed the 'door' to the eastern side of the
Valley.

Phase Two, 1754-64
The significance of the Gorkhali successes during their first
ten years of fighting against the Valley was not lost on the
Chaubisi Rajas. Gorkha had committed the unpardonable
offense of seriously upsetting the balance of power among the
hill rajas, and not even the diplomacy of Prithvillarayan Shah
could prevent them from banding together to force Gorkha to
moderate its ambitions. In May of 1755 they crossed the
Chepe River in sufficient force to compel the Gorkhali defenders
to withdraw from Sirhanchowk Garhi, which the combined
force of the Chaubisi immediately seized. T o make the matter
more serious, others of the Chaubisi not directly involved in
this action against Gorkha were waiting near-by to see the outcome and to enter the fray if it showed signs of success. It was
apparent that this was a serious challenge to Gorkha, and
would have to be met with sufficient force to impress upon all
that such interventions were not to be taken lightly.
However. the Gorkhali tactic was to d o the expected in a
most unexpected way. May melted into June, and still no
Gorkhali attack materialized. With the monsoon season underway, the Chaubisi attackers found themselves in difficulties they
had not foreseen. Their prolonged stay, necessarily in force
since an attack was momentarily expected, required more in the
way of provisions than they could possibly have carried with
them. Peasants were pressed into jhara service to carry supplies,
but during the paddy season the work of these men was required
in the fields. The sharp edge of expectancy slowly gave way to
anxiety, and still there was no sign of a Gorkhali counterattack. Only at the end of July did the Gorkhali troops put in
their appearance, and then they struck with a savage fierceness
that drove the invaders from their posts and sent them scurrying
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back across the river by whatever mzans they could find.
The rain-swollen Chepe did perhaps as much slaughter as the
Gorkhali khukaris in the rout, and the victory was as complete
as could be achieved in the rugged landscape of the hills.45 It
would be nine years before the Chaubisi would again venture
to try to curb the Gorkhali advance, and during that period
the Gorkhali conquest would have attained such momentum
that there was no hope of arresting it short of its goal.
It is a sign of the limited resources in terms of the manpower Prithvinarayan could call upon, that during this period
when the Chaubisi confrontation was being prepared, Jaya
Prakash Malla was able to take possessio~l of the fort that
~ ~ loss i n itself was
Prithvinarayan had built on S h i v a p ~ r i . The
not serious to Prithvinarayan, though it did weaken his supply
lines to Naldum and Mahadev Pokhari. More important, it
shows that the Gorkhalis were still unable to concentrate significant military strength at two points simultaneously.
Financially, too, Prithvinarayan was in difficulty. Few of the
areas that had fallen to the Gorkhalis up to this time offered
fields that could be used as jagirs to increase the size of the
army. Since the army had to be developed and its fire-power
increased by the purchase of more muskets and ammunition,
some other source of revenue had to be found. At this juncture
Prithvinarayan turned to the money market of Tibet. From
letters of his still extant it is clear that he was in serious need
of cash and that he expected to improve his position by carrying on a significant trade in gold and silver b ~ l l i o n . " ~The
- --- ..--
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""bid., ii, 787-8. The delaying tactic described here is based on Baburam Acharya, Prirlivirrnrayan Shah Ko Ji~'arii,ii. 335-7. Bnburam, of course
has reconstructed this on the basis of the time el em en^, but his rcconstruction is sound and perfectly acceptable.
AVThere is no mention of tht: loss ot' this fort in thc B/ra.shn I/a/r~savali.
There is, however, a rather detailed description of the conquest o f Shivapuri by the Gorkhalis. A fort in such a locality would have little riieaning
for the Mallas, but for Prithvinarayan it would have added a considerable
degree of safety t o the lines of comniunication and supply between Nuwakot and 'Naldum Garhi. Baburam Acharya prcsunies tli:lt the fort was
built by Prithvinamyan, lost by him, and later regained. This is unproved,
but reasonable.
Lettcr ol' P~ithvinarayan Shah t o Haridev Pandit et al, dated 22
Bhadrn 1812 R.S. (1755). republished with notes by Sanisodhan Mandal.
Upolk~.vlr,
iii, 953-6, from Balkrishna Pokhrel, Panclr Sayn Barslra, pp. 21 1-2,
(Confirrired on page 118)
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pattern of that trade is apparent from his letters. He sent his
own silver mohars to Tibet, where his men exchanged them for
pure gold and silver bullion. The gold was then sent to him at
Nuwakot, where he sold it to Indian merchants who had come
there in search of it. In one letter he urgently requests as much
as twelve thousand to fifteen thousand tolas of gold at the top
price of nine rupees a tola." Since gold sold even in the Nepal
market for as much as fourteen rupees a tola,""t is clear that
Pritl~vinarayan Shah had hopes of gaining substantial profits
for his military needs.
During the two years following the defeat of the Chaubisi
Rajas Prithvinarayan concentrated his efforts on the western
side of the Valley, strengthening his position there and extending his hold over the villages of the area. It was only in May
of 1757 that he again attempted a major attack.50 Kirtipur
was his target. It was an important town inside the Valley,
but situated on an easily defended hill. Several aspects of this
first battle for Kirtipur stand out as important. The first is the
fact that after the long preparations involved in the consolidation of the western side of the Valley, where Kirtipur lay,
there were many, including Kalu Pande, who still thought the
move premature. The second is the spirit of unity evinced by
the common people of the Valley, who came to the rescue of
Kirtipur in large numbers and who proved more than a match
for the Gorkhali army. The attack ended disastrously for the
Gorkhalis, with the redoubtable Kalu Pande falling in the
battle and Prithvinarayan Shah himself escaping with difficulty
~ Gorkhali weakness, of
to the security of N ~ w a k o t . ~The
course, can be explained in terms of the economics of war, as
well as by the fact that essentially Gorkha was a far weaker
state than any of those in the Valley. The rallyingof the
(Continuccl fro111 page 117)
and letters of Prithvinarayan Shah to Haridev Pandit, dated 4 PIlalgun
1813, 17 Phalgun 1813, 12 Chaitra 1813, and 3 Srawan 1813 B.S., republished with notes in the same volume, i i , 766-73, from Balkrishna Pokhrel,
Partch Saya Barsha, pp. 204-12.
48 Bllasha Vanuavali, i i , 766-73.
,49Kirkpatrick, Account of Nepaul, p. 212.
50 Gorkhalihar~rkoSainik Ztihas, Samsodhan Mandal, Upadesh, ii, 521.
51 Bhasha Vamsavali, iii, 817.
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people of the Valley to the defence of Kirtipur presents a more
difficult problem. Kalu Pande, in his objection to the Kirtipur
attack at this time, had stated the case with accuracy, saying
that the cities of the Valley were united.5Y The question is,
what united them? Though there are many possible explanations, there is a lingering suspicion that the Gorkhali troops,
because of financial distress, were beginning to impose more of
the burden of their campaigns on the occupied sections of the
Valley. Perhaps the incident of the Machindra Nath, which is
related in the chronicle is apropos of such a changed spirit
among the Gorkhalis. According to the chronicle, the Gorkhalis
would not allow the Newars of Pharphing and other villages
on the western side of the Valley to go to Patan to take part
in this festival according to their custom until the kazis of
Patan ransomed them.53
From later evidence it is also clear that Prithvinarayan's
financial policy in Tibet was not a s u c ~ e s s . ~ a~ variety
or
of
reasons his coins were not readily accepted in Tibet, which
must have been a severe blow to his plans. At the same time,
though he had attained considerable success in acquiring new
territories, and these must have brought him some income, still
there remains the hard fact that war is a heavy financial burden
for any state to bear. Gorkha was no exception to this. I t
seems possible then that the Gorkhalis had begun to impose
heavier exactions on the territories they controlled and that
their raids into the villages of the Valley were becoming more
bold and more demanding. If so, this would go a very long
way towards explaining the new unity among the people of the
Valley.
The Gorkhali failure at Kirtipur in May 1757 was a severe
reverse. I t was to the credit of Prithvinarayan Shah that he was
able to rally his men after his and press on with his campaign.
His next important move was to recapture the fort on Shivapuri
on 1 July 1759," and in January 1760 he followed this by

" 'bid., i i i , 814.
""lid., i i i , 810-1.
5i This problem will be discussed in Chapter Six in connection with the
treatment o f thc Nepal-Chirla war.
6"f.
Devi Prasncl Bhandari, 'Sri Panch Prithvinarayan Shah KO
Samaya K n Nischit Sanibnt rn Tliithin~itiharu',P ~ ~ r t ~ i nNo.
l a , 1 1 , pp. 25 ff.
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attacking to the east of the Valley, taking the new fort at Phalanchowk and the fort a t Kabre.56
After this burst of activity there was a period of relative
quiet lasting more than two years. During this period the
Gorkhali strategy underwent a significant change.
When
hostilities resumed, Prithvinarayan focussed his energies on the
areas t o the south of the Valley, apparently with a view to
isolating the Valley from the lands to the south. In August
1762 the Gorkl~alis overran Digbandan Sen's capital at
Makwanpur, following this by the capture of Sindhuli on
2 October and Hariharpur two days later.
By January
Parewa Danda was also in Gorkhali hands.57 Thus in a few
months the Gorkhalis had cut off completely the southern
approaches to the Valley, and the possibility of a stringent
economic blockade of the Valley became a reality.
However, the conquest of Makwanpur carried with it significant implications. Makwanpur, though independeut, held
certain Tarai lands as a zamindari of Mir Kasim, the nawab of
Bengal." The Gorkhali action in Makwanpur came at a time
when Mir Kasinl was in need of funds and also at a time when
he wanted desperately to test his newly organized army. His
position vis a vis the British was becoming more and more
precarious, and he apparently thought that his intervention in
Nepal would give his troops the sort of training under fire that
would prepare then1 for the day when they must face the
Company's a r r n y . j V n v~:w of his financial straits, the lure of
'Nepali gold' was also an important factor in his decision to
interfere on the basis of his connection with Digbandan Senn6O
Gurgin Khan led the nawab's troops into the hills, and he
enjoyed initial success. In a letter of Magh 1819 B.S. Prithvinarayan pointed out to Ram Krishna Kunwar that the invaders
had practically surrounded Makwanpur, but that two thanas
were still open for the Gorkhali troops to enter the fort. He
"6

Rliaslia Vorrrsavali, i i i , 838-41.

" [bid., iii, 843-9.

58 R. C. Mazunidar et al, An Advanced History of India, Third edition
(New York, 1967), p. 663.
"WirKasim had no greater success against the British at Buxar in 1764
than he had against the Gorkhalis in this fray.
8 0 K . C. Chaudhuri, Anglo-Nepalese Relations (Calcutta, 1960), p. 10.
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indicated that the main body of the nawab's troops was in
H~raamadhi, and that the Gorkhali force should strike there.
For this attack jhara forces were to be used.61 The Gorkhalis
attacking from the heights and under the cover of darkness SO
confused the nawab's forces that they fled by any means they
could, leaving behind several small cannons and five to six
hundred muskets, plus other supplies that were invaluable to
lly
however, the Gorkhali's
the G ~ r k h a l i s . ~ ~ q u aimportant,
hold on the southern approaches to the Valley was secure, and
the economic blockade could be pressed home.
The Gorkhali success against the invaders from the south
was followed in October of that same year by the conquest of
the area to the east of the Valley. Dhulikhel was the main
obstacle here, and it did not fall without heavy fighting. It
was an important centre, and according to the chronicle there
were so many troops from the Valley among its defenders that
all could not be accommodated inside the fort and many had to
be stationed outside.6c Casualties on both sides were heavy,
They rapidly
but on 23 October the Gorkhalis prevailed."
swept through the other towns in the area, bringing the whole
region under Gorkhali control.G6
The economic blockade now became a decisive factor in the
campaign, and it was severely pressed home. It is clear from
two separate letters of Prithvinarayan Shah to Ram Krishna
Kunwar that no salt, cotton, grain, or other goods were to be
permitted to enter the Valley. Brahmans who attempted to
viol,~te this blockade were to be imprisoned. All others were
to bc killed and left along the way as a grim warning to other
would-be blockade-runners.66 That these instructions were

"

Letter or Prithvinarayan Shah to Ram Krishna Kunwar, dated 5
Mngh 1819 (17631, republislled with notes in Samsodhan Mandal, Upadesh,
i i i . 986-8, from Baburam Acharya.
Blrasha ~'anr.sa~~a/i,
i i i, 850.
lbid., i i i , 855-6.
The date is confirmed by the Gorklrolil~arrrkoSainik Itihas, Samsodllan
Mandal, Upadcls/r,i i . 522.
6" Blrasha I/r~rfisa~~ali,
i ii, 855-8.
Letters or Prithvinarayan Shah to Ram Krishna Kunwar, one dated
24 Kartik 1822 B.S. (1765), the other undated, republished with notes in
Samsodhan Mandal. Upadc.sh, i i i , 1009-14 and 1031, from Baburam
Aaharya.

"
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rigorously carried out is clear from a letter of one of the
Capuchins posted in Nepal, in which he says:
We found that the King of Gorkha had sent an armed force
to a place called Parsa ...We had to pass through that place,
and so we stopped on the road and sent ahead a man with
a letter to the con~manderof the Gorkhali troops. We
wrote to the commander that we had nothing with us except
the necessary food for the journey and some medicines, as
we were going into Nepal. We did this because we already
knew that all the roads of Nepal had been closed, and that
death was the lot of anyone carrying anything into Nepal,
even in the smallest q ~ a n t i t y . ~ '
The maintaining of such a blockade occupied a great many
of the soldiers that Prithvinarayan Shah had under his command, and in these circumstances he was iII-prepared for another intervention on the part of the Chaubisi Rajas. Rather
than disrupt his blockade when word of such an invasion
reached him, he ordered the very young and the old men of
The news of the
Gorkha to be used to drive the invaders
dispatch of a Gorkhali army against the Chaubisi severely
shook their confidence. They laid the torch to Kalang village,
where many of them had been staying and prepared to move
back to their own territory. But Surpratap and his 'special'
army fell upon them before they could make good their withdrawal and put them and their companions quartered in neighbouring villages to A i g h t . 6 Y h e chronicle paints a lurid picture
of the losses suffered by the Chaubisi, but perhaps some
allowance must be made in that account for the enthusiasm
of the scribe.70 Their losses, however, were sufficiently
humiliating to prevent the Chaubisi from meddling in the affairs
of Gorkha for some time to come and clearly indicated that
the Gorkhali fighting machine was by that time operating with
deadly efficiency. More important, the Chaubisi were repulsed
The Author, 'A Letter of Fr. Giuseppe da Rovato (December 29
1769). Jnirrnal c?f Triblrrrvan Univrrsiry, v. (June 1970) p. 7.
6e Girrrr Vamsavali, quoted in Baburam Acharya. Prirhvinarayan Sliah
KO Jivani, i i I , 445-6.
69 Ibid.. i i i , 446.
70 B h a . ~ l ~Vamsavali,
u
i i i, 861-2.
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without any interruption of the economic blockade of the
Valley.
\

Phase Three, 1764-9
With the hills surrounding the Valley completely under
their control and the Chaubisi once again on the defensive, it
was time for the Gorkhali troops to turn their full attention to
Kirtipur. As later events were to prove, it would have simplified matters had the Gorkhalis been able to besiege Kirtipur
while at the same time pressing home the attack on the major
cities of the Valley. Their numbers would still not permit this,
however, and the campaign had to be continued step-by-step,
and Kirtipur had to be taken before the campaign was carried
to Kathmandu.
Kirtipur was well fortified. It would be no easy task for
the Gorkhalis, whose siege tactics left much to be desired, to
take such a city. They began by occupying the villages in the
immediate vicinity of Kirtipur, Pango to the south and
Chowbar to the south-east. Their plan called for them to
scale the wall with ladders and thus carry the fight inside the
city.71 Chances for success in such a venture were slim, and
must have appeared so to those involved in taking the decision.
Yet, in the absence of an alternative plan, the Gorkhali leaders
under Surpratap Shah put it into effect.
The attempt was made on 16 September 1764. A few
soldiers were able to make their way inside the wall, but Surpratap and his companions found the assault extremely dangerous.
Surpratap reached the top of the wall, but was struck by an
arrow, which pierced his left eye.': The loss of Surpratap's
effective leadership left the Gorkhalis completely at odds, and
the attack dissolved into confusion at first, and then withdrawal
from the scene. Once again Kirtipur had proved to be a
greater military problem than the Gorkhalis could master. But
there was a significant change in the situation this second time.
First, the people of Kirtipur had no such ample assistance from
the rest of the Valley as they had cnjoyed in 1757. Secondly,
1'
72

Ibid., i i i , 871.
Ibid., iii, 872.
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Kirtipur was delivered by a stroke of luck, a fortunate arrow
shot that momentarily left the Gorkhalis leaderless. Against a
determined enemy such as Gorkha, once Prithvinarayan Shah
determined on siege tactics, there would be no real hope left
for the people of Kirtipur unless they adopted some radically
different tactics, a move they showed no signs of making.
When he received the news that Gorkha had suffered a
setback at Kirtipur, Jaya Prakash Malla determined on a fresh
attempt to break out of the Gorkhali stranglehold. Judging
that the easiest route for movement both to the north and south
would be through the north-eastern gate, which was guarded by
the forts of Naldum and Mahadev Pokhari, Jaya Prakash
decided to take Naldum. His troops, including Nagarkotis,
Khas, and Magars, took two of the three outposts that flanked
the fort, and it seemed that his effort would succeed. But when
victory was almost within his grasp, a Gorkhali relief party
coming up to Naldum by night from the south-west-and
thus
from the rear of the Kathmandu troops-was mistaken by Jaya
Prakash's men as a further addition to their own numbers and
permitted to move inside their lines. In such circumstances
the Gorkhalis were able to wreak havoc on the camp,
completely disorganize the Malla forces, and drive them off the
hill.73 Thus Jaya Prakash Malla's attempt to break the blockade was defeated, and the blockade remained in force.
Tn October 1765 the Gorkhalis returned to the attack of
Kirtipur. This time they systematically set up their outposts
and put the city under siege. The people of Kirtipur had
already cut their grain. but it was still drying in the fields when
the Gorkhalis moved into the area. The Gorkhalis captured
this, thus striking a cruel blow at the people of Kirtipur. Food
was consequently a problem. Water also was to become n
p r ~ h l e r n . ~ 'And, of course, there was the psychological
pressure-the
traditional messages were sent into Kirtipur,
pointing out the futility of resistance, the wisdom of surrender,
and the obvious advantages in life and property to be gained by
admitting the Gorkhalis.
7Wodgson Papers, published
livani, i i i . 449-50.
7 4 Bhaslin Vamsovoli, i i i , 874-5.
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For six months Kirtipur resisted, but finally in mid-March,
the gates of the city were thrown open at night and the Gorkhalis passessed theniselves of the town and its fort. After
their victory the Gorkhalis followed their usual practice of
rewarding those who yielded to their demands and punishing
those who resisted. In this case the punishment was disfigurement, and the tips of the noses of many, if not all, were cut
off.'"ut
of respect for religion, Prithvinarayan confirmed
existing guthis and established a new one, but in view of
Icirtipur's resistance he resumed all existing birtas, so that
there is no record of any birta grant in Kirtipur going back
beyond the time of the Gorkhali conquest.'"
There was an immediate reaction to the Gorkhali conquest
of Kirtipur both inside and outside the Valley. Lan~jungof
the Chaubisi made a move to invade Gorkha from the west,
but this was suppressed without difficulty in September 1766."
Jaya Prakash Malla's reaction was illore serious. He solicited
military aid from the East India C ~ r n p a n y . ' ~ Anyone familiar
with the startling success of the East India Company in lndia
after 1750 is well aware of the implications of this request.
The response of the Company to Jaya Prakash's overtures
has been discussed repeatedly by many authors, both Nepali
and foreign. All of these accounts are based on the East India
Company's records. either obtained directly or from the liberal
quotes and references found in Chaudhuri. Nothilig new has
been added, nor has any document from Jaya Prakash Malla's
hand been produced. There is no reason, then, to dwell on
these accounts here, and a summary treatment \\'ill suffice.
"-

The qucstion of the cutting off of the noses of the people o f Kirtipur
has becn mootcd for the past ten years. By this time all the arguments
have bcen seen, and without new documentation, little lnorc can be said.
Haburam Acharya's position is quite clear in the fourth volume of his life
of l'rithvina~.ay;in Shah. Thc author continues to hold the view expressed
in 11 is P~.irlr~~itrarcrj~ott
Slinli irl tlrc Liglr~c!f'Dihj-a Uynclesh (Kalliniandu, 1968),
pp. 33-4, that it is very ditlicult t o dcstroy the \lalue of eye-wi~nessaccounts
by argumentation, n o matter how skilfully that argunicntation is presented.
"'he
lack of such grntits, when birta grants d o exist that antedate
thc Gorkha!; conquest in other territories, sterns t o indicate that Prithvinarayan Shah simply did not renew t h e ~ n as :I matter of discipline. Cf.
M.C. Kegmi, Latici 7'Enrdr(p, i i, 8 5 .
Blraslra Vanrsavali, iii, 861-2.
Cliaudhuri, Attglo-IVepalcsc Relnlion.~,pp. 12-3.
I;)
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What is significant in the context of this study is the possible
impact of the British intervention on Prithvinarayan Shah's
plans for Nepal. This was serious, beyond doubt. I t is quite
evident in this regard that :
1. This intervent ion could have succeeded.
2. If it had succeeded, it would have disrupted the entire
development of the political scene in the hills and
totally rearranged the structure of modern Nepal.
3. The Gorkhalis had to use the strategic advantage of the
hills and the total available resources of their army to
put this down.
As regards the British decision to intervene, the kindest
commentary that can be made is that the decision was hastily
formed, the plan of attack naively drawn up, and the leadership
of the expedition was an insult both to their opponents and to
their own military tradition. I t is little short of a miracle that
the British force survived a t all. Only Prithvinarayan Shah's
determination to concentrate on essentials-the attack on the
Valley-permitted Kinloch, the leader of the ill-fated e~pedition,
to escape total disgrace.
Setting aside the politics of the decision to intervene and
the manner of choosing the leader of the expedition, both of
which were at best questionable, Kinloch's sins of omission and
commission are glaring proofs of his ignorance of the country
he was attacking and the enemy he would oppose. To put it
briefly, he entered the Tarai during the monsoon and aul season,
without proper arrangements for provisions, and with such a
contempt for his foe that he planned to make a direct dash for the
Valley when the expedition began to collapse around him.79
What more need be said ?
Prithvinarayan's reply to the British challenge was a classic
case of the use of terrain in mountain warfare. He drew the
British force into the hills by withdrawing the garrison from the
fort at Sindhuli and removing from the villages in the line of
approach any rations that might be useful to the British and
their Indian ~ e p o y s . 8 ~He let the British force feel the full
79
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weight of the impossible conditions under which they were
labouring, while he completed his preparations for facing them.
He then sent an army under Bir Bhadra Thapa to the area in
the hills above Sindhuli. Half of this army remained at Pauwa
Garhi about two miles north of Sindhuli, while the other half
moved to the south along the side of the English line of march
and encamped secretly a t Dhungrebas. A second army, under
the command of Kazi Bamsharaj Pande, was sent to take up
its position with the Gorkhali troops a t Pauwa Garhi. As
Kinloch's troops moved up the hill towards Pauwa Garhi, the
Gorkhalis began to rain stones and rocks down on them. Then,
when the encounter actually began, the Gorkhalis struck the
English both from the front and the rear, causing tremendous
damage to the British r a i ~ k s . ~ l
The casualty figures bear witness to the ferocity of the fight.
The chronicle, which normally gives very low casualties for the
Gorkhali army, says simply that of the Gorkhalis, many were
killed and many wounded, while of the English dead nothing
is known.s2 Prithvinarayan had intended that the British force
be so badly mauled that there could be no question of the
British reforming their troops and launching another quick
attack during the winter season. He succeeded beyond his
expectations. Of the twenty-four hundred men Kinloch had
led into the hills, eight hundred returned with him to the
plains.s3 Fully two-thirds of his force he lost either to death or
desertion.
Once the British threat had been safely countered, Prithvinarayan returned to finish his task in the Valley, the conquest
of Kathmandu, Patan, and Bhadgaon. Actually, the conquest
of these three cities was something of an anti-climax. After
so inany years of struggle and after so many difficult and dangerous battles, the Gorkhalis literally walked into Kathmandu.
The attack was planned for late September 1768, during the
festivities of the Indra Jatra. The Gorkhali lines were pushed
right up to the walls of the city, so that a musket shot could
lbid.
8"bid, i i i , 864.
R3 Chaudhuri, A n g l o - N c p a l ~ s eRclafions, p, 27, quoting Barwell's letter
to his father.
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penetrate the homes of the residents near the walls.84 There
was little Jaya Prakash could do, and he apparently decided to
d o nothing a t all. The account in the chronicle reads like a
veritable Gotterdamerung. The Newars, together with their
king, celebrated the Indra Jatra festival as usual. The festival
seems to have gone on with very little concern about the
Gorkhalis camped outside the walls preparing for their final
attack on the
Seemingly the mercenaries hired from
India were supposed to have been on guard. Yet in these
circumstances the Gorkhalis 'entered' the city in three columns,
one from Bhim Sen Than, one from Nara Devi, and one from
~
is said in the chronicle of
the present T ~ n d i k h e l . ~Nothing
the manner of the Gorkhali entrance into the city or what the
guards were doing. Whether the gates were broken in, or
someone opened the gates to the Gorkhalis, or Gorkhali soldiers
scaled the walls and opened them is not m e n t i ~ n e d . ~ 'After a
brief fight, Jaya Prakash escaped with two hundred soldiers to
Patan, and Prithvinarayan Shah seated himself on the throne
set up in the square near the palace especially for the formalities
of Indra Jatra. There is a brief statement in the chronicle of
the fact that one of the buildings was mined, and that this was
set off, injuring a number of Gorkhali troops.Bs The rest is
left in darkness to tease the imagination of the reader.
The Capuchin account of this event and the fall of pa tar^.^'
which occurred within a few days, adds very little to the
account found in the chron~cle. However, two things stand
out in this Capuchin accou-nt as being worthy of mention. The
first is the care that Surpratap took of the Capuchins when the
Gorkhali soldiers entered the city, and the second is the sense
of fear that pervaded both Kathmandu and Patan after the
Gorkhalis entered. Rumours spread like wildfire through the
city, even though the only retaliatory measures taken were those
--- - - -

The Author, 'Giuseppe da Rovato', p. 12.
BhasIia Vamsavali, i i i , 878.
8"
bid.
The gates were broken in by the Gorkhalis with axes according to
the 'Prithvindravarnadayak', published in Samsodhan Mandal, Upadesh, i i ,
446.
88 Bhnslia Vamsavali, i i i , 878-9.
The Author, 'Giuseppe da Rovato', p. 12.
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directed by the Gorkhalis against the Pramans of Patan, whose
inconstancy and perverseness had caused endless trouble to a
long line of kings in Patan, including Prithvinarayan Shah's
own- brother, Dalmardan Shah. As the Capuchin account
observes:
The terror caused in the city by the entrance of the king of
Gorkha was such that I d o not know how to describe it.
The only thing that I can say is that despite the size of the
city and its large population, you hardly saw a person
moving around in it, either because they had run away o r
were hidden from fear.g0
Yet the Capuchin account makes it quite clear that Prithvinarayan Shah committed no act of vengeance or cruelty on the
population at large either in Kathmandu or Patan. Nor is
there any mention of looting by the soldiers of Gorkha. Baburam Acharya sets the dates for the conquest of Kathmandu
and Patan as 26 September 176891 and 6 October 1768 respecti~ely.~"
Although the cities of Kathmandu and Patan fell with
hardly a fight, the battle for Bhadgaon, joined over a year later,
proved a more fitting finale to the long and important cam~ a i g n .On
~ ~ the night of 10 November 1769 the Gorkhalis
burst through the eastern gate of Bhadgaon and poured into
the city. Almost immediately the defenders of the city set fire
to some houses near the gate to provide the light needed for
fighting. Meanwhile a second detachment of Gorkhalis broke
through the north gate of the city, and by the first light of day
the defenders had been forced back so that two groups of
Gorkhalis, about fifteen hundred men in all, were able to
join ranks before the main gate of the palace. After dawn,
when Jayn Prakash's mercenaries-for Java Prakash had ended
up in Bhadgaon-began
to fire on them with a small cannon,
R"bid., p . 13, but the Blraslta Vonisc~vulireports that some kazis of
Kathmandu were killed and some punished, and all of the pramans o f Patan
were punished.
Though 26 September was put forward authoritatively as the date for
the conquest o f Kathmandu, Naya Rnj Pant, 'Aitihasik Siromani Sri
Raburam Acharyajyu Sanga Prarthan', Purnima, N o . 9, p. 88, proves conclusively that the correct date was 25 September 1768.
@%charya, Prifhvinarayan Shah KO Jivani, i i i , 595.
Bhaslra Vamsnvali, 887-92.
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the Gorkhalis took to the roof tops t o escape the fire of the
cannon and to find a better field of fire for their own muskets.
The battle for the city lasted until 12 November, with the
defenders gradually withdrawing to the more protected places
in the palace and the Gorkhalis edging nearer and nearer.
Over the city hung a pall of smoke from the fire that had
gradually spread to a whole section of the city while the battle
raged. Jaya Prakash had taken virtual command of the defences,
and it was only after he had been wounded by a musket ball in
the leg that the defence collapsed. One of Ranjit Malla's lieutenants then waved his pagari from a window of the palace in token
of surrender. Bhadgaon had fallen. The conquest of the Valley
was complete. Prithvinarayan Shah's ambitions were realized.
Throughout the long campaign to conquer Kathmandu
Valley, the Gorkhali army under Prithvinarayan Shall's leadership exhibited a growing confidence in its abilities and a growing professionalism. The long war had actually been a training
ground that transformed individual hill fighters into an acconplished army with some very important victories over enemies
both inside and outside the hills to its credit. Prithvinarayan
himself had grown in stature during the same period, showing
greater discretion in his undertakings and an ability to subordinate side issues to the basic thrust of his campaign. By
continual reliance on officers that showed some ability he
developed a solid cadre of seasoned and capable oiticers who
were to form the hard core of Gorkha's now professional army.
One aspect of Prithvinarayan's activities during this time
which contributed greatly to his military success, was his constant effort to weaken the enemy from within. Much was said
earlier of the importance of the land in the economy of the
hills. Throughout the campaign Prithvinarayan used the
common craving for possession of land to win over to his cause
key figures in the territories he was attacking. In the unccrtainty
generated by the war, he wrote repeatedly to such men, assuring
them that after his victory they would be guaranteed thcir
rights, their safety, and continued possession of their land.g'
-

94 Letters of Prithvinarayan Shah to Nikantha Joshi, datcd 28 Raishakh
1812 B.S.(1755)-Samsodhan Mandal calculation-and to Rajivalochana,
dated 6 Magh 1802 B.S. (1746)-Samsodhan Mandal calculntion, etc.,
published in Rarnji Tewari, Aitihasik Parra Sangralra, i i , 68-72 and 41-2.
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The assurance of victory that his letters convey must have
struck a note both of warning and anxiety in the hearts of
those receiving them. As the war developed and the Gorkhali
army gained momentum, this steady assurance of Prithvinarayan
Shah that he was ready to include such men in his entourage
was the sign they were searching for. Many of these men came
over to him, bringing to his service not only their loyalty but
also their influence in the places where they lived.

The Abortive Expedition to the West
Once the Valley was secure, Prithvinarayan turned his
attention to the Chaubisi Rajas to the west, who had so continually endangered his whole campaign. His army was a tested
instrument of war, and a great deal of work remained for them
in the east. But it was against Prithvinarayan Shah's nature
to suffer passively the constant interference the Chaubisi made
in his affairs. Consequently, he directed his troops towards
the west in the spring of 1771 in an effort t o subdue the
Chaubisi raja^.^"
The Gorkhali expedition to the west was more than a punitive expedition. At the same time it was by no means a concerted effort at conquest. There is an economics of warfare
that decrees that the prize must be somehow con~mensurate
with the effort involved in taking it. For the Gorkllalis the
western hills at this time offered no such prize. The area that
Prithvinarayan Shah wanted was the fertile Bijayapur-Chaudandi area of the eastern Tarai, the economic importance of
which far outweighed any advantage that might be derived
from the conquest of the west. But if an expedition to the
webt could guarantee that there would be no further interference
from the Chaubisi, it was worth the effort.
The results of this campaign can be briefly stated. On 25
April 1771 Bamsharaj Pande led a Gorkhali force into the
Chaubisi territories along the northern route through Lamjung
and Kaski. A second Gorkhali force, under Kehar Singh
Basnyat, took the southern route through Rising and Ghiring.
The advance of the northern force was brought up short at
western Nuwakot, and Bamsharaj Pailde settled in at Sanjya
-

-
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to await the arrival of Kehar Singh's troops."
Meanwhile
Kehar Singh had also enjoyed considerable success. But in a
battle with Bhirkot on 4-5 June he found that the soldiers of
Tanahun, who were acting in alliance with him, held back from
the fight. He ordered almost one hundred of them to be
put to death for this.97 From that moment the campaign was
doomed, and there remained only the question of the extent of
Gorkha's defeat. Gorkha's presence in the area was on the
sufferance and with the collaboration of some of the Chaubisi,
and none of them would condone such high-handed action.
Kehar Singh continued on his way to the rendezvous with
Bamsharaj Pande, but he began to experience the 'withdrawal'
tactics that are so effective in the hills. The Gorkhalis found
themselves occupying towns, which had to be garrisoned, but
not defeating armies. Their forces, never large, became more
and more fragmented, so that when Kehar Singh joined Barnsharaj he had with him less than half of his army.98
With the onset of the monsoon of 1771 the two Gorkhali
commanders established a more permanent camp, and to
provision their troops they further alienated the local population by levying a birta tax on the Brahmans and a land tax
on the
Meanwhile the Chaubisi troops began to
move into the area around nearby Satahun, and it became
apparent to all that thc battle to be fought in the area would be
a crucial one for the Gorkhalis. The Gorkhali coinmaiiders
decided to take the initiative, called the troops that had been
left at Bhirkot, and attacked. But the battle was a complete
disaster. Kehar Singh Basnyat and five hundred Gorkhalis fell
in the battle.""' Bamsharaj Pande was captured and taken
prisoner to Parbat. Thc survivors escaped to Dhor. Gorkhali
detachments that had been left in various garrisons along the
way, then rushed to the assistance of the survivors at Dhor, but
the Chaubisi surrounded them there and prepared to finish
what they had begun at Satahun. Ultimately the Gorkhalis
had to hand over their weapons to the Chaubisi and leavc the
9;
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country in utter defeat.lol Because of the difficulty of communications, there was very little that Prithvinarayan could do to
mitigate the disaster.lO'
This defeat in the west made several things quite clear. The
Chaubisi would not at that time be taken by merely military
means. They were far too strong defensively for that. Also,
the Gorkhali army, professional though it had become, was by
no means a powerful army even in the hills. Strategy and the
tactics of subversion would have to remain an important part
of any expansionary scheme for many years to come. And also
the lesson was driven home with brutal clarity that the hill
soldier and the peasant must not be alientated during any
phase of the campaign. Any army moving in the hills was too
vulnerable to risk turning the country-side against it. The hills
cvere tailored to defence and guerilla warfare.
Prithvinarayan Shah now had a very difficult decision t o
make. He knew that he had the force necessary to take the
Bijayapul-Chaudandi area in the eastern Tarai. But would the
Chaubisi try to interfere in Gorkha once this operation was
under way? With the very difficult problem of communications
confronting I. im, there would be no opportunity for troops
employed in the eastern Tarai to be recalled quickly in the
event of an attack. Would the defensive alliance that had just
defeated his expedition to the west prove sufficiently strong to
enable a concerted Chaubisi attack on Gorkha? Or would the
traditional rivalries of these kings prevent them from following
up their advantage by attacking Gorkha'? The Chaubisi strength
had not lain in superior numbers o r fighting skill. Terrain had
been their big advantage. This was purely defensive strength,
which they would forfeit if they tried to invade Gorkha. Even
the Chaubisi must have realized that. Further, it must have
been clear to the Chaubisi that Gorkha, smarting under the
defeat it had just suffered. would exact stern vengeance of them
should the opportunity present itself. Prithvinarayati Shah
apparently concluded that the risk of an immediate attack was
slight, provided the Gorkhali expedition to the east was conAcharya, Pri~hvinarnyanShah KO Jivcmi. i i i , 574-5.
He did, however, charge those who had lost their rifles sixty rupees
each, according to Baburam Acharya, ibid, i i i , 575
1°2
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ducted with dispatch.

The Conquest of Eastern Nepal
Prithvinarayan had been in contact with Harinanda
Upadhyaya, one of the wealthiest Brahmans in Majh Kirat,
since the fall of Kathmandu and Patan.lo3 Harinanda promised
to assist Prithvinarayan Shah in any way he could in the
conquest of the eastern Tarai. In addition to this promise of
substantial aid, Prithvinarayan had the assurance that many
Brahmans and Chhettris in the area would support Gorkha.
For some time before the actual attack he had employed men
in the east to solicit this support. Because of this the Gorkhali
troops were able to move with great speed when the attack was
launched in August 1772. Harinanda supplied them with boats
to help them cross the Sun Kosi River, and the Gorkhalis,
armed with muskets, were able to sweep through the hills.
Their superior fire-power completely outmatched the bows and
poisoned arrows used against them.lo4 Porterage services were
provided by Murmis and Sunwars. By January 1773 the
Gorkhalis controlled the upper half of Majh Kirat, and by the
end of February their control extended to the southern half as
well.
Prithvinarayan was then in a position to carry out the final
phase of his plan to conquer the two kingdoms of Chaudandi
and Bijayapur. Mindful, however, of the possible relationship
of these kingdoms with the East India Company, and not being
anxious to repeat the experience he had with Mir Icasim, he
wrote to the governor general that he was merely engaged in a
punitive expedition against the Kirat chieftain Buddha Karna
Rai, who had murdered a relative of his. He asked the governor
-

los Letters of Prithvinarayan Shah t o Harinanda Pokhrel, dated 15
Bhadra 1830 and 18 Phalgun 1830 (1773 and 1774)-Samsodhan Mandal
calculation, published in Itihas Prakash, i , part i , 12-3.
ln4
Letters of Prithvinarayan Shah to Amar Singh Thapa ct al, dated
Phalgun, sudi 7 , roj 3, verificd for eithcr 21 Phalgun 1829 B.S. or 9 Phalgun
1830 B.S. (1773 or 1774); to Ram Krishna Kunwar et nl, dateti 22 Paus
1830 B.S. (1774); and to the Dwnres of Palanchowk, dated 17. Ashar 1831
B.S. (1774)-all dates by Samsodhan Mandal calculat~on, publisliecl In
Samsodhan Mandal, Upade.rh, iii, 1099-1 100, 1166-8, and 1 181-2. Thcse
letters mention the sending of substantiat quantltie3 o f gun powder and
bullets t o the eastern front, which shows a considerable increase in the use
of muskets in the war there.
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general to refrain from assisting Buddha Karna Rai, should
such help be s o ~ g l l t . l 0 ~H e then ordered the attack on Chaudandi in July 1773. The raja fled, deserting his troops, and
his men surrendered on 16 July.
The Gorkhalis spent a year in consolidating their hold on
Chaudandi, and then, during the monsoon of 1774, they crossed
the Tarai lowlands and rivers by elephant and came upon
Bijayapur suddenly. Their attack during the monsoon was an
unheard of thing in the Tarai, and they achieved complete
surprise. After a very short fight Bijayapur fell into Gorkhali
hands on 17 July 1774.
In order to secure their possession of these Tarai areas the
Gorkhalis also had to gain possession of the forts in the hills
from which raids into the Tarai could be made. This was done
with very little diiliculty, and with their capture the whole of
eastern Nepal lay open to the Gorkhali army. Within a few
months the Gorkhalis were able to secure almost the entire
eastern hill region. Large groups of hill people submitted willingly to their rule, and in each such case a generous treaty was
worked out for them. The few pockets of resistance that the
Gorkhalis encountered were wiped out
Considering the momentum the army had gathered in the
east, there was a real danger that the Gorkhali troops would
move rashly into areas that came within the sphere of influence
of the Dalai Lama. It was considered essential in Kathmandu
that the Dalai Lama be in no way offended until some satisfactory settlement of the coinage question could be reached. As
a matter of fact, at this very time when the Gorkhalis were
moving practically unhindered through the hills, a Gorkhali
mission was in Tibet negotiating for a settlement of this very
important financial question. Since the Gorkhali conquests had
now brought them into direct contact with thc territories of the
Sikkim raja, who was a disciple of the Dalai Lama, Prithvinarayan Shah sent a sharp letter ordering that nothing be
done that would in any way endanger his relations with Tibet.lo7
lo.' Culertdcrr ([I Persia11 Correspondence, iv, 64. T h ~ scollection will be
referrcd to as CPC in f~rturereferences.
l n W ~ h a r y aP~.il/zvi~ici~.ayan
.
Sliah KO Jivani i i i , 61 2.
107 Lctter of Prithvinarayan Shah to Abhiman Singh Basnyat et al, dated
23 Aswin I82 1 ( 1774) Samsodhan Mandal calculation, published in ltlhas
Proknslr, i , part i , 13.
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But before this letter arrived in tlle east, the Sikkim raja had
already signed a treaty with the Gorkhali commanders which
marked out boundaries between the two states to the mutual
satisfaction of both parties.
At this point Nepal had gained the whole of the eastern
hills, including all the territory west of the Singalila watershed.los In the Tarai the Gorkhalis controlled the entire
territory as far east as the Teesta River. If the Gorkhali
administration of these areas could be organized without hindrance from the East India Company, Gorkha was well on the
way to becoming a major hill state.
Actually, Prithvinarayan Shah had long since put into
practice a policy that was later to become a dictum in his
Dibya Upadesh, the maintaining of friendship wit11 the Company.Io9 His diplomatic contacts with the Company during
this period have been detailed in an earlier study by the author
and need not be repeated here.l1° But while the negotiations
themselves have no direct bearing o n the issue here being discussed, it is important to recall that Gorkha acted on the
principle that, having conquered a state, Gorkha became rnaster
not only of the state but also of all that state's territorial claims.
If the conquered state had any claim at all to Tarai land,
Gorkha assumed that claim as her own. This meant that if
such a state held any land from the Mogl~ulnawabs or the
Company on a zamindari basis, Gorkha claimed the right to
continue to hold that land on the payment of the same obligations that the previous zamindar had paid. Prithvinarayan
shah's negotiations, carried on through the agency of Dinanath
Upadhyaya, secured British acceptance of this principle in fact,
if not in law, and this formed the basis of Gorkhali relations
with the Company until the turn of the century.'"
Despite his many achievements, Prithvinarayan Shah was
still a comparatively young man in the winter of 1774-5. It
comes as something of a surprise, then, to read in the account
of Bogle's visit to thc Teshoo Lama that according to current
reports Prithvinaraya~l\vas seriously ill and that his body was
-

Acharya, Pri!lrvinnr~o~~ntz
Slialt KO Jivuni, iii, 612.
'"Vrithvtnar;~yanShah, D i b j ~Upr:cfcsh,
~
p. I I .
' 1 " The Author. Pritlrvinc7rc71.anSh(~lr,
pp. 47-56.
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covered with fever s p o t s . l l V h e facts, however, bore out these
reports, and though not yet fifty-three years of age, Prithvinarayan Shah had clearly come to the end of his career. His
last gift to the people of Gorkha was his Dibya Upadeslz, delivered in a series of discourses at Nuwakot during December
1 774.'13 In early January 1775 he was taken to Devighat near
Nuwakot, where he died on the morning of 1 1 January.l14
Prithvinarayan Shah's achievements stand for themselves.
His position in the history of Nepal is secure. Only one thing
need be added here. It has been said that his conquest of the
Valley, which was the great stepping-stone to the future unification of Nepal, was achieved only because the kings of the
Valley could not suppress their petty jealousies and unite
against him. Though the fact is true, the implication that
Prithvinarayan Shah did not bring to the campaign something
that gave him and his Gorkhalis the fighting edge over the
kings of the Valley cannot be accepted. Any one of the kings
of the Valley was strong enough to defeat the Gorkhali forces,
even in the midst of such petty feuds as were in progress. Each
of these states had a stronger econonlic base than Gorkha and
sufficient wealth to provide themselves with a strong professional army. What they lacked, and what Prithvinarayan Shah
possessed in abundance, was leadership and vision. For them
each battle was a war in itself, and once it was won or lost,
therc was nothing further to be considered until the next battle
was joined. For Prithvinarayan Shah each effort was but part
of (1 planned campaign. Defeats came, but they were all taken
as incidents along the road of greater purpose. This practical
understanding of what: was at stake he communicated to his
men, so that even the worst of set-backs was shaken off and
pi1 t firnily behind them. PritIi\linaray;in Shah had vision, and
Ilc could conimunicate with his men. These are the elements
of Icadersliip. On the other Iiand, Jaya Prakash Malla, who
was certainly the ablest of the Malla kings of the Valley at that
'WarkIi;lni. Narr.nri~r,p. 157.
11Vhcharyn. P1~i1li1~inar~a~~or~
Sltnk KO Jiir.clni. iii, 631-2.
1 1 4 Nays Kaj Pant, 'l3nhor~m Ach;lryaJyu Sanga Prathana', Plrrninia,
N n . 3 13. 91. cstablislics clearly tlic date of Prithvinarayan Shah's death as
i l .l.~nunry 1775, rather t1:ni; 10 J ~ n u i r v1775. r,s had formerly becn
' ncccl3tccl.
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time, failed basically because he did not know how to distinguish the art of leadership from the power to command. His
suspicions and doubts of the loyalty of his own men sowed the
seeds of dissension among his followers, and showed his inability to translate into terms that they could understand the
threat that Gorkha represented to the complacency of the
Valley. Weighed in any objective scale of merit, Prithvinarayan Shah must inevitably emerge the greater of thGtwo,
and the deciding factor was his skill as a leader.

CHAPTER FIVE

THE REGENCY PERIOD
Be convinced, then, that we shall augment our
power at home by this adventure abroad, and let
us make the expedition.

Under the leadership of Prithvinaryan Shah the tiny state
of Gorkha had risen from its slumbers. Under his guiding
hand an army of considerable size had been developed and a
cadre of skilled officers had been trained. Moreover, by dint
of sk.ilfu1 diplomacy, superior tactics, and hard fighting he had
led this army to the conquest of Kathmandu Valley and the
whole of eastern Nepal. Leadership was the key to this success,
and Pritlivinarayan Shah's death thrust this burden on his
eldest so11 and heir, Pratap Singh Shah.
Pratap Singh Shah was just twenty-three years of age when
he came to the throne on 11 January 1775.' Though he was
young when he became king, the burden pressed upon him
was somewhat lightened by the fact that he inherited both a
good army and prudent advisors, should he choose to use
them. Prithvinarayan Shah had succeeded to the throne at
the age of twenty and had matured into a highly succt;ssful
ruler. From the viewpoint of age there was no reason to
doubt that young Pratap Singh would be able to emulate the
success of his father.
From tlie point of view of charactcr and Pratap Singh's
preparation for his task, however, there was considerable
reason to ~ronder whether Pratap Singh would ever reach his
father's stature. He was born after his father had embarked
on the coiiqi~estof Kathmandu Valley, and he grew up duri:lg
a period when Prithvinarayan Shah was intensely preoccupied
with the prosecution of the war against the Malla kings.
Consequc~:tly, Pritlivinarayan had never Seen able to spend tlie
--
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Thucyd~dcs,Tlrc Pcloponrzcsian It'ar, Bk. V1, Ch. 18.
2 Prithvinarayan Shah died on 1 1 January 1775 and according to custom
Pratap Singh Shah was proclaimed king the same day.
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time with the boy that was necessary to prepare him for his task.
Furthermore, Pratap Singh, unlike his younger brother Bahadur
Shah, was not especially enamoured of the military life and the
hustle and bustle of a military camp. His Brahman tutors had
seen fit to neglect his training in the political writings of the
shastras and turned his attention to the more gentle study of
poetry and music.3 Also, as he grew older he fell more and
more under the infiuence of Bajranath Pandit, who introduced
him to the mysteries of Tantricism.' This led him down the
path of sensuality and ill-prepared him for the task of leading
what was essentially a military state.5 It is prehaps this phase
of Pratap Sirigh's life that is indicated in the Raj Vamsavali
recently published by Bal Chandra Sharma, which says that
Prithvinarayan Shah's son Pratap Singh Shah took four or five
women to himself, and that when Prithvinarayan Shah learned
of this and was unable to convince him of his error, he went to
Nuwakot and stayed there.6 From the point of view of Pratap
Singh's preparation for his ofi.ce and his own personal character,
then, the transfer of power from Prithvinarayan Shah to
Pratap Singh Shah left much to be desired.
Perhaps a more critical challenge to the easy transfer of
power lay in the disaffection that had arisen between Prithvinarayan and his brothers. During the long years of the campaignfor the conquest of the Valley, these men had laboured
spiritedly in the Gorkhali cause. When the prize was won,
they approached Prithvinarayan, and, true to the spirit of the
hills before the rise of the House of Gorkha, they petitioned
that he give them each a share of the conquered territory to
rule as their own. In the eyes of the hill men. their request
was just. In terms of unification, however, it would have been
catastrophic to grant it. Here, then, lay the first subtle challenge
to the unity of the House of Gorkha, and many scholars see
"aburam
Acharya, Nvpal Ko Samkshipta Britfant (Kathmandu.
2022 B.S.), p, 70. This is interesting in light o f Prithvinarayan Shah's
strictures against such pursuits. which, of course, date from a period subsequent to Pratap Singh's education. Cf. Prithvinarayan Shah. Dibya
Upadesh, p. 20.
Acharya. Samkshiptcl Brittant. p. 70.
5 Satkari Mookeriee. 'Buddhism in Indian Life and Thought'. C~rlturai
H e r i t o ~ eof India, i. 595,
6 'Kathmandu Upatyaka KO Ek Rajvamsavali', A n c i ~ n t Ncpal, NO. 6(January 1969). p. 16.
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in Prithvinarayan's treatment of this petition a n indication that
he saw his conquests not only as an acquisition of territories
but also as a real unifying force in the hill states. The incident
is treated at length in the Bhasha Vamsarali, and it is perhaps
best to present a translation of that account here for the general
reader. Scholars, of course, will want to consider the original
for a more exact treatment of the incident.
At this time the four brothers of the maharaja or Gorkha
[Prithvinarayan Shah] made a request of him. "By your
glorious valour and our strength you have made the kingdom
of Nepal your own. Now give to the four of us younger
brothers whichever cities and villages you think we should
have." The maharaja considered this and decided upon
this answer. "If I now show my love for you, my younger
brothers, by telling you to take for yourselves these cities
and these villages of the three ki~igdomsof Nepal, I will be
laying a heavy burden on my descendants. Just as the
kings of these three cities were continually quarrelling and
could not live in peace, and so their kingdom crumpled and
fell into my hands, so will i t be if I divide the kingdom.
My descendants will not be able to enlarge the kingdom.
The kingdom itself will not be fir111 and stable. Therefore it
is better not to give what you ask than to give it." So the
maharaja refused to give what his brothers had asked.
The brothers were very downcast, because, as they said,
"We worked very hard, and now lie will not give us what
wc ask." After this some of tliem remained in the city,
while others went e l ~ e w h e r e . ~
Unfortunately for the welfare of Gorkha, tliis was not the
end of the matter, though the chronicle seems to imply that it
was. There arc extant two letters, dating from about 1771,
that ind~catethat Mahoddam Kirti Sliali took the matter illto
own his hands. Apparently he took possession of an area in the
Tarai and began to rule i t as his own private kingdom. He
wrote a compro~nising letter cancer-ning tliis move, and this
letter was intercepted by Keliar Sing11 Basnynt, who PI-omptly
forwarded i t t o Pritlivinarayan Sliali himself. How Prithvinarayan settled the ~rsurpationis not clear from the letters, but
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certainly he did not spare his younger brother's feelings.
Mahoddam Kirti was furious that he was found out, but he
gave out that he had been falsely accused and would deal
with those responsible. Prithvinarayan Shah heard of this
also and wrote first to Abhiman Singh and Kehar Singh
Basnyat to encourage them and assure them that they
had only done their duty. H e told them that they had not
even accused Mahoddam Kirti, but had only sent a letter of his
that they had intercepted and thought should be brought to the
attention of the court.s To Mahoddam Kirti, however, Prithvinarayan Shah wrote in a vein that must surely confound those
who try to strip Prithvinarayan Shah of the human passion and
force of character that made him the leader he was. He told
Mahoddam Kirti that he had heard of his threats against Kehar
Singh and warned him that he would have his eyes plucked
out if he dared to carry out his threats. He also made
it clear that Kehar Singh was guily of nothing, that he made no
charge, and that he had merely done his duty, whereas Mahoddam Kirti had accused and convicted himself by the letter he
had written. This being the case, he advised Mahoddam Kirti
that since he had been false to the trust that had been
placed in him, he might better hold his t ~ n g u e . ~
But the matter refused to rest there. Three days before
Prithvinarayan Shah's death at Devi Ghat on 1 1 January 1775,
Mahoddam Kirti and the raja of Kaski signed a dharmpntra in
Kaski in which the raja of Kaski promised to assist Mahoddam
Kirti Sllah, chautariya, in building a house in ~ a s k i . ' ~From
what has already been said about the relations between Gorkha
and the Chaubisi, of which Kaski was one, it is not surprising
that the court in Kathmandu saw this as a threat to the throne
and the integr~tyof the country.
This was the situation that Pratap Singh inherited. It was
quite a challenge for the young king, and perhaps this l~clpsus
Letter of Prithvinarayan Shal-Ito Abhiman Singh Basnyat e t a], dated
M.andal calculation, published in
Samsodl~anMandal, Upadcsli, iii. 1078-9.
Letter of Prithvinarayan Shah to Mahoddam Kirti Shah, undated,
published in Samsodhan Mandal, Upadesli, i i i , 1079-85.
l n A dhormapatru written by Raja Siddhinarayan Shah of Kaski to
Mahoddam Kirti Shah, dated 1831 B.S.. Paus, sudi 12, roj 6 (1775), published in Ramji Tewari, Ai/iliasik Farra Songralia, ii, 86-90.

7 Marg 1828 R.S. (1771)-Samsodhan
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understand, if it does not fully explain, why Pratap Singh imprisoned his brother Bahadur Shah within two weeks of the day
Prithvinarayan Shah died. Imprisoned along with Bahadur Shah
was Dal Mardan Shah, a brother of Prithvinarayan Shah. At the
instance of Gajraj Misra, the Gorkhali agent in Banaras, who
had come to Kathmandu for the coronation, the sentence of
ilnprisonment was commuted to exile.''
Though it would be convenient to set this episode aside as
merely another quarrel between members of the royal family,
it cannot be done. I t touches too nearly on the unity of authority in the country, which makes it a vital part of this study,
and it had a profound influence on the course of Nepali history
for the next twenty years.
Tile Clzar.ge qf Conspiracy

The illost perplexing part of the wlzole episode is the reason
for Bahadur Shah's imprisonment. Why was a lad of seventeen
years iinpr~soned almost before his father's ashes were cold ?
No one knows. There is no documentary evidence to show
that lie was guilty of any particular crime. In the absence of
such evidence, historians have regularly faller1 back on speculation, and this, unfortunately, has not always been unbiased.
The obvious explanation of Pratap Singh's action is based on
a charge against Bahadur Shah contailled in a letter written by
Rana Bahadur Shah, the son and successor of Pratap Singh,
to his agents enroute to Lhasa, and dated B.S. 1854, Baisliakh,
badi, roj ?(I797 A . D . ) . l V l i e letter is quite clear. When the
agents rcach Ehasa they are to approach the authorities there
and impress them in language suitable to the occasion with Bahadur Shah's evil intentions against the persons of Pratap Singh
Shah and Rana Bahadur Shah. The letter contains twelve
accusations, thc iirst of which is the most damaging, since it
is a direct accusation that Bahadur Shah had conspired with
Dal Mardan Shah to kill Pratap Singh, Was it for this that
Bahadur Shah and Dal Mardan Shah were imprisoned and
later exiled ? Or is the accusation itself subject to suspicioll ?
--

.
-

" Acharya, Sa~~rkslripiaBrirlarzl, p. 73.

'"ublislied
in Chittara~ijan Nepali, Sri Punch Ra11a Baltadur Shah
(Kathmandu, 2022 B.S.), pp. 1 1 1-5.
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Rana Bahadur Shah's accusation against Bahadur Shah is
dated just twenty-one years after the 'assassination conspiracy'
was supposed to have taken place, and a full three years
after Rana Bahadur had assumed the full powers of the
throne. His accusation, then, dealt with an event that took place
before he whs even born, and the charge was delayed for three
years after Rana Bahadur had the power to prosecute it.
Further, at the time when the letter was written Bahadur Shah
was languishing in prison, where he died of unexplained causes
before the agents ever reached Lhasa. The suspicion is strong,
then, that Rana Bahadur's accusation was intended to justify
Bahadur Shah's death to the authorities in Lhasa, among whom
Bahadur Shah had many friends,13 and that it did not constitute
a legal accusation of crime. It could not have been such.
Rana Bahadur had no personal knowledge of the event, since
he was not yet born when it supposedly took place, and if there
were clear proof given him for the existence of the conspiracy,
he surely would not have waited three years before he got
round to punishing it.
This si~spicion is strengthened when the accusation is
examined more in detail.
I. If such a charge were true, the place to make it was not
in the drawing rooms of far-off Lhasa, but in the court of
Nepal. Regicide or attempted regicide is an ugly crime, and
would assuredly have received condign punishment. The verdict of the court in Kathmandu would have been far more impressive than the unsupported charge sent to Lhasa, and had
there been such a kcrdict, there would surely be some record of
i t , or at least a mention of it, in the documents available today.
2. What motive could a boy of seventeen have harboured
that would lead him to plot the death of his brother before he
himself had fully recovered from the shock of his father's
death? That he himself tecome king? Unlikely. I t takes time
for such aspirations to grow, and this conspiracy is supposed to
have taken place practically at the funeral pyre of Prithvinarayan
Shah. Not only is the time factor against this, but Bahadur
Shah's ternpecarnent itself is against it. He was too much his
l 3 Cf. the letter of the Chinese ambas to Rana Bahadur Shah, Chiltaranjan Nepali, Rana Baltnrlrrr, pp. 108-9.
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father's son not to realize what such an upheaval would d o to
the kingdom at a time when its armies were achieving such
success in the field. Besides, as chautariya, which he could
rightfully expect to be named, he would have ample scope for
his abilities without engaging in the odious crime of regicide.
3. If the state of affairs had been such as Rana Bahadur's
charge indicated, imprisonment and later exile would have been
far too mild a punishment. Certainly such a dangerous rival
would not have been allowed to wander freely among the hostile Chaubisi, which is precisely what Bahadur Shah was permitted to do.
4. In a letter to Pratap Sing11 Shah, Bahadur Shah wrote
some time later that he had always been loyal to Pratap Singh's
person and to the state.14 I n his answer to this letter Pratap
Singh neither contradicts this nor does he prefer any charge
against him. Instead there exists in this letter and in the whole
correspondence between these two brothers a strong bond of
affection. What Pratap Sing11 did tell his brother was that he
had exiled him without anger and in peace of mind, measuring
the medicine to the wound, and further stated that when the
wound was healed Bahadur Shah was welcome in his old
110me.l~ It is hard to imagine this as coming from the intended
victim of an assassination plot.
There is a second possible explanation for Pratap Singh's
action. On the supposition that Pratap Singh's uncles were
conspiring to gain control of portioils of the kingdom, as indeed
they had been, and that the young Bahadur Shah had listened
with undue attention to the discussion pro and con which the
public knowledge of the uncles' desires made inevitable, it is
coliceivable that Pratap Singh's advisors would suggest when
Mahoddam Kirti fled the country that both Dal Mardan Shah
and Bahadur Shah be confined. In such a supposition the very
Letter of Pratap Sing11 Shah to Bahadur Shah, dated 15 Srawan 1833
B.S. (1776)-P~rnin1n calci~lation;published in Dinesh Raj Pant, 'B.S. 1832
Dekhi B.S. 1858 Samma KO Nepal KO Itihas Ma Nayan Prakash Parne
K e l ~ iPatraharu', Purnima, N o . 17, pp. 30-1. I t should be noted that the
practice of the Nepal durbar was to summarize at the beginning of a letter
the contents o f the letter that was being answered, s o that having possession
of one letter gives at once both the initial query or statement of a case and
official answer.
lbid.
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flight of Mahoddam Kirti pointed an accusing finger at Dal
Mardan and Bahadur Shah.
This second possible explanation has more to recommend it
than the first, but there is one convincing argument against it.
When, as regent, Bahadur Shah had the full power of the state
in his hands, he consistently maintained the internal unity of
the state and in no instance did he allow any of the royal collat e r a l ~to separate ev:n one of the more distant regions as his
own private domain. Bahadur Shah's policy in this regard was
absolutely consistent 'with his father's policy.' In view of the
emotional scenes necessarily associated with his father's last
discourses and the funeral rites at Devi Ghat, it is difficult to
imagine a boy of seventeen showing himself so callous as to
countenance any such proposal, especially since his father had
condemned it only a short time before.

A third possible explanation of Pratap Singh's action can
be proposed. Of the two sons of Prithvinarayan Shah, Bahadur
Shah seems to have been the more popular with the military
and the military commanders. His energy and ambition, so
resembling the qualities of his father, must have commended
the boy to the rugged soldiers with whom he grew up and in
whose reflected glory he basked. Pratap Singh, on the other
hand, was of a gentler sort, who by education and preference
was inclined towards a style of life totally -different from the
rough bivouac and the field. I t is entirely possible that Pratap
Singh's advisors alerted the young, newly-installed king of the
dangers such a brother might represent to his crown. A talented
brother enjoying the support and the affection of the military
could be a dangerous rival indeed. Added to this was the
sudden and conspiratorial flight of an uncle who had already
been seriously taken to task by Prithvinarayan Shah himself
for attempting to establish himself in a position as raja. The
logic of this is quite compelling. In a contest between Prithvinarayan Shah and Mahoddam Kirti Shah there could never
have been any doubt as to the outcome. But should there be
a contest between Pratap Singh Shah and Bahadur Shah,
Bahadur Shah's personal~ty with the army might render the
outcome far from certain. If Bahadur Shah had failed in any
way to show his full co-operation with the new king immediately
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after he took possession of the throne, o r disagreed strongly
with his plans or his way of life, this would have compounded
the suspicion. The best and surest soldtion to such a contest
would be to decide it before it began by confining Bahadur Shah
and his uncle.
This third solution, both by the process of elimination and
by reason of the evidence in support of it, seems the more likely.
Without stating categorically that this was so, it must be said
that it has a strong appeal.
1. It calls for no animus between the two brothers, a fact
that is borne out by their subsequent correspondence, which
conveys a real warmth of feeling between the two.
2. It would still leave room for Pratap Singh's gentle
reminder to Bahadur Shah, when the latter expressed a desire t o
return to the Valley, that he had been at fault and must therefore remain outside.
3. It would explain the anxiety of certain of the royal
advisors to prevent Bahadur Shah's immediate return to the
Valley after the death of Pratap Singh Shah.
4. It would explain the retaliatory measures taken by
Bahadur Shah against these same advisors to the young king
when he returned from exile after Pratap Singh's death in
November 1777.
5 . It would explain why no more serious action than exile
was taken against Bahadur Shah and why he continued to assist
and advise Pratap Singh whenever he could.
For all of these reasons, then, the third of the three proposed solutions to the problem of Bahadur Shah's imprisonnlent
and subsequent exile is the one that will be follo\ved here. This
is done on a tentative basis, until such time as further research
gives a clearer indication of the motives Pratap Singh Shah had
in confining his younger brother to prison so soon after the
death of their father and then exiling him froin the country.
Once a reasonable explanation for Bahadur Shah's exile is
accepted, it is much easier to understand the correspondence
that passed between Pratap Singh Shah and Bahadur Shah.
I t is most revealing. For one thing, it shows that Bahadur Shah,
even though he was exiled from Nepal, was actively concerned
with the interests of the state. His activity among the Chaubisi
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on behalf of Gorkha and his gentle chiding of Pratap Singh
for not taking more positive action to strengthen and expand
the state makes this clear. The correspondence also evokes
from Pratap Singh the forthright statement that whereas
Bahadur Shah believed that one must actively promote the
welfare of his country by sword and diplomacy, he himself
felt that all this was determined by fate and the will of the
gods; that 'what will be, will be'.I6
Though this latter sentiment may indicate a supreme passivity to the reader, the facts of Pratap Singh's short reign, as is so
often true among men, belie his claim to a fatalistic unconceln.
Tn fact, Pratap Singh managed in the two years and ten months
of his rule to achieve quite a satisfactory record.

Gorkhali Activity in Eastern Nepal
In a series of very bitter engagements that culminated in the
Gorkhali victory over the raja of Sikkim a t Chainpur in 1776,
the Gorkhali army established their supremacy over the territory they had held at the time of Prithvinarayan Shah's death.''
Pratap Singh Shah was thus able to consolidate Prithvinarayan's
conquests and prepare the way for the final assimilation of these
lands. Perhaps equally important in this campaign was the
use of Limbus in the Gorkhali armies.I8 These were the first
of many recruits from among the peoples of occupied territories,
and their recruitment established a pattern that was to become
characteristic in the years ahead. Since it was this opening of
recruitment to the men of the fighting castes throughout Greater
Nepal that permitted the development of the Gorkhali
army, without which the expansion of Gorkha and the uniflcation of Nepal would never have been possible, it became an
important factor in the rise of the House of Gorkha.
In addition to his military success in the east, Pratap Singh
was able to fulfil a second Gorkhali ambition. It had been one of
PI-ithvinarayan's sternest commands that Buddha Karna Rai
be captured and done away with, since Prithvinarayan had
rightly seen that this man was the one possible obstacle to the
Ibid.
lman Singh Chemjong, Kirat People, i i , 175.
1 8 l b i d . ii, 173.
'6
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assimilation of the eastern Tarai.lB Buddha Karna Rai,
however,had fled from Nepal into the Company's territories,
and a Gorkhali raiding party had to slip across the border to
kidnap him. He was then brought back to Nepal and summarily executed.'O It was a harsh end to a man who had never
been known for tenderness to his enemies, and it ended the
intrigue that Buddha Karna had been carrying on for many
years in the Bijayapur-Chaudandi areas. The inlportance of
this act cannot be stated too strongly. The rich and fertile
areas of the eastern Tarai were a prize such as the true hill raja
ambitioned always but rarely acquired. They offered increased
revenues to the state and extencive areas of jagir lands to pay
the increasing costs of government and establish Gorkha's
military machine on a firm economic footing. But before these
advantages could be enjoyed, order had to be established, and
Buddha Karna's long opposition and intrigue had rendered this
impossible.

Tlze Conquest of Chitawan

The actual territorial acquisitions of Pratap Singh Shah were
slight. He added to the kingdom of Gorkha the area of Chitawan. a doon valley in the central inner Tarai, which even today
is but little developed." Even this action he took only on the
persuasion of Bahadur Shah, who pointed out to his brother
that the time was most auspicious for the attack, since the East
India Company was distracted by troubles to the south and
conslrained by Warren Hastings' policy of restricting the Company's territorial acquisitions. There was . no real campaign
in\,olved, and the area was annexed after perfunctory battles.22
But Chitawan, as Bahadur Shah rightly saw. was an area of
some strategic value in that it would protect the flank of any
Gorkhali move into the Chaubisi, and well-developed defences
in the Mahabharat Lekh alons 11ie northern edge of the doon
would add one more obstacle to the British should they decide
I-etter
or Prithvinarayan Shall to Abhiman Sinph Basnyat et al, dated
Aswin. hadi 30, roj 4 . published with notes in Samsodhan Mandal, Upadcslr,
111, 1193-5,
2oChemjong, Kiraf Pcople. ii, 177: alsv Hamilton, Nepal, p. 141.
Thapa, Gco~raphy,p. 64.
2 U c h a r y a , Samkslripia Briffanr, p. 75.

"
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to open trade routes to Tibet through Nepal by force. This
latter possibility was remote, but nonetheless real, as later
events were to prove.

Prarap Siiigll Sllalt's Death
Among Pratap Singh's less successful efforts was his attempt
to bring back to Nepal one or two Capuchins. The Capuchins
had left the Valley in 1768 after the fall of Patan to seek refuge
in Chuhari. near Bettinh, from the uncertainties of war. Pratap
Singh wanted them back as doctors. It must be recalled that
he had been cured by the ministrations of one Father Michelangelo during the third phase of the attack on the Valley,23 and
the usefulness of men such as Father Michelangelo had been
well and truly brought home to him a t that time. Both Pratap
Singh's own correspondence and the Capuchin correspondence
testify to his concern.24 But, though Father Michelangelo
himself visited Pratap Singh and spent several days with him,25
the Capuchins simply had no man to send on a permanent basis.
This lack ofproper medical care may well have cost P r a t ~ p
Singh his life, for, though earlier accounts have ascribed his
death to smallpox,26recently published correspondence indicates
that the disease that eventually brought about his death was
Petech, Nuovlr Romsio, ii, parte 2, 235, letter C1 105.
lbid., i i . parte i, Ixix, says, 'Morto Prithvi Narayan ai aprimi del 1775,
gli successeil figlio Sinia Pratap Shah, il protettore della niissione da cuitanto
si attendevano i cappuccini del 1768. In fatti i l nuovo re invito subito i cappuccini a reintrare n Kathmandu, ma per mancanza di missionari i l nuovo
Prefettcl P. Giuseppe da Rovato (1769-86) non pote far nulla.' (After the
death of Prithvi Narayan at the beginning of 1775, his son Sima Pratap
Shah succeeded him, the protector of the mission. from whom the Capuchins had expected so much in 1768. In fact, the new king quicltly invited
the Capuchins to conie back to Kathmandu again, but because of a lack o f
missionaries, the new perfect Fr. Joseph da Rovato (1760-86) could d o
nothing.) Also, ibid., i i . parte I , 187, note 73, 'In tre lettere da Patna
darate rispettivamenta 29 Dicembre 1775, 30 Dicembre 1775. e 10 Dicembrc
1776. i l P. Giuseppe da Rovato continuava n repelere che i l nuovo re aveva
invitato a ritornare, ma che egli non aveva la possibilita di acconentarlo.'
(In tlires letters from Patna. dated respectively 29 December 1775, 30 r e ceniber 1775, and I0 December 1776, Fr. Ciiiivpye da Rovato continued
t o repeat that the new king had invited him to rclurn, but that he did not
have the means to accommodate him.)
5 Letter of Pratap Singh Shah to Bahadur Shah, dated 1834 B.S.,
Baishakh, badi 2, roj 5, Kantipur. published with notes in Dinesh Raj
Pant, 'Nayan Prakash Parne Kehi Patraharu', Purnima, No. 1'1, p. 36.
2 6 Acharya, Satnk.~hipro
Brittant, p. 76.
23

24
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one that should have responded to proper medical care.27
Pratap Singh Shah's untimely death brought a real crisis to
the kingdom of Nepal. Pratap Singh himself had been poorly
prepared to assume the burden of government when he came to
the throne, but he had at least been mature enough to cvaluate
the advice offered him by his ministers and, if necessary, countermand their orders. His death gave the throne to an infant who
the was not yet two and a half year of age.?$It also enhanced the
role of the ministers, making them decision-makers and formulators of policy rather thzn advisors and executors of policy.
Tn consequence. they assumed a very important position in
government until it could be clearly established that final authority in the kingdom re5ted either with Bahadur Shah, \vl?o was
still in exile, or Pratap Sinph Sha11's young \\lidonl, Rajendra
Laxmi. Obviously this had a serious effect on the unity of the
country. Equally serious were the schemes evolved by the
various nobles of the court to i n f uence either Bahadur Shah or
Rajendra Laxmi, and it was at this time that the seeds of
intrigue were deeply planted among the nobles of Nepal.
In this regard a most enlightening series of letters between
the court and Bahadur Shah has been published in recent
y e a r s . ' V h i s series of eleven letters, written over a two-week
period immediately after Pratap Singh's death, suggests the
nature of the struggle going on in the court of Nepal at this
time. All of the letters written fiom Kathmandu were written
in the name of the infant king, but, of course, they M,ere the
work of one or other of the ministers. They indicate that even
while the young widow was observing the rites required by the
death of her husband, the ministers of the court were
maneuvering for positions of power from which they could
control the destinies of the country.
As soon as Bahadur Shah was informed of the death of his
?'

Lelter or Rana Bahadlir Shah t o Dalmardan Shah et al, dated B S.

1834. Agalian. hndi 6 . roj 5. published with notes in Dinesh Raj Pant,
' N ~ y n nl'rnk,~sli P a r n e K e h i Patraharu', Pr~rninin.No. 17, a. 37.
2H Rana B;~Iiatll~r
S11nli was horn on 1832 D.S., Ashad badi 1 1 . Cf.
Chittal-anjnn Ncpuli, Ronn Rnhndr~r,p. 1 . Baburam Acharya. Snr~ikshiprn
Brillnrll, p. 7 2 . h ; ~ svcrified tllis for 25 ~ a 1775.
y
Pratnp Singh Shah died
on 17 Novcniher 1777.
'!' CT. Dinesh Raj Pant, 'Nayan Frakash Pnrne Kelli Patraharu', Plrr-ninrn,
N o . 17, pp. 37-43.
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brother, he set out for Kathmandu to perform the rites of
mourning and the shrad ceremony. When news of this move
reached the court, a letter was dispatched to him asking him
not to come until the official mourning period was over.J0
This same sentiment was conveyed to Bahadur Shah
again and again. As Rahadur Shah continued on his way,
the later letters assume an almost frantic tone. urging him
to remain in the Tarai, to wait until he was sent for, to await
a delegation that would come to bring him into Kathmandu,
etc. Though the letters all indicate that once the mourning period
was over Bahadur Shah would be brought to the Valley, there
is every reason to suspect their sincerity. This suspicion is
centred, not in the request for Bahadur Shah to remain in
the Tarai for a time, but in the opposition to his coming to
perform the normal rites of mourning which his relationship
with the departed king imposed on him. This duty could not
be lightly set aside, especially since he was so close to the
Valley, and his desire to fulfil i t should normally have been
respected.
As Bahadur Shah came to realize the true situation in
Kathmandu, he abruptly changed his plans. Even when he was
told he might proceed to Kathmandu, he refused to go on and
~ letters
expressed his intention of returning to B ~ t t i a h . ~The
themselves had roused his suspicions and, of course, he had
other sources of information about events i n the Valley in
addition to these letters. His change of plans, then, was not
a stubborn reaction to the court's original reluctance to have
him in Kathmandu, but a reaction to a new development in the
court that he saw as a threat to his own personal safety and
freedom of action. Bahadur Shah's plan to return to Bettiah
was changed, however, when he received the last letter of the
series, which indicated a far more Favourable attitude toward
him. In this letter Bahadur Shah was ordered to come to the
capital." The letter adds that Gajraj Misra, Daljit Shah, and
other important personages including all the nobles had written
the
to Rana Bahadur concerning Bahadur Shah, and that on
-30 lbid., p. 38.
.
-

31
33

Ibid., p. 43.

lbid., Letter of Rana Bahadur Shah to Bahadur Shah, dated 1834

B.S.,Agahan, sudi 3, roj 4 (22 Marg 1834 B.S.--1777).
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basis of this advice he was obliged to order Bahadur Shah to
come to the Valley for the welfare of the state.33 Apparently
the tide had turned in favour of Bahadur Shah, and his prestige
a t court finally forced his recall. Shortly after Bahadur Shah
returned to Kathmandu he wrote to Dal Mardan Shah and
Bal Bhadra in a manner that indicates that he had already taken
control of the affairs of state. H e also mentions that the
hostile clique in government who had long had the ear of
Pratap Singh and who had apparently tried to prevent his
return to the Valley had been removed from the scene.
Bajranath Pandit had been seized. branded, outcasted, and
exiled from the country. Parsuram Thapa had been imprisoned.
And Kazi Swarup Singh Karki had fled to Tndia to escape
p~nishrnent.~~

The Strwggle for Power
Bahadur Shah's return to the Valley, however, did not
ensure him absolute control of the government during the infant
king's minority. The young widow of the late king had a very
strong will of her own and was unwilling to relinquish the
advantages that her position as queen mother offered her.35
As a further complication in the contest between these two,
there were not a few nobles who were willing to assist one or
the other in exchange for the right to share the crumbs of
power that fell from the royal table.
The first real clash between Bahadur Shah and Rajendra
Laxmi developed over the question of further expansion of
Nepal's territories. Bahadur Shah was determined to recruit the
new companies that would be required for this, but he was
strongly opposed by the queen mother and her advisors, who
were content to rest and enjoy what had already been won.38
When neither side could prevail by reason, Rajendra Laxmi resorted to force. With the help of Sarvajit Rana she had Bahadur
Shah confined and thus settled the dispute for a time. Shortly
after this, however, Gajraj Misra once again intervened, and
Ibid.
Letter of Rana Bahadur Shah t o Dal Mardan Shah, undated, published in Tewari. Aitihosik P a ~ r aSangr.aha, i . 39.
35 Acharya, Samkshipta Brirrant, p. 78.
3R lbld.
33
34
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was able to obtain Bahadur Shah's release.37
After securing his freedom, Bahadur Shah set about establishing his authority in a way that would permit him to executc
his plan for the expansion of the kingdom. He overcame
Rajendra Laxmi's continued opposilion by the crude expedient
of having Sarvajit Rana killed and the queen mother confined
to the palace.38 It was, of course, an ~mpetuousand foolish
act, and one that he would regret, but Bahadur Shah felt that
the critical time for westward expansion had arrived and that
if he could turn Gorkha's attention to the Chaubisi and the
expansion to the west, this was a small price to pay.39
In pursuit of his plan Bahadur Shah first proposed to the
royal advisors an attack on Tanahun. Understandably this
met with a cool reception. Bahadur Shah was but twenty
years of age, and his treatment of the queen mother had caused
deep micgivings about his prudence and stability. The majority
at court opposed him and succeeded in blocking his plan for
four months. Bahadur Shah, however, woiild brook no such
delaying tactics, and when it became apparent that these nobles
were determined to prevent military action which he considered
urgent, he proceeded on his own authority to order Sardar Bali
Baniyan to attack T a n a h ~ n . ~ O
When the raja of Tanahun heard of the approach of the
Gorkhalis, he fled before the attack could take place. 'The
Gorkhalis thus occupied Sur, the capital of Tanahun, with pracless
tically no o p p o ~ i t i o n . ~ 'But the raja's flight-motivated
by fear than by a recognition of his own weakness-had been
only to a neighbouring kingdom to seek help in driving the Gorkhalis from his territories. When Palpa responded generously
to his request, he was able to begin massing troops at Balithum
in preparation for his counter-attack. The Gorkhali commander,
rather than allow the enemy to complete his preparations, took
the initiative and attacked first, but in the battle on 10 March
37 Kirkpatrizk, Accolrnt of Nepc~ul.p. 273.
38 Sarvajit Rana was killed on 1835

B.S., Bhadra, sudi 11, roj 4. CT.
Chittaranjan Nepali, Rana Baltadur, p. 108.
39 Acharya, Samkshipta Brittant, p. 78.
40 Bhasha Vamsavali, quoted in Dinesh Raj Pant, 'Aprakasi t 6 Wota
Aitihasik Patraharu', Purnima, No. 20, p. 318.
41 Ibid.
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1779 the Gorkhalis were defeated." Bali Baniyan himself and
sixty-five Gorkhali soldiers fell on the field of battle.43 Parbat
then joined the attack, and a combined Chaubisi army crossed
1he Narayani River to strike a t the Gorkhali troops a t Someshwar in Chitawan, where they again prevailed. With the
Chaubisi clearly on the offensive and gaining momentum, the
pressure on Bahadur Shah mounted, and the situation, once so
promising, began to deteriorate rapidly.
Bahadur Shah was caught on the horns of an impossible
dilemma. T o remain and protect his interest in Kathmandu
was to invite disaster in the military campaign he had launched
in the face of all opposition. On the other hand, to go to
Gorkha to bolster the Gorkhali resistance and save the campaign was to invite further interference in palace affairs by the
queen mother. Characteristically Bahadur Shah opted for
Gorkha and the campaign. His arrival there completely altered
the course of events. He was able to redirect troops to the
Someshwar front from Gorkha, Upardang Garhi, and Icabilaspur and retake S ~ m e s h w a r . ~ "
While Bahadur Shah was regaining control of the situation
in the west, 11;s fears for the situation in Kathmandu were
verified. The queen mother took advantage of his absence by
summoning Mahoddam Kirti Shah from Banaras-Mahoddam
Kirti, it will be remembered, was the younger brother of Prithvinarayan Shah. As Rajendra Laxmi had expected, no one a t
court dared to withstand Mahoddam Kirti, who soon had
her released. Once free, she took immediate steps to ensure
her position. She exiled Bahadur Shah once again and exiled
o r put to death his immediate followers.45 Quite unexpectedlv
several of the leading military conln~anders chose to join
Bahadur Shah in exile, since they apparently felt that without
his leadership there would be no significant military action in

" Acharya,
b i d . p. 318.
Snrltlislriptn Britfanf, p. 79.
43
4'

-.

----

-

lbid.
4Vbid. Kirkpatrick, Accor~rttnfNcpnril, p. 273, however, says, 'Neglecting. however, to conciliate the chief men of the state, wllo laid claim t o
greater rewards for past sel.vices than he was able or perhaps disposed t o
grant, he soon discovered that they began once Inore to lean towards his
antagonist, who at thc same time professing a resolrition to sul-mit eritirely
for the future to the will of her brother-in-law, the latt:r judged it on thc
whole most prudent to restore her liberty.'
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Nepal. Unperturbed by this, Rajendra Laxmi settled back t o
enjoy her position as queen mother and regent. She was free
at last o f her arch-rival and free also to savour leisurely the
fruits of her victory.

The Renewal of Military Activity
Had Rajendra Laxmi been more experienced in the world of
political and mililary affairs, she would have realized that in the
situation then prevailing in Greater Nepal the decision to rest
and enjoy the iiuits of victory could not be left to Gorkha's
choosing. There were strong enemies in'the west who would
take advantage of any lull in the fighting to improve their own
position. There were elements in the east who still retained
the ability to stir up trouble. Rajendra Laxmi was to be forced
by events to take action, despite her personal desires.
Eastern Nepal had been conquered, but the area was not
completely settled, and there still remained a few who openly
opposed Gorkhali rule. While he lived, Buddha Karna Rai
had been the centre of opposition, but after his death it was
the widow of Karna Sen who stirred up unrest in the area.4G
Besides trying to regain the support of the East India Company
in the struggle to regain her lost possessions, she wrote to
Mukunda Sen 11, of Palpa, a kinsman of her late husband, and
begged him to. send one of his sons to become the heir to Bijayapur and Chaudandi. ~ u k u n ' d aSen, of course, saw this as
an important opening for further action against Gorkha. It
would occupy Gorklla's attention in the east, and allow the
Lhaubisi an opportunity to prepare a concerted attack from
the west. He complied with her request and sent his son Dhoj
Bir Sen to her. The f~~gitive
from Kathmandu, Stvarup Singh
Karki, was sent as his protector."
. ' W a r n ~ l t o n ,~Vepu:,p. 142.
Karnilton, A'cpul, pp. 171-2,
1: Acharya, Si.~!irkslripfaBritfarri, p . 83.
says, however, 'After the death of P r i ~ h v Narayan,
~
his son Singh Pratay
showed so much favour to Swarup S~nglia.w h o m he had raised from a low
rank to the important ofice o r Karyi. that. on account of the envy which
was excited, the favourite was under the necessity o f E) ing to thc Company's
territory. There some European gentlemen took notice of him, and supported him with money. Having ~ntroduced himself t o the unfort~rnate
widow of Karna Sen, chief o f the eastern branch o f the family . . . .. .. . . S w a r l ~ p
ob.ained authority from this lady t o proceed to Palpa for assistance; and
(Continrrcd or1 page 157)
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These action of Karna Sen's widow and Mukunda Sen were
sufficient warning to the court of Kathmandu. When Karna
Sen's widow began to send letters to Sikkim and other states
asking them to join in attack on Nepal, Rajendra Laxmi was
forced to take some action.4s What she did was significant and
proved that though attracted by a life of leisure, she could,
when pressed, take strenuous action in defence of her country.49
Her first move was to increase the number of Magars in the
army, since their knowledge of the eastern Nepal regions made
them invaluabte for service there. She also had the foresight
(Conrinued from page 156)
having gone there, Makunda gave him his youngest son Dwaja Vir to b e
adopted by the old lady, and to assert the claims o f his family.' In short,
Hamilton gives to Swhrup Singh the credit for the initiative in approaching
Mukunda Sen.
Q Acharya, Samksllipta Brirtant, p . 84.
49 Though n o Nepali record exists for the ultimlte solution of the
eastern Tarai problem, Hamiicon, Nepal, p. 142, gives this account o f it:
"The unfortunate window, deprived of her only hope, seems to have harboured views of revenge. She sent t o Mukunda Sen, the Raja of Piilpa,
and, as I have said above, of the same family with her husband, in order
to request one of his sons, whom she might adopt, and to whom
she might transfer the right t o the middle a n d eastern d~visions o f the
principality. The Raja accordingly sent Dhwajavir, one of his younger
sons, who came to Puraniya in the year 1779. a n d sent letters t o the Deva
Dhsrma Raja, t o Sikim, t o the Chaubisiya Rajas, and to the Governor o f
Eeigsl, soliciting aid, but without the least probability of success. H e
had remained about three years at Puraniya, and had formed a friendship
with Mldrapatz Ojha, a Brahmsn, who managed the estate of Dhumgdr,
whithin nine coses of the frontier of Morang. H e liad also formed a
frlcndship w ~ t ha Ganes Bharpt i Mahanta, a pr~est. wlio lived between
Puraniya and Dhanigar. This man, i n the year 178?, promised, that, if
the youth came t o his house, lie would adopt him as his pupil (Chela!,
and lend him money of which the young man w l s in much need. On his
arrival at the residence of this priest, various delays and fr.ivolous excuses
wcre m:ide to avoid the performance of the promises: and 111 : youth \\as
tempted, by a n invitalion from his friend M a d ~ . n n a ~ et o. advance to
Dhulngar where he and his friends were entertnincd eight days, in the
otlice where t h rents of thc estate were collected. I n the night of tlie eighth
day tlie party were suddenly awakened by tlie approach of a bod!! ol' men;
and. on looking out, perceived that these were armed: and had surrounded
the house. Tlie party in thc o f i c e looked for tlleir arnis. but lliese liad
b ~ removed
n
in the night witliout tlicir knowledge. T h e y soon Ici~rned,
from tlis language of t h z peo;lle by whom tlic hq)~~s:,
wa-, surrounJed. that
they were Gorkhalcse s>liliers, who.ordcred thcm . ...t o come o ~ ~ tScvcral
.
~ 1 1 ,went
)
out were killed, hill 1 . 1 1 raja
~
rcmnining \vi:llin. ; ~ n dall his ~ ~ e o p l e
invoking the protection of tlic governor and o;'Co~iil~~~i!!,
the u s u ~ ~
inl
such cases, the soldiers entercd. and saic!, tlicrc is r:n go\,ei-rio~.
nor
Compnny can now give you any as5islunce. 7'hc ra,jC\ so011 received
a cut in his forehead, and then ack~iowledgcd hirnwlf, asking them,
whether they intcnded to carry him away or to niurdc;. Irim. Thcy replied,
that they came for his life; on \vliicli he began t o pray, and 1 1 ~ 1 ~ out
1 his
head, which was cut off with a sword.'
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t o make two Magars, Bandhu Rana and Deva Dutta Thapa,
kazis. Along with this she ordered that the military supplies
needed for war be build up.50
The stage was thus set for a renewed burst of Gorkhali activity in Greater Nepal. Since the Gorkhali military activity in
this phase of the unification of Nepal differed significantly from
that which led to the conquest of the Valley-it
was mountain
warfare pure and simple--a few words about the nature of
mountain warfare at this point may obviate some confusion in
the narration of attack and counter-attack that follows.
There were actually three basic principles that governed.
mountain warfare in the hills of Nepal a t that time. First, hill
armies aimed at control, not occupation of territory. The
validity of this principle was based on two facts: in the Pahar
area there were no large cities to occupy; and hill armies were
generally small. Since there were no large cities to occupy, the
primary target necessarily became the key fort in an area, the
control of which would ensure the control of the surrounding
territory. Also, since the armies were small, the hill rajas
could not plan a large-scale invasion, but had to rely on rapierlike thrusts into hostile territory. Few soldiers could be spared
for occupying even fairly important towns. Hence the principle:
control, not occupation, with control achieved by the control
of key forts,
The second principle followed was a defensive principle.
Any intrusion of a hostile force into a defending territory could
be countered by withdrawal tactics only so long as the invader
did not strike at a really strategic fort. The tactic of withdrawal, of course. combined three points: 1) drawing an
invading force ever deeper into the defending territory; 2)
forcing the invading force to expend troops in the occupation
of minor posts and forts; and 3) encouraging the invading force
to lengthen its supply and communication lines so that they
would become increasingly vulnerable. This tactic, however,
had to be abandoned if an important and strategically located
fort were lost, since such a fort exercised control over an area
and control over the revenues of the area. If such a fort was
actually lost, an immediate counter-attack became essential.
60 Acharya,

Sarnkshipra Britfant. p. 84.
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The sooner the fort could be regained, the less danger to the
state and the less disruption in the normal revenue arrangements in the territory.
The third principle was the principle of counter-attack.
Once an invading force was defeated and driven back from its
oh,jectives in the defending country, a counter-attack aiming at
some key point within the intruder's territories was in order.
This principle was based on the very practical observation that
an army in retreat was less likely to be able to face a sharp
counter-attack, and therefore the chances for the success of
such an attack were excellent. Tn tllis connection it must be
recalled that maintaining a large number o f troopc in one
place was a very profitabie proposition ill the hills, and so the
hill armies tended to be highly mobile, keeping a minimum
number of troops stationed at any one given point. As a result
of this, i t was often possible to catch the enemy at a time when
the troops in a particular fort were reduced in number. Surprise,
of course, was a factor in this, and this surprise is precisely
what was aiined at by executing an immediate counter-attack.
These three principler: I ) o c c ~ ~ p forts,
y
not territory, 2)
repain any strategic all^. placed fort lost as soon as possible, and
3) counter-attack as soon a$ the invader's attack had been
turned back, gave to the hill warfare of the late eighteenth
century an appearance of constant motion and counter-motion
leading almost to confusion. This confusion, however, is only
apparent. Once it is realized what the armies were striving to
achieve, the moves and counter-moves become as fascinating as
a chess game between masters.

I . Tlze Defeat of t l ~ eCllaubisi I~zvasion
Lamjung, as Gorkha's oldest enemy and nearest weslel'n
neighbour, could be expected to take the lead in any activity
against the new Nepal. Militarily Lamjung was strong, and,
with the added assistatlce of Parbat, on which Lamjung could
safely rely, she was very strong. Strategically, however, Lamjung was quite vulnerable. As Hamilton indicates, Lamjung
depended almost entirely on trade for its income.
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Lamjung ......was a cold country bordering on the snowy
peaks of Emodus [the Himalayas], and inhabited by
Bhotiyas, with some Brahmans and Khasiyas in the warmer
vallies. It contained no mine of any importance, nor any
town of note, except the capital; and the chief advantage ...
that the Raja enjoyed was the commerce with Bhotan or
Tibet, which was carried on through a passage in Emodus
called Siklik [Larke Pass], by way of Tarju, Tanahung, Dew
Ghat [Deo Ghat] and Bakra, into the low ~ o u n t r y . ~ '
As the accompanying sketch inap shows, this trade route
moved from the Tarai north past the outpost at Simjung, through
Lamjung, and on towards Tibet by way of Larke Pass. On the
way from Lamjung to Larke, i t passed within striking distance
of the Gorkhali fortress at Siran Chowk Garhi. The route
was especially vulnerable in two places: in the south at Simjung,
and in the north at Siran Chowk Garhi. Since she was already
in possession of Siran Chowk Garhi, Rajendra Laxlni was in
a position to choke off Lamjung's trade with the north. If
she could also take possession of Simjung, she would be able
to cut Lamjung off from the south, thus striking a telling blow
at Lamjung's economy and reducing Lamjung's potential for
interference in Gorkhali affairs.
In pursuance of this plan, one company of soldiers was sent
to set up thanas around Simjung and bring it under Gorkhali
control. Since Simjung did not lie far to the west of the
Gorkhal~fort at Upardang Garhi, once the Gorkhalis had
established themselves there, the combination of Simjung and
Upardang Garhi would give them a commanding influence on
all trade passing through Deo Ghat and enable them to strike
a crippling blow a t Lamjung. For some months, however, the
Chaubisi had been making extensive preparations for this war.
They were, in fact, already in possession of the high
ground at Simjung when the Gorkhali army detachment approached. The Chaubisi were thus able to drive the Gorkhali
off and set up their own thana there.52
After blunting the Gorkhali attack at Simjung, the Chaubisi
Hamilton, Nepal p. 243.
Acharya. Samkshipta Brlttant, p. 85. Of this the Bhasha Vamsavali
says that the Chaubisi took Simjung on 26 Paus 1703 Sake (1838 B.S.1782). Cf. Dinesh Raj Pant, 'Aprakasit 6 Wota Aitihasik Patraharu',
p. 321.
61
62
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commander, Garud Dhoj Panrh of Tanahun, launched an
immediate attack on the Gorkhali fort in the north, Siran
Chowk Garhi. He had a sizable army for this offensive,
including troops from Lamjung and Parbat, military units from
Palpa, Piuthan, and Kaski, plus some soldiers from the lesser
states of the Chaubisi. He used the soldiers of Palpa to garrison Simjung against a possible Gork hali counter-attack, while
the rest of the troops he took with hiin into 1.amjung for the
- Siran Chowk Gathi. In the
attack across the Chepe R i ~ e ion
van of the army he placed the troops of Kaski.
Icaski was a most unwilling participant in this venture.
Ear.lier,\vhen Lamjung and Parbat were engaged in a war
against Icaski, Pritkvinara\,an Shah had removed the pressure
~
this,
on that state by a timely attack on L a r n j ~ n g . ~Besides
though Kaski and Lamjung belonged to the Lamjung A l l i a n ~ e , ~ ~
Raja Siddhinarayan of Kaski had no great desire to see Lamjung establish herself as a stronser state than she already was. It
w3s quite obvious that any territory that could be taken from
Gorkha would be annexed to Lamjung. Wit11 a strong state like
Pzrbat on her west, Kaski was not eager to 11avc a greatly
stren_ctlienecl Lamjung on her eastern border. In fact, should
Lnmjung grow significantly stronger, and Icaski be thus sandwiched b:tween the two strong states of Parbat and Lamjung,
he could rear for the very future of Kaski. Despite these
misgivings, liowe\~er,Raja Siddhinarayan and his troops were
obliged by Lamjung a n d Pnrbat to join in the coalition against
Gorkha. With such a strong army to carry out this campaign,
Garud Dhoj's attack on Siran Chowk proved successful, and
the Chaubisi took up their positions inside Goakhali territory
at this important northern fort.
The Gorkhalis now found themselves in a very awkward
position. According to all the principles of mountain warfare,
i t was also an intolerable position. The Gorkhali nobles rose
to the occasion, and moved out in force from Kathmandu to
join in the efiort lo drive the Chaubisi out of their territory.
, Ajirgarh
Gorkhali detachments were posted in Sera, H a r n ~ iand
53 Cf,

above, p. 158.

64 Cf,

above p, 55.
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as part of thc counter-offensive.55 However, before the Gorkhali counter-attack began, Bal Bhadra Shah, the Gorhhali
commander, sent a l e ~ t e r to Raja Siddhinarayan of Kaski.
Though the contents of this letter are not known, the letter
itself had very dramatic effects. The raja promptly packed his
army off for ICaski and left his erstwhile allies to face the Gorkhalis alone.
While Garud Dhoj Panth was adjusting to this sudden and
undesired developn~ent,the Gorkhalis moved forward to the
attack. For the timf, the van of the Gorkhali army was held
in reserve, and Sardar Amar Singh Thapa, a native of Siran
Chowk, who knew every inch of the ground on which the battle
was to be fought, led four companies out of Ajirgarh to
Chisapani. Near Chisapani, at Chipleti. he encountered a
detachment of Chaubisi troops and roundly thrashed them.
Garud Dhoj Panth, oblivious of this encounter and of the
presence of the Gorkhali advance party in the area, then made
his signal mistake. He committed his whole army to throwing
up a new thana at Jhimryak in preparation for the con~illg
battle with the Gorkhalis. While his men were thus engaged,
Amar Singh Thapa, fresh from his victory at Chipleti, struck a t
the Chaubisi troops. A terrible battle ensued, with the Gorkhali surprise being balanced by the Chaubisi superiority in
numbers. The fighting stretched out through the morning and
into the afternnoon, giving Bal Bhadra time to wheel the van
of the Gorkhali army into the attack. The combined Gorkhali
forces then overwhelmed the Chaubisi troops and drove them
helter-skelter back across the Chepe into Lamjung territory,
causing them to desert in the process the Lamjung fort at Raginas Kot to the east of the C h e ~ e . ~ ~
Kirti Barn Malla, the raja of Parbat, was furious at this
defeat, which was as much the resrllt of Siddhinarayan's flight
as of Garud Dhoj Parith's miserable military tactics. To vent
his spleen on Garud Dhoj Panth \vould achieve nothing, except
perhaps to alienate sotne of the other Chaubisi military personnel. But Siddhinaravan was alto.get11er an acceptable target
-

I/arnsovuli. P~rrnirrrn.N O .20, p. 321.
Letter of Rana Dahadur Shah to Bahadur Shah. dated 1838 B.S..
Phalgun, badi 10, roj 5 (29 Magh 1838 B.S.-1781), published in Dinesh
Raj Pant, 'Aprakasit 6 Wota Patraharu', pp. 316-7.
""Rlioshn

"
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for his wrath. So Kirti Barn Malla gathered up the scattered
Chaubisi forces and led them towards Kaski. Siddhinarayan
fled to save himself, and quite naturally he went to Gorkha for
protection. When the Gorkhali nobles r e t ~ ~ r n etod ~ a t h m ' a n d u ,
Raja Siddhinarayan went along with them. There he was well
received, and after some months of discussions he entered into
a treaty of subsidiarity with the court of K a t h m a n d ~ . ~ '

2 . The Co~lqrrestof Lanljung
In signing a treaty of subsidiarity with Siddhinarayan, Rajendra Laxmi automatically pledged herself to restoring him t o
his throne. This could be done effectively only by both conquering Lamjung and driving Kirti Ram Malla out of Kaski,
an operation which would require a military commander of superior skill. Since she had no such commander in her service, Rajendra Laxmi accepted the advice of her ministers and recalled
Bamsha Raj Pande, who, i t will be remembered, had resighed
his post and gone to Bettiah to stay with Bahadur Shah when
Rajendra Laxmi seized control of the state. Bamsha Raj Pande
and his brother Damodar Pande were made kazis, and Bamsha
Raj set out at once for GorkhamS8
Bamsha Kaj's first step was to isolate L ~ m j u n g . His plan
to achieve this called for the neutralization of Tanahun and a'
sudden thrust up through Tanahun into western Lamjung and
Kaski, dri\:ins Lirti Bam Malla back towards Pal-bat and
cutting the communications between Parbat and Lamjung. The
first step in this programme was fairly easy. Overtures to the
Pnnths, the leading olEcials of Tanahun, fell on fertile soilperhaps GaruJ Dhoj Panth's recent humiliation and its afterm : ~ t lm?y
~ 11:1ve F,~cilitatzd this -and Tanah~ln stepped aside.
Bamsh:~ Raj the11 sent A~n;lrSin211 Thapn with a picked force
through Tancthun towards Icaski. Moving rapidly through the
hills by little-l<no\\f:i tr,~il:;, Amar Singh caught Kirti Barn
Mnlla's forces comgletely by surpise at Dahregaunda Deorali
in utstern Lamjun:. and Kirri Barn Malla hinlselr had to sneak
ac.ay from the scene of his army's defeat, bare-footed and clad
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only in a dhoti." Bamsha Raj was thus able to garrison Kaski,
wh'ich lay to the rear of Lamjung, and complete Lamjung's
isolation. He then spent the remaining weeks of the monsoon
in setting up thanas in the vicinity of Tarju, taking Chiti and
Larnjung's Chisapani practically without a fight. When these
preparations were complete, it was clear that nothing could
stop the inexorable Gorkhali advance, and the raja of Lamjung
fled, leaving Lamjung to the Gorkhalis.
3. Kaski's Betrayal
Palpa entered the contest in September of the following
year, 1783, when Mahadutta Sen urged Ram Krishna Kunwar,
the Gorkhali comma'nder at Upardang Garhi, to defect. Sensing a new Chaubisi offensive, Rajendra Laxmi recalled Swarup
Singh Karki from India and assigned him to lead the campaign
against P a l ~ a . ~ OThis campaign was later broadened in scope
to include Parbat and others of the Chaubisi as well. The
Gorkhali plan of attack called for a huge pincers movement into
the Chaubisi territory, the southern arm of the pincers to be
led by Abhiman Singh Basnyat, and the northern arm by Naru
Shah. Swarup Singh Karki remained in over-all command.
.Abhiman Singh Basnyat led five companies of Gorkhali
troops along the inner Tarai, crossing the Mahabhnrat Lekh to
the south-east of Palpa and overrunning the Palpali outposts that
he encountered. He won a n~inorvictory at Balhang, and finally
entered Tansen, the capital oT Palpa, on 4 Aprll 1784. His
position in tHis zone was strengthened by the decition of the
Palpali governor at Butn.nl to join forces \vitIi the Gorkl~alis."
The northern sweep of the army was also higllly successful.
This ~ving of the army defeated Aridaman Shah of Western
Nrl\\*akotat Kristi on 28 February 1784 and also C ) C C U P I C ~
Pa~yun.';~
When tl:e Gorkhr~liswere on the point of complete c~clor!'.
KaqLi.5 betrayal sna~clled ~t from their hands. For rcasons
"9

Ihld.. 1'. 87.

No. zo, pp. 324 5 .
TIlc s i x of the C;orklinli company varied, but it was usually about
I\\'() 11~1ndl.edmcn: licncc ;\b!iinian Sing\> had a h o u t one t l ~ o u s ~ nmdc ~ l
un~lerh i c c o n i m n n ~ . 111 ~ i e \ vo f this, his acliic\.enicnt is rem:lrkable.
R I f g i / ~ It ~
' ~ ~ I I . ~ ~ I ~P O~~ II I. ~ I J ~NO.
I ? J20.
~ , p. 324-5.
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never satisfactorily explained, Siddhinarayan of Kaski wrapped
in an old cloth the treaty that Rajendra Laxmi had given him
and threw it one night into the Gorkhali camp.
It was
found in the morning, and the subedar sent some nobles to
Kathmandu with it. Unexplained though his action was,
Siddhinarayan made it quite clear that he had deserted his
allies.G3 He then completed his betrayal by moving his troops
into a threatening position to the rear of the northern wing of
the Gorkhali army. When Kirti Bam Malla then sent a large
force from Parbat to confront these same Gorkhali troops, the
Gorkl~ali position in the north suddenly became precarious.
Remembering the disastrous defeat of the Gorkhalis at Satahun
in 1772, Rajendl-a Laxmi immediately called for the withdrawal
of all Gorkhali forces in the Chaubisi area. Naru Shah returned
to Lamjung on 3 June 1784, and Abhiman Singh Basnyat
returned to Lamjung five days later.64
4. Final Victory

The Gorkhalis had clearly shown their superiority in the
campaign, and only Kaski's betrayal had prevented their total
victory, but the Chaubisi were still far from being cowed. The
Chaubisi Rajas, and Kirti Bam Malla in particular, remained
determined to prevent Rajendra Laxmi from disengaging fromthe contest and enjoying the fruits of her expanded kipgdom.
Kirti Bam Malla felt that with Kaski's defect!on from the Gorkhalis the initiative lay with the Chaubisi and that this initiative
should be exploited. As an added irritant there remained the
Gorkhali presence in Lamjung. Parbat, it must be remembered,
had been separated from Gorkha only by the states of the Lamjung Alliance. Lamjung find Tanahun, two of the three states
of this alli;lnce, had already fallen to the Gorkhalis. The third,
Kaski, had provcd to be both weak and vacillating. Hence, the
6:' Ibrcl., p. 325. i\lthough one of the major reasons for Siddhinarayan's
unw~lllngncssto combine against the Ciorkhalis had been his gratitude for
Gorkha's p ? ~ tservices, this must not be presscd too far. Equally important
had been 111srelu~t:~nce
to sce 1-amjung become more powerful. With the
collapse of Lamjung, he was relieved of the pressure that Lamjung had
exerted on his eastern bordcrs. I f , by collaboration with Parbat, he could
help defeat Nepal, he would be in a position to enjoy his kingdom without
undue fear of intervention.

8 1 lbid., pp.

325-6.
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very presence of the Gorkhalis in the Lamjung-Tanaliun area
was a threat to Parbat, and the basic principles of mountain
warfare demanded that he make a n effort t o unseat the Gorkhalis
from their forward base in Lamjung.
In addition to the military preseme of the Gorkhalis in
Lamjung, there was also the Gorkhali diplomatic presence t o
be considered. During the lull in the battle occasioned by
angle time for Gorkhali agents to more among the Chaubisi t o
Gorkha's disengagement policy, there would bernwin over dissident elements to their side o r to convince the rajas individually
and to this Kaski was especially vulnerable-that
it was good
policy to cooperate with the Gorkhalis.
Acting o n this conviction, Kirti Barn Malla sent an army
into La~njungand occupied Mdkai D a n d a in the west o f Lnmjung on 22 June 1783. It was a clever move. By coiisolidating
this post lie would havc a convenient base for further operations
against the Gorkhalis in Lamjung and perhaps succeeded in
forcing a total Gorkhali ~ i t h d r a w a l . ~ "
Rnjendra Laxmi responded to this challenge by sending one.
colnpany of soldiers from Kathmandu to Lamjuny to reinfarce
Swarup Singh Icarki. The Gorkliali commander then at tnclted
Makai Danda, scattered the Parbat forces there, and captured
their commander. His victory, though hardly decisive. delivered
a severe blow to Kirri Ban1 Malla's plans for further action
d
against n'epal. A f ~ c rthis, content with his l i ~ ~ i i i e success,
Suarup S1ng11 Ical-ki returned to Kathmandu, while tlie two
Gorkhali kazis reiiinincd with their troops, quartering them for
the monsoon in two separate areas in T a n n h ~ n . ~ ~
After the monsoon of 1784 the Gorlihalis returned to. the
ofl'ensive in the west. U p to that tinie they had conquered only
Tanahun and Lamjung among the Chaubisi Rajas. These were,
however, the two strongest kingdoms east of the Kali River.
During the winter of 1 7 8 4 - Rajendra Laxmi planned to complete
the conquest o f this area and establish the Kali as a secure
boundary for Gorklla on tlic west. She sent Daljit Shah :~ndSwarup S ~ n g hKarki to occupy Kaski, and with this the Gorkhalis
controlled tlie whole territory of the Lamjung Alliance, w h ~ c h
---_R5

"
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Acharya. Sulnkrkipta Drirrant, p. 50
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had once been the strongest defensive alliance in the hills.67
I t was then a simple task to subdue the principalities lying to
the south of this alliance. A minor skirmish was fought at
Sarankot on 11 June 1785, after which Abhiman Singh Basnyat
conducted a sweep through the small kingdoms along the Andhi
Khola valley. Finally, to complete the occupation of the
Chaubisi territory to the east of the Kali River, the Gorkhalis
occupied Satahun on 17 June 1785, thus avenging the defeat
suffered there in 1772.
With this collquest Rajendra Laxmi's military achievements
ended. During the period of her regency she had prevented
the development of any real opposition to Gorkhali rule in
eastern Nepal. She had also succeeded in bringing under
Gorkhali sway the states of the Lamjung Alliance and the lesser
states of the Chaubisi Rajas lying east of the Kali. Though
the complete subjugation of this territory would have to remain
for Bahadur Shah's regency, she had achieved a great deal in
the eight years she controlled Nepal. From a military point
of view, then, Rajendra Laxmi's regency, despite a very shaky
beginning, had proved to be quite successful. Her action, of
course, had been but a response to the threat posed to Nepal
by the states to the west Kathmandu-time and circumstances
had proved that Bahadur Shah had been right when he urged
continued military action among the Chaubisi. In view of this,
one might think that Bahadur Shah might have been able to
lead tlie Gorkhalis to more positive action, had he been a little
less impetuous ill his treatment of the queen mother. This is
unlikely. It does not seem that any accommodation between
the two was possible. Rajendra Laxmi would never have
agreed to play a minor role, leaving the major decisions in the
hands of her brother-in-law, and without this power to make
and execute decisions Bahadur Shah would have been both
helpless and frustated.
It is this aspect of her regency, the clash between Rajendra
Laxmi and Bahadur Shah, that bore the most unfortunate
results. The unity of the Gorkhalis under Prithvinarayan shah
had been their great strength. Rajendra Laxmi's introduction
lbid.
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of a partisan spirit into the court inevitably weakened the state,
and while it is true that for a time Bahadur Shah's military
success during the period of his own regency would be able t o
distract the various contenders for royal favour and prestige,
after his death this evil came back to plague the court of Nepal
for many years lo come. Perhaps this was an inevitable development, especially in view of the succession of a minor and a
regencj period OF almost sixteen years. hTevertheless it was
unfortunate that the guiding genius of this partisan spirit held
a position as regent where she could so positively encourage it.
Rajendra Laxn~i'sDeath alld tllc Recell of Ballad~~r.
Shalz

In January 1785 Rana Bahadur Shah's Br-atabanda ceremony
was held at Garkha. Baburam Acharya suggests that Bahadur
Shah was invited for this and that he accepted the invitation,
thus passing once more into the danger zone where the queen
mother's will was law. After the ceremony, according to this
opinion, he retured cvith the royal party to Kathmandu, where
had
he remained for some months. The queen mother,
come to know that she was dying of tuberculosis, established
her strongest partisans in positions of power to protect her son
and to control the destinies of Nepal afrer her deatlz
until Rana Bahadur came of age. As the end drew nearer,
her suspicions of Bahadur Shah again flared up, and in early
July she ordered him to be kept in close confinement at Pharphlng. on the southern edge of the Valley. Only after her death
was Bahadur Shah released from prison and recalled to serve
as regent.GY
Baburam Acharya does not, of course, insist on this opinion.
He offers it as an explanation of what probably happened. Certainly there is a logic to it, and also a sort of dramatic finality
to this account of the end of the struggle between Rajendra
Laxmi and Bahadur Shah. The theory is, however, no longer
tenable. Recently published materials indicate that the fil~al
chapter i11 their struggle was neither so dramatic nor so simply
explai~ied.~g
Acharya, Sar?rkslripta Brirtant, p. 91.
Raj Pant, 'Aprakasit 12 Wota
No. 21, pp. 49-70.
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Tn a letter dated 31 Ashad 1842 B.S. (mid-July 1785)
Bahadur Shah was told that, though he had delayed for one
reason or another in returning to the Valley, the moment he
received this official letter he was to return to the Valley
w ~ t h o u tdelay.70 Though the letter contains no indication of
the residence of Bahadur Shah, it is quite clear from the terms
of the letter that he was a free agent at the time the letter was
written and that he was by no means in prison-a fact of very
significance, since Rajendra Laxmi died just two days after this
letter was written.
This letter forms the last in a series of twelve letters written
over n two and one-half year period, from January 1783 to
July 1785. All were written in the name of Rana Bahadur
Shah to Bahadur Shah. Since Rana Bahadur was a boy of
between eight and ten years of age when the letters were
written, and since most of them deal with matters of state, it is
apparent that someone highly placed in government wrote them
in his name. Eight of the letters extend an invitation to
Bahadur Shah to return to Kathmandu. Three of them ask
him to send news regarding the British intentions in Nepal.
And one of the letters asks him to use his influence with the
officers of the Company's government to prevent the kingdoms
of Parbat aud Palpa from gaining either aid or rifles from the
Company's government. Who was the author of these letters
with their persistent invitation to return ? And why were they
written ?
Dinesh Raj Pant suggests that the appearance of the invitations to Bahadur Shah to return to Kathmandu is an indication
of the emergence of his partisans into positions of influence at
the court.71 More probably, however, these invitations originated with Rajendra Laxmi, and were extended because she
wantcd to have her powerful rival in a position where she could
watch him. If the invitations had originated from some of
Bahadur Shah's partisans who had managed to secure positions
of influence in the court, and if it had been safe and meaningful
for him to return, he would have known it and returned.
70 1 etter of Rana Bahadur Shah to Bahatlur Shah. dated 1842 B.S.,
Ashad. sudi 5, roj 2, Kantipur (31 Ashad 1842 B.S.-1785). Ibid., p. 69.
71 I b ~ d . p.
, 68.
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His very diffidence in the face of eight such invitations, pressed
re~eatedlythroughout a period of two years, indicates that he
was suspicious of the motives prompting them. The final
invitation, of course, must be taken as a genuine desire to have
him back at the centre of power, and it is certain that Bahadur
Shah answered it promptly, since he was a t the head of government within two weeks of Rajendra Laxmi's death. Of course,
Rajendra Laxmi's concern to have Bahadur Shah in a position
where she could watch him does indicate that he had sufficient
support at court to force her to take this action.
It was undoubtedly this faction at court that brought about
the final recall of Bahadur Shah. Before her death Rajendra
Laxmi had tried her best to ensure the continuance of her
followers in power until her son cam? of age. Her death did
not render these men powerless. The fact that their objections
were overcome and Bahadur Shah recalled indicates something
of the strength exertcd at court by Bahadur Shah's partisans:
military commanders and older nobles who had shared the
companionship of Bahadur Shah's father and who were dissatisfied with the progress of the country. While it was true
that during the years when Rajendra Laxmi had directed the
affairs of Nepal some very important military gains had been
made, there was not a man of those commanders and ~iobles
who was not fully aware that in each case the military action
she called for was a reaction to a challenge from outside. These
same men were all aware that the army had grown into a
strong weapon, forged in battle, and quite prepared to take
the initiative on n broad front throughout the western Cliaubisi
and beyond. T1:e times called for a man of decision. and a
man with a n eIu1z for leadership. Neither of these could be
supplied by the men to whom Rajendra Laxmi had entrusted
the state during the remaining years of the young king's minority. In the mind of these nobles the situation called for the
talents that they knew Baliadur Shah possessed. They knew
enough of about his character, of course. to realize that
his leturn to power would threaten the safety of thoso who
had so long enjoyed the patronage of Rajendra Laxmi, and
It can be assumed that in the councils of state during
which the decisio~l to recall Bahadur Shah to power was
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reached, those men in particular made a strong case for not
taking this step. But their arguments were more than countered by the conviction already reached by the majority that
Bahadur Shah was the man they required at the centre of
authority.
At the end of eleven days of mourning for Rajendra Laxmi,
Bahadur Shah was back in Kathmandu, and on the decision
of the court council he was named mukhtiyar, or chief minister.
One of his first acts as mukhtiyar was to put Swarup Singh
Karlti to death and to eliminate Bal Bhadra Shah from the
officers of the court.72 H e was then free to turn his attention
t o the conquest of the west.

---72

--

--

Acharya, Samkshipfa Britranr, p. 92.

CHAPTER SIX

THE CONQUESTS O F BAHADUR SHAH
Let us one and all, singly and jointly. exert
ourselves t o the uttermost; for the matter wherein
we are engaged concerns the common weal. Strain
every nerve. then, I beseech you.in this war.
-Herodotusl

Bahadur Shah, the mall who stepped into the centre of
power in Kathmandu in July 1785, was a man born to command. He inherited from his father qualities of leadership and
aggressiveness that had been honed to a fine edge by his early
years in and about the military camps of the armies of Gorkha.
During the ten years of his exile he had found abundant time
to reflect on military strategy, to interview fugitives from the
various central aud western Nepal states, and to consider the
basic problems presented by the Gorkhali thrust to the west.
When called by the court council of Kathmandu to the post of
mukhtiyar 1785 he was twenty-seven years of age, in the full
vigour of his manhood, tried by adversity, and thoroughly
prepared for the role he was then called on to play in the
development of his country.
In many ways the nine years of Bahadur Shah's mukhtiyari
formed the golden age of Nepal's unification. It was during
this time that Nepal passed definitely from the status of an
insignificant state to that of a power in the Indian subcontinent. Though later misfortunes severely limited this
p o w r , for a brief period it threatened to engulf the whole of
the hill region. A few comparisons help to clarify Bahadur
Shah's accomplishments. Pri thvinarayan Shah had laboured
twenty-five years in the conquest of the Valley. Rajeiidra Laxmi
had spent almost eight years in conquering the eastern Chaubisi. In the light of this it is difficult to believe that in nine
years Rahadur Shah was able to conquer the whole of western
Nepal and Kumaon as well. When we add to this the fact that
during this same period Bahadur Shah had to fight off a

' Herodotus, H ~ s r o rBk.
~ ~ ,vii, No. 53.
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determined invasion of Chinese troops, his achievements take on
an aura of the i~credible. True, he inherited a remarkably fine
army, but he supplied that army with the direction and inspiration necessary to success. He was, in short, very much a man of
Prithvinarayan's stamp.
As the above paragraphs have hinted, what distinguished
Bahadur Shah from Pratap Singh Shah and Rajendra Laxmi was
his aggressiveness and his planning. Pratap Singh took those
steps that the political situation of the time thrust on him and
extended the dominations of the House of Gorkha slightlyand only at the urging of Bahadur Shah. Kajendra Laxmi was
essentially a reactor, fitting her response to the time and the
nature of the challenges that were thrown in her path. But
Bahadur Shah had his eyes on the horizon as his father had
done. H e was no dreamer, but a man who knew what the
Gorkhali army could achieve and a man who had very definite
ideas about the ways and means of achieving it.
Bahadur Shah's approach to the question of Gorkhali expansion is best typified by his conquest of the Chaubisi Rajas
west of the Kali River. In this area there were the strong
states of Parbat, Palpa, Piuthan, and Isma. The battle fought
between their armies and the Gorkhalis under Rajendra Laxmi
filled the pages of the preceding chapter, and, when the final
summation was made, it was apparent that though they were
often defeated, they were never beaten in sprit. They were
still very much a force to contend with. Yet in the space of
six months Bahadur Shah subdued them all, with the exception
of Palpa, of whom he managed to make an ally.
There had been two things missing from the Gorkhali approach to these western campaigns during the rule of Rajendra
Laxmi. Stralegy was one of these. The other was the simple fact
that the army had grown stale. Successful officers were retained
in command whether their success was due to superior leadership or to the raw courage of the fighting men. Favourites
were posted to high command anci allowed to conduct the
campaign as it suited them, whether i t was in the best interests
of the army and the state or not. It took Bahadur Shah
slightly over a year to remedy both the deficiency in strategy
and to trim the army of unwanted elements.
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By way of strategy, he had correctly reasoned that if he
could separate Parbat and Palpa, he would cut the task of
conquering the western Chaubisi in half. If in addition he
could win Palpa to his side, the easier southern approaches into
this territory would lie open to his men. T o achieve both at one
stroke he settled on a marriage alliance with Palpa. Within a
few months of his assuming the burdens of the mukhtiyari he
married Bidya Laxmi, the daughter of the raja of Palpa."
Hamilton has lamented this marriage and the subsequent
alliance between Bahadur Shah and Mahadutta Sen as a
betrayal by Mahadutta Sen o f his kinsmen and his a l l i e ~ . This
~
may well be true, but the fact remains that it was a brilliant
move on the part of Baliadur Shah, since it neutralized a t one
stroke one of the most powerful o f the Chaubisi. In a! sessing the
importance of Bahadur Shah's alliance wit11 Palpa, it must ]lot
be forgotten that Palpa was practically invulnerable to any concerted Gorkhali attack. The raja of Palpa enjoyed an intimate
, ~ there was little
connection with the nawab vazir of O u d l ~ and
room for doubt that if Palpa were seriously threatened. the resources of the nawab would be brought into the fray. Thus BaJladur Shah's alliance neutralized a powerful enemy enjoying the
favour of a still more powerful neighbour. opened the way for
his soldiers to penetrate to the heart of Chaubisi territory, and
pained the cooperation of Palpa's army into the bargain. In a
land where marriage alliances had been contracted for generations with an eye to improvement of status and power, rarely
had one marriage achieved more than this one did.
After the marriage ceremonies were over, Bahadur Shah
retired to Gorkha, where he conducted the pajani of the army."
As a preliminary to this review of the merits and failures of
every member of the military forces all appointments were
suspended. The pajani began with the highest officers and was
carried down through the lowest soldier in the ranks. Military
records were examined, those no longer found fit for service
were turned out. and new appointments made. Where members
were turned out for lack of fitness, the army was relieved of a
"~orkltalilrnrl,ko Soirrik l~ilias,i i , part 3, 436.
Hamillon, Nepal, p. 173.
lbid.
"orkl~aliharltko Sainik Ililias, i i , part 3, 436.
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strong reactionary weight to further activity. But, in addition
to this, the very conduct of a pajani sharpened everyone's sense
of discipline and service. It brought a new tone to the military
command, and prepared it for the task that lay immediately
ahead. Such a review was long overdue. Under Rajendra
Laxmi, the pajani, which was supposed to be carried out each
year, had become a formality. It is clear, however, from the
chronicle that the first pajani conducted by Bahadur Shah was
no mere f ~ r r n a l i t y . ~It was a direct preparation for a short,
sharp, and final campaign against the Chaubisi Rajas.
The Gorkhali forces were marshalled at Karkikot on the
east bank of the Kali River during the last weeks of May 1786,
the month of Jyestha according to the Nepali calendar. They
crossed the Kali on Saturday 10 Jyestha and began their march
on the kingdom of Gulmi. Though it had been expected that
this would be a difficult battle, the raja fled, and the Gokhalis
occupied Gulmi on the following day. Since the monsoon was
already setting in, the Gorkhali army settled down a t Gulrni
for three months to consolidate its position and to wait for the
weather to i m p r ~ v e . ~
The undertaking of the campaign at the beginning of the
monsoon must have shocked the raja of Gulmi. It was not
the fighting season.VThe very presence in the field of a large
body of fighting men at this time indicated both the seriousness
of their plans and the strength of a state that could afford to
support a large army in the field for three months of essentially
inactive waiting. If such were in fact the thoughts that the raja
of G u l n ~ i entertained, he was not far from the truth of the
matter.
With the end of the monsoon at the end of Bhadra of the
Nepali calendar, or mid-September 1786, the Gorkhali army
began their attack. Sardar Ambar Sing11 Rana took two
companies to Chnndrakot to the north-east, and Subba Jognarayan Malla marched on Khanchi to the south-east with his
forces. Chandrakot was occupied with little resistance, and
the raja of Khanchi fled, leav~ng the town and fort to the
Ibid., ~ i part
,
3, 436-7.
Ibid; for the cl.itc. however, cf. Ramji Tiwari, 'B.S. 1843 Ma Bhaeka
Kehi Mukhya Ghatana', Purninia, N o . 2. p. 61.
8 Cf. above, pp. 9-10.
6

7
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Gorkhalis. Meanwhile Kazi Shiv Narayan Khatri led a third
division of the Gorkhali army against Argha to the west,
meeting with little opposition. All of these moves were
completed within three days, by 28 Bhadra 1843 B.S.9 It was
the very speed of the Gorkhali attack that prevented the
Chaubisi from combining forces against them, a fact that
emphasizes Bahadur Shah's wisdom in establishing his monsoon base in Gulmi.
Gulmi, Khanchi, Argha, and Chandrakot had fallcn easily
into Gorkhali hands, but this did not diminish their importance
to the success of the campaign. With their southern base
secure, the Gorkhalis could move to the north without concern for the safety of their rear of flanks. This gave them the
freedom of movement necessary for a rapid advance into the
north. Previous campaigns against the Chaubisi had failed
largely because they were carried on in a desultory manner that
allowed the Chaubisi to work out alliances, shift troops, and
arrange their defence in time to meet the Gorkhalis. It was
Bahadur Shah who realized that it was no longer necessary to
move so slowly and with such caution. The Gorkhali army
was more than a match for the armies of various Chaubisi
Rajas, and the secret of conquering them lay in rapidly overcoming individual kingdoms before they could combine their
forces a t any particular line of defence.
With their base thus secure, Gorkhalis began their march
to the north. They took Dhurkot four days after the conquest
of Khanchi, and then on 4 Aswin 1843 B.S. they fought at
Ismakot the first major battle of the campaign. This battle raged
for some hours before it was decided finally in favour of the
Gorkhalis. But it was a victory worth the effort, since it
subdued a very important kingdom in the area and opened the
way to the north. With the victory at Isma behind them, the
Gorkhalis continued to the north, meeting stronger resistance
from Kirti Barn Malla as they moved towards Parbat.
The Gorkhalis fought and won major victories at Durlung and
Baglung as they moved north,I0 and were thus on the threshold
of their first major encounter with Parbat on its own territory.
9 Ramji Tiwari, 'Mukhya Ghatana', p.
10 Gorkhalihnrrrko Sainik Itihas, ii, part

61.

3, 436.

Parbat, or Malebum, was a wealthy country, as far as this
could be said of any of the hill states. I t had, according to
Hamilton,ll no fewer than twenty-five copper mines, small, but
producing a considerable wealth for the raja. Since it lay on the
main trade route from the plains, through Butwal and north
through Thak and Mustang to Tibet, it also controlled the
Tibet trade through the Kali Gandaki gorge. In the area
controlled by Parbat there were perhaps as many as 100,000
a strong
families, mostly of Gurung de~cent.~"ltogether
opponent. However, there were serious tensions within the
state. Raja Kirti Barn Malla had undermined his own position
with his nobles. The constant struggle with Gorkha had taken
its toll in terms of men and wealth, and still Kirti Bam Malla
had not been able to halt the growth of this upstart state of
Gorkha. The nobles were dissatisfied with him and anxious to
see his son Nar Singh Malla rule in his stead.13 This, of course,
greatly aided the Gorkhalis, but, judging from Kirti Barn Malla's
conduct in previous encounters, it is doubtful if he could have
withstood the strength of this Gorkhali attack even in his prime.
As it was, Parbat fell to the Gorkhalis just ten days after the
conquest of Isma.14
With Parbat subjected to their rule, the Gorkhalis retraced
their steps through Dhurkot and on westward to Piuthan, which
they conquered a inonth later, on 19 Kartik 1813 B.S., or about
the end of October 1786. They then marched on Dang in
the inner Tarai, conquering this kingdom ten days later; swung
to the north, taking Rolpa on 2 Marg 1843 B.S. (November
1786), four days after the conquest of Dang; and by the 7 Marg
they had reached the Bheri River.15 In six months the; had
subdued the whole of the Chaubisi west of the Kali. Three of
these months had been spent in camp awaiting the end of the
monsoon. It was altogether a memorable achievement.
One of the great factors in Bahadur Shah's strategy was a
Hamilton, Ncpal, p. 272.
Ibid., p. 274. The chronicle attributes only 8,000 families t o Parbat.
Such a small number, however, is inconsistent with Parbat's role in the
fight against Gorkha and the enormous stretch o f territory Parbat controlled.
l 3 I bid.
''I Tiwari, 'Mukhya Ghatana', p. 61.
6' Ibid.
l1

l2
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lesson that he had learned from his father : 'Win over the
enemy or factions of the enemy. Be generous
to those who
cooperate with you; harsh with those who oppose you.' Using
the carrot as much as the stick, Bahadur Shah had consistently
granted appealing concessions to those who submitted to
Gorkhali rule without fighting. Recalling that of all the possessions available to a noble or a raja in the hills, land was the
most important, Bahadur Shah settled generous grants on
several kings, including the rajas of Bhirkot and Satahun even
before he began his campaign.16 Mustang was granted almost
total freedom of action, with only minor reservations.17 All of
these grants were known to the people of the hills and inevitably caused the nobles to give serious thought to the whole
question of opposing Bahadur Shah. War and battle had a
glamour of their own for the fighting castes, but basically the
one desire that every hill man had was for land. As for fighting, they could enjoy as much as they wished within the
khali army. I t was open to receive them, provided only they
were loyal to the crown and carried their share of the battle.
Where was the logic of fighting a determined Gorkha to the
bitter end in defence of land and honour, when they could have
all this and more by submitting? Some o f the greatest leaders
of the hills, including men like Bhakti Thapa, who would leave
his mark on the history of Nepal as few men have,18 realized
that it was a far wiser thing to join the Gorkhali juggernaut
than to throw away life and prosperity in opposing it. This
realization, perhaps more than anything else, accounted for the
finality of this campaign. The lesson was written large for all
to see. Gorkha, i.e. Nepal, was strong enough to conquer even
the strongest of these hill states, and it clearly intended to do so.
But for those who wished to join the Gorkhalis, there was not
only the prospect of easy terms, there was also the promise of
acceptance and preferment within the structure of the expanding
-

or-

Cf. an order o f Rana Bahadur Shah, dated B.S. 1843, Paus, badi 7,
roj 3 ( 1 Paus 1843 B.S.-1786:, detailing the accommodation made to
Bhirkot and Satahun, and the copper plate given to the Mustang raja.
dated 1847 B . S . , Jyestha, badi 5, roj 4 (9 Jyestha 1847 B,S.-17SO), both of
which have been published with notes in Dinesh Raj Pant, 'Asrit Rajya
Upar Bahadur Shah Le Lieko Niti', Purnima, N o . 6, pp. 51-5.
l7 Ibid., pp. 54-5.
l a Mahesh Raj Pant. 'Bir Bhakti Thapa', Purninia, N O . 10, pp. 37-8.
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Nepal.
With the Chaubisi campaign behind him, Bahadur Shah was
in a position to overrun the whole of the western hills. He had
a fighting machine such as the hills had never known. Continuing Gorkhali conquests had brought large areas of the Tarai
under Gorkhali control, valuable land that Bahadur Shah could
dispense as jagirs to the hill men who saw fit to join the Gorkhali fighting machine. This was a reward almost beyond the
dreams of the land-hungry hill man, and the promise of it
guaranteed the Gorkhali fighting machine a constant stream of
recruits. The fuel was there. The fighting machine was there.
The opposition confronting it was negligible. It was a combination practically guaranteeing success.
There was, however, one serious cause for caution. A fighting machine such as this could easily be drawn on to ever
greater conquests without leaving time for the consolidation of
the territories conquered. This would lead to inerely ephemeral
victories, with no real unification taking place. What this army
needed was the control of a strong man who could direct it as
he saw the need. Bahadur Shah was such a man, but should
his attention be taken from the important task of consolidating
the territories brought under Nepal's dominion, or should he be
removed from power, the very unity of the state would be
shaken, because the army would then be free to move on to
further conquests, without concern for the vital task of consolidation. From the vantage point of history the warning is
clearly discerned, but given the climate of victory prevailing in
Nepal and in the army, i t is sillall wonder that this warning
went totally unheeded.
For there was a climate of victory. The kingdom of Palpa,
for all its cooperation, was given a very meagre reward, the
control of Gulmi, Argha, and Khanchi, all former members of
the Palpa A l l i a n c e . l V ~ tto Mahadutta Sen personally was
given a handsome reward, as befitted the companion of a conqueror. If the accounts can be believed, he was given a golden
umbrella with matching golden symbols of royalty, jewelled
spears, pcarl ear-rings, a pearl necklace, one hundred and one
'"I-.

above, p. 5 5 .
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elephants, and one thousand and one horses.'O Granting the inevitable exaggeration in this account, the meaning is clear that he
was accorded the marks of esteem and prestige that must have
warmed his heart. Hostages were also taken from the states
that had accepted Gorkhali rule. These men were brought to
Kathmandu, where they were treated to the sight of this great
hill city, and treated in a style that suited their ranks." One
must, of course, take all of this with a sizable grain of salt.
Bahadur Shah was no ~pendthrift,~%ndthe hill man had no
talent or patience at that time for staging impressive displays.
The important point here is the enthu.siasln of the scribes. There
can be little doubt that the report of victory after victory kept
the capital alive with speculation and that among the fighting
castes and the court there was now a total confidence in he
army's ability to attain whatever objective the mukhtiyar chose
to set for them.

Westward to the Malzakali
Bahadur Shah had achieved a great deal in the first six
months of his campaign in the west. In the three years that
followed, from the last months of 1786 to early 1790, he was able
to extend the rule of Kathmandu over the whole territory that
is now known as Nepal, adding almost twenty thousand square
miles to the territories controlled by the House of Gorkha.
When this extensive territory is considered, and when the
mountainous nature of the terrain is recalled, it is clear that in
the short time of a little over three years the Gorkhali troops
could do little inore than unseat the ruling rajas and control
the strategic points in the area. It should also be said that the
Gorkhali conquest of these areas was due as much to the political instability of some of these kingdoms as to the strength of
Gorkhali arms. Some of this instability, of course, was induced
by Bahadur Shah's policy of treating generously those rajas, or
factions with a state, who chose to cooperate with the Gorkhali
armies. But it must also be realized that tnese were challging
Jayuratnakrrrnorak, pp. 142 and 234, quoted in Dinesh Haj Pant,
'Asrit Rajya Upar Bahadur Shah Le Lieka Niti', Purninta, NO. 6, p. 5 2 .
f l Kirkpatrick, Accorrnt of Nepali1 p. 274.
2 V b i d . . D. 212.. .....this court affects on no occasion either splendour
or munificence.'
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times. With the Gorkhali army moving rapidly towards the
west, the political situation in most of the kingdoms was thrown
into turmoil, and the resulting condition of uncertainty and
unease contributed very largely to the success of the Gorkhali
armies.
Jumla was the key to the west. Although it had long since
fallen from the status it once held as the greatest state in western
Nepal, it still held a commanding position in the hills, boasting
of a sizable population and considerable wealth.93 A glance at
the sketch map accompanying this chapter will indicate something of the strength of its position from a military point of
view.
The Gorkhalis chose to attack Jumla by the northern route,
passing from the lands of the Mustang raja along the mountain
tracks and into Jumla from the north-east. According to
Kirkpatrick, this northern route was a journey of about 500
miles.24 Hamilton a1,lowed four miles on the mountain trail
which would make the map-distance
to one mile of level
about 125 miles. This is surprisingly close to the distance
as measured on the quarter inch map of Nepal. The march
to Jumla must have taken the Gorkhalis the better part of one
month to complete.
Hamilton states that Jumla had collected an army of twentytwo thousand men to face the Gorkhalis, a force far superior
to anything the Gorkhalis could put in the field at this timeaZ6
In view of the narrow valleys and the very high mountains in
the Jumla area, it is not surprisin: that Jumla with such an
army was able to resist this northern Gorkhali army's advance
for more than two years. Eventually a second Gorkhali army
approached from the south, taking Dullu and Dailekh, and then
moving up the valleys to Jumla, which fell to the Gorkhalis in
mid-September 1789." Though the northern route chosen for
the first Gorkhali advance was the more difioult, it had not been

" Harn~lron,Ncpnl, p . 284.
Kirkpatrick.. Acco~oifoJ Nepaul, p. 291.
?"Hamilton, N(.pal, p. 286.
26 Ibid.. p. 287.
?' Dinesh Raj Pant. 'Sri Panch Rana Bahadur Shah Le Kumao~iMa
Rnliek;~Ncpali Rajdut Sripati Panth Lai Lekheko Patra Ra Tyasko Aitihasik Vyakhya'. P~rrnirna,N o . 4, p. 64, note.
21
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without its logic. Much of Jumla's prosperity depended on its
trade along the northern mountains and into Tibet. By cutting
offthe approaches to the valley where Chinasin, the capital, was
located. the Gorkhalis substantially shortened the war. This
northern blockade, of course, was not sufficient to end the war,
but it did serve its purpose. It was, however, the southern
army which caught the defences of Junila by surprise, when
many of the defenders had dispersed to bring in their harvests.
and succeeded in taking the capitaLZ3 Though the victory in
Jumla was far from a lightning victory, taking more than two
years, it must be reckoned a considerable achievement against
a determined opponent who enjoyed all the advantages of
terrain.
After the conquest of Jumla, the Gorkhalis moved farther
west to Achham, Bajhang, and Doti. Doti was a rather substantial kingdom in the far west of modern Nepal. I t had once
claimed most of Kali Kumaon as part of its territories, but
from the time of Bharati Chand of Kumaon (1437-50 A.D.), the
roles of the two states had been largely reversed, so that the
kings of Doti had been obliged to defend themselves against
the incursions by the Icumaoni rajas and to pay tribute to them.
Bajhang had been a dependent of Doti until it was taken from
Doti by Kumaon, but with the decline of Kumaon's power under
Debi Chand (1720-6) and Kalyan Chand (1730-47), Bajhang had
been able to act as an independent kingdom. Doti, of course,
wislled to regain its control over this state.2D Persuasion failing,
other lneans were tried. After a marriage alliance was contracted between the Dotyal raja's son and the daughter of the raja
'"amilton.
Nepal, p p . 287-8, says: 'For two ),ears tlie raja resisted the
troops of Gorkha. a n d liad collected a force of 22.000 men: but Rana
Bshadur, watching a favourable opportunity. when niost oi'1hese had retired
to their homes, co~npletelysurprised the corlntry and acted with such force
and cruelty. that n o force durst nftcrwards assemble.' This last is confirined
by n lctter of Rana R a l i a d ~ ~Shah
r
t o Phakti I-liapn. dated 1846 R.S.. Mngh,
sudi 3. mi 2 (8 blngh 1846 R.S.-1790). Kaniil~ur. and republished in
Mahesl! Rnj P a n t . 'Bir Bhakti Thal~n',I'r~r~rrirrinNo. 10 pp, 41-1, frcm Iiihas
Pralior.h, which s:~\..s'..... i f you ad\:ance without scc-~rringthe area thcre,
i t will be a great error. Tl~erefore.following thc advicc of tlie nobres there
first conquer thc sections that have not yct heen conclucl-ecl. Establish forts
in such places that will not inconvenience the people. Those who have fled
to the jungles t o cause trouble later, search out, attack, and cut down. Use
whatever supplies are necessary. Kill off those who are above twelve yeacs
Of ape .... ..'
28 Acllarya, Son~kshipfa
Brittanr, pp. 96-7.
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of Bajhang, the son was promised that he would be named the
successor to the throne of Doti, if he murdered his father-in-law,
the raja of Bajhang. This plot succeeded, but the sons of the
Bajhang raja managed to flee to Achham. While in Achham
they secretly contacted the Gorkhalis, accepting their suzerainty
and promising an annual payment of five hundred rupees, if
the Gorkhalis would take up their cause.30 The Gorkhalis
accepted the offer, and invited the raja of Achham to join in
this pact. When he refused, the Gorkhalis marched on Achham,
took it, and then moved on Doti. The raja of Doti fled before
their advance, and, although minor skirmishes were fought
at Durkot and Narikot, the victory over the kingdom of Doti
fell to the Gorkhalis largely by default.31
With this victory over Doti the Gorkhali armies had reached
the Mahakali River. It was time to call a moratorium on the
westward expansion. The Gorkhali armies had begun to
experience trouble in Sikkim. There was trouble brewing on
the northern border with Tibet. The Gorkl~ali forces had been
spread very thinly over the whole of western Nepal. And the
task of assimilating the vast territories that Bahadur Shah had
added to Kathmandu's dominions urgently demanded attention.
But the Gorkhali army had gathered such momentum that each
victory made the next campaign easier. To the west lay
Kumaon and Garhwal and the minor states beyond. It was
an invitation too tempting for the Gorkhalis to resist.

The Conquest of Kunlaon
The Gorkhalis were introduced into Kumaon by Harsha
Dev Joshi in 1789." Harsha Dev was a man of genius, a born
leader, and a real p?triot. It was unfortunate that his star
arose at a time when the destinies of Kumaon were clouded by
factional strife and the personal ambition of Mohan Singh. TO
recount Harsha Dev's biography would be practically equivalent to giving a detailed analysis of the political struggles that
engulfed Kumaon for over forty years. His father had been
Ibid., p. 97.
Ibid.
32 Atkinson, Himalyan Districts, i i , 609; also Hamilton, Nepal, p. 296.
30
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Sib Dev J ~ s h i ,the
~ ~ diwan of Kumaon, whose strength and
determination had bolstered the throne of the Chand family in
the period of their decline during the reigns of Debi Chand and
Kalyan Chand.34
For centuries the kingdom of Kumaon had been the scene
of a power struggle between two great factions, the Phartyals
and the M a r a ~ . Sib
~ ~ Dev Joshi had been supported by the
M a r a ~ and
, ~ ~his death as a result of a Phartyal intrigue h a d
left the throne of Kumaon without a champion.37 Into this
political vacuum Mohan Singh had stepped. H e succeeded in
out-maneuvering Sib Dev's sons, Jaikishan and Harsha Dev,
and establishing himself on the throne under the name of
Mohan Chand.38 Harsha Dev struggled for twenty-six years
against his usurper. He was severely handicapped in the
struggle, however, by the fact that to replaced Mohan Chand
he had to produce a candidate from the royal family for the
throne, and there was no one available with sufficient determination and political acumen to oppose Mohan Singh.
After Mohan Singh's death, his brother, La1 Singh, and his
son, Mahendra Singh, continued the struggle against Harsha
Dev, and eventually so discredited him in ICumaon that he was
forced to leave the field. Harsha Dev was unable to find
support from either Garhwal or the nawab of Oudh, who had
already pledged himself to protect Mahendra Singh. Determined
to remove hgahendra Singh from the throne, Harsha Dev
turned to the Gorkhalis, who by this time had reached the
far west of Nepal. His defection was welcomed by the Gorkhalis, because, as a member of Mara faction, he could command wide support i n K u m a ~ n . ~ ~
The Gorkhalis crossed the Mahakali and entered ICumaon
early in 1790. One division entered Sor to the north, while a
second crosqed into Kali Kumaon proper. La1 Singh opposed
thc Goskl~alifor ce in Kali Kumaon, while Mahendra Singh
3?.\t!-i~iso~i.Hi:rin1?11~nDisrricls, ii, 590.
Ibid , 1 1 . 584-93.
xi "bid., A l w . cT. above, p. 45.
"id., ii, 593.
I h i d . , i i . 5Q.I.
Ahicl.. ii 598,
3B l b ~ c l ,i,i , 600.
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chose to confront Amar Singh Thapa in the north. Mahendra
Singh succeeded in winning the first engagement with Amar
Singh a t Gangoli, and Amar Singh then decided to rejoin the
southern division of the Gorkhali army. La1 Singh, who was
opposing the southern army, suddenly found himself trapped
by the two divisions of the Gorkhali army. He abandoned the
field to the plains. When Mahendra Singh heard this news,
he also fled, being joined a t Rudrapur later by La1 Singh. The
Gorkhalis meanwhile continued their march on Almora, which
they reached in the spring of 1790 after overcoming some slight
resistance a t H a ~ a l b a g h . ~ ~
Harsha Dev joined the Gorkhalis in Almora, and for a year
he lived in amity with them. I t was a year spent in feverish
activity in preparation for the invasion of Garhwal. Preliminary probings o f the Garhwali defences had made little headway, and plans were made for a formal attack on the hill
fortifications of that state when news reached the Gorkhalis of
the Chinese invasion of Nepal.41 Since it would be necessary
to withdraw from Kumaon to meet the Chinese threat, the
Gorkhalis had planned to install Harsha Dev as their agent in
Kumaon. But Pradyumoa Sah, the raja of Garhwal, agreed
to a treaty with Kathmandu that would establish formal relations between the two states and called for an annual tribute
to Kathmandu of nine thousand rupees.42 Since Garhwal and
Kathmandu were now nominally friends, it was no longer
feasible to entrust the government of Kumaon to Harsha Dev,
who was considered persona non grata to the Garhwali court.43
Harsha Dev reacted violently to this reversal, and though at
times after this he cooperated with the Gorkhalis when i t suited
his purpose, he was basically alienated from them and strove
against them with the same determination that he had shown in
the struggle against Mohan Singh and Mahendra Singh. It was
Ibid., i i , 610.
G.R.C. Williams, An Historical and Stn/isfical Memoir of Dclrra Dtrrl
(Roorkee, 1874), p. 1 14; also Hamilton, .Nepal, pp. 299-300; and Atkinson,
Himalayan Districts, ii ,609.
42 Mahesh Raj Pant, 'Bir Bhakti Thapa', Purnima, No. 13. p. 34; also
Captain F.V. Raper, "Narrative of a Survey for the Purpose of Discovering
the Sources of the Ganges', Asiatik Researches, xi, 500. Atkinson, Hin~nlayan Districts, i i , 610, note, describes the confusion over the sum to be paid
and opts for the figure Rs. 25,000, which is clearly in error.
43 Atkinson, Himalayan Districts, i i , 610-1 1 .
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a most unfortunate turn of events, and had the Gorkhalis been
able to foresee how this estrangement would affect their future,44
it is certain that Pradyumna Shah and his annual tribute would
have been given scant consideration. But by such chance
occurrences are the destinies of men and states determined.
The Nepal-China War

The westward progress of the Gorkhali armies was halted
by the Nepal-China war of 1792. The Chinese invasion of
Nepal in June of that year was the first major challenge to the
Gorkhali government in Kathmandu. It forms, then, an important aspect of the problem of the unification of Nepal. As such
it must be given careful consideration here.
This was the direct result of the deterioration in NepalTibet relations, and this deterioration was in turn closely linked
with the problem of Tibetan coinage. The fact that the Malla
kings of the Valley had long enjoyed a handsome profit by minting coins for use in Tibet has been discussed earlier.45 In their
efforts to derive the greatest possible profit from the coinage
transactions, the later Malla kings began to reduce the amount
of silver in the alloy of their coins. This reduction of the
amount of silver in the alloy and the consequent debasing of the
coins produced by the Mallas was the origin of the NepalTibet coinage problem which was inherited by the Shah
dynasty. Schyuler Camrnann, basing his opinion on Kirkpatrick and Markham, indicates how seriously debased these
Malla coins were:

"

Ibid., ii, 646, note 3, 'Harak Deb was introduced t o Mr. Fraser by
Captain Hearsey, who thus describes him in 1R14 :-"This man is a perfect
instrument whose name the Gorkhalis dread; his connections in Kumaon
amount t o above 6,000 men. and he is now near 68 years old, but is active
a n d vigorous a n d has all his faculties clear; his influence is great oil all the
hill Rajas even extending beyond the Satlaj." Mr. Fraser writes: "Although
exceedingly depressed by misfortune and penury, he still possesses on active,
energetic. and enterprising mind." Though fully inforn~edof llie intentions
of the British Government t o keep possession o r Kuninon, Jlarak Deb now
threw his whole influence in their favour, as his party alwals opposcd Lal
Singh, who was countenanced hy the Ciorkhalis. Onc of the first results o f
his communications to his iricnds was that a body of then1 . joined Captain
Hearsey's force with 100 matchlockmen.'
4 5 Cf. above, pp. 103-4. Also Kirkpatrick. Arc orin1 (?/ Ncparrl, p. 21 1,
who says, 'Formerly the profits on the silver coinage alone yielded a lack o f
rupees annually.'
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The last Newari rulers, especially Ranjit Malla, last Raja of
Bhatgaon, sent fo Bhutan and Tibet such base coins as to
cause a decrease of nearly one half of their value, thus
causing the Tibetans to lose faith in the. Nepalese [Malla]
currency. But they still continued to use it, as it was their
only form of coinage, other payments being made in purses
of gold dust or silver ingots, as Bogle and Turner
explained.46
Whether the situation was quite so alarming as this would
be difficult to determine. It is sufficient, however, to point out
that the Malla coinage was debased sufficiently to create a
problem of exchange when Prithvinarayan Shah came to power
in Kathmandu Valley and introduced his own coins into Tibet.
The basis for the problem is also partly to be found in
Prithvinarayan Shah's dedication to the idea of pure coinage.
In his DilTya Upadesh Prithvinarayan Shah laid it down as a cardinal principle of government that the ~ n i n t should be kept
pure." This policy was basically wise, but despite its wisdom,
it created a difficulty that even the shrewdest of economists
could not have foreseen. Though much debased, the Mahendramalli still performed the service for which it originally came
into demand, and it was everywhere accepted within Tibet. The
Tibetans saw no real need for the pure coifis of Prithvinarayan.
And, though Prithvinarayan's envoys ,tried to convince the
Tibetans of the importance and the utility of adopting the new
and purer coinage, they met a stubborn resistance. The Tibetans pleaded the difficulty of withdrawing all of the debased
coins from circulation, and asserted that it was impractical to
establish separate exchange rates between the Mahendramalli
and the pure coins, since the coins were roughly the same size
and weight. The Tibetans suggested that the new coins of
Prithvinarayan be circulated simultaneously with the old and a t
a value on a par with them.48 The fact that the Mahendramalli
were far less valuable than the coins of Pritl~vinarayan Shah
did not impress them as significant.
It has been suggested, and perhaps with a good deal of
'

Cammann, Trade thrc~rglrrlre Himalayas, p. 109.
Prithvinarayan Shah, Dibya Upadesh, p. 18.
4a Cf. 'Gorkha Memorial', Kirkpatrick, Account of Nepaul, pp. 339 ff.
46
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insight. that the counterproposals of the Tibetans were artfully
naive.4g In the sluggiqh, lamaistic society of Tibet, where the
status quo was accepted as the permanent condition of things,
change of any sort must necessarily have been viewed with
apprehension and distrust. Regardless of his overriding
motivation, Prithvinarayan Shah must have seemed to the Tibetans as a man of great violence, a man who disturbed the
comfort o f changelessness, and certainly, as a result of his
incursions into the districts of Kirat, as a man of alarm.
Further, though the Mahendramalli had lost half of its face
value through the cheapening of the alloy, as a matter of fact
the combined scarcity of the coin and its usefulness had actually
increased its value in relation to the only other medium of
exchange available, silver ingots and purses of gold.50 Given
this psychology, it is inconceivable that the Tibetans would have
accepted Prithvinarayan's proposals and his coinage no matter
how ingeniously urged. Nevertheless Prithvinarayan sent his
delegation to Tibet late in 1774 to attempt a negotiated settle~ n e n t . ~ He
l died in early January 1775, and this mission
returned to Kathmandu without success.
Prithvinarayan Shah was succeeded on the throne in 1775
by his eldest son Pratap Singh Shah, who also tried to solve
this nagging problem. What success should be attributed to
Pratap Singh's efforts cannot easily be determined,52 but it
can be said with confidence that, whatever efforts he made, he
Cammann, Trade rhror~ghthe Himalayas, pp. 109-10.
so I bid.. p. 110. basing his views on Markham, Narratives, p. 129.
51 Markham. ~Varrativr.\.,
p. 158.
R e g ~ n and
i
Acharya r;pe;~kof a treaty between Nepal and Tibet which
was signed during the reipn of Yratap Singh Shah. Regrni (Dilli Roman)
gives a Newari version of (his treaty in an appendix to his Moderrz Nepal,
which he mentions as being talien fl-om a chronicle. He also supplies an
English summary of this trealy. intrinsically there is nothing to indicate
that this treaty is not a *.nlicl document. The difiiclllly arises in trying to
fit this !reaty into the acccwlnt given in the Gorkha Memorial, which Regmi
himself follows. The Gol-kh:i Memorial says that after Prithvirwlrayan
Shah's miscion to Lhasa nnihing happened on this matter of the coinage for
some nine o r ten years. St:, 11 3 treaty as Regmi indicates is cerfnin!y something of primary importa~itc,and i1' i t were signed cluring Pratap. Singh's
reign, it would be within a year o r two at most o f Prithvinarayan's Lhasa
mission. Tt is difficult l o reconcile th? treaty with the Memorial, but at the
same time the treaty itself cannot be ignored. At the present this difficulty
seems insoluble. Howcver, it is apparent that the treaty, i f it is accepted,
did not materially alter the circumstances that led to the war, and for the
purposes of this study it can be safely ignored.
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made no lasting impression on the Tibetan mind. The coinagq
problem remained as vexing and as illusive of solution after
Pratap Singh's reign as it had been before.
Bahadur Shah inherited this problem on his appointment as
mukhtiyar. Rajendra Laxmi had been content to allo\v the
matter to rest. But, with the army suddenly making new and
definite demands on the treasury of Nepal, it was natural that
Bahadur Shah should take up once again this problem of
Tibetan trade and coinage. However, Bahadur Shah's efforts
to negotiate a settlement with the Tibetans proved as fruitless as
had those of Prithvinarayan Shah and Pratap Singh Shah. His
proposal for a conference to settle the question met with a chilly
reception, and the Tibetans indicated that they were quite
prepared to resist any show of force that Bahadur Shah might
be inclined to rnakemS3
At this point something must be said of the Aight of Samarpa
Lama from Tashilunpo to Kathmandu, because it is at this
time that his presence in Kathmandu became meaningful in
terms of Nepal-Tibet relations. His flight, however, had actually occurred some years prior to this, being set in 1781 by the
account of the Chinese historian Wei Yuan.54 As Wei Yuan
put it :

In the 46th year of the Ch'ien-lung reign the Panch'en Lama
of ulterior Tibet came to the capital of China to congratulate the Emperor on the occasion of his 70th anniversary;
donations to the Pontiff came from "inside and outside,"
like "seas overflouling 2nd mountains heaping." When
the Panch'en Lama passed av7ayin the Capital, his remains
were escorted back to Tibet. As to his treasures, they all
became the property of liis brother Chung-pa Hutukhtu.
But the latter gave no donations either to tlic Monasteries
or to the Tangut Soldiery; besides, he declined the clailll of
his younger brother Samarpa to have his share in the division of the treasures, 011 tllc ground that hc (Samarpa) had

Memorial', Kirkpatrick,
of N~pal~l,
p. 340.
"" 'Gorkha
Percival Landon, Nepal (London, 1928), i i , 276, note 2.
Accoltnr
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embraced the "Red R e l i g i ~ n . " ~Angered
~
bv this refusal,
Samarpa brought his complaints to the Gorkhas, and used
the hoarded treasures of Ulterior Tibet and the Chung-pa's
arrogance as incitements to them to invade this c0untry.~6
Wei Yuan, then, would have us believe that the reason for
Samarpa's flight was disappointment a t not receiving a share
of his elder brother's inherited wealth. There is in some quarters, however, a rat?ler strong belief that the Panchen Lama had
been murdered during his stay in Peking, and that fear was also
an element in San~arpaLama's flight.5i I t is also quite possible
that there were other mo'ives for his fear and subsequent flight.
Being disappointed in his hopes for a share in his brother's
wealth, which by tradition should have been given to him, it is
highly probable that before fleeing from Tibet he took whatever
of value he could lay his hands on at the moment and safely
transport acrosq tlie mountains with him to Nepal. Since
Tashilunpo was the seat of the Panchen Lama, the spiritual
guide of the emperors of China, and the repository of whatever
" j01'
the d~flerencesbe~weenthe 'Red Hat' monks and the 'Yellow Hat'
monlcs in T ~ b e tduring his stay in Tibet from 1716 t o 1721, Desideri,
Travels, pp. 270-1, has this t o say : 61n T h ~ b e there
t
are two kinds of monks,
the first class whos3 supzrior 1s tlie Grand L3ma of Potala, wear a yellow
cap. The se:ond class wear a red cap and also acknowledge the said Grand
Lama a s supreme head of their sect and religion, but ~ e g a r dthe Lama who
lives: on th-. n l ~ u n l a i nin the province o f Thakpo as their ir~imedialesuperior. TI12 monks with the yellow caps are dedicated to Sciakkia Thubba,
whom 111ey revere as the foultder oftheir class; those with red caps, while
venerating Sciakkia Thubba a s a legislator, are more devoted t o urghien,
who they assert was the founder o f thei; class, and whom they worship with
a special ritual differing from that of other monks. Altllough there are
fewer of these monks they are held in higher esteem and honour in Tibet
than those o f the yellow caps, perhaps because they are more retiring or
because they appear to have a higher morality. The envy and intense
hatred with which they are regarded by the monks of the first class is not t o
be described; the persecution was so great as to cause the ruin and almost
the destruction o f the monks o f the second class. but also of tne unhappy
kingdom o r Tibet.'
Cf. Wei Yuan's account o f the expedition against the Gorkhalis,
ranslated by H. S. Brunnert and published in ilppendix XXI of Landon,
Ncpol. ii, 275-83, Cammann, Trade throlrg11 t h e H i m n l a ~ ~ a sp., 112. note 51,
says of this docurncnt, 'The first section devoted t o the Gorkha campaign
(5.34-39) has been translated. somewhat loosely, into French by Canlille
lmbault-Huart, 'Histoire de la Conquete d u Nepal par les Chinois,' Journal
A ~ i a r i q r i e ser
,
7. vol. xii (Paris, 1878), 348-77. Much later (in 1926), i t was
translated into English by H. S. Brunnert and printed i n Landon's Nepal,
ii, 275-82. As the latter has many of the same mistakes as the former,. we
may suspect that Brunnert was merely translating the French translation,
rather than the original Chinese as represented.'
57 CPC. X, 1792, letter No. 745.
-
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gifts the emperors had seen fit to give him over the centuries,
and since Tashilunpo had never been looted during all the
vicissitudes of Tibet, it is clear that Samarpa Laina would have
had an ample selection of valuables from which to choose.5s
Gold, because of its value in relation to size and weight, would
have been the obvious choice in view of the journey that had to
be made over the mountains to safety. If this conjecture is so,
and it is highly probable, Samarpa Lama had reason to flee the
country, and the only safe direction for his flight was south to
Nepal.
Samarpa Lama thus became an important factor in NepalTibet relations. Not only did he convey information of the
startling riches of Tashilunpo to the Gorkhalis as a n incitement
for them to intervene in Tibet, but also his very presence among
the Nepalis as an honoured guest was considered an affront to
Chung-pa Hutukhtu, the regent of Tashilunpo. While not a
cause of the Nepal-Tibet war of 1788, Samarpa Lama's presence in Kathmandu certainly aggravated the existing causes.
The most useful document for this phase of the development
of Nepal-Tibet relations is the memorial prepared by the court
of Nepal to explain the cause of the war.59 According to this
source, the Gorkhalis sent a memorial to the emperor of China
to explain the problem of coinage and to try to reach a final
settlement. The normal route for such a memorial to Peking
lay through the amba, the Chinese representative in Lhasa. The
amba, using his discretionary power, decided not to forward
the memorial,60 and the Nepali envoys had to return to Kathmandu with the certain knowledge that the authorities in Lhasa,
both Tibetan and Chinese, were determined to do nothing about

"" Wei
Yuan. London, Ncpul. ii, 276.
This document has been set aside hy Cammnnn, Trade rltrough the
Hinl~laj~ns,
p. 1 l I , as being no~oriously unreliable. One wonders where
the criterion for this has bzen set. However, Nepali hictory has sufferzd a
great deal of such abuse, and i t 113s done littlc niorc than to stir historians
to n ncw scnsc of urgency in inveslignting and writing their own history.
I t i s posqihlc that some of thc b l n n ~ c For this niisunderstanding of Nepali
history by foreigii scholars must bc laid on thc shoulders of Nepali historians thcniscl\~csFor railing to write in any in~ernntional 1angu:igc. For
taking thc initintivc in this. spccial credit i~duc to Dilli Ranian Repmi.
Plitlc of ~ ~ l n cliow~c\~cr,
c,
is tluc io Mallcsh Chantlr;~Regmi. who has consislcntly triccl to p ~ rcscarch
~ t
materials at thc disposal of foreign scholars, both
in thc orcinal and in translation.
Canin~ann,Trade /h~.orrgh/hc Hinrnlaj'as., p. 1 1 1 .
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this matter.
I n view of the intransigence of both the Tibetan and Chinese
authorities in Lhasa and their refusal even to discuss this problem, Bahadur Shah determined on a punitive expedition into
Tibet to encourage the Tibetans to see the reasonableness of
the Nepali request for negotiations and to achieve a settlement
of this long-standing problem. When the Gorkhali army entered Tibet in 1788, the Tibetan defences collapsed completely,
and even the Chinese officers sent to assist in driving the Gorkhalis back into Nepal found the Tibetan army so demoralized
that opposition to the Gorkhalis was futile. The Gorkhalis
penetrated into Tibet as far a; Shigatse, and, though Shigatse
did not fall to them, they swept all else b:fore them, and so
entrenched themselves around the fort at Shigatse that no effort
of the T~betanscould dislodge them.G1
At this point the Dalai Lama, Chung-pa Hutukhtu, and
others intervened and agreed to discuss terms. The reason for
this sudden intervention was as much involved in the politics
between Lhasa and P ~ k i n gas it was in the war with Nepal. A t
this timz Lhasa was nominally under the authority of China,
but it had been many years since this authority had been
effictively exercised. The Chinese were merely represented in
in Lhasa by two ambas who showed neither the energy nor the
desire to interfere in Tibetan a f f a ' r ~ . ~ :But 110th the regent of
Tashilunpo and the Dalai Lama realized that i f China had to
involve herself in this war, the results, regardless of the military
outconie of the war, would be unsatisfactory for the Tibetans
in terms of their relations with China. Chinese control of
Tibet would be tightened, and Lhasa would lose much of its
autonomy. It was, then, imperative that this dispute be settled
as quickly as possible to forestall Chinese inter~ention.'~
When negotiations began in earnest, the Nepalis put forward
incredibly difficult terms. They began by asking compensation
not only for their expenses in the war, but also for all that had
been lost to the Nepal treasury during the years when the
Nepal-Tibet trade had been hampered because of the coinage
Gorkha Memorial. Kirkparrick, Account o f h'epaul, p. 341.
H.E. Richardson, Tibct and Its History (London, 1962). p. 68.
6 3 Original Consultation
No. 27, 22 December 1788, India Office
Records.
13'
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problem. The Tibetans, however, suggested that if something
more reasonable would be asked, they would seriously consider
it. Before stating their second demand, the Nepali representatives put the matter entirely to the Lamas to determine
who was at fault in causing the war. Once the Lamas admitted
that the fault lay entirely with Tibet (and what else could they
say, if they wished to hasten negotiations and prevent the
Chinese from becoming involved), the Nepalis offered the
Tibelans a choice as their second proposal. The Tibetans could
either pay them a sum of fifty lakhs, or they could pay an
annual tribute of one lakh and allow Nepal to retain the areas
south of the Lungur Himal that had been captured. However,
even this price was far more than Lhasa was prepared to pay 64
At this stage Chanchoo, a military commander sent by the
emperor to drive out the Nepalis, intervened, sending two ranking officers and a military force to see that the matter was
settled. With the arrival of these men on the scene, negotiations were hastened along, and an agreement was reached.65
The terms of this treaty, as given in the Sandhi-Pawn Snngraha,
are freely translated here for the benefit of the reader. .Historians
are urged to see the Nepali text itself.
I . For the convenience of the people and merchants of
Tibet and Nepal, i t is agreed to exchange one of the
Gorkhali Raja's mol?ars for two of the mollars in circulation in Tibet.
2. Tibet agrees to retain the practice of having coins circulated from the Gorkhali Raja's mint and Gorkha will
mint these coins and send them to Tibet for circulation.
3. Even if the high authorities of Tibet wish to change this
agreement, it will not be changed. Whoever changes this
agreement will be considered an enemy by the Gorkhali
Raja. Whoever observes it will be considered a friend
by the Gorkhali Rajn. The following have affixed their
signatures :
The Potala Lama's representative : Duuar Sel H u n Thondup Phuncl~op;
The Di~rinKazi's representative ; Purdun;
_

-----

.-.

--

'Corkha Memorial'. Kirkpatrick, Account of Nepaul, pp. 342-3.
65 lbid , p. 343; also Wei Yuan, Landon, Nepal, i i , 276.
64
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The Great Lama's representative : Arjabegi Esethachan.
Witnesses :
The representative of Tashilunpo : Samarpa Lama;
The representative of the Sakya Lama : ~ e h b aLopsang
Thinden.
4. Within a month following Karkat Sankranti each year
the Lama of Lhasa will send Rs. 50,001 to the Maharaja
of Gorkha.
Witnesses
Bam Shah Dcv; Sri Harihar Upadhyaya, treasurer,
Shyamlal Pande, Sri Durin Kazi Tenzing Penjo Tsering,
treasurer ~ i b u k Samarpa
;
Lama, Badhun Ebun Pande
Tundup, Sakya Jhinpun, etc.
Dated : 1849 B.S., Baishakh, sudi 266
The terms of the treaty are simplicity itself. But there are
several points that are extremely interesting about it. The separation O F the fourth clause from the foregoing three is intriguing ; and, more important, there is no signature of either the
Dalai Lama o r his representative on the annual tribute clause,
clause number four. I t can safely be inferred from this that this
clause did not have the sanction of the Dalai L a h a . Also, no
comment or mention is made in this treaty of a mission taking
gifts to the emperor of China, yet it is known that such a
mission did go to Peking. These two discrepancies, the lack
of authorization for the tribute clause on the part of the
Dalai Lama and the failure to mention a tribute mission, which
nevertheless did go to Peking, can be explained only by examining the conduct of the Manchu offiicers sent on behalf of the
emperor of Peking to settle the disturbance.
The explanation for this conduct found in Wei Yuan's
account reads as follows :
In the 3rd month of the 55th year of t h e Ch'ien-lung reign,
There is
6 6 S.lndlri-Pntra Snl~y~.nlitr(Kathniandu. 2022 R.S. j , p. 20.
some confusion over the tributc t o be paid by the Tibctans to Nepal. The
Nepal treaty mentions Rs. 50,001, without specif!ling rhe specie: Cammann,
basing himself on the Chin::se TI~rrrig-l~~in-lr.rrc-l~~
(Records of China) says the
annual trihr~tewas 300 Tibetan ginots ol' silver, which was equivalent to
9600 Chinese ounces of that metal: Wei Yuan says the yearly subsidy was
15,000 in gold; Moulavee Abdul Kadir Khan spe:th-s in his report o f the
yearly tribute being three lakhs o f rupees. None oC thcse original sources
speaks of two treaties, which is the solution t o the difficulty arrived at by
several Nepali authors.
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the Gorkhas . . . sent troops and invaded the frontier area.
The Tangut soldiers were not able to make any resistance. As
for the officers whom the Government appointed, in order
Officer
to help in the extermination of the invaders-e.g.
of the Guards Pa-chung, Tartar Generals Ao-Hui, Ch'eng-te,
and others-they tried to settle the matter amicably and to
get peace through bribery. So they secretly advised to the
Tibetan Abbots and other ecclesiastics privately to pay the
Gorkhas a yearly subsidy of 15,000 in gold to stop the
. military operations.
At the time the Dalai Lama could not agree to the
suggestion. Nevertheless, Pa-chung ventured to deceive the
Emperor by presenting a memorial to the effect that the
rebels had surrendered. So far was this from being the case
that he actually persuaded Ihe Gorkha chieftain to bring
tribute, in order to be appointed Prince of the country
(Juo-wong). I n this "War" not a single soldier was lost,
but a million was spent on soldiers' ration^.^'
There is no intrinsic difficulty in accepting this statement
of events. The tribute mission agreed to by the Nepalis should
not cause any special wonder. It was a mere formality that
could be accepted easily. The expenses of the journey were
paid by the Chinese, and the gift-bearing party always brought
back from China richer gifts than they presented. Also, the
exact interpretation that would be put on this mission i n Peking
itself was not disclosed to the Nepalis. It was presented to
them as a formality. az a ~.esultof \vI~ichthe Gorkllali king would
be especially honoured by the emperor. Since the Chinese
officers were deceiving their own emperor there is every
reason to suppose that they also practised deception on the
Nepalis.
But, if the emperor was deceived by this, and apparently he
was, the Dalai Lama u.as not.68 The first year's tribute was
paid at the time the agreement was completed, but in the years
immediately following, he refused to pay. Since lie had not
recognized that clause of the treaty, he refused to consider him.
self bound by it.
.

---

" w e ~Yuan. Landon, iVc,pul. 11.276.
Iblcl.
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This refusal must have stunned the Ncpalis. The treaty had
given them all they had hoped for in their relations with Tibet,
and yet, hardly had they begun to enjoy its fruits, when the
whole thing was dashed from their hands. In fact, the tribute
mission had not even returned from Peking before the treaty
was repudiated, a t least as far as clause f~ur.~"amarpa Lama's
anxiety to persuade t h Nepalis
~
that Tashilunpo was a target
worthy of their mettle now came into its own, and he could
count on the full attention of the court in Kathmandu. Wright's
chronicle states that Bahadur Shah called him (Samarpa Lama)
~ so
and asked for full particulars about T a s h i l u n p ~ . ~For
astute a military commander as Bahadur Shah, full particulars
must certainly have included detailed descriptions of the defences
of the place, and not merely information about the wealth of
the monastery, which presumably he had already heard often
from Samarpa Lama.
Bahadur Shah now planned to take by force of arms what
had been solemnly promised by treaty and had then been flagrantly denied him. Perhaps he should have realized the
implications of such an attack and the strong possibility of
Chinese intervention. However, the Chinese officers he had
met up to this point had been of very mediocre talents. Quite
possibly Bahadur Shah felt that a raid could quickly be completed, before such mea as these could intervene, and once the
Gorkhalis were back inside Nepal, his mountain ramparts would
protect him.
When this second Nepali attack on Tibet began in 1791, it
was no half-hearted measure. Nor was it aimed only at punishing the Tibetans, as the first expedition had been. This time
the aim was the rich monastery of T a ~ l i i l i ~ n p oBy
. ~28
~ October
the Gorkhalis had takcn possession of Shigates and Tashilunpo

-__-"!' C f . Kirkpatrick's note at the end of the 'Gorkha Memorial', p. 343.
'This is not the place t o offer any comment on the prececding narrative. It
is sl~flicientto ohserve here, that the Bhootins soon discontinued to pay
the tribi~tesettled by treaty, never, indeed, discl~argingmore than one year's
amount. The consequence war a renewal o f hostilities, which terminated
in the invasion OF Nepaul by a Chinese force,' The tribute mission
returned after fourteen months.
i W ~ n i e Wright.
l
ed., History of Nepal, T,.nrt~laredfrom rhr Parhariya,
2nd edition (C~lcutta.1958), p. 159.
Carnmann, Trade through the Hirnalaya.s, p. 121, b a r d on the chinew
sources.
.__.
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and sacked the monastery of the Panchen Lama.
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And a

thorough job it was. Chapels, dwelling chambers, the jewelled
spires of stupas, and even the tombs of the deceased Panchen
Lamas were looted. Chung-pa Hutukhtu had fled with whatever
wealth he could carry, but there was more than enough remaining. Never before or again would any Gorkhali army find so
rich a prize.72
The sudden thrust of the Gorkhali attack had surprising
results in different quarters. Pa-chung. when he heard of it,
was enroute to Jehol with the emperor. His reaction was one
of despair, and he threw himself into the river and drowned
himself, since the deceit he had practised on the emperor must
In Tibet itself panic was the rule.
then come to
Government troops, both Chinese and Tibetan, ignored their
strategic advantage and withdrew into the interior rather than
face the Gorkhalis. As the Gorkhali army advanced and the
situation deteriorated. the governor sent a memorial to the
emperor asking permission to abandon Tibet to the invader^.'^
But to the emperor of China himself came disbelief and anger.
He could not believe a whole country should so quickly have
been thrown open to an enemy whom his own officers had so
recently defeated. His first reaction was to send Ao-hui and
Ch'eng-te back to Tibet to finish properly the task lle had
assigned them two years previously. More mature thought,
however, convinced him that these two would never succeed in
doing a second time what they had so miserably failed to do
the first time. So he sent FLI-k'ang-an to take charge of the
campaign and Hai-lan-ch'a to be his military a s ~ i s t a n t . ~ T T h e
emperor's decision was an unfortunate one for the Gorlilialis.
The other officers scnt had been incompetent, but Fu-k'aiig-an
was not. H e was a man of inte~li~ence'aiid
military skill, and
he set about his task with energy and determination.
While the van of tlic Gorkhali army returned to Nepal by
way of the torturous route of Syartano. about one thousand
Gorkhali troops were left to guard the fr~ntier.~"o-Hui
and

-- -

-- .

7L

;"ei
';4

Jbid.. D. 122.
~ i a n Landon,
,
Nepal, i i , 277.
Ibid.

Ibid.
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-Ch1eng-te had already arrived in Tibet with some four thousand
troops who remained on the border." Chinese sources say that
these two satisfied themselves by taking Nilam, near Kuti, which
was guarded by about one company of Gorkhali soldiers, and
then wrote to the emperor announcing that the Gorkhalis had
retreated. The same sources say that these two generals had
made no mention in their report to the emperor that sizable
numbers of Gorkhali troops were to be found in Kyrung and
a t a pass they call Y u n g - H ~ i a . ' ~
However, while these two generals were to let the matter
rest, Fu-k'ang-an continued his preparations. Two thousand
soldiers from the district of Solon, five thousand soldiers who
had been quartered in Szechwan, an6 three thousand government troops from Tibet itself were assembled.79 Provisions
sufficient to feed an army of fifteen thousand troops for a period
of one year were also gathered. With these preparations completed, and they required a full three months after the arrival
of Fu-k'ang-an and Hai-Ian-ch'a in Tibet, Fu-k'ang-an was
ready to begin his campaign against NepaL30
The attack on the Nepali territories began in mid-June
1792,81with the Chinese commander sending detachments to
cover the passes to the east and west of Kyrung to prevent an
encircling movement by the Gorkhali troops. The main attack
was centred on K y r ~ n g . The
~ ~ Gorkhali defences at Kukur
Ghat a t the head of the pass consisted of three posts in a spearshaped formation, with the point of the spear aimed a t the
north. In this way the two posts to the rear could support the
advance post. Two of these three posts were overrun immedilbid., ii, 278.
lbid.
7Vbid. Cammann, Trade through the Hinlalayas. p. 123, drawing on
his richer knowledge o f the country gives further de~ails: 'The army itself
containcd a number of different kinds of troops. illustrating the composition
o f the Manchu Empire a t the time. Fu-k'ang-an was a Court Machu, but
his second in command was Hai-Ian-ch'a, a Solon tribesman from northern
Manchuria, and the soldiers consisted of Daghor horsemen from the
Manchurian-Mongolian frontier, recently subjugated Chin-ch'uan mountaineers from western Szechuan, and cavalry from Rodonor, as well as
troops from the natives of eastern Tibet.'
so Wei Yuan, Landon, Nepal, ii, 278.
81 Ibid.
82 Ibid.
57
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at el^.^^

As soon as news of this attack and its results reached
Shatru Bhanjan Malla, the commander of the Gorkhali troops
at Kyrung, he set out with his troops to the relief of the
remaining post a t Kukur Ghat.
As the Gorkhalis hurried along the trail near Pangain ridge,
the Chinese army ambushed them, and sent the relief party reeling back to Kyrung, with one subedar and twenty to twenty-five
men killed.8Vhe Chinese lost some fifteen men, but they could
afford to suffer a few casualties a t this stage. The Gorkhalis
could not. The Chinese followed up their advantage and
pursued the retreating Gorkhalis to the gates of their forts at
Kyrung, and actually shot a second subedar at the gate of the
fort. Shatru Bhanjan Malla himself mas severely wounded.65
The attack on Kyrung was vicious. Here again the Gorkhalis had employed the triple-post defence, with one post in
advance of the other two. For three days the Gorkhali defences
held out against repeated attacks, but just before dawn on the
fourth day the Chinese stormed the fort, letting fly an astonishing volley of musket-shot, arrows, flaming torches, and even
bags of gunpowder. They overwhelmed the first post, and the
surviving defenders slipped out and retreated to the other posts,
to which the Chinese attack now shifted. By evening of that
same day these two posts were also breached, and the Gorkhalis
had to fall back quickly through the pass, taking up positions
a t Rasuwa early the next mo~ning.';~
In tliese early stages of the fighting the Chinese superiority
in numbers gave them a great advantage. They repeatedly
relied on flanking movements, using a sufficiently large force to
pin the Gorkhalis in their defensive positions, while another
detachment of Chinese soldiers made a wide encircling movement that brought them down on the Gorkhalis from the
flank or the rear. There was little the Gorkhalis could do to
defend themselves. They had called for reinforcements, but
0"
letter of Rana Rahadur to the arniy commanders in the west. giving
iull dctarls of the invasion. The letter is dated 1849 R.S., Kartik, badi 7,
roj 1 , and is contained in Sanrlhi-Pntra Sarrgraha (Kathmandu, 2022 B.S.),
pp. 17-20.
Ibid.
"id.
86 Ibid.

"
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travel in the hills takes time, and the Chinese exploited to the
full the advantage they had by attacking swiftly and in force.
With the fall of Rasuwa by just such a flanking maneuver,
~~
they were reinthe Gorkhalis fell back on S y a p r ~ k . There
forced by Subedar Bhaskar Jagbal and his company of Gorkhaiis,
and shortly thereafter they were joined by Prabal Rana, Bharat
Khabas, Ranakesar Pande and the Srinath company with some
umraons and their irregulars. Word was spreading rapidly
of the Chinese advance, and the defences were being organized,
but they were still pitifully weak. The Chinese attack was now
clearly committed. The only possible advance for them was
down the valley of the Trisuli Ganga, and now that they had
crossed to the left bank of the river, they were hemmed in
between the rives and the wall of the valley. Frequent left bank
tributaries offered the Nepalis natural lines of defence along the
length of the rives. But even these natural vantage points were
betrayed by their lack of numbers. For their fire to be effective
enough to prevent the Chinese from crossing the river, they
had to choose a spot on the spur of the mountain near the
river. This left a wide sweep of the spur behind them, rising to
the crest of the ridge. In this situation the Chinese could carry
out flanking movements with ease. Had the Gorkhalis possessed sufficient troops to mount an attack against the Chinesc
camp while the flankers were out and away from camp, they
could have blocked the Chinese advance with relative safety and
with assurance of success. But the Chinese superiority in
numbers prevented this.
At Syapruk, also, the flanking movement succeeded for the
C h i n e ~ e . ~ V T hflankers
e
moved upstream along a tributary of
the Trisuli, crossed the river to the east of the Gorkhali positions,
and came back towards the west, high on the ridge behind the
Gorkhalis. When they appeared, they held the high ground,
and it would have been suicide for the Gorkl~alis to maintain
their positions or to try to take the high ground from the
Chinese. The Gorkhalis moved quickly to the south, taking
up positions at Dhunche. At Dhunche Dan~odarPande joined
the defenders with the van of the Gorkhali army. Bhaskar
Ibid.
se lbid.
H7
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Jagbal and his men took up a position on a steep outcrop at
a t Deorali, so steep that they had to climb practically hand over
hand to reach the top. This position was well-located, and
provided the Gorkhalis with a salient which the Chinese had to
take before attempting to advance further. The battle for this
position was fierce. The Chinese mounted three attacks on the
position, being driven back mercilessly the first two times. In the
third, two Nepali subedars were killed along with some forty
to fifty men. The Chinese lost more than two hundred men.
But with each wave of the attack the Chinese had been able
to improve their position, and after the third attack the
Gorkhalis had to send for reinforcement^.^^ They were no
longer strong enough to withstand the pressure of the Chinese
onslaught. Damodar Pande moved his whole force into action
to try to drive the Chinese back, and here one of the first major
battles of the war took place. Some estimate the casualties on
both sides as high as two thousand, but this figure is completely
out of proportion to the size of the armies involved.g0 The
Gorkhalis recognized that to continue to fight on this ground
was to be forced to fight the Chinese type of war and not their
own. Since their numbers were more nearly equal to the
Chinese, there was less danger from the Chinese flanking movements. In these circumstances the classic Gorkhali withdrawal
tactic would be more to their advantage. The Gorkhali troops
withdrew from Dhunche to Icamaiya Garh, where another
severe battle took place. This time the Gorkhalis were able to
choose the site for the battle. Chinese casualties here numbered
between one hundred and fifty to two hundred and fifty men.
Terrain played a large part in the Gorkhali victory here. as
Damodar Pande had planned it should. After this battle the
Chinese settled down at Ramchaya. The Gorkhalis again
withdrew, this time as far as Dhaibung.
At this stage the Chinese had to make a serious evaluation
of their position. Their advance had been steady, but casualties were mounting. Further, as they penetrated deeper into
Nepal, their own supply lines were becoming dangerously long
--

Ibid.
90 Pudma Jung gives this figure, but it is likely that he is in error. Losses
o f this size would h a ~ severely
e
crippled either army.
89
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and vulnerable. They were committed to this line of advance,
but the Gorkhalis were free to choose their ground for defence.
Also, there was nothing to prevent the Gorkhalis from sending
a second army on a wide flanking movement through hill passes
known only to them to cut off the Chinese supply lines entirely.
The Chinese forces were clearly no longer in a position of
strength. In view of this, the Chinese now suggested that
discussions be held."
For these discussions the Gorkhalis
allowed the Chinese to move from Ramchaya south to Dhaibung, while the Gorkhalis themselves took up stronger positions
south of the Betravati River, near Nuwakot.
Had the Chinese been content to continue their parley a t
this point they would have gained the maximum concessions
from the Gorkhalis without the loss of men they eventually
suffered. It is clear that the Gorkhalis were anxious to settle
this war as quickly as possible. The war was absolutely
meaningless to them. They could never hope to challenge the
whole of China, and there was little to be gained in the way of
concessions from Tibet a t this stage. Meanwhile their real
opening to profitable expansion lay in the western hills and the
Tarai lands controlled by hill rajas. And a t this time the
whole of the Gorkhali position in the far west was endangered
because of the need to retrench their military commitment there
in view of the Chinese invasion.93
It is quite possible that the Chinese were actually as arrogant
91 Cf. Rana Bahadur's letter cited above. Wei Yuan mentions these
talks, but says they were initiated by the Gorkhalis, and that they were
sternly rejected. These two sources normally agree, and the point a t issue
here is quite minor, since the talks came t o nothing. However, if the
Nepali account is nor accepted, there is some difficulty explaining the
Chinese advance t o Dhaibung. I t should be pointed out here that
numerous traditional accounts of these engagements exist, and if one were
to try to reconcile all of them, the result would be bewildering. It seems best
to follow the two main sources. the Nepali letter o f Rana Bahadur referred
to in note 83 and the Chinese of Wci Yuan, making allowances for any
differences that may exist between the two. I t is likely that Rana Bahadur's
letter was actually prcpared by Bahadur Shah. since a t this time he was
s ~ i l lmukhtiyar and this letter is an official account sent t o the leading
Gorkhali military figures in the wcst. There is n o reason why he should
falsify the account to them, and every reason why he should give a truthful
picture of what happcned.

@2 Cf. Mahesh Raj Pant, 'Bir BI~akti Thapa', Purnirna, NO. 10, p. 45,
letter describing the conditions in the west a t this time.
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and confident as their letters a t this stage represent them to be.93
At any rate, their next demand was that talks with the king,
Rana Bahadur, and the mukhtiyar, Bahadur Shah, be held at
Nuwakot, and that the Chinese army be permitted to take up
positions there. In view of the strategic importance of Nuwakot, an order came from Kathmandu that the Chinese must not
be permitted to cross the Betravati River a t any cost.94 The
Chinese then announced that if they were not permitted to cross
the river and take up positions a t Nuwakot. they would achieve
this by force.95
In preparation against this attack the Gorkhali defenders
~ first and most
were divided into threc d e t a c h r n e n t ~ . ~The
important was located a t Dudhiya Thumka on the ridge
overlooking the river. A second lay across the river from the
Chinese camp. A third detachment was stationed just north
of present Trisuli Bazar, downstream from the BetravatiTrisuli confluence. The Chinese generals could not agree
on just how they would mount their attack, so Fu-k'angan himself determined the move. About a thousand Chinese
troops were sent across the bridge over the Betravati as an
advance guard, with the remainder waiting to take advantage
of any weakness that happened in the Gorkhali defences. Once
the Chinese troops had crossed the river, detachments were sent
to the east and to the south against the Gorkhalis stationed
a t Gerkhu and at Trisuli Bazar. Thc main body of Chinese
troops then began their attack on the Gorkhalis at Dudhiya
Th~mka.~'
The long patience of the Gorkhali soldiers was here rewarded. The Chinese committed the classic blunder of attacking
uphill against skilled mountain troops. Either the Chinese
were relying on their superior firepower, or their respect for the
Gorkhali soldier had declined in the aftermath of earlier battles.
But advance uphill they did, and in the rain as well, aperfect
target for soldiers whose daily bread u8as mountain warfare.
Rocks, boulders, log?, and missiles of all kinds were thrown down
-

These letters may be I ound In thk rlppend~xto D.R. K r g m ~ ,Modern
N~pal.
9%f. Rana Bahadur's letter.
lbid.
96 lbid., also U'ei Yuan, Landon, iVtlpol, i i . 279.
9:'
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the slope to tear great gaps in the advancing lines of Chinese."
This shower of deadly and unpredictable missiles threw the
Chinese ranks into complete confusion. Then the Gorkhali
troops from the east and south swung into the attack, shouting
their war cry: 'Gorkhali ayo!' and charging into the confused
and retreating Chinese mass. The Chinese returned to the
bridge and tried to race back across it to safety, but here the
w ~ ywas suddenly blocked.BB The Chinese generals, disgusted
at the sudden turn of events, refused to allow the fleeing soldiers
the safety of the bridge, and forced them back at the point of
the sword to return and fight. But there was no fight left in
these men. Some tried to swim the river. Others died on the
blade of the khukari. And there was no numbering those who
had been swept to their death by the thundering r n i ~ s i I e s . ~ ~ ~
The Betravati itself was swollen with monsoon rains, and few
of those who tried to test its current lived to tell of it. In the
account of Wei Yuan :
Our troops sometimes fought and sometimes retreated. The
number of dead and wounded was very great. Hai-lan-ch'a,
from across the river, came then to assistance, and O-le-tengpao, holding the bridge, fought stubbornly; and succeeded
to repel the enemy.lO'
Regardless of the reasons the Chinese had had for suggesting
talks earlier, they now found their position precarious. The
Gorkhali defences had stiffened considerably. The ranks of the
Chinese had been greatly thinned. And the incidence of malaria
among the Chinese troops was on the rise. In the face of such
a set-back as they had just suffered, peace was not to be spurned.
Talks began anew between the Chinese and the Gorkhalis, with
the Chinese no longer pressing their demand to be allowed to
come to Nuwakot for the discussions. This time rapid progress
was made. Tl,e Chinese set d o ~ nfour conditions of peace,
--

--

-

--

-

--

-

-

fv Rana Bahadur's letter.
89 Wei Yuan, Landon, Nt-pal, i i , 280.
9 W a n a Dahadur's letter; also Wei Yuan, Landon, Nepal, i i , 280.
Rana Bahadur's letter.
''el Yuan, Landon, Rrcpal, ii. 280.
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and, after discussion, all were accepted.lOVherewas to be a
tribute mission to Peking; the loot from Tashilunpo was to be
returned; the dhal-mapatra signed by Samarpa Lama was to be
turned over to the Chinese; and the goods, servants, and companions of the now dead Sarnarpa Lama were to be surrendered
to the Chinese, so that they might be returned to Tashilunpo.
The reason for the Chinese desire for peace was made clear
when the Nepali kazis joined the Chinese camp preparatory to
making the journey to Peking. They were astonished at the
suffering they saw there. Provisions had almost given out, and
there were sick and wounded everywhere in the camp. As
soon as the Gorkhali kazis arrived in the camp, the Chinese
advance party of wounded and baggage carriers began the long
trek back to Tibet and China.lo3 Some two weeks later the
commander, accompanied by the Gorkhali tribute mission,
left with the rest of the Chinese a r m y . l 0 V h e war on this front
was over. The Gorkhalis could once again concentrate on the
battles to the west.
Despite the commentaries of men like Hamilton,lo5the NepalChina war can best be described as a stalemate. There was no
real winner. And yet there are some persistent doubts that
continue to be urged about this. If it was a stalemate, it is asked, why did the Gorkhalis give Chinese everything they asked,
including the loot from Tashilunpo? And secondly, if it was a
stalemate why did the Gorkhalis agree to send a regular tribute
lo' Rana Bahadur's letter. Pudma Jung, Life of Maharaja Sir J~rng
Bahnclur of Nepal (Allahabad, 1909), p, 6, gives a summary of this treaty
in seven points. The Sandlii-Pnfra Sangrah gives a Nepali translation of an
English version of the treaty found in the Jaisi Kothi of the Nepal Foreign
Office. This is the same treaty as that reported by Pudma Jung. There is no
indication given that this is an official treaty. The terms in it d o not match
the events that led to the war as given in any of thc original sources, and
in fact, clause two can bc accepted only in the light of Pudnia Jung's
version of the causes of the causcs of the war. There is cvery reason to hold
this version of the treaty suspcct. However, this salne treaty was includcd as
the sixth enclosure in letter of Bijaya Shamshcr, then Director General,
Foreign AtT;~irs.Kathmandu, to the Chairman of the Committee on Aclmission of ncw members in the IJnited Nations Organisation, tlntetl 22 July
1949. as additional proor of Nepal's inclepc~identant1 sovereign status.
Rana Bahndur's letter.
101 Ibicl.
10; Hnniiltal, Ncpol, p. 248. Hamilton's view is ultimately basccl 011
report of Abdul Kadir Khan forwarded to the governor general from MI..
Duncan, the resident in Ranaras, and reaching C a l c u ~ t aon 15 Sepl.embcr
1792. I t is summarizecl in CPC, x (1792), No. 745.
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mission each five years to Peking ?
Before touching on the answers to these questions, it is
important to recall that for the Gorkhalis the war was something to be ended at all costs. It was a war that could never be
won, and even if the Gorkhalis succeeded in defending their
homeland successfully against invasions from the north, the
mere effort would prevent their expansion to the west and the
administrative reforms that were required throughout their
conquered territories. The war was expensive, it was distracting from more important work, and it was meaningless. Any
terms that did not deprive them of their sovere~gntyor demand
compensation would be acceptable to them.
In view of this, it is clear that the Gorkhalis did not give the
Chinese very much. As for the return of the booty from
Tashilunpo, since no one knew exactly what had been taken,
and since there is no inventory available of what was returned,
it can safely be questioned whether the Gorkhalis did, in fact,
return all the booty.
The question of the tribute mission is not a t all significant
as far as sovereignty is concerned. There is no indication of
such an implication being c o n t a i n ~ d in the five-yearly gift
embassies to Peking either among the Nepali writers or the
Chinese. The only ones who were ever confused by this clause
were the British, and this was all to the advantage of Nepal.
As for the Tibetan coinage and its profits, this was certainly
lost. But it had been lost long before this. as even Bahadur
Shah must have realized. It had from the first been a mistake
for thc Gorkhalis to think that because coins made in Nepal
provided the coinage of Tibet, Nepal could in any way dictate
the conditions for the use of that coinage.
The real losers in the war were the Tibetans, who found
themselves caught in the middle, and the British, whose efforts
at diplomacy fell so far short of the mark that they lost their
Tibetan markets and gained the undying suspicion of the
G ~ r k h a l i s . ~ oThe
~ cost in terms of men and wealth to both the
Chinese and Gorkhalis also indicates that there no real victors
'06 Cammann, Trade througlt rhe Himalayas, p. 139, who says, 'The
rulers of Bengal were of course totally discredited with the Gurkhas, the
Chinese, and the Tibetans.'
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in this war.

Bahadur Shah's Fall from Power
The Nepal-China war came to an end in the summer of
1792. In the aftermath of the war, Bahadur Shah had countless details to settle, not least of which was the handling of the
Kirkpatrick mission to Nepal. The full details of the Gorkhali
overtures to the East India Company for assistance In the war
and the British response have been deliberately set aside during
the narration of the causes of the war and the execution of it.
To state the case briefly, in a letter rece~ved by the governor
general of the Company on 5 September 1792, and dated 22
Srawan 1849 B,S. (31 July 1792), Bahadur Shah informed the
governor general of the Chinese attack on Nepal and reminded
him of two former letters in which he had requested aid in repulsing the Chinese. In this letter he went on to request that the
commanding general at Dinapore be directed to dispatch two
battalions of Europeans and two of sepoys with military stores
and a suitable number of guns, so that the ~ o r k h a l i smight
expel the Chinese from their territory.lo7 On 3 August 1792,
however, the governor general had received a letter from the
Dalai Lama, dated 1 March 1792, in which he was requested
not to send any aid to the Gorkhalis and to imprison any
Gorkhalis he should lay his hands on.lo8
The governor general temporized by offering to send one
of the Company's servants of 'high status and integrity' to
mediate the dispute between China and Nepal.log The gentleman in question was Colonel (then Captain) Kirkpatrick, who
did not even set out for Nepal until after the war had been
successfully terminated by the treaty mentioned above. The
governor general was accordingly requested in a letter from the
court of Kathmandu on 24 October 1792 not to send Kirkpatrick, since the war had beexi amicably concluded and
peaceful relations then subsisted between the Gorkhalis and

-

.-

~

-

CPC, x (1792), N o . 724, summarizes a letter of Rana Bahadur Shah
to the governor general, dated 13 July 1792, and received in Calcutta 15
September 1792.
108 Ibid., No. 625, summarizes a letter from the Potala Lama to the
governor general, dated 1 March 1792, and received in Calcutta 3 August
1792.
109 Ibid., No. 768.
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their northern neighbours.ll0 However, since the governor
general was keen on sending a man to Nepal, the court in
Kathmandu agreed to send two agents, Bam Shah and Dinanath
Upadhyaya, to meet Kirkpatrick at Azimabad.lll A letter from
Barn Shah and Dinanath Upadhyaya, received by the governor
general on 11 January 1793, was summarized as follows:
The Maharaja of Nepal had desired that Captain Kirkpatrick should not proceed further than Azimabad; instead he
had deputed them (the writers) to meet him there for exchange of views between the two governments. After their
arrival at Azimabad they had seen Captain Kirkgatrick
whom they found to be a very wise and good man ......The
Maharaja of Nepal has since changed his mind and now
desires Captain Kirkpatrick to proceed to Nepal.l12
Kirkpatrick arrived at Bara Garhi on 15 February 1793 in
response to orders received from Calcutta, and then proceeded
on to Nuwakot, where he arrived on 3 March.l13 The
Gorkhalis carried through the formalities of the visit. Kirkpatrick met Rana Bahadur Shah and Bahadur Shah for the first
time on 4 March, but it rapidly became evident to Kirkpatrick
that there was neither work for him to do in Kathmandu nor
was his presence really desired. He accordingly took leave of
the Valley on 14 March, arriving at Sagauli on 4 April 1793."4
The net effect of Kirkpatrick's visit to Nepal will be seen in
a later chapter. Here it is merely necessary to mention it to
illustrate the fact that after the Nepal-China war Bahadur Shah
was very much preoccupied. In addition to the Kirkpatrick
mission, he tried to reinvigorate the attack in the west, and was
able to initiate several Graids into arhwal,l15 though time did
not permit him to complete this conquest. It would be left for
l l v b i d . , N o . 849, dated 11 October 1792
111lbid,, N o . 1009, Dinanath Upadllyaya to Captain Kirkpatrick,
received 24 December 1792.
112 Ibid., No. 1091.
113 Kirkpatrick, Accorrnf of Neporrl, pp. 355-7.
Ibid., p. 369.
"Waper, 'Survey of the Sources of the Ganges', p. 500.
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Kazi Amar Singh Thapa to achieve the final victory over Garhwal and to continue the expansion of the kingdom to the west.

A few months after Kirkpatrick returned to India, Rana
Bahadur a t last came of age. For some time subsequent
to this he was content to allow Bahadur Shah to continue to
conduct the affairs of state, but within one year, in mid-April
1794, he took the powers of government into his own hands.''"
From that time it was evident that the young king would remove Bahadur Shah from the scene entirety, should the opportunity present itself. In his Durgarchanakalpataru, written in
1850 B.S. (1793-4), Laxmipati Pande omitted all mention of
Bahadur Shah, which indicates that in his eyes and in the eyes
of the court in Kathmandu, Bahadur Shah's star had already
fallen.'17 Letters from the Chinese ambas in Lhasa to Rana
Bahadur mention that Bahadur Shah had corresponded with
them about going to Peking,'18 apparently because he thought
such a trip would be both profitable and safer than remaining
in Kathmandu.
Bahadur Shah was arrested and confined to prison in a fort
near the modern Paropakar toward the end of February 1797."'
I n mid-April of that same year Rana Bahadur Shah sent a list
of instructior~s with Sarvajit Pande, who was on his way to
Lhasa, explaining his motives for taking action against Bahadur
Shah, so that Sarvajit could explain this action to the Chinese
ambas.120 Towards the end of June 1797 (14 Asar 1854 B.S.)
Bahadur Shah died in prison, apparently as the result of the
treatment he had received there.121
The passing of Bahadur Shah from the scene was in reality
the end of an era in the history of Nepal. It would take some
--

--.

--
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Nepali, Rana Balradur, p. 23.
Quoted in Dinesh Raj P ~ n t ,'Daivajyn Siromani Laxmipati Pande',
Purrzimcr, No. 9, p. 45.
Nepali, Rana Balraci~rr,pp. 109-1 1 , quotes this in full.
119 Acharya, Satnk.~hiptnBrittant, pp. 103-4.
' 2 0 Publ~shedin Nepali, Rana Bahadur, pp. I 1 1-5.
l L 1 Dinesh Raj Pant, 'Daivajya Siromani Laxmipati Pande', Purnirl~u,
N o . 10, p. 40.
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years before the full impact of this change would be felt in
Nepal, but it would bear very important consequences for the
country as a whole and its unification. There is no need to
praise Bahadur Shah or to recapitulate his achievements. The
whole of this chapter has tried to relate these in the general
context of the military unificatioil of the country. His record
is the clearest vindication of his position in the history of Nepal
and the strongest rebuttal of the various charges that have at
various times been levelled against him.

CHAPTER SEVEN

THE CONQUESTS O F
KAZI AMAR SINGH THAPA
Hope is man's curse; many a state hath it involved
in strife, by leading them into excessive rage. who
knoweth when to be quiet is a wise man. Yea and
this too is bravery, even forethought.

..

Though Bahadur Shah's death occurred at the end of June
1797 (14 Asar 1854 B.S.), his control over Nepal's policies and
his direction of government had effectively ended in April 1794.
During the interval between the end of Bahadur Shah's direction
of Nepali affairs in 1794 and the return of his nephew Raja
Rana Bahadur Shah from Banaras in 1804, there was no significant effort to continue Nepal's westward expansion into
Garhwal and the Cis-Sutlej states. This ten-year period of
military inactivity comes as an unexpected hiatus in the history
of the unification of Nepal. It indicates a period of considerable instability in the court of Kathmandu, with very serious
implications for the future of Nepal and the unification of the
country.
In a strictly chronological sequence, the political developments in Kathmandu between 1797 and 1804 should be discussed
at this time. For two important reasons, however, this discussion has been reserved for later chapters First, for the sake of
continuity it is important to present a complete over-view of the
full extent of the military conquests of the House of Gorkha.
And secondly, the political situation in the Valley that brought
about this hiatus in military affairs is of a piece with the changes
in the centre of power in Kathmandu that led to the AngloNepal war of 1814-6. These political changes, then, are seen
more suitably as a background for that war. Both of these
reasons not only support the decision to discuss the conquests
'Euripides, The Suppliants, 1 1 . 480 ff.
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of Amar Singh Thapa at this point, they actually dictate such
a decision.
The discussion of the conquests of Amar Singh Thapa is
rendered somewhat difficult by the fact that there were two wellknown military commanders by the same name.P One Amar
Singh Thapa was the father of Bhim Sen Thapa. The second
Amar Singh Thapa was the commander of whose exploits this
chapter will treat. Nepali documents rarely distinguish between
the two, and many of the English writers of that period seem to
have completely confused them. To add to the confusion, both
of these commanders were active in Kumaon at various times.
For the purpose of clarity, it will be enough here to state that
the Amar Singh Thapa mentioned in the documents concerning
Kumaon and the 1791-2 invasion of Garhwal was the father of
Bhim Sen Thapa.8 The Amar Singh Thapa mentioned in the
later accounts dealing with the military expansion in the west
from 1804 onwards was the general who opposed Ochterlony in
the Anglo-Nepal war.4 For clarity's sake, this latter Amar
Singh Thapa will always be referred to as Kazi Amar Singh
Thapa, regardless of the military title he may more properly
have had at any stage of the campaign. It is with Kazi Amar
Singh Thapa that this chapter will primarily be concerned.
Though there was no important military activity in the west
for a ten-year period, there were minor incidents of a military
nature that add considerably to our understanding of the state
of the House of Gorkha at this time. One such incident was the
attempt made by Amar Singh Thapa during 1795 to extend
Nepali rule to a section of the Kumaon Tarai.5 Jt will be
recalled that during the period of political instability in
Kumaon, when Mohan Chand was fighting his way to the
a For the existence of two military commanders named Amar Singh
Thapa, cf the letter of Bara Kazi Amar Singh Thapa to General Amar
Singh Thapa, published in Purnima, No. 9, pp. 48-53.
a Lal Mohar of Girbana Yuddha Bikram Shah appointing Amar
Singh Thapa Sardar, published in Nepali, Bhim Sen Thapa Ra Tattkalin
Nepal (Kathmandu, 2013 B.S.), pp. 253-4.
Mahesh Raj Pant, 'Nepal-Angrej Yuddha Suru Hunu Bhanda Ek
Barsha Agari Amar Singh Thapa Ka Chora Ra Aktarloni Ka Chora le
Miteri Laethe', Purnima, No. 9, p. 48, note 2.
8 Letter of Rana Bahadur Shah to Shri Bhakti Thapa et al, dated
1852 B.S., Paus, sudi 5, roj 3, published in Himavat San~kriti,No. 3, pp.
1-10.
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throne, the Kumaon Tarai had been given to one Nandaram in
payment for his cooperation. Nandaram, in turn, gave it to the
nawab of Oudh, from whom he received it back as a zamindari.'
Hence, Amar Singh Thapa's incursion into the Kumaon Tarai
.was an incursion into an area enjoying the protection of the
nawab of Oudh. Since the Gorkhalis had always carefully
avoided attacking any area that had the nawab's protection,
Amar Singh Thapa's move into the Tarai was not only an indirect attack on the nawab of Oudh, but was also directly
counter to the set policy of the court of Kathmandu.' As was to
be expected, both parties reacted immediately. The nawab began
military preparations against the intruders,8 and the court of
Kathmandu ordered Sardar Bhakti Thapa, the commander in
Kurnaon, to get Amar Singh Thapa and his troops out of the
area immediately.9 The court of Kathmandu reasoned that if
this offense were not prolonged, and if no further illcursion were
made, the nawab would not press his complaint by moving into
the hills against the Gorkhali armies. Events proved their
reasoning to be correct. At the same time, however, the court
took occasion to remind Bhakti Thapa that the forces available
for the garrisoning of Kumaon were few. He should, therefore
take immediate steps to strengthen whatever defences Kumaon
had, and in the future avoid any incident that might o c c a s i o ~a~
conflict with major powers in that area.1° From this it is quite
clear that at this time the court of Kathmandu entertained no
intention of a campaign of conquest in that quarter, either
because they lacked leadership or because the aftermath of the
Nepal-China war left them without the means for continuiiig
their expansion westwards.
There is an interesting foot-note to this incident of the incursion into the Kumaon Tarai. In February 1795 the court of
Garhwal had sent a certain Dharanidhar as an ambassador to
'Cf. above, p. 45.
'Letter o f Rana Bahadur Shah to Sardar Jasibant Bhar~dariet al,
published in Hirnavaf Sanskriti, N o . 3, pp. 12-4.
'Letter o f Rana Bahadur Shah to Sardar Bhakti Thapa et al, published in Himavat Sanskriti, No. 3, pp. 14-5.
'Letter o f Rana Bahadur Shah to Sardar Bhakti Thapa et al, dated
5 Magh 1852 B.S. (1796), published in Himavar Sanskriti, No. 3, pp.
9-10.
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Kathmandu to plead for some remission in the annual payments
t o Kathmandu. I t was difficult, he said, for the raja t o meet
the annual payment of nine thousand rupees. Kathmandu was
reluctant t o grant any remission, and Dharanidhar was kept
waiting in the capital for some time. At length, however, the
annual tribute was reduced from nine thousand to three
thousand rupees per year, because the nawab's reaction to
Amar Singh Thapa's foray into the Tarai had alerted the
court in Kathmandu to the possibility that a disaffected Garhwal
might decide to improve her lot by an alliance with the British
or the nawab. Such an alliance would provide the forces of the
plains with a n easy entry into the hills and become a very
serious threat to the Gorkhali possessions in Kumaon.ll The
court was also aware that men like La1 Singh, Mahendra Singh
and Harsha Dev Joshi, who had been driven from power in
Kumaon, were busy in the court of neighbouring kingdoms
in seatch of support for a return into the hills and t o power.le
Aside from this negligible foray into the plains, the Gorkhali
armies were more involved in maintaining peace among the
various petty states that had come under Gorkhali rule in the
west of Nepal than in any further expansion of the country.
Only after Rana Bahadur Shah returned to the capital in
1804 did this pattern of inactivity change-an
indication,
perhaps, that leadership had been lacking rather than any
shortage of the means to wage war.la Also indicative of this
is the fact that on his return Rana Bahadur released Kazi Amar
Singh Thapa from the confinement to which he had been
subjected by Damodar Pande's faction.14 Apparently Kazi Amar
Singh Thapa was expected to supply the necessary leadership
for the armies of Nepal, since he was immediately assigned the
command of the armies in the west and given a large degree of
autonomy in the conduct of the campaign in that quarter. His
llMahesh Raj Pant, 'Bir Bhakti Thapa', Purnima, No. 13, p. 33.
'=Letter of Rana Bahadur Shah to Sardar Bhakti Thapa et al, undated,
published in Himavat Sanskriti, N o . 3, pp. 12-4; and letter of Rana
Bahadur Shah to Sardar Bhakti Thapa et al, dated 1852 B.S., Srawan,
sudi 8, roj 6, Kantipur (1795), published in Himavat Sanskriti, N o . 3,
pp. 7-9.
18Harnilton, Nepal, p. 300 ; also Mahesh Raj Pant, 'Bir Bhakti Thapa',
Purnima. No. 14, p. 150.
"Hamilton, Nepal, p. 259.
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first objective was to be Garhwal itself.
To put the conquests of Kazi Amar Singh Thapa into
perspective, it will be necessary to reconsider certain aspects of
the 1791-2 war in Garhwal. During the period of internal
struggle in Kumaon, when Harsha Dev Joshi and Mohan
Chand had been struggling for control of Kumaon, relations
between Harsha Dev and the rajas of Garhwal had seriously
deteriorated. When Harsha Dev was finally ousted from
Kumaon, he found the doors of Garhwal shut tightly against
him. He finally approached the Gorkhalis, and, as was seen
in the previous chapter, offered his help in their conquest of
Kumaon. When he entered Almora in triumph with the
Gorkhalis, the treatment he had received from Garhwal still
rankled, and he urged the Gorkhalis to continue their campaign
westwards to the conquest of Garhwal.
The Gorkahlis spent one year in prepariug for the conquest
of Garhwal. When it was finally undertaken, the Gorkhali
advance was brought up short at Langur Garh.16 Langur Garh
was a strong fortress situated betweer! the Ganges and Koh
Rivers, very close to Srinagar, the capital of Garhwal.lB The
Gorkhalis tried to take Langur Garh for one year, and were still
involved in this effort when they received the announcement of
the Nepal-China war.17 The Gorkhalis agreed to interrupt their
campaign against Garhwal 'most reluctantly* and to conclude a
treaty of peace with Garhwal, as mentioned in Chapter Six.
This treaty of peace between Garhwal and Kathmandu
provided for the payment of nine thousand rupees a year to
Kathmandu by Pradyumna Sah of Garhwal and the maintenance at Srinagar of a Nepali resident. At first sight the
treaty seems like a simple agreement between two states. Yet
it cannot be doubted that the Gorkhalis considered it to be a
treaty of subsidiarity and that thay looked upon Garwhal as a
"Atkinson, Himalayan Districts, ii, 610.
"Williams, Memoir, p. 114.
"'When the Chinese troops reached Dhaibung, the morale of our
troops went down. We were faced with the problem of saving the
country and repulsing the enemy by maintaining troops on two fronts.
This was the reason why the paid soldiers, musketeers, and shield bearers
accompanying you had to be dismissed.' Letter of Rana Bahadur Shah to
the Oficials in Kumaon, translated from Sandhi-Patra Sangraha in Regmi
Research S~ries,ii (1 August 1970), No, 8, p. 177.
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part of their dominions. In support of this there are two
letters summarized in the Calendar of Persian Correspondence.
The first, from Rana Bahadur Shah to Bishan Nath Upadhyaya,
dated 10 October 1792, states simply, 'In the western districts
the writer fought the hill rajas and occupied Kumaon and
Garhwal.'la The second letter, also from Rana Bahadur Shah
is addressed to Gajraj Mista and is dated the following day,
11 October 1792. I n it Rana Bahadur says:
The contest in the west with the rajas of the hill tracts,
Garhwal, etc., has also ended in favour of the writer. The
territory of Nepal has now been extended to the eastern bank
of the Ganges river at Hardwar. Settlement has also been
made with the raja of Sirmur.10
Thus, though Garhwal was still being ruled by Pradyumna
Sah, it was considered to be subject to Kathmandu when the
war was broken off in 1792. However, though the court of
Nepal spoke of the area of Garhwal as being Gorkhali
territory, it is quite clear from later events that this was not
exactly true, and that Garhwal, though bound by the terms of
the treaty, still enjoyed considerable ii~dependence and autonomy.
As Rana Bahadur Shah's letter to Bishan Nath Upadhyaya
further indicates, a treaty was also concluded a t this time with
the princedom of Sirmoor. According to the terms of this treaty
the Gorkhalis were able to occupy a section of land in the
hills that formerly had been the property of the raja of Sirmoor.
Thc letter t o Bishan Nath Upadhyaya goes on to say:
On their arrival (Bam Shah, Kalu Pande, Amar Singh, and
others) the raja or Sirmoor sued for peace and ceded part of
his country up to the river Alakananda, which has been
occ~pied.~
This treaty with Sirrnoor would have important consequences
in the later expansion of Nepali rule to the west, and will be
referred to again during the discussion of those events.
In view of this treaty with Garhwal it might well be asked
why Kazi Amar Singh Thapa was to begin his campaign by
--

l@CPC,x (1792). No. 835.
l'lbid., No. 851.
"Ibid., No. 835.
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subduing Garhwal, when it is clear that the Gorkhalis
already exercised as much authority there as they did in many of
the states of the Baisi and Chaubisi Rajas in Nepal proper. The
conquest of Garhwal was actually dictated both by the
Gorkhalis' ultimate objective in this campaign and by the
insecurity of Gorkhali control in Garhwal. Of their objective,
Raper, writing in 1808, pointed out :
It had long been a plan in agitation, at the court of Nepal, to
invade the territories of the Raja of Srinagar, and to extend
their possessions to Ka~hrnir.~'
Though there is no documentary proof of Raper's statement,
it does have a logic of its owl-], and it is quite clear that at the
time there was very little to prevent the Gorkhalis from advancing as far west as Kashmir. Certainly Kashmir was a prize well
worth whatever sacrifice the conquest of Garhwal and the
western states might entail. But, if such an ambitious objective
were the goal of this campaign, Garhwal would have to be taken
first. Under the existing treaty Garhwal still enjoyed too much
autonomy and was too much involved in the intrigues of the west
to be trusted. If the Gorkhalis allowed such a state to remain
in their rear, it would seriously endanger any extended military
campaign to points farther west. The actual conquest of
Garhwal, even when a treaty of subsidiarity existed, was dictated
largely by military expediency.
Hamilton, of course, maintains that the Gorkhali attack on
Garhwal in 1804 was made without any pretext w h a t s ~ e v e r . ~ ~
This is patently not true. The fact is that Pradyumna Sah himself provided the pretext. During the troubled times of
1797-1804 in Kathmandu he had fallen into arrears in his
annual tribute payments to K a t h m a n d ~ In
. ~ itself
~
this failure to
Pay three thousand rupees a year was nothing very serious, but,
as will be explained at length in Chapter Eight, the Gorkhalis
insisted for administrative reasons on an exact fulfilment of the
terms of any treaty with a subsidiary raja. During the disturbed
Years nothing could be done about Pradyumna Sah's failure to
honour his tribute obligations. But when order was restored to
"Raper, 'Sources of the Ganges', p. 500.
"Hamilton, Nepal, p. 300.
I8
Rapor, 'Sources of the Ganged, p. 500,
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the politics of the Valley, it was determined to settle this problem
once and for all before moving father west. While Hamilton
may not have considered this a valid pretext, in the context of
the Gorkhali administrative system it was both valid and
necessary.
Accordingly, in October 1804, the Gorkhali army gathered in
impressive numbers in Kumaon. The Gorkhaliharuko Sainik
Itihas lists a total of forty-five companies gathered for the
~ a m p a i g n , ~ ~ l l o w about
i n g two hundred men to a company,
this would put an army of nine thousand men in the field at this
time in Kumaon. Raper sets the figure for the Gorkhali army
at eight to ten thousand men,26which is sufficiently close to confirm the report in the Sainik Itihas. Opposed to these Gorkhalis
were some fifteen to twenty thousand mercenaries serving the
Garhwali raja under the command of Sisaram and Dal Bir
Rana.2e Kazi Amar Singh Thapa was in over-all command of
the Gorkhali forces.27
The Gorkhalis crossed the Pindar River and came upon
the Garhwali camp near the banks of the Mandakini River.
which with the Pindar is a tributary of the better known
Alakananda River. The confrontation of these two armies
brought the professional army of Nepal into battle against
the large, but mercenary, army of Garhwal. In theory the
Garhwalis should have enjoyed the advantage of fighting in more
familiar terrain. Actually, however, the Gorkhalis had conducted frequent raids into the Garhwal territory despite the treaty
of 1792, and the knowledge of the country gained from these
raids, plus such information as the Nepali resident in the court of
Srinagar could gather for them, was sufficient to nullify any real
advantage the Garhwalis might have had.
In the first engagement of the campaign, Pradyurnna Sah's
troops, being mercenaries for the most part and anxious to avoid
a battle with the Gorkhalis if it were at all possible, put up very
little r e s i s t a n ~ e . ~
The
~ Garhwali lines broke, and the troops fled
~~Gorkhaliharuko
Sainik Itihas, ii, part 3, 446.
16Raper, 'Sources of the Ganges', p. 500.
rcBhasha Vamsavali, quoted in Mahesh Raj Pant, 'Bir Bhakti Thapa',
Purnima, No. 14, p. 150.
~~Gorkhaliharuko
Sainik Ititha, ii, part 3, 442.
rBRapcr, 'Sources of the Ganges', p. 500.
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with their commanders. Sisaram and some of the Garhwalis fled
toward Rawai in the south, while Dal Bir Rana and the
remainder of the Garhwali forces fled towards Srinagar, the
~ ~ Thapa with about one thousand
capital of G a r h ~ a l .Bhakti
Gorkhalis pursued Sisaram, forcing him to stand and fight at
Chillabheri Lekh.
Sisaram was killed along with some fifty to
sixty of his Garhwali mercenaries. The rest were scattered.
Bhakti Thapa and his men then retraced their steps towards the
north-west to rejoin the van of the army.30
Meanwhile Hastidal Shah and his men pursued Dal Bir Rana
towards Srinagar, where a second battle was fought in which one
hundred and fifty to two hundred Garhwalis fell. Pradyumna Sah
then retreated towards the plains with most of his nobles. A
part of the northern Gorkhali force occupied Srinagar: others
returned to the east across the Alakananda River to Chandrabodan; while a third group travelled to the south-west to the
doon, occupying Dehra in October 1804.31
Pradyumna Sahnext set up a camp at Kheda in the Siwaliks,
apparently with the intention of continuing the war. A Gorkhali
force attacked them there, but was defeated and forced to return
to Dehra.
When this news was reported to Kazi Amar Singh
Thapa, he led a second attack on Kheda himself, and this attack
carried. Casualties on both sides were relatively low, but
seGorkhaliharuko Sainik Itihas, ii, part 3, 443.
'OIbid.
OIMahesh Raj Pant, 'Bir Bhakti Thapa', Purnima, No, 14, p. 150.
Atkinson, Raper, and others of the English authors assign the Gorkha
occupation of Dehra Doon to October 1803. This, however, is clearly
in error, since the campaign to take Garhwal began only qfter Rana
Bahadur Shah's return from Banaras to Kathmandu, which was in 1804
Cf. Secret Consultation 26 April 1804, No. 301, a letter of Thomas
Brooke to the secretary to government, dated 24 November 1803. The
Engl~sh authors oftened rely on the same source, and hence errors, once
made, are compounded. As William Wilson Hunter, Life of Hodgson, pp.
52-3, says, 'It is surprising how long a really good piece of work lives
In India. The Report for which Traill and his assistant were gathering
the materials in 1819-20 become the basis of the administrative handbook
to the province. It was published in the Asiatik Researches in 1828;
entered largely into Batten's Settlement Reports of Kurnaon from 1842 to
1848; was reprinted by order of the Lieutenant-Governor of the NorthWestern Provinces in 1851 ; supplied materials for the account of Kumaun
written by Mr. Atkinson in 1877 for the Statistical Survey of India ; and
then started life afresh in the article csKun~aon"in the lnzperial Gazetteer
of India. That article reproduced in 1886 contains some of the ipsissima
vrrba of Traill written in 1823.'
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Pradyumna Sah fled into India to Saharanpur, and the Gorkhalis
held the field. Aft5.r a short while the Gorkhalis returned to
Dehra in the doon; where they camped for some time. Since
Dehra was not really defensible, they moved their camp to a
low hill some five miles to the north-east, called Nala Pani,8a
which would later become famous as the scene of one of the
most heroic defences in Asian history.89
Pradyumna Sah's next actions show a determination quite
surprising in a man who was, as Raper says, 'more inclined to a
life of indolence and dissipation than to encounter the toils and
dangers of war.'M In Saharanpur the Garhwali raja pawned his
throne for 150,000 rupees and raised another 50,0OOm,1pees by
pawning the jewels and plate of the temple of BadrinathFS With
the money thus raised he sought out the Gujar raja, Ramdayal
Singh of Landhaura, from whom he was able to obtain the
assistance of some twelve thousand men. He was then prepared
to make a final effort to regain his lost territories.
The last and greatest battle between Kazi Amar Singh Thapa
and Pradyumna Sah was fought about half a mile north of the
village of Bhurbura, near Dehra. The battle ended in catastrophe
for the Garhwalis. Pradyumna Sah himself was struck and
killed by a musket ball while he was standing in front of his tent,
and with his death the Garhwali attack totally c ~ l l a p s e d . ~An
estimated one thousand of the troops fighting for Pradyumna Sahfell that day,a7 and his son Pritam Sah and Dal Bir Rana were
captured. Dal Bir was put to death, but Pritam was sent to
Kathmandu as a hostage.ae At the time of this victory the treaty
with Sirmoor, mentioned earlier, was renewed.*O
alGorkhalihoruko Sainik Itihas, ii, part 3, 444.
UHere during the Anglo-Nepal war some six hundred Gorkhalis, men
and women, withstood for one month the attack of an English force that
was heavily equipped with cannon and that reached a total of over ten
thousand fighting men. A memorial pillar erected there by English soldier#
commemorates this bravery. Cf. Atkison, Himalayun Districtr~ii, 639-41).
URaper, 'Sources of the Ganges*,p. 500.
uwilliams, Memofr, p. 115.
WIbid., p. 116.
8TGorkhalihoriko Sainik Itihas, ii, part 3, 444, gives two to four hundred. Mahesh Raj Pant, 'Bir Bhakti Thapa*, Purnima, No. 14, p. 150.
quoting the Bhasho Vom~mali, gives the figure one thousand t o twelve
hundred.
8@Harnilton,Nepal, p. 301.
~ I t i h o rPrakuh, i, 83
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News of the death of Pradyumna Sah spread consternation
over the whole country-side. The inhabitants of the doon withdrew into the mountains and could not be induced to return to
the cultivation of their fields. However, when Mahant Har Sevak
Ram was reinstated in his possessions as zamindar, he was finally
able to persuade the villagers to return to their homes and
to accept Gorkhali rule."0
Westwardfro111Garhwal
Kazi Amar Singh Thapa's advance into the territories of the
western hill states was occasioned by the struggle between
the states of Sirmoor, Hindoor, and Nadun for control of
the Bara Thakurai. The Bara Thakurai were very petty states to
the west of Garhwal. In the course of their history they had
owed t h e obedience and tribute to various of the larger CisSutlej states. Most recently, however, they had belonged to
Sirmoor, who had taken them from Bilaspur. Sirmoor had
angered Sansar Chand of Nadun by opposing his effort to take
Bilaspur and Mundi. In consequence Sansar Chand asked the
raja of Hindoor to assist him in an attack on Sirmoor41 and
promised that Hindoor could take the Bara Thakurai as his
share of the spoils.
At this stage of the struggle the raja of Sirmoor called upon
~ ~ Amar
his ally Kazi Amar Singh Thapa for a ~ s i s t a n c e . Kazi
Singh responded by sending Bhakti Thapa with one thousand
men to join Sirmoor against the combined forces of Sansar
Chand and his Hindooria allies. Even with these Gorkhali
reinforcements, however, Sirmoor was still no match for Sansar
Chaud. Sirmoor and the Gorkhalis were forced to fall back,
allowing Sansar Chand to loot Karma Prakash's possessions.
But Karma Prakash stubbornly refused to admit defeat and
once again reminded Kazi Amar Singh Thapa of their treaty.
This time Kazi Amar Singh himself advanced into the area. He
defeated Hindoor, subdued most of the petty princedoms in the
'ORaper, 'Sources of the Ganges', pp. 464-5. One is reminded of the
fear inspired in the people of Patan at the time of the Gorkhali conquest, as reported in the letter of Fr, Giuscppe da Rovato quoted above,
p. 130.
'lHamilton. Nepal, p. 304.
"lbid.
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area, and returned Karma Prakash's estates to him.48
Although this engagement was a minor one, it had very
important results for the future of the Gorkhali campaign. As a
direct result of the Gorkhali victory, the Hindooria Raja
Ram Singh and his troops fell back first on their fortresses
in Hindoor, and then, as the Gorkhalis systematically captured
these, they made a final and successful stand at the fort of
P l a ~ s e i a h . The
~ ~ Gorkhalis thus gained control of a number of
very important forts in the Sutlej area, but their failure to gain
this one fort was to prove critical.
The second result of this campaign was the decisive
proof that the Gorkhalis were superior to Sansar Chand's
troops. Though both sides in the conflict had enjoyed the
cooperation of allies, the fact remains that the brunt of
the fighting fell on Sansar Chand and Kazi Amar Singh Thapa,
and Kazi Amar Singh Thapa had won a clear victory. There
now seemed to be no reason why the Gorkhalis should not
attack Sansar Chand, if they were given a pretext for doing so.
As a third result of this victory over Sansar Chand and
Hindoor, the Gorkhalis were able to subdue most of the
petty rajas in the Cis-Sutlej area. In avery short time the
whole of the Bara and Athara Thakurai fell to the Gorkhali
army. The speed of these victories has caused several writers to
comment on it. One, Kennedy, says that 'Kazi Amar Singh Thapa
strengthened his interest by espousing one of the Bughat Rana's
families which at that period was, in point of power, the second
state of the Bara Thak~rai.''~ Ochterlony, however, in a
letter to the governor general offers a slightly different
reason for the rapid success of the Gorkhalis in this region:
The Rajas who have been expelled did not maintain any
or only a very small number of troops, but depended
for the defence of their country on the inhabitants themselves
and to this and to a want of concord amongst the chiefs may
be in a great measure attributed the success the Gorkhalis
have met with. At Nahan the principal government in the
hills in this quarter they were first called in by the Rajah
YIbid.
"Kennedy, 'Report Dated 6 July 1824' p. 260.
UIbid.
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himself to subdue an insurrection of his own people, and
from thence made their way to the Sutledge more by this
discord, existing between the chiefs, than by force of arms
and every place of strength has fallen not by attack (for they
have not guns of any calibre) but by famine, the consequence
of blockade.46
The speed of this conquest, however, was quite deceptive. It
is true that the rajas in question either submitted or were driven
out. But they were not decisively defeated nor was Gorkhali
authority firmly established. Here again a stronger control at the
centre in Kathmandu should have insisted on a more leisurelv
pace, and should also have insisted that this area be consolidated
before the Gorkhali armies moved forward. But such control of
the army did not exist at that time in Kathmandu, with the
result that the Cis-Sutlej area was not consolidated, and Kazi
Amar Singh Thapa immediately sought some opportunity that
would enable him to enter into Nadun to confront Sansar Chand
in his own kingdom.
It was the small state of Cooloor which provided Kazi
Amar Singh Thapa with the opportunity he sought. Seeing the
Kazi's success against Hindoor and Sansar Chand, Cooloor
asked him to intervene in the struggle then going on between
Cooloor and Nadun over the taluk of Bati in Cooloor, which
Sansar Chand claimed. Kazi A n ~ a rSingh Thapa gladly accepted
this invitation, and the Gorkhalis crossed the S ~ t l e j . ' ~
The first action between Kazi Alnar Singh Thapa and Sansar
Chand took place at Mahal Mori in May 1806.
Sansar Chand's troops were signally defeated and fled in
confusion to Tira (Tehra), where there were fortified palaces
belonging to the Raja. But the Gurkhas pressed on for Kot
Kangra, keeping up their communications with Bilaspur on
the Satlaj.48
Kangra was a formidable stronghold. Raper says of it:
'It is situated on a high and steep mountain, about
48Secret Consultation, 16 August 1814, No. 16. Letter of Colonel
Ochterlony to John Adam, secretary to government in the political department.
47Gazerfeerof the Kangra District, i, Kangra Proper, 1883-4 (Punjab
Government), pp. 39-40.
"Ibid., p. 40.
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twenty cos t o the west of the Beas river; it is well supplied
with water, and contains sufficient ground to yield subsistence
to the garrison, consisting of three or four thousand men.'40
Some idea of the strength of this fort can be derived from the
fact that from 1744 to 1774, a period of thirty years, Nawab Saif
Ali Khan, a n isolated Muslim commander with no resources beyond the range of his own guns, held Fort Kangra against the
full power of the Delhi emperor and was not dislodged.50
After the initial battle a t Mahal Mori, the Gorkhalis moved
their camp to Jwalamukhi, a famous pilgrimage spot that fell
within Nadun's jurisdiction. The main body of Gorkhali troops
then laid siege of Fort Kangra, while Bhakti Thapa was sent with
a detachment to capture the fort at Tehra to the east.51
The Gorkhali campaign, however, was not without its
problems, and almost from the beginning they had trouble with
their allies. Many petty rajas had accompanied them into Nadun
on the pretext of assisting them in the war against their long-time
oppressor Sansar Chand. During the period of the siege these
rajas of neighbouring states, n o matter how petty they might be,
moved about Sansar Chand's territories with impunity. They
took full advantage of the fact that Sansar Chand's troops were
tightly locked up within their fort and the Gorkhalis were busy
in pressing the siege. Thus they could, and did, loot the area,
taking anything that was not heavily guarded." In the long run
they proved far more hindrance than help.
Another difficulty developed in the Cis-Sutlej states to the
rear of the Gorkhali army. Before Bhakti Thapa could invest the
fort at Tehra, the fugitive raja of Hindoor, Ram Saran, broke
out of his fort at Plasseiah and tried to retake his lost territories
in Hindoor. Since Hindoor and Sirmoor lay directly across Kazi
Amar Singh Thapa's supply lines, Ram Saran could not be
allowed to move about in Hindoor unchecked. Yet when Bhakti
Thapa crossed over into Hindoor to attack, Ram Saran merely
withdrew into his fort a t Plasseiah. The Gorkhalis were not able
to spare sufficient troops from the campaign in Nadun to mount
W a p e r , 'Sources of the Ganges', p. 501.
"Kangra Garelleer, p, 38.
"Mahesh Raj Pant, 'Bir Bhakti Thapa', Purnima, No. 16, p. 390
"Kangra Gazelteer, p. 40.
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a full scale attack against Ram Saran, and so, though repeatedly
driven off, he was always able to venture out from his fort at
Plasseiah to renew his efforts. This forced the Gorkhalis to
interrupt their attack on the fort at Tehra on several occasions to
drive the Hindooriyas off and maintain their hold on the Bara
and Athara Thakurai. It must have been a very difficult period
for the Gorkhali troops. The goal they had before them, if they
could once take Kangra, was Kashmir itself. But those very
states that had assisted the Gorkhalis in the beginning of the
venture against Nadun were consistently interfering in the
campaign, and Hindoor proved
to be a constant
irritati~n.~
Consequently, Kazi Amar Singh Thapa wrote to Kathmandu
for advice and assistance. In answer to his letter, Nayan Singh
Thapa, Bhim Sen Thapa's brother, was sent out with reinforcements for the Kangra campaign.64 Of course, it was no easy task
to march over five hundred miles from Kathmandu to Kangra.
Mr. Rutherford, writing to the governor-general in 1814, shed
some light on the difficulty of communications on this
route :
On the banks of the Ganges and within our territory there is
a point, in the route of communication, between the seat of
Government at Nipaul and their possessions to the westward
by which the reinforcements proceeding to the army of Amur
Singh, and travellers of every description are obliged to pass.
After descending a high hill to the eastward, the road leads
across a plain to the left bank of the Ganges. This plain is
in the possession of the British Government. The river being
unfordable, a boat is maintained by the Nipaulese on the
opposite side which is it1 their territory; it used until lately
to be kept on the eastern side. Scarcely a day passes that
some soldiers do not go or return by this route. They are
seldom in parties acceding 20 or 30 (for in the present desolate
condition of the country a greater number cannot find subsistance on the march), yet in this way and by this road thro'
the Company's possessions, has the Grand Army of Nipaul
marched to the conquest of the provinces of Nahun, Sirmoor,
"Mahesh Raj Pant, 'Bit Bhakti Thapa', Purnima, No. 16, pp. 387-8.
141bid., p. 391.
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and B u ~ h e r . ~ ~
Nayan Singh Thapa arrived in the west some time in 1806,
and proceeded immediately to the task of putting down the raja
of Hindoor and the other states of the Athara and Bara Thakurai
who are causing the Gorkhalis trouble. Once he arrived at
Kangra, after completing this task, the Gorkhali attempt to take
the fort at Tehra, so long postponed because of the trouble in
the Cis-Sutlej states, was put into execution.66
Yet Bhakti Thapa had no sooner begun his work at Tehra,
when Ram Saran of Hindoor again began to stir up trouble to
the east of the Sutlej. The Gorkhalis were stronger now that
Nayan Singh Thapa had arrived with reinforcements from
Kathmandu, and, while a detachment was sent to settle Hindoor
once more, the siege of Tehra went forward. Bhakti Thapa,
- with twelve companies of soldiers, or about twenty-five hundred
men, set up a strong blockade around Tehra. As the blockade
began to take effect, Sansar Chand sent a force of soldiers from
Kangra to break it, but this army was badly mauled by the
Gorkhalis and thoroughly routed.67 The blockade eventually
succeeded, and by the end of September or early October 1806
(16 Aswin 1863 B.S.), Bhakti Thapa was able to write to
Kathmandu that Tehra had fallen.68
After the Gorkhalis had taken Tehra, the blockade of Kangra
continued with very little external activity. Since the garrison
of the fort were able to maintain themselves for a time with the
food supplies they were able to grow within the walls of the fort
itself, such a blockade would necessarily be a long one. But the
Gorkhalis took heart from the fact that the fort was heavily
over-garrisoned-the land could not yield enough grain for more
than three or four thousand men, about half as many as Sansar
Chand had within the walls. Because of this, Sansar Chand
gradually consumed the reserves the fort had laid by, and as the
66Secret Consultation, 16 August 1814, N o . 9, Letter of T. Rutherford
to John Adams, secretary to government in the political department,
dated 6 July 1814.
66Mahesh Raj Pant, 'Bir Bhakti Thapa', Purnima, No. 16, p. 389.

"Ibid.
"Letter of Sardar Bhakti Thapa to Girbana Yuddha Bikram Shah,
dated 25 Kartik 1863 B.S. (1806), republished with notes in Mahesh Raj
Pant, 'Bir Bhakti Thapa', Purnime, N o . 17, pp. 53-4, from Himavat
S m k r i t i , No. 3, p. 16.
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siege entered its third year the pressure the Gorkhalis were exerting began to be felt more.
By this time Sansar Chand was in desperate straits. He had
somehow to escape from the fort and bring relief, or the fort
would inevitably fall into the hands of the Gorkhalis. While he
was thus deliberating on some plan by which he could save his
fort, the Gorkhali officers consulted among themselves on ways
and means of hastening the conquest of Kangra, since the siege
was taking its toll of the Gorkhalis also. The officers were
strongly divided. Nayan Singh Thapa insisted that the fort could
now be taken by frontal assault, and, when the other officers
refused to accept this, he led the companies under his personal
command in a direct assault on Fort Kangrae69 For a time it
seemed that this bold plan of attack would succeed, but the fort
was too strong for 'him, and his attack failed when he himself
was shot dead before the fort. This was in 1808.80
Sansar Chand had beaten back the Gorkhali attack under
Nayan Singh Thapa, but his provisions were getting very low,
and it was quite possible that the whole mass of Gorkhali troops
would now try to avenge Nayan Singh's death in an all-out
attack which his men might not be able to withstand. What took
place then can best be judged from a letter sent by Kazi Amar
Singh Thapa to Ochterlony, received on 15 December at Ludhiana
and forwarded to the governor general the following day. In his
covering letter to the governor general Ochterlony mentioned
that he was not sending a strict translation, 'but what he conceived to be the purport of the original' and that he had 'omitted
many names which I thought were unnecessary to mention.' The
letter of Kazi Amar Singh Thapa, forwarded in this adapted form,
follows :
Formerly I had written to you two or three letters respecting
Kangra, it is probable they were duly received.
For these fifty years past friendship has been established
between the Company and the deceased Raja Parthi Narain
Shah (Prithvinarayan) Shumshere Jung, and has continued
increasing to this day. On this account the Raja Bikram Shah
has sent a Vakeel and Kazi Rughunauth Pandit's brother to
bBGorkhaltharuko Sainik Ifihas, ii, part 3, 445,
OOMaheshRaj Pant, 'Bir Bhakti Thapa', Purnima, No. 17, p, 55.
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Calcutta with presents etc. to the Governor General of which
you have probably received information and instructions.
The state of affairs a t Kot Kangra was this, that, after an
expense of crores of Rupees and the loss of many men, I had
for four years attacked that country and besieged the fort.
When the besieged were in the greatest distress for provisions
and Raja Sansar Chand repeatedly sent to request that I
would give him leave to quit the fort allowing him something
for subsistence on which an agreement was made ratified by
Religion, that I should have the forts of Kangra and
Taragurh with the sacred well of Jwallajie and four thousand
rupees of the country of Pallanows, and he was to retain the
fort of Tehrie and the remaining boundary of Kangra as his
own, and in the course of ten days this agreement was to take
effect.
Relying confidently on the engagement of so solemn a
nature, I acquiesced and withdrew my troops from the road
of Gunnakh Ghaut, of which circumstances this Raja availed
himself and drew fresh supplies into the fort during the night,
and in the day time sent out his family and treasures.
At the expiration of the ten days, I desired the Raja to
evacuate the fort, on which he requested a further delay of
two days to take out the remainder of his treasures; this too
I granted, and this Raja, placing Norung Putwaul in charge
of the fort fled with Mohamed Khan Rohilla in the night.
Had I not placed confidence in the treaty we had entered into
the forts, the boundary, his treasure and the Raja himself
would have fallen into my hands, but I relied too confidently
on his oaths and promises. I suffered him to quit the place
without touching a hair.
The Raja then called upon Ranjeet Singh for assistance,
promising him the fort of Kangra and the said Ranjeet came
for that purpose to Jwalajie, but wrote to me that he was
only there for religious purposes, and not to credit the reports
of the interested.
Sansar Chand and the Raja of Lahore approached towards Kangra and encamped, and as there had been two
treaties between the Raja and the Gorkha state, in which it
was stipulated that whatever country was attacked by the one
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should be unassisted by the other, and the friends and
enemies of the one should be the friends and enemies of the
other, I did not believe that the Raja would interfere. On
this persuasion I did not purpose for war or lay in provisions,
and Sansar Chand secretly let in the troops of Ranjeet Singh,
and we had two engagements, one in the city and one in
Gunnaish Ghaut, in which I lost a Sirdar and sixty men killed
and one hundred wounded, and he lost one thousand killed
and 1200 wounded, and the victory was on my side insomuch
that Ranjeet was unable to meet me again the field but
surrounding me on all sides, I was distressed for provisions
and hearing that the Raja Rameun (Ram Saran) had risen in
the kingdom of Hindoor, 1 left Kangra to settle that country
and the Raja fled a t my approach.
After which I understood that the Raja Kumper Dass
(Karma Prakash) of Surmore had also revolted. Now the
state of affairs with this Ra,ja is, that Kowr Kishore Singh
and other people of that country had expelled him from the
government and I came there with my troops and reinstated
him in authority on his promise and oath to accompany me
with his force to Kangra and that my enemies should be his,
and these promises were committed to writing, but the Raja
Kumper Das neither sent his army nor came himself to
Kangra, on the contrary he twice engaged the Kuthree troops
under Bansraje and a t this time has sent a confidential person
to Rajah Ram Sein and has besieged Nalagurh and Ramshari
which are garrisoned by my troops, and has murdered, contrary to all usage, Bishput Oopadeea, my Vakeel, who was
besides a Brahmin. Notwithstanding this, I sent my son
Randheer Singh to expostulate with the Raja Kumperdas to
give him every assurance of his continuance in favour and to
settle the country as he passed. But the Raja in dread of my
anger has fled, and my son has besieged his forts of Marung,
Juggut Gurh, and Surmorea 011 all sides and in this country
of Hindoor all the forts except Chundeall Gurh are in my
possession, and it is probable it will soon fall.
Lately a letter has arrived from the Maharajah informing
me that he has sent troops to my assistance, and it is my
intension on the arrival of these forces and the reduction of
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these forts to proceed to Kangra, because leaving this country
unsettled in my rear o n the former occasion has caused all
this trouble.
You also had better establish yourself on the boundary in the rear and advance, as according to the proverb,
it is preferable to be attacked by a tiger in front than
pursued by a jackal, as your foresight and knowledge, etc.
etc.
Thz Raja Ranjeet Singh lately sent me the treaty between
us, but I immediately returned it and desired mine to be
sent back. If we should both advance together the business
will be c ~ r n p l e t e d . ~ ~
Kazi Amar Thapa's
letter makes it clear that the root of his
failure a t Kangra lay in his allowing Sansar Chand time to evacuate his family and treasures from the fort before he and the
Gorkhalis took possession of it. Since the normal procedure
would have been for Kazi Amar Singh Thapa to accept the
surrender of the fort first, and then permit the defeated raja to
leave, one may well wonder why the Kazi accepted Sansar
Chand's proposal. The answer lies in the fact that the
Gorkhalis' position was almost as serious as was that of Sansar
Chand. The Gorkhalis had blockaded the Kangra for four long
years. During that time, besides the problems of disease attendant on any besieging army, the problem of their own supplies
became more acute. The area around Kangra had been stript
bare :
Other hill chieftains, incited by Sansar Chand's former
oppressions, made inroads with impunity, and aggravated the
general disorder. For three years this state of anarchy continued in the fertile valleys of Kangra; 120t a blade of cultivation
was to be seen; grass grew up in towns, and tigresses whelped
in the streets of N a d a ~ n . " ~
This meant that supplies had to be drawn from the newly conquered territories in the Cis-Sutlej and Garhwal areas. This
was a tremendous burden to put on these places, feeding eight
to ten thousand troops-yet to draw supplies from Nepal proper
was clearly impossible. It is little wonder that these states were
'1Secret Consultation, 9 January 1810, No. 4.
tnKangra Gazetteer, p. 40.
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growing restive.
This factor was one that gave Kazi Amar Singh Thapa cause
for worry. He, more than anyone else, realized how quickly he
had rushed his troops through these tiny states in his anxiety to
have at Sansar Chand. He now began to realize that one lightning sweep through these territories, without pause for establishing firm control, was not enough to guarantee the support
he desperately needed to bring the Kangra campaign to a
successful conclusion. I n fact, the victory was slipping away
from him just a t the time when Sansar Chand had reached
the point of desperation. As his letter says :
Lately a letter has arrived from the Maharajah informing me that he has sent troops to my assistance, and it is my
intention on the arrival of these forces and the reduction of
these forts to proceed (again) to Kangra, because leaving
this country uusettled in my rear on the former occassion has
caused all this trouble.B3
Improbable as Sansar chand's proposal was, then, Kazi
Amar Singh Thapa accepted it because it offered him an opportunity to reach his prize before conditions to his rear forced him
to break off the blockade entirely. One can imagine his chagrin,
then, when he saw Ranjit Singh appear on the scene as Sansar
Chand's ally.
Ranjit Singh arrived in Pathankot with his army in June
1809.64 When his presence there became known, many of the
petty chieftains who had nominally been helping the Gorkhalis
went over to him and began to prevent the Gorkhalis from
receiving supplies. This gave Ranjit his cue. Having no wish
to confront the Gorkhalis directly, he sent his men to assist in
this move to force them to withdraw by cutting off their supply
lines.a5
Kazi Amar Sii~ghThapa offered to pay Ranjit Singh, if he
would withdraw his army, but Ranjit Singh, contrary to his
agreement with Sansar Chand, had designs on this powerful fort
himself. He moved on the fort in the month of August, and, to
"'Secret Consultation, 9 January 1810, No. 4.
"Mahesh Raj Pant, 'Bir Bhakti Thapa', Purnima, No. 19, p. 210.
O61bid.
"1 bid.
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guarantee the cooperation of Sansar Chand, he took Sansar's
son as hostage. The Gorkhalis were in no position to prevent
Ranjit Singh from entering the fort, and Ranjit took up his
position there a t the end of August 1809.67
Once he was safely inside the fort, Ranjit Singh sent a letter
to Kazi Amar Singh Thapa asking him to withdraw from
the area. If the Kazi complied, Ranjit agreed to cooperate with
him against the British. Since Ranjit Singh had signed a treaty
with the British in April of that same year, his offer struck the
kazi as the height of hypocrisy, and in his anger he imprisoned
the messenger who had brought the letter.68
Ranjit Singh's reaction to the kazi's act was to attack
the Gorkhalis stationed a t Ganesh Ghat to the south of Fort
Kangra. This the Gorkhalis drove off in a fierce battle in
which casualties on both sides were high. The Sikhs withdrew,
reformed their ranks, and made a second attempt in the afternoon of the same day. This time they managed to secure
several outposts from which they could fire directly into the
Gorkhali defences. To drive the Sikhs from these vantage
points, the Gorkhalis mounted a counter-attack, but night fell
before their maneuver could be completed. During the night,
however, they were able to infiltrate the Sikh positions, and in
the early morning the Sikhs prudently withdrew.a9
Kazi Amar Thapa, heartened by his success thus far against
the jSikhs, then decided upon a direct confrontation with the
main body of Ranjit Singh's troops. The ensuing battle lasted
several days, and the casualty rate on both sides was very high.
But, as might be expected, this clash between the two best
armies in the north ended without a clear decision either way.
Both armies were exhausted, and the two generals reluctantly
agreed to a truce and a treaty. Kazi Amar Singh Thapa left
Kangra to Ranjit Singh for the time and withdrew his troops
to the east ot' the Sutlej, where he planned to implement the
programme he had outlined in his letter to Ochterlony. He
would then return to the attack of Fort Kangra.'"
871bid,,p. 21 1.
O B I bid.
8@lbid.,pp. 211-2.
T0lbid., p. 212
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Kennedy bears witness to the firmness of Kazi Amar Singh
Thapa's purpose. He says :
As soon as Umur Sing returned to these states from
Kangra in 1809 he turned his whole force against the
Hindoor Raja, but the advance of the British troops this
year to Lodiana is supposed to have saved Plassiah from
being laid siege to and captured.74
Kazi Amar Singh Thapa then asked Karma Prakash of
Sirmoor for an interview. Karma Prakash, thinking that Kazi
Amar Singh was now a defeated general, replied in a manner
that offended tbe kazi, who prompty sent his son Ranjore Singh
to attack Sirmoor. Sirmoor fell without a fight to the Gorkhalis
when Karma Prakaqh fled, and Nahan and Jythuk in Sirmoor
became important Gorkhali posts in the years immediately
ahead.72
Hindoor also fell later in this same year to the Gorkhalis,
followed in 1810 by the conquest of Joobul, Poondur, and
B ~ s s a h i r . ~The
~ attack on Bussahir occurred shortly after the
death of the raja of that state, Oogar Sein, who was succeeded
on the throne by an infant. The queen mother and the leading
members of goverment fled to the north and agreed to pay
an annual tribute of twelve thousand iupees to the Gorkhalis to
guarantee immunity from further attacks, a very useful addition
to the Gorkhali war fund.74
During all this time the Gorkhali programme for the conquest of Fort Kangra had not been abandoned. As Kazi Amar
Singh Thapa had declared to Ochterlony, once he had subdued
the Cis-Sutlej States, he intended to return to the attack on that
fort. Ra~ljitSingh sent a complaint to Ochterlony in September
1811 that indicates that the kazi was true to his word :
I have received arzees . . acquainting me of (Kazi) Amar Singh
Thapa, the Kazee of the Gorkha forces, having taken possession of the Bisher country, which is situated on the opposite
bank of the river Sutlej, of his departure from thence and
arrival at the banks of that river and collecting boats at the
--.

-

--

-

"Kennedy, 'Report Dated 6 July 1824', p. 260.
7aHan~ilton,Nepal, p. 305.
7aKennedy, 'Report Dated 6 July 1824', pp. 258-68, passim.
7'lbid., p. 268.
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ferries for the purpose of crossing that river and attacking
the territories of Kooloo, Mundee, etc., belonging to me,
also of his having sent messengers to the above Rajas strongly
insisting on their attendance a t his camp.75
The reasons for Gorkhali persistence as regards Kangra are
quite clear. It was the gateway to Kashmir, and, having come
within striking distance of that great prize once, they were determined to try again. As Kennedy pointed out :
Had the Nepalese succeeded in reducing Kangra, there is
little doubt that they would have very shortly after extended
their conquest to Cashmeree76
However, Gorkhali ambitions towards Kashmir were not to
be fulfilled. By the year 1811 a definite tension was developing
all along the southern border of Nepal between the British and
the Nepalis. In a few short years that tension would burst forth
into a major conflict between the armies of the East India
Company and Nepal, the outcome of which would determine for
generations to come the exact confines of the state of Nepal.
This tension between the Company's government and the court
of Nepal forced Kazi Amar Singh Thapa to relinquish his last
etTorts a t expansion in the west. In 1813 he had taken several
villages formerly belonging to Raja Ram Singh of Hindoor, who
had been deposed by the Gorkhali forces. Although this was a
minor affair in itself, it has its importance because it led to the
clcarest enunciation of the 'principle of limitation', which was to
have such a profound influence on Anglo-Nepali relationships
and on the unity of the House of Gorkha. In view of the
importance of the 'principle of limitation', it is best to allow the
correspondence between the court at Kathmandu and the
governor general to tell to the story of this incident. Thc two key
lcttcrs of this correspondence are lengthy, but their importance
more than compensatcs for that length.
To the Raja of Nipaul
Written 15th May 1813
I a m induced to address you on the prcscnt occasion for
thc purpose of representing in amicablc terms thc conduct of
-

76Secret Consultation, 4 October 181 1, No. 18, Letter of Ranjit Singh
to Colonel Ochterlony, received 2 September 181 1 .
"Kennedy, 'Report Dated 6 July 1824', p. 261.
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Kajee Amer Singh Thappa one of your officers, in the full
confidence that you will immediately take such notice of it as
will compel him to desist from a course of proceedings which
is calculated to produce unpleasant consequences. The
circumstailces to which I allude are briefly as follows.
You arc apprised that the Territories of the Sikh Chiefs
lying between the River Jumna and the Sutledge have been
taken under the protection of the British Government which
has guaranteed these territories against all foreign attack. The
circumstance and the pIogress of the Nepaulese arms under
the command of Kajee Amer Singh Thappa in the hilly
regions which form the Northern boundary of the tract of
territory above described having brought your possession and
the lands under the declared protection of the British Government in contact, it became necessary to adopt some pririciple
of linzitatiorz with respect to the authority of the two governments, with a view to prevent the occurrence of misunderstandings and difference. Accordingly the principle adopted
by the British Goverrzmetit and commur~icatedto Aiwer Sirigh
Thappa by Colonel Ochterloriy iiz the montlz of April 1610 in a
letter which received the sanctiorz and coi~Jirmatioiz of the
British government, was that no irzterference ~ h o u l dtake place
on the part of the British Government irz the proceedii~gs of
thed Nlpaulese
Nipaul in the hills arid that on the otlzer h a ~ ~
authority should on no account be extelided below the hills. It
is obvious that this principle imposes no rsstriction on the
measurcs of the State of Nipaul which can be justly complained of by that government, since the Sikh chiefs were
fully justified in placing themselves under the British protection and the British Govcrnmcnt cqually a t liberty to afford
that protection and none of thc rights of thc State of Nipaul
were affected by this arrangcnicnt. Notwithstanding this just
and simple principle, the troops of Kajec Amer Sing Thappa
havc lately desccndcd from thc hills and invcstcd four villages
belonging to Raja Rani Sing, whose possessions in the hills
consisting of Nalagarh and other places, were formcrly conquered by the Nipaulesc. Col. Ochterlony remonstrated with
Amcr Sing Thappa against this proceeding which the Kajee
dcfendcd on tllc ground that the villages in questioil formed
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a portion of the Talook of Batowling, of which the greater
portion is said to be situated in the hills, an argument which
is entirely without force, since the question must turn on the
local position of the villages, namely, whether they are situated above or below the hills, and not on their having formed
a portion of any particular Talook. Colonel Ochterlony has
accordingly been instructed after ascertaining that the four
villages are, as there is no reason to doubt, situated below the
hills, to take the necessary measures for defending them
against any attempt to dispossess the proprietor Raja Ram
Sing. I have communicated these particulars in the firm
expectation that you will issue positive orders to Amer Sing
Thappa, to desist from his attempt on these villages, and to
abstain carefully in future from any interference in the countries
below the hills. By strict attention on both sides to the
principle above stated, no room will be afforded for misunderstanding o r dispute.77
The answer to this letter of the governor general was received
in Calcutta on 5 August of that same year. The letter in the
form in which it is presented here is that actually presented to
the governor general in council for their deliberation, i.e. as translated by the Persian secretary to government. No copy of the
original Nepali document is available, nor, to the knowledge of
the writer has this official translation ever been published.
From Bikram Shah
Rajah of Nipaul
Received 5th August 1813
I have had the pleasure to receive your Lordship's letter
under date the 15th of May respecting Rajah Ram Singh
Hindorea which has afforded me much satisfaction.
The circumstances of Rajah Ram Sing's case were fully
communicated in a letter from Kazee Amer Sing Thappa to
Colonel Ochterlony, but as that officer has not perhaps
apprised your Lordship of the contcnts of that communication the details of the question are not contained in your
Lordship's letter. Although they have been communicated
in the letter from Amer Sing Thappa to Colonel Ochterlony
77Secret Consultation, 15 May 1813, No. 39. Letter of the governor
general to the raja of Nepal, dated 7 May 1813.
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and will no doubt be fully made known to your Lordship
in due course by that officer. I nevertheless beg leave to
state the case summarily to your Lordship with the pen of
friendship.
The state of the case is this: that in the Sumbut year
1862 (or A.D. 1805) when the Gorkha army occupied a position on the bank of the Sutledge Raja Ram Sing Hindorea
and every one else who was inimical to this state and disposed
to excite disturbances were expelled from their country while
the Kulorea Raja and such others as faithfully and zealously
discharged the duty of allegiance to this government and
abided by their engagements were confirmed in their possessions, and the villages in dispute were assigned in Jaggeer to
Dheodutt Raee, who from his ancestors was a dependent of
this Government; and he accordingly held possession of those
villages until my army crossed the Sutledge on an expedition
westward, when Rajah Ram Sing taking advantage of that
opportunity to dispossess the Raee, reinstaled himself in the
possession of the villages in question, and began to raise
disturbances and to commit various unwarrantable acts. In
consequence of which Kazee Amer Sing Thappa again ejected
him from the possession of those villages. This government
indeed is firmly resolved to inflict exemplary punishment on
such Rajahs as have in violation of their engagement swerved
fro111 their allegiance to its authority and to take possession
of their country.
Your Lordship has stated that the frontiers of the territories of the states having been brought in contact, it becomes
neccssary to adopt some prir~cipleof lintitation with regard to
the authority of the two governments, with a view to prevent
the occurrence of misunderstanding and difference; that
accordingly the principle adopted by the British Government
and communicated to Anier Sing Thappa by Colonel
Ochterlo~iywas, that no iliterfcrcnce sliould take place on the
part of the British Govcninient in the procccctings of the
Government of Nipaul in the hills, and that on the other
hand the Nipaulese authority should on no account be extended bclow the hills, but that notwithstandi~igthis principle
thc troops of Kazec Anicr Sing Thappa had lately dcsccnded
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from the hills and invested four villages belonging to Rajah
Ram Sing, and that Colonel Ochterlony had therefore been
instructed after ascertaining that the four villages were (as
therc was no reason to doubt) situated below the hills to take
the necessary measures for defending them against any
attempt to dispossess the proprietor Rajah Ram Sing. Your
Lordship has furthcr desired me to h u e positive orders to
Amcr Sing Thappa to desist from his attempt on those
villagcs, and to abstain carefully in future from any interference in the countries below the hills, observing that by
strict attention on both $ides to the principle in question no
room would be afforded for misunderstandings or dispute.
This communication has excited my utmost astonishment. The fact is that territorial posses~ioiiis not, by states,
acquired by purchase. As the Honorable Company have by
the grace of God established their dominon in Hindoostan by
the power of the sword, so have I by the same means acquired possession of the hills together with the low lands dependent
on the tcrrito~iesof former Rajahs, some of whom tamely
submitted to my auihority, while others were expelled for
their conduct. Since the first establishment of the British
authority in India and that of the Gorkha Government in
Nipaul, however, such a principle of limitation as this, namely
that the authority of such a one should extend as far as the
Hills, and that the country below the hills should belong to
such a one, has never at any time formed the subject of a
comt~~ur~ication
between the two states. On the contrary, the
pri~iciplewhich has from time immemorial obtained with both
Governments is, that it should not be allowable for one state
to exercise any kind of interference in those lands in which
the other state had first established an authority. Accordingly
such has been the plactice hitherto observed by both states.
No interference has at any time taken place on the part of
this Governmcnt in territory to which the British Government
has established a previous authority, and vice vcrsa, and there
does not exist the slightest misunderstanding or difference of
interest between the two States.
But with respect to the principle of limitation which your
Lordship states to have been established by your Govern-
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ment, a principle of this nature ought to have been adopted by
the mutual consent of both Governmeizts; as a principle adopted
by one of the parties concerned cannot be considered binding
on the other. I therefore write with the pen of friendship to
suggest that the principle which has heretofore prevailed
between the two States, viz., that no itlterference whatever
may be exercised on the part of one state in such territory as
the other may have acquired previous possessioi~ of, may
continue in force, since the observance of such a rule is best
calculated to improve the friendship subsisting between the
two States, and to obviate the occurrence of any sort of misunderstanding or difference.
My Lord! There is no question whatever to enquire
whether the villages in question are situated below or above
the hills ; it is merely necessary to ascertain which of the two
Governments had jirst possession of those villagzs. Your
Lordship states that it is four years since the Rajahs whose
territories are situated between the rivers Jumna and Sutledge
placed themselves under the protection of the British Government; but it is as evident as the sun, that in the flrst place
Rajah Ram Sing Hindorea is a Hill Rajah, and that in the
second place the country of the Rajahs Babshee Jalundhur
has been for eight years past under the authority of this
government. It moreover appears from the representations
of Kazee Amer Sing Thappa in particular, that the villages in
question actually came into the possession of this Government
in the Sumbat year 1862 (or 1805 A.D.),as above stated.
Hence the right of this Government to those villages is in
every respect clearly established.
Notwithstanding this, however, in consideration of the
friendship subsisting between the two States, I issued orders
to Kazee Anier Sing Thappa directing him in case the villages
in question should appear to have been previously hcld by
the Honorable Company to desist from any attempts upon
them and abstain in future from such proceedings. Your
Lordship will also on your part be pleased to send corresponding instructions to Colonel Ochterlony. With regard to
Rajah Ram Sing Hindorca, both he as well as the other
Chieftains wcre cxpelled from their dominions because thcy
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did nothing but excite disturbance against this state. Being
therefore inimical to this State they will not of course be
wanting in their exertions to disturb the harmony subsisting
between the two States. But I am perfectly well assured that
under the circumstances of the sincere friendship and amity
which has by the blessing of God for a long series of years
been established between the two powerful States the representations of such interested and ill-disposed persons will in
no wise be either credited or attended to. I entertain a firm
expectation that the principle which I have stated as being
conducive to the improvement of the friendship subsisting
between the two States, without affecting the rights of either,
will doubtless meet your Lordship's acquiescence and approbation.
Believing me ever anxious for accounts of your Lordship's health and welfare I trust that you will be pleased to
gratify me by the transmission of joyful letters on the subject.
A true translation
Signature of the Persian se~retary.'~
These two letters clearly enunciate the majoi point of difference between the British and the Nepalis as regards the border
problems. The British position was clearly that the Nepalis
should confine their interest to the hills exclusively, and this
excluded the whole of the Tarai region, right u p to the foothills.
This was the 'principle of limitation'. It is clear from Ihe fiscal
considerations mentioned in Chapter One that this position was
totally unacceptable to the Nepalis. The Tarai lands were, quite
literally, the prize for which the hill men strove. To exclude the
Tarai from the aim of Nepali military strategy would be a
serious blow to the kingdom. It could never be accepted. The
Nepalis, on the other hand, held firmly to the principle that he
who captured the head captured as well the members. They felt
that if they brought a raja, no matter how petty or how large,
under their rule, they were entitled to the total possessions of
that raja, whether they be in the hills or the plains. And, in line
with this principle, they felt that it was the duty of the British
to yield to the Nepalis wherever the Nepalis had first claim on
Secret Consultation, 2 October 1813, No, 39. Letter of the raja of
Nepal to the governor general, received 5 August 1813.
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such lands as the result of their conquest of a hill raja. This
position was equally unacceptable to the British. They knew
full well that the source of Nepal's military strength was the
Tarai, and that if this could be safely excluded from the valid
objectives of Nepali military activity, they would have small
cause to fear a state that was rapidly growing into a major
power.
Both the Nepali position and the British position would
harden over the next year, until there was no room for compromise between them. There can be little doubt, however, that,
underlying the various border disputes that actually led to the
war between the two states, were these two diametrically opposed
principles. In Chapter Eleven the motives each of these two
governments entertained for urging .hese principles to the test of
war will be examined. Their enunciation, however, belongs
properly here, since this exchange of letters terminated Nepal's
westward expansion.
With the conclusion of this incident the story of Nepal's
conquests comes to an end. Three points stand out in bold
relief throughout this history: first, the role of leadership in all
the achievements of the House of Gorkha; second, the growth of
the military as a power factor in Nepal; and third, the importance of the Tarai land in driving the army to renewed efforts of
conquest. The combination of these points plus the courage and
military skill of the hill man account for the development of the
tiny state of Gorkha to the position it held in 1813, spanning
the Himalayas from the Sutlej to the Teesta, and sweeping from
the Tibetan marginal mountains down to the rich Tarai land to
the south. In extent, this achievement could not match the
conquests of the East India Company. But, considering the
narrow base on which this achievement rested, it is small wonder
that the British were thoroughly impressed with the rise of the
Mousc of Gorkha.

PART THREE

THE END OF THE AFFAIR

CHAPTER EIGHT

THE GORKHALI STATE
All external accessions receive taste and colour from
the internal constitution ...

The growth of tiny Gorkha into a powerful hill state is
exciting even when viewed from the historical perspective of a
war-weary twentieth century. It was not an over-night, mushroom growth, but the steady purchase of victory upon victory
for half a ccntury. This steady accumulatioil of victories, the
shouldering aside of set-backs with Spartan determination, and
the accomplishment of all of tbis under the wary eyes of the
British lords to the south and the Chinese Manchus to the north,
gives the sympathetic student of history a tingling sense of
achievement, vicarious but real.
Standing between this military victory. however, and a united
Nepal, there remained the basic problem of administering the
conquered territory. Until some sort of durable administrative
structure could be erected in the conquered lands, the process of
unificatioil could never develop into those higher stages of unification which are associated with the concept of a modern state.
Also, unless a workable solution to the problem of administration were reached, the state could not survive the pressure that
external forces continually exterted on it. Part One of this
study outlined the nature of this problem in terms of the land
and the society that developed on the land. Part Two went on
to summarize the conquest. I t now remains in Part Three to
define the nature of the Gorkhali attempt to come to grips with
the problem of land and society, and to administer their conquests. The word attentpt has been uscd here by design, since it
was owing to a partial failure in the Gorkhali administration that
the area of Greater Nepal was truncated into the Nepal of
today.
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Before his death in 1775 Prithvinarayan Shah set down
certain-guidelines for the direction of his successors. These form
a part of that document known today as Prithvinarayan Shah's
Dibya Upadesh. Without submitting the Dibya Upadesh to a
detailed analysis, which is neither necessary nor desirable in this
study, some effort must be made here to describe the basic
thrust of these guidelines, for it is only against such a background that the nature of the Gorkhali administration can be
properly viewed and its failure fairly assessed.
Prithvinarayan Shah conceived of the state as resting on two
sturdy pillars, a contented peasantry and a loyal army.2 In the
context of hill society, which was basically agricultural, this concern for the peasants revealed a shrewd insight into the
fundamental problem of unification.
In the area of Greater
Nepal it was the land that was important, simply because the
land was life, and for this reason it was to the land that the
peasant's first loyalties would always remain dedicated. Any
unification of the country would have to recognize and learn to
work with this fact. In practical terms, the state could not
survive unless the peasant could retain enough of his crop after
taxes to support himself and his family in modest security.
Ensuring the peasant of even this degree of economic security
was no easy task in the hills, especially in a state the size of
Greater Nepal. As administrative units proliferated, the number
of government servants necessarily increased. These men had to
be paid, and taxes had t o be exacted to pay them. The burden
of taxation thus tended to increase, even though the peasant in
the hills was already committed to the payment of half of his
crop.
Prithvinarayan Shah's guide-lines for the handling of this
problem were based on two ideals: keep the life-style of the
court simple; see that the taxation system is fairly and honestly
administered. Concretely, he suggested that the salaries of the
court officers be kept low,3 with rewards for superior work
being given in terms of honour rather than ~ e a l t hthat
; ~ taxes be
collected, not by tax-farmers on a contract basis, but by govcrnPrithvinarayan Shah, Dibya Upadesh, p. 17.
'Jbid,, pp. 13 and 14.
'Ibid., p. 14.
'Ibid.
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merit official^;^ and that the tax accounts be strictly audited a t

regular interval^.^ The court itself he expected to be a nobility
of service, not an arena where affluence and prestige could
become the goal of political striving and the cause of factionalism. To further protect the peasant, the king himself was to
see that justice was fairly administered,' and that bribery, which
is the death of justice, was strictly punished.8
The second pillar of Prithvinarayan Shah's state was the
army. On it depended the state's security. To guarantee the
army's strength, he directed first of all that the soldiers be
provided with lands exempt from major taxes, so that they
would be able to fight without anxiety for the welfare of their
fa mi lie^.^ To further relieve his soldiers from anxiety, he
ordered that the sons of those who fell in battle be given lands
for their support until they were old enough either to serve in
the army or to assume the role of tenants in their own right.1° In
exchange for this security, Prithvinarayan Shah demanded from
his soldiers courage and skill in battle,ll as well as absolute
loyalty.12 It was essential to the welfare of the state that the
army remain an arm of the king to be used as he required,
without any of the weaknesses of favouritism or factionalhrn.13
Central to this scheme of things was the position of the king.
By the judicious use of his power, of the pajani the king could
call into question the performance of any officer of the state,
from the highest noble to the simplest soldier in the ranks
and remove those who had failed to measure up to their
tasks. The very possession of these powers implied that it was
the king's duty to exercise them strictly but fairly to guarantee
the sccurity of the state and the welfare of the peasants, for, as
Prithvinarayan Shah put it, the soldiers and peasants were the
very marrow of thc king;lJ thc peasants wcre his st0rehouse.~6
-

OIbid.
'Ibid., p. 15.
elbid.
Olbid.
1°Ibid., pp. 16-7.
Illbid., p. 16, giving instructions on conducting the military pajnni.
l'lbid, p. 17.
&"bid., pp. 17 and 18.
141bid. p. 17.
I5Ibid., p. 14.
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Only if the king protected the peasant from oppression at home
and attack from abroad couldathat loyalty flow from the peasant
towards the king on which the national unity ultimately
depended. Such a bond of loyalty was all the more urgent in
view of the terrible problems of communication the geography of
Greater Nepal presented.
But these guide-lines of Prithvinarayan Shah, however astute,
could only indicate the direction the developing Gorkhali
administration should take. They could not remove the stresses
and strains inherent in that development. That there were
stresses and strains will be apparent from a few basic considerations.
Gorkha was a very tiny hill state before the conquest. It had
a simple, agriculture-based administration. It can reasonably be
asked how many men with administrative capabilities a kingdom
of that size and with that economic base could produce. Further
simple Gorkha had conquered sophisticated Kathmandu.
Agricultural Gorkha had conquered the forested Tarai. A small
closely knit, Hindu society had conquered men of varied religious
beliefs and cultural traditions. In short, the conquest had
opened a whole new world of ideas to the Gorkhalis, and
this world the Gorkhalis had to administer. How was Gorkha
to produce the number of knowledgeable administrators this
conquest demanded? Who in Gorkha ,would understand the
intricacies of trade, the problems of exploiting the forests or
the complexities of communal land tenure?
Clearly there was
nothing in Gorkha to prepare a group of men or even one man
for such assignments. Even if the quality of knowledge required
was reduced to the minimum of practical experience, as opposed
to the theoretical understanding of the total economic and social
problem--even if the tasks were simplified to the barest minimum
of understanding-therc was still nothing in Gorkha to prepare
a man for assuming such burdens. The further task of preparing
men to coordinate all of these aspects of administration in
Greater Nepal is left to the reader's imagination. This is the
problem of administration the Gorkhalis had to solve.
The co~iclusio~i
is evident. No matter how or when Gorkha
annexed other kingdoms, she must rely on the existi~lgstructures
withi11 those states. It has been said by historians of Nepal, and
,
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very wisely too, that the Gorkhali conqueror did not introduce
large-scale change because to d o so would unnecessarily disturb
the people of the conquered territories and lead to unrest and
possibly to uprisings.16 This is basically true. But the failure of
the Gorkhalis to introduce such changes goes much deeper than
that. For the typical Gorkhali administrator of that time, limited
as he was by his own experiences in his own tiny state, merely to
grasp what was being done in other localities was an accomplishment. To expect him to introduce changes was totally unrealistic.
He did not introduce changes, largely because he did not know
how things could be done better, and this was true because
he did not understand, at least initially, how things were done at
all. The Gorkhali was thus forced by the very magnitude of the
problem to rely a t the outset on local administrative structures
in the areas c o w e r e d .
Although this dependence of the Gorkhali administration on
local structures limited the administration's response to
Prithvinarayan Shah's guide-lines, it had the positive value of
forcing the administrators to consider local conditiofis and adapt
to them. The drawback lay in the fact that it forced extensive
decentralization on the administration and increased the centrifugal forces already operating in Greater Nepal. To understand
the Gorkhali administration, then, it is necessary to see how the
Gorkhalis adapted to local conditions and also how they tried
to overcome the devisive tendencies inherent in decentralization.

Administration in the Petty States
The annexation of a new state was done either by military or
diplomatic means. If it was done by diplomacy, the problem of
local administration was largely taken care of by existing governmental structures in that state. Of the various states that accepted Gorkhali rule in exchange for a certain degree of autonomy,
Jajarkot was the first. A letter of Prithvinaryan Shah to the raja
of Jajarkot reveals the degree of autonomy granted to that state:
Throughout your kingdom, your ancestral authority as well
as your right to award capital punishment, or shaving, deprive
or restore caste. impose the Chumawan, Godhuwa, and
Dharmadikari levies, grant or confiscate birta lands and
--

_

leCf. above, p. 65.

__ _

--
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appropriate the proceeds of panch khat and other judicial
fines, escheats, fines on adulterers (chak-chakui), fees for
stamping weights, and measures are confirmed to you. Whenever there is a succession to our throne, you shall pay a
Salami of Rs 701. Whenever there is a succession to your
throne, collect customary fees from your subjects.17
The raja of Jajarkot thus retained almost total control of the
administration within his state. He had, of course, to pay a
certain percentage of his revenue proceeds to Gorkha. This is not
mentioned in this lettcr, but that this payment was made is clear
from a subsequent letter in which the raja asked for some remission, on the grounds that his own family had increased in size and
that the lands of Jajarkot had beell damaged by floods and
landslides, as a result of which his people were impoverished. He
simply could not pay. His petition was rewarded by a remission
of three thousand rupees in his annual revenue payments.la
Bahadur Shah made a similar arrangement with the raja of
Mustang in 1790.
From Raja Rana Bahadur Shah
To Raja Wangyal Dorje of Mustang
We hereby confirm your rule over the territories occupied by
you from the time of your forefathers, adding thereto tlie
territories situated north-east of Bandaphat, along with Bharbung Khola, Tarap Khola, Langu Khola, and Chharkagau,
which had been encroached upon and occupied by Jumla. We
also confirm the customary payn~entswhich you have been
collecting in Thak, Thini, Barhagaun, Manang, Nar, Nisyan
and other arcas. Jun~la,whcn it occupied your country, used
to forcibly collcct the Chhyakpol tax from those who visited
it for trade. We hereby grant you authority to collect this tax.
Do not crzate obstructions whcn our troops or nobles visit
your country on any busincss. Whcn we commence military
campaigns in thc north and thc wcst, scnd wholeheartedly
your troops ancl n~ilitarysupplics to join our troops. Attack
thc tcrt-itorics t l i r ~ tarc to b~ at tackctl, and guard those that
"Regnii R P J P O VScr.~irc,
C~
e d . M.C. Regmi, i i , No. 1 (January,l970), 17.
Lcttcr of P r i t l i v i ~ ~ a r a y aShah
n
lo Gajcndra Shah, raja of Jajarkot, dated 25
Magh 1825 H.S. ( 1 769), p~lblislied originally in Itihas Prakasll M a SandhiPtrtr.a Smigr~rrlra,p. 4.
'"Rcgrni Research Collcclions, i , 642, summarized in Regnti Rmparch
Series. ii, No. 1 (January, 1970), 17.
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are to bc guarded. Formcrly you used to make Sirto and
Mamuli payments to Lhasa and Jumla. Coiltinue paying Rs 71
to Lhasa as bcforc. A suni of Rs 929, along with fivc horses,
which you used to pay to Jumla, should now be submitted to
us a t Kantipur on the first day of the month of Magh every
year. Wc hcrcby issuc a copper-inscripti011 to this effcct. Bc
faithful to us, and con~plywith our orders. Rule over a ~ i d
cnjoy your territories within the prescribed boundaries from
generation to ge~icration.
Datcd 1847 B.S., Jycstlia, sucii 5, roj 4, Kantipur.lu
Thus it is deal that thc acquisition of a new statc through
ciiplomatic mcarls solved thc problem of local administration
without adding any stress to Gorkha's own administration.
Permitting such a dcgrcc of autonomy to the raja, however, did
raise the spectre of eventual fragmentation of the Gorkhali state.
The Malla kingdom of Jumla, the Sen kingdom of Makwanpur,
and the Malla kingdom of Kathmandu Valley had all becn built
on just such accommodations, and they had failed. Thc critical
point that dividcd those carlicr failures from Gorkha's success
was that Gorkha's arrangcmcnts with her feudatories, though
benevolent, werc based OJI a strong control of thesc acquired
states. The documents that treat of thc relationship of these
feudatory statcs with thc ccntrc show that Gorkha madc very
Jefinitc demands on its feudatories and enforced them under
threat of dismissal of the local raja. A summary of these demands
shows that :
1. Territory could be detached from the lalids of one raJa
and ilssigncd to another raja.*O
2. Ncw rajas wcrc created and territories grantcd to thcm
by cutting scctions away from existing
3. Though thc grants usually rcad : 'Rulc ovcr and elljoy
your tcrritorics from gcncrution to generation,' this was critircl~
lPPi~blishcdin Sanrllri-Putra Sangraha, p. 671. Translation by R e ~ m i
Reseor.clr Sericls. i i , No.4 (April, 1970), p. 91.
"Wcytr~i Rc\carch Collcctiun~. v, 435 : Bildia was dctachrtl fronl I';llpa
and ~ ~ V C I Ito (iul~lii, I860 B.S., Aswin, bildi 1 (IH02) ;ibid, v, 418, Chilli
was dctachcd f r c m Sallyan, 1860 D.S., Bhadra, budi (1803) ; i~nrlihitl, xixl
452 : R.I~I;I.which h;ltl broken away from Achhi~ni and Doti, wils conlil-met1
as n scp;lrdtc statc, 1848 B.S.,Srawan, sudi 1 5 (1 791 ).
"lbirl., rtx, 113, grant of four pargrlnnils as rej to Dinunath Sh.~l~i,
Ji~teJ
1860 B.S., Srawon, sudi 3 (1803).
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contingent on thc faithful perforrrraricc of duty. No raja of a
feudatory statc could cxpcct his so11 to inherit the throne unless
he carefully fulfilled every demand of the ccntrc.
4. A raja's land could bc confiscated either in whole or in
part, unlcss the raja had entcrcd illto a treaty of alliorice with
Gorkha aiid l~enccwas not strictly a
5. Rajas were cxpected to assist thc ccntrc in capturing
cri~ni~ials
or pcople wanted by the centre.23
6. Rajas were expected to offcr gifts to the raja in Kathmandu fro111 time to time. Tliis was especially true on the
occasion of the niar:iage of his sons, his sons' brntnbandan, e t ~ . ~ "
7. Rajas wcre expected to assist the ccntrc in wars prosecuted in their arca, and this assista~icc was to be given with
alacrity.26
8. Field grants of land given by representatives of thc centrc
to rajas in reward for thcir cooperatioil had to bc co~~iirmed
by
thc ccntrc. This confirmatio~iwas given orlly after an investigation into thc exact lcgal status of thc territories in question.
Evcn after confirmation, the cclltrc still rcservcd the right to
correct its dccisio~iin vicw of more accurate inforn~ationthat
might latcr c o ~ n cto 1ightm2O
9. Thc centre often transferred obligations that had been
10. Thc centre at times co~ifirmcdgifts of territory made by
o ~ i craja to anotlicr in appreciation for services rcndcrcd, but
unlcss this coniirmatioli was givcn, thc gift was
'i'hcsc prcrogativcs of the ccntrc as rcgards its fcudatories did
not give to Kathmandu absolutc ndmi~listrativcc o n t ~
01 over the
Scudatory states, nor wcre they intended to. In thcir own
Yalbid., i, 231, 'Birtn Survey Kcguliitions', 1855 B.S., Paus, sudi 5.
e"bid., v, 327, Order to caplure Subirn Siihi, dalcd 1853 B.S., Ashad, sudi
11. Thc same ordcr was issued 10 scvcri~lri~ji~s.
2'lbid., xv, 452, Lcttcr to Kaja Ananla I'al of Bajra, dilled 1848 B.S.,
Slxwan, Sudi 15 (1791).
Pblbid., v, 466-7. Order to raja of Jnjal.kot, tajn o f Bajra, and rqia of
Hiljliatig to bring their troops to join lhc Go1 khalis in Kumaon, dated 1860
B.S., Chaitra, badi 6 (1804).
'"bld., v, 214, confirn~ntionof Indrn Bhupal L. Singh in possession of
Musikot, dated 1849 B.S., Bhadra, sudi 1 (1792).
lTlbid., v, 214.
"lbid., v, 681, Lctter of Icha Ram Upedhyaya Karki, nayak of Udayaplrr, d:~tcd 1844 R.S., Srauan, bndi 3 (1787).
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territories the rajas enjoyed a very wide range of powers. At
bsst this system was a compromise between Kathmandu's
exercise of absolute control through the appointment and supervision of its own administrative officers and the looser federations
achieved by the Mallas and Sens. Such prerogatives as Kathmandu enjoyed, however, she protected with a very firm hand.
This is readily attested to by a letter of Rana Bahadur Shah to
Hari Krishna Khan, the raja of Bhirkot, dated 1849 B.S., Paus,
badi 9, roj 6 (January 1793), informing him that Indra Bhupal
Khan, his predecessor in Bhirkot, had been removed from the
throne because of failure to obey orders sent him from
Kathmandu. Hari Krishna was reminded that Bhirkot was his
to enjoy as long as he and his successors remained loyal to
Gorkha and obeyed her commands.29

Administration in Conquered Territories
The problem of administration in states that were annexed by
military means, of course, was much more complex. Here the
first order of business was to complste the subjugation of the
territory and to impose Gorkhali rule. There are extant several
letters from the court at Kathmandu to commallders in the field
giving instructions on this aspect of the work of unification, as
well as descriptions from contemporary writers. These d o not
supply a complete picture of the problem nor of its solution, but
they d o give some idea of the forthright manner in which such
problems were met.
When Bhakti Thapa was appointed suba of Jumla, the court
wrote to him on 1846 B.S., Magh, sudi 3, roj 2 (November
1789), authorizing him to d o whatever was necessary for the
welfare of Nepal according to the opportunities that appeared
and the advice of the nobles in Jumla. Some definite instructioils were given for specific problems and he was advised to
complete the pacification of Jumla before moving on. But in
gcneral he was given wide latitude to adapt his rule to the needs
of J ~ m l a . ~ O
2BLetter of Rana Bahadur Shah to Hari Krishan Khan, raja of Bhirkot,
dated 1849 B.S., Paus, badi 9, roj 6 (26 Marg 1849 B.S ....1792), published
in Dinesh Raj Pant, 'Nayan Prakash Parrie Patraharu', Purninla, No. 17,
p. 48.
'OLetter of Rana Rhadur Shah to Bhakti Th;lpa, dated 1846 B.S.,
Magh, sudi 3, roj 2 (8 Magh 1846 B.S.), published wlth notes in Mahesh Raf
Pant, 'Bir Bhakti Thapa', Purnima,No. 10, pp. 49-51.
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Once Gorkhali rule had been firmly established in Jumla, a
new set of instructions was sent to the subba in charge there,
dated 1851 B.S.,Srawan, Sudi 3 (July 1794). These instructions
are far from being exhaustive, yet it is clear that the subba had
abundant powers of discretion to carry out the tasks that seemed urgent. It will be useful to examine these instructions to
form some idea of what the centre expected of its local representatives. The following are presented from M.C. Regmi's
abstract translation :
1. Financial allocations for temples shall be made as in the
past.
2. Religious and charitable expenses for the Chandan Nath
Temple shall be incurred as in thc past.
3. Expenses shall be incurred as in the past during the
Dashain Festival.
4. Expenses incurred on mail-carriers and Vakils shall be
remitted as in the past.
5 . Presents which are received there shall be transmitted to
us.
6. In the event of rebellion, guilty persons of above the age
of twelve years shall be beheaded, but the members of
their families shall not be enslaved.
7. Offenses committed by soldiers and other persons
shall be scrutinized by Panchas and punishme~~t
shall be
awardcd in the form of death or enslavement a s
appropriatc.
8. In case feudatory chieftains in the area do not extend
assistance in war or in other matters, and rebel, they
shall be awarded suitable punishment.
9. In the event of invasion by enemies, appropriate defense
measures shall be adoptcd. Instruction from the centre
shall be unnecessary in such emergencies, as the palace
is situated a t a distancc.
10. Complaints against you shall bc disposed of only after
proper scriltiny of cvidcnce submitted by both parties.
One-siclctl cvidcncc 5hall not be heard.
Stntiorlcry
cxpenscs for the Kachahari administrative
11 .
office shall be incurrcd as usual.
12, Remission shall be granted for expenses incurred in
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repairing forts, constructing suspension bridges, and
making boats.
13. Rewards shall be granted to persons rendering exceptional service."
Since Jumla was in the charge of a subba, many powers were
withheld from him that were regularly given to sardars in othcr
areas.aB Despite this curtailment in his powers, it is evident that
the subba had considerable authority. Unnientioned in the
instructions is the fact that regular reports were sent to
Kathmandu both by the subba and his associatts. On the basis
of these reports Kathmandu was able to make necessary
changes, give advice, and decide difficult cases. Also, of
course, local citizens were free to appeal any decision of the
subba to the court in Kathmandu.
The instructions given to Bhakti Thapa when he was
appointed sardzr of Kumaon indicate a much wider range of
powers. He had, for instance, the power to hold the pajani,
which he was instructed to do on the advice of the subba and
subedar. He also had the power to pass sentenccs, even the
death penalty, on those convicted by local panchayats. Petty
rajas in the area west of the Marsyangdi River were subject to
his authority. And the defence of the area was his responsibility, both as regards the military and the building of forts and
fortifications. Specific instructions were given him to develop
commuilications by building bridges and roads and by removing
all obstacles in the delivery of official mail. Finally, he was
instructed to maintain good relations with Tibet on the north, by
honouring the existing agrcements with Tibet, and with the
nawab of Oudh, by doing nothing that would tend to anger him.33
Notice has already been called to the wide discretionary
powers given to both the subba in Jumla and the sardar in
Kumaon. The reasons for this are obvious. Both of these
areas were very far away from the court of Kathmandu, and
"Regmi Research Series, i , N o . 2 (December 1969), 40.
"The subbcts futictioned under the sardars as subordinate officials. Their
appolntnient, however, was made by the court in Kathmandu.
mTnstructions from Rnna Bahadur Shah to Bhakti Thnpa in Kumaon,
dated 1851 B.S., Srawnn, sudi 13, roj 6 (27 Saun 1851 B.S...,1791), published
with notes in Mahesh Raj Pant, 'Bir Bllakti Thapa', Purnima, No. 11.
pp. 35-6.
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many details necessary to determine individual cases could be
had only on the spot and against a background of local experience. There are extant numerous letters from the court to
Bhakti Thapa in Kumaon, which add interesting information on
the government of province.34 These letters make it quite clear
that the centre was concerned with the larger issues of policy,
the establishment of revenue rates, and the use of revenue and
the pajani. Local matters were left entirely in the sardar's
hands. There is also a rather extensive correspondence between
the centre and J ~ r n l a and
, ~ ~ it is surprising how many of the
cases brought to the attention of the centre for decision were
land cases, which could be settled on the basis of documents.
Local legal cases involving crimes rarely came to the attention of
the centre, though the subba was considerably restricted in the
punishments he could meet out. As Hamilton says :
Military officers, named Sardars, frequently are appointed to command over different portions of the country, and,
wherever they are, have a jurisdiction in all matters over the
Subbas. In particular, their criminal jurisdiction is much
more extensive, as they can condemn to capital punishment,
without any reference t o the court, while the Subba requires
an order from thence before he can punish any criminal.36
The decentralization of authority implied in the instructions
given above to the subba of Jumla and the sardar in Kumaon
must be considered a later development that was entirely at odds
with the mind of Prithvinarayan Shah. In his letter of appointment of Sur Singh Rana and Kalu Khadka as amalis of Bhad
gaon, Prithvinarayan had expressly pointed out that they should
'make arrangements in the city, settle the citizens, and encourage
agric~lture'.~' Except in the case of criminal offences and
offences against the state, they were given a wide range of powers
to develop the area under their authority, despite the fact that
Bhadgaon was only a few miles from Kathmandu. The conclusion is evident. Decentralization was a major part of the
-

-

"Cf. Mahesh Raj Pant, 'Bir Bhakti Thapa', Purnima, Nos. 10-23.
a61tihasPrakash, ii, part 2, 1-42.

a%amilton, Nepal, p. 108.
"Letter of Prithvinayrayan Shah to Sur Singh Raua et al, dated 1830
B.S.. Kartik, badi 5, roj 4, published in Samsodhan Mandal, Upadesh, iii,
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Gorkhali structure of government. It allowed a high degree of
flexibility; it allowed local authorities to temper their rule to the
needs of time and place; and it allowed local people, who had
always found their government close-by to intensify more
easily with the conquering Gorkhalis than would have been the
case if the government were conceived in terms of a more distant
seat of authority.
Even in the case of major laws promulgated by the centre for
the whole kingdom, there was a wide latitude given in their
enforcement, to allow their adaptation to local conditions. The
ban on cow slaughter is a case in point. As was to be expected,
when the Gorkhalis assumed control of large stretches of the
country where the Hindu laws of purity were not previously
observed, a ban was imposed on cow slaughter. When the
Solu Khumbu area of the eastern Himalayas was brought under
Gorkhali rule, this law was promulgated there as well. It was
only in 1805, however, that a group of judges was sent to Solu
Khumbu to enforce the law, and the regulations issued to govern
their conduct make it clear that the centre recognized the
impossibility of the immediate enforcement of a law so alien to
the normal lives of the people there.38
There is thus a pattern throughout these early years of
Gorkhali rule that can be summed up as :
1. Adaptability to local conditions
2. Adherence to local customs
3. Decentralization of authority
Taxes in the Provi~zces
For the local people, life under the Gorkhalis remained
fundamentally unchanged, except, of course, in regard to
taxation and land revenues. Here the problem was complicated
by the financial burden of conquest. The expansion of Gorkha
was not achieved without heavy expenditures both in material
and money. Those provinces that were so unfortunate as to be
situated near the areas where the fighting was still going on had
an especially heavy burden to carry. They were often still under
the government of absentee military commanders, and they had
to supply the bulk of the food grains which were required for the
''Regmi Researches Series, i, No. 1 (November, 1969), 15-9.
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support of the troops. Though this burden was expected by
Kathmandu to be a temporary one, it could be very severe when
the fighting in an area continued over a prolonged period of
time. English authors, especially those who were later involved
in the revenue administration of Kumaon and G a r h ~ a lhave
,~~
been unduly harsh in their criticisms of the Gorkhalis for the
burden of taxation they placed on those areas. The historian
with a sense of humour can enjoy comparing their comments on
the situation in Kumaon and Garhwal and the extortion that the
Gorkhalis supposedly practised there with the East India
Company's unenviable record against the native princes of
India. Or, if he is so inclined, he can show the discrepancies
within a single writer's statement of the case. Such a practice is
useful for whiling away an afternoon in amusing reading, but it
is not history and it does not escape the fact that the Gorkhalis
did lay a heavy hand on those provinces, and that in some cases
it was not a t all defensible. If the central authority in
Kathmandu at that time found it reprehensible and tried to
correct it, it seems naive for a writer in the twentieth century to
become unduly agitated about the statement of fact.40 War
costs money. The provinces to the west had a double burden to
pay. Their own rulers had exacted the utmost from them in
order to hire mercenaries in their defence, and the Gorkhalis in
their turn leaned heavily on them for the support of the war that
continued westward. None of these territories had been even
moderately wealthy before all of this. It is not surprising, then,
that the provinces in question felt the burden of supporting these
wars to be excessive or even that depopulation resulted from
some of the methods used to exact the finances necessary to
carry on. What is important is that the centre did not condone
excessive exactions and did what lay in its power to correct
abuses. The fact that the centre was not able to enforce every
reform that it issued only underscores the frequently repeated
statement that the Gorkhali army was moving far too quickly for
''Cf. Especially Traill and Atkinson.
'OD.R. Regmi in his Moderrr Nepal, pp. 277-8, shows just concern for
the justification of Gorkhali rule in K u n ~ a ~ n He
. overlooks the orders of
the Kathmandu government itself initiating reforms ~ h c r c . The centre
certainly realited that the ad~ninistratiofiin Kumaon was deficient and took
oteps t o remedy it. Cf. Regmi Research Collections, xxxvi, 321; xx, 176-9;
and xxiii, 338.
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the necessary administrative assimilation of these territories to
be carried out, a point that will be discussed in greater detail in
the following chapter.
The fact that the centre was concerned about this problem of
the financial condition of the provinces of Kumaon and Garhwal
cannot be denied. Two authors in particular have called attention to the efforts of the central government of Nepal to alleviate
the burdens on the provinces. Traill, writing shortly after the
British conquest of the area, said :
The consequent depopulation of Kurnaon as a result of the
military mismanagement of land assessments and taxes was
rapid and excessive, as fully proved in the numerous waste
villages deserted at that period, and in the incomplete state
of agriculture which prevails generally in the villages still
inhabited. After the conquests of the Nepal government i a d
been further extended, and the subjugation in this quarter fully
established, measzlres were adopted to remedy these disorders.
A commission was accordingly deputed immediately from
Kathmandu, for the purpose of fixing the revenues a t an
equitable rate. The settlement was formed on actual inspection of the resources of each village .. On the completion of
this survey, a detailed account of each pergunna, showing
the numbers, names, size, and extent of the villages, was
submitted for the approbation of the court of Nepal ... The
demand thus authorized, generally speaking, was by no
means excessive or unreasonable but the absence of a controlling power on the spot, rendered the arrangement
almost nugatory, and the military chiefs were enabled to
evade it by the power vested in them. of imposing fines a t
their own discretion, in the administration of the interior
police.41
Traill thus makes it clear that the central authorities in
Kathmandu were adamantly opposed to excessive tax burdens
on the people. It is understood, of course, that this does not
mean that the Kathmandu government was altruistic in its outlook on taxation. Excessive here means simply exceeding the
normal fifty per cent of the crop, a tax that waq imposed on all
~-

- - -

"G.W. Traill, 'Statistical Sketch of Kumaon'. A.riatik Researches, xvi
(1829) 190. Traill's report was dated 16 April 1823.
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those in the hills who farmed government land, whether it be
jagir o r raikar. As Traill pointed, out the military commanders
were able to circumvent the regulations issued by Kathmandu as
long as there was no one on the spot to supervise their enforcement.
G.R.C. Williams, writing a good deal later, but basing his
comments on official reports from an earlier period, wrote of
Kathmandu's efforts to meet this need and their success, or lack
of it, in the undertaking :
The first to check the excessess of the domineering soldiery,
and so stay the tide of emigration that would soon have left
the valley (Dehra Doon) desolate was Amrit Kazi, but the
administration of Elustee Dhul Chatra is extolled above that
of all others. He put a high premium upon agriculture, making
liberal advances and giving away whole villages at nominal
rents (Rs. 5 or so), to various Zamindars who were thus
enabled to grant leases to cultivators at one-twelfth, and even
one-sixteenth, of the produce. (See Mr. Shore's settlement
report, 15 December 1825 and his letter to Mr. Traill, 30
March 1828). According to Mr. Shore, 1876 B.S. (1810) was
a year famous for his efforts in the cause of progress, the
results of which were most striking in the Kalyanpure
pergunna a tract much less prosperous under the English
system.42
These are not isolated citations, introduced to put a fair colour
on a very bad situation. Others could be produced here to give
the same sort of testimony. The historical record is quite clear
that as the westward expansion took place, the first phase of
Gorkhali rule was a time of real financial hardship for the
people. This was followed by an attempt to introduce reforms,
which in turn were finally enforced by the central government's
appointment of a govelnor with the powers to impose them over
the heads of the local military leaders.
The financial situation in newly conquered territories had been
rendered somewhat more difficult by the flight of the leading
zamindars from these territories. Since all of these men hoped
to 1 eturn on a more favourable day, it is certain that among the
valuable possessions they took along with them were their tax
41Williams, Memoir, p. 253.
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records, which formed the basis for their claim to the lands under
them. The Gorkhali military governors, then, had no written
records to tell them what the normal assessment should be, nor
did they have the time to set about making such an assessment.
Consequently. they imposed whatever taxes they thought the
community could bear, with the error on the side of excess
rather than leniency.

Jagirs and the Peasants
Jagir assignments created a further complication in the
financial situation in the hills. These newly conquered areas were
and were, therefore, to
almost entirely parcelled out in jagir~,4~
some extent exempt from any authority other than that of the
jagirdar who received them. Since the military assignment of a
jagir in that area was inevitably a temporary one, it was quite
natural, though deplorable, that the officer who received the
assignment should try to gain the maximum return from the
assignment while it was his. Such an attitude is based on an
extremely short-ranged view of economic life, but in the military,
where one necessarily has a very short-ranged view of life itself,
this is not impossible to understand. It was parhaps to the jagir
system as applied in Kumaon and Garhwal more than anything
else that the local people owed their sufferings. When the further
consideration is added, that the heavy concentration of troops
necessary for the war in the west had to be paid by this means,
something of the scope of the problem can be seen. It can also be
seen from Atkinson's comments on this problem, that as the
military moved west, the problem moved west with them. As
Atkinson says :
From the year 1806, when Barn Shah became civil governor
of the province, matters changed very much for the better.u
He began at once to adopt measures to secure a better administration.
He gzined over a number of the principal
Brahmans and other leading men by promises or bribes, and
"Traill, 'Statistical Sketch of Kumaon', 189, 'On sucmsive conquests of
Kumaon and Ckrwal ...the country, including all the villages hitberto reserved for the support of the court and their attendants, was parcelled out
in separate assigments to the invading army...'.
"This comment about Barn Shah's success is interesting, because Barn
Shah succeeded Hasti Dal Shah, who was higbly praiced by Williams,
Memoir, p. 253, for his rule.
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was thus able to frustrate the weak attempts of the disturbers
from outside. Garhwal tvas at this time governed as if its
rulers' sole object was to turrl it again into a jungle. But
Kumaort appears to have been favoured in every way. The
property of private individuals was respected, the grants of
land made by previous rulers were confirmed to the actual
possessors, the revenue was collected in the usual manner, a
rude attempt to administer justice was made, and most
prized of all it was forbidden to sell the persons of revenue
defaulters and their families into ~lavery.~5
The financial problems of these western provinces of Kumaon
and Garhwal were compounded by :
1. The stripping of the country to pay the defence costs by
the defeated raja of the province ;
2. The cost of further Gorkhali military expansion ;
3. The jagir system employed to pay the troops.
The whole problem of the military jagirs and the assimilation
and development of conquered territories requires considerable
discussion. Certain aspects of this will be reserved for the following chapter, but two points in this conncction must be considered
as being directly related to the problems of the development of
the administration of the new provinces. The first of these
involves the rights of the Jagirdar, and the second involves the
extent of jagirs throughout the country.
The grant of a jagir bestowed certain privileges on the grantee,
or jagirdar.
His primary right, of course, was to appropriate a
share in the produce of the land, normally fifty per cent in the
hill areas, which otherwise would be paid to the government as
the peasants's tax. In addition to this he had the right to impose
certain small levies and the right to certain non-agricultural
revenues." More important, in the context of this chapter, he had
judicial rights within narrowly defined limits, but limits, nonetheless, which would embrace most of the litigation that could be
expected in the rural areas."'
Originally, also, he had the right
to enhance rents. and, unless the tenant were otherwise protected,
_.__------I-

46Atkinson,Himnlayan Districts, ii, 624-5.
"M.C. Regmi, Land Tenure, iii, 10.

QIbid.,iii, 11.
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the right to evict his tenanhds He was, in short, a kind of very
petty lord on his jagir.
The jagirdar, whether military or civilian, was normally also
an absentee landlord, since his duties called him elsewhere. This
meant that he had to e~nployeither a relative or a manager to
see to his lands. Thus it can be seen that in the matter of
simple justice in every day affairs, the peasant was twice removed
from government. The jagirdar enjoyed many of the judicial
functions that would nor~nallybe exercised by government. And
this was not good. Since the jagirdar was usually absent, his
manager assumed this prerogative, and this was bad. The
jagirdar was at least a government servant, and had to face a
reckoning for his conduct. The manager was in private employ
facing no such reckoning, and yet he was able to exercise
functions that should rightfully be those of government itself.
If ever there was a system open to abuse at the expense of the
peasants, this was it.
When the size of the armies employed by Gorkha is
considered, the proportions of this potential-and
often
woefully real-abuse are apparent. Hamilton, speaking of the
revenues of five districts in eastern and southern Nepal, makes
some startling statement^.^^ The five districts were then known
as Morang, Chainpur, Saptari, Khatang, and Bara GarhiMakwanpur. Of these districts, half of Makwanpur, most of
Chainpur, and most of Khatang were given over to jagirs. This
is only Hamilton's reporting, of course, but he is reporting about
the area of which he had the most accurate information. It is
true that the areas given to jagirs in these five districts were not
the most fertile, but the fact remains that practically the whole of
the Pahar zone in the eastern half of modern Nepal was reserved
for jagirs. Among other things, this meant that in this large
scction of the country, jagirdars or their representatives held in
their hands most of the day-to-day judicial functions. All this
must be borne in mind when the extent of the jagir problem is
mentioned. How much of western Ncpal, Kuinaon, Garhwal
and the petty states bcyond was allottcd to jagirdars there is no
way of knowing at this date. Certainly it was a very significant
-

-Ibid., iii, 34.
"Hamilton, Nepal, pp. 151-64.
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amount of land, since all the contemporary reporters on the
economic problems of those territories mention the jagir problem,
and since the concentration of troops was heaviest in the west.60
Deferring the economic aspects of this problem as well as the
power these large jagir holdings conferred on the military for
the following chapter, it is the centrifugal tendency involved in
this massive decentralization that must be pointed out here.
Unity and Administration
In view of the centrifugal forces the nature of the terrain of
Greater Nepal imposed on any government trying to unify this
territory, the decentralization of the Gorkhali administration
must seem a very definite step away from unification. It constituted a constant danger to the structure of that unity the
extensive Gorkhali conquests made possible in the country.
These centrifugal tendencies in the administration were
reinforced by the centrifugal tendency inherent in the jagir
system. Under this system the gap between peasants and govemment was very wide indeed, and this was the besetting weakness
of the earlier Rajput states. What held the Gorkhali state
together was an amalgam of a strong central authority exercised
over its officers in the field and the loyalty of the military to the
crown.
The key man in the provincial administration was either the
sardar or the governor. These men were in supreme control in
the provinces, and were given wide discretionary power. The
use of that power was kept under constant check by the central
authorities. The sardar or governor was expected not to take
any action of moment in the province without consulting the
other nobles present, and whatever action was decided upon was
detailed to the central authorities in the monthly reports or in
special letters sent for this purpose. In matters of considerable
moment the course of action proposed by the sardar or governor
was regularly commented upon and often corrected by the
authorities of the central
-

-

'OCf. especially Traill, 'Statistical Sketch of Kumaon',,,~.190; Williams,
Memoir, pp. 1 19-21 ; and Atkinson, Himalayan Districts, 11,625.
"Regmi Research Series, i , No; 2 December 1969), 41. Letter of Barn
Shah to Girbana Yuddha, dated 18 0 B.S., Phalgun 3; also Mahesh Raj
Pant, 'Bir Bhakti Thapa', Purnima, No. 11, p. 35, letter of instructions to
Bhakti Thapa in Kumaon, dated 1851 B.S., Sarwan, 12, roj 6, Kentipur
(1794).
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In addition to these checks on the action of the sardar or
governor, there was an additional check in the auditing of his
accounts. This was done from time to time, as occasion
demanded, and the mere fact that he would have to explain
extraordinary expenses helped to ensure the sardar's or
governor's opting for a prudent course of action. Much of the
income of the province, of course, was already ear-marked for
various regular expenditures, especially for the army, and there
was very little actual cash income for him to usemBa
The greatest check on the activities of the sardar or governor
lay in the annual pajani. This review of his collduct in office,
with the prospect of removal, provided the central government
with a very strong hold over the men in the field. Since all of the
ilobles stationed in the area could, and did, send private reports
to the centre, and since the subbas who served under the governor
were not subject to his appointment, but were appointed by
Kathmandu itself, the sardar or governor could rest assured that
every move he made was known to the centre.
The centre's concern to establish fair taxation rates and the
changes in governors that were introduced in an effort to achieve
this were a part of the centre's effort to reach the people. Further
efforts were urged by the centre in the question of roads and
bridges, both of which would ease the problem of communications locally and help establish stronger links with the centre.
Bhakti Thapa was urged in his instiuctions on his appointment
as sardar in Kumaon to take special notice of this need." Hasti
Dal Shah, who was governor there later, carried on this work, so
that Raper was led to comment on the excellence of the road
that had been constructed from Devaprayag to Srir~agar.~'Such
improvements were often made by using jhara labour, which
imposed an additional burden on the peasants, but this was not
always the case. Bhakti Thapa was informed by Kathmandu that
one company had been assigned to protect the area and improve
the road in Achham, and he was told not to change their assignment when he conducted the annual pajani.=
6'Mahesh Raj Pant, 'Bir Bhakti Thapa', Purnima, N o . 12, p. 47.
='Ibid., Purnima, No. 11, p. 35, Letter of instructions to Bbakti Thapa in
Kumaon, dated 1851 B.S., Srawan, sudi 12, roj 6 , Kantipur (1794).
"Raper, 'Sources of the Ganges', p. 497.
"Mahesh Raj Pant, 'Bir Bhakti Thapa', Purnima, N o . 12, p. 53, Letter
of Rana Bahadur to Bbakti Thapa, dated 1852 B.S., Srawan, sudi 8, roj 6.
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It must be admitted, of course, that the centre's -effort to
reach the people was not entirely successful. The peasant's lot
was a hard one, yet the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries did not know the intense social concern that is characteristic of this age, and, despite the hardships of the peasants in
Greater Nepal, the picture was not entirely dark. Kirkpatrick,
who is a t times as critical as any of the English writers, commented on the easy familiarity that existed between the peasants of all
classes and the nobility,G6and expressed the opinioi~that the
Gorkhali government was 'at least as mild and equitable as any
other in India, whether Hindoo or Mohammaddan'.57
The central government, then, tried to overcome the strong
centrifugal tendencies in the mode of administration of the
provinces that Gorkha's own inadequacies and the nature of her
conquests thrubt upon her, by exercising a strong control over
the governors in the field, and by striving at least in certain basic
ways to maintain contact with the people of the states assimilated. The fact that the Gorkhali army was strong and made its
presence felt throughout the length and breadth of Greatel Nepal
also provided a strong centripetal force in the country. This was
true not only because insurrections could be put down quickly
and efficiently, but because the army imposed a real pax Gorkhali
on the acquired territories. There was relief in the land fiom the
interminable feuds between states. There were no more fights
between factions in states. And there were no more incursions
by raiding parties from outside.58 This latter problem had never
existed on any large scale within the Baisi or Chaubisi Rajas, but
in the territories farther west it had been a constant source of
affliction for the peasants.6y The Gorkhalis ended these raids in
summary fashion by fulfilling a threat to burn one village for
every plundering party that entered the doon. One such punitive
mission was enough to convince would-be raiders that the
Gorkhalis' threat was serious. The raiding ~ t o p p e d . ~ "
'aKirkpatrick, Account of Nepaul, p.

36.

"Ibid, p. 65.

MAtkinson,Himalayan Districts, ti, pp. 578, 603 and 607 ff.
'BIbid. Atkinson speaks eloquently of the terrible desolation these raids
had made in the doon area.
b@Williams,
Memoir, pp. 118-9.
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The Central Government
Mention has been made throughout this chapter of the
central governMent. It comprised the raja himself, assisted by a
collateral who served as chautariya, four kazis, four sardars, two
kharidars or secretaries, the chamberlain, and the treasurermel
The members of the leading families of Gorkha, the Tharghar,
also exercised a strong influence, even when not holding any of
the positions mentioned. Kirkpatrick had observed the importance of this inner group of nobles and found it difficult to understand the base of their power in govcrnment. 'This need not be
such a mystery as Kirkpatrick found it." Besides the leading
Blahman families this group included the leading fighting families
of Gorkha, from whom came the bulk of the military officers. It
was their loyalty to Gorkha and to the throne that ensured the
throne of the loyalty of the army, which was always one of the
great stays of the Gorkhali state.
Consequently, their concurrence was essential in any lnajor decisioil because of the tremendous importaiice that Gorkha placed on the military. In fact, if
loyalty to the central authority, as poscd in the person of the
king or ruler, is the most primitive of the centripetal forces in
bringing about the unification of a country, the loyalty of the
military in Nepal was the strongest expression of that force.
It was this very importance of tlie military in the unificatioll
of Nepal as well as tlie influence that the military classes had in
the court itself that made it essential for the king to be the type
of man who could commalid that loyalty and control and direct
the energies that this group represented. This put a heavy burden
on the king. In fact the whole administrative organization of the
state imposed a heavy burdcn on thc king, and the administration
was as good as the king made it. Thus it is no exaggeration to
say that the unity of Nepal depended directly 011 the integrity of
the king. This was the way the state developed, and this was the
way that Prithvinarayan Shah had wanted it to develop. But
this system was too weak to witlistand the pressures acting
against it.
The weakness of thc system did not lay in the concept-it is
doubtful if any other systeni of government would have succeedalHamilton, Nepal, p. 108.
"Kirkpatrick, Account of Nepal, pp. 124-5.
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ed in the hills at that time. The weakness lay in Prithvinarayan's
inability to project his thinking far enough into the future. He
did not foresee, and he could never had been expected to foresee,
that, after his son Pratap Singh's reign, a succession of minors
would inherit the crown and that the resulting weakness of the
crown would open the door to factionalism, intrigue, and a
serious decay at the centre. It was this that war ultimately to
betray the unity of Greater Nepal.

CHAPTER NINE

THE LAND-MILITARY COMPLEX
Their opposition, stubbornness,
Spoil the most glorious success,
Till in deep, angry pain one must
At last grow tired of being just.

As this study has taken pains to point out, land provided the
basic motivation for the conquests that led t o the unification of
the petty states of the hills into the modern state of Nepal.
Prithvinarayan Shah's ability to interpret his dream of conquest
into the more prosaic terms of land and crops had supplied the
essential motivation that stirred hi3 hill men from the struggle
for survival on the land to the struggle for conquest. It had
always been a truism in the hills that land was life and that
those who wished to live a more abundant life could satisfy
their wish only by acquiring the rights or tenure rights to either
more land or more fertile land. Prithvinarayan Shah changed
that truism into the dynamism of conquest.
One of the most impressive illustrations of this importance
of land in the hills to both noble and peasant alike was the use
Prithvinarayan made of it during the conquest. He used it not
only to reward his soldiers, both officers and men of the line, but
also as an effective lure in winning men of influence in the areas
under attack over to the support of Gorkha. Altogether there
are more than twenty letters extant in which either an offer of an
outright gift of land or an offer to guarantee continued possession of land was made in exchange for services to the Gorkhali
state.2 To cite just three of these, in 1747 Prithvinarayan Shah
wrote to Parsuram Thapa encouraging him to defect to Gorkha.
He promised Parsuram that he would protect his life and
property, and as an added inducement he me~~tioiled
that a birta
'Goethe, Faurt, Part 11, v, 11. 11270-4.
'Cf. Samsodhan Mandal, Upadesh, iii.
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had already been set aside for him.s In 1754 Prithvinarayan
made an appeal to all the citizens of Dolkha, promising them
continued possession of their lands, if they supported the
Gorkhali troops when they came into the a r e a 4 And in a third
letter to Sadullaji Mojamji in 1765 Prithvinarayan confirmed
Sadulla in the possession of his lands.5 These three letters, one
to a leading military commander of the Malla kings, another to
the citizens of a whole area, and a third to a leading merchant,
all offer land as the major reward for cooperation. And this is
not surprising, since land was the currency of the conquest,
the means by which the rulers of the House of Gorkha paid
for the victories that extended their rule from the Teesta to the
Sutlej.
It should be emphasized here, howcver, that in itself the
conquest of new lands and the assignment of these lands mentioned throughout this chapter had no direct effect on the
peasants' right of tenure on these lands. It was not the object
of the Gorkhali conquest to deprive the simple people of the
land, their livelihood, o r the means to achieve it. Tt was the
revenue of the land-that was at stake. The peasant had inevitably
to surrender half of his crop in taxes, regardless of the government that actually I uled the land. What the Gorkhali conquest
gave to the government in Kathmandu was the right to appropriate that revenue or to assign it either to the army, to an official
of the state, or to a citizen in reward for services he had rendered to the state. Thus, in speaking here of the acquisition of
land and the assignment of land, it is the acquisition and assignment of revenue rixhts that is intended.

Land Determined

the Artlzy's Strengtlr

The actual growth of Gorkha was quite remarkable. From
a state of a few hundred square miles it expandedinto an area of
approximately ninety thousand square miles. A moment's consideration of the reveriues generated by this greatly increased
"lbid., i i . 928, Letter of Prirhviiia~.qan Shah to Parsuram Thapa, date
estimated as 9 Rhadra 1804 R.S.( 1 747) bv Sarnsodhan Mandal from internil
evidence.
'Ibid., i i i . 945,1,ettt.r of P r ~ ( l i v i ~ i . ~, ~l .nSIi,rh
, ~ ) to the Rharatlars of Dolka,
undated.
'[bid.. i i i , 1057. Letter of Prithvinarayan Shah t o Sadullaji Mojarnji,
dated 1822 B.S., Baishakh, sudi 10, roj 3 (1765).
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area indicates the vast field of opportunity the Gorkhali
conquest offered to those who had a right to claim a share in
them.
Though the army was by no means the only group to share
in these increasing revenues, it was in many ways the most
important. It was through the army that the increase in Gorkha's
lands was acquired, and it was only through the assignment of
a military jagir that the simple hill man was able to share in the
additional wealth that this brought to the state. Apart from
this, there is no indication that the lot of the peasants of Gorkha
was at all changed merely by the vast increasc in the size of the
state. As long as the Gorkhali peasant remained on the land
as a simple farmer, his taxes remained the same, his tenancy
rights remained the same, and so his life remained the same.
It was Prithvinarayan Shah himself who opened the door to
a share in these revenues for the simple peasant-soldier. In his
Dibya Upadesh he said :
An important point is that the soldiers required for the king
should be given their house and land and that they should
farm it, so that they can support themselves by both meanss
Of course, the practice of a~signingland to the support of
the military had been common in alniost all the hill states. The
significance of Prithvinarayan Shah's directive and practice was
the application of this on an individual basis and on a scale
equal to the vast increase in Gorkhali territories. As a direct
result of this practice tlie double dichotomy was set up: the limit
of the army is thc land; the liniit of the land is the army. The
army could expand as long as there was land to be assigned for
its maintenance. And there would bc land to provide for the
maintenance of an cxpanded army as long as the army was strong
enough to conquer and hold it.
Jagirs and U~ii'cation

Before advancing to tlie liiorc coniplex relationships between
the army and the land, it is important to note that the military's
desire for land was not nicrcly an expression of greed, but that
the assignment of jagirs during the period of Gorkhali expansion
played a vcry important role in the dcvelopment and unification
'Prithvinarayan Shah, Dibya Upadesh, p. 15.
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of the country. For example, in the conquered Tarai areas there
was a vast amount of waste land which had to be brought under
cultivation for the development of the country. In view of this,
the lands assigned as jagirs, for the regular maintenance of the
army, and as birtas, in reward for military service, often included
substantial areas of waste and undeveloped land. If the jagirdar
or birtadar wished t o derive the greatest advantage from his
assignment, he had to see to the development and exploitation
o f this land. Where the jagirdar was able to develop his jagir
over an extended period of time his income was enhanced and a
strong forward thrust was given towards development.' As
Hamilton pointed out:
Before the conquest by the Nepalese, the petty Rajas, who
governed (the Tarai's) different portions, were so much afraid
of their neighbours, that they did not promote cultivation of
this low land. The Gorkhalese, being more confident, have
cleared much of the country. .even now they export a considerable quantity of grain.8
That Hamilton was merely observing the results of a set
policy of government is apparent from a letter of instructions
sent to Kazi Abhiman Singh Basnyat regarding the settlement of
the waste lands of the districts of Saptari, Mahotari, Bara, Parsa,
Rautahat, and Morang. Among other things he was told to
allow immigrants from India to clear and farm the land, but that
unless they built houses and settled there within two years, their
land would be assigned to others. And, to give more positive
encouragement to this settlement, he was authorized to make
one or two villages in this area over to each of the jagirdars and
birtadars in the area.8
The policy of assigning jagirs and birta3 clearly served in
many ways to open up the country to development and gave an
encouragement to this development that would not have been
otherwise possible. Of course, most of the increased revenue
went to individuals and not to government, but even if the revenues to government were increased only slightly by this procedure, the enhanced value of the land assigned to the nobles and,
'h4.C.Regmi, Land Tenure, iii, 9 .
'Hamilton, Nepal, p. 64.
'ltihm Prakash, i, 15.
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through the army, to the common people became a vitalizing
force in the conquest and unification of the country.
Secondly, the fact that the army was open to the fighting
castes of the whole country and was not kept merely as the
private preserve of the natives of Gorkha served to unify the
country. The door was open to a better life for the fighting
castes of the whole of Greater Nepal as long as these men were
willing to serve in a common cause.1° Iman Singh Chemjong
mentions the fact that in the east there were many Limbus who
served with the army, even in battles against their own people.ll
While in Kumaon the number of Kumaonis who served with the
army was actually greater than the number of soldiers from
Nepal proper serving there.12 Not all of these men, of course,
served in the regular companies. Many of them were irregulars.
But they did serve, and they were rewarded for this service. The
major difference between regulars and irregulars lay in the
manner of assigning them lands. Lands were assigned directly to
the soldiers on the regular roster, while in the case of irregulars,
land was assigned to the umraon, who in turn recruited and
rewarded his irregulars.13 In either case, the fighting men who
wished to serve the Gorkhalis faithfully were guaranteed a living
and a source of income.
It should be made perfectly clear, however, that these
development and unification aspects of the jagir system were
entirely contingent on the hill man's desire for land. It was this
desire that brought him into the army, and it was this that kept
him there. Even when the state was prepared to pay him a
regular cash salary, the average hill man found the income from
land far more attractive. Kirkpatrick has preserved the sentiments of one Gorkhali jamidar in this regard that aptly illustrates this point:
One of the jamedars of the Raja's company of guards informed me that he held three Kaiths, which yielded him
(after dividing with the cultivator) about sixty rupees per
1°The fighting castes only were taken into the regular army; the others
had to serve in the irregulars.
"Chemjong, Kirat People, ii, 173.
lSAtkinson, Himalayan Districtr, i i , 624.
IaKirkpatrick, Account of Nepaul, pp. 55-6,
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Kaith, or one hundred and eighty rupees; and that he
further received from the treasury two hundred and eight
rupees a year. He added that he had been much better off
when he belonged to a private company, as he then, instead
of receiving a portion of his pay in money, enjoyed sometimes
ten and sometimes twelve tolerably productive Kaiths,14
Since the army had land, it held out a strong attraction for
the hill man who was eligible and willing to fight for Gorkha.
As Gorkha's territorial possessions expanded, her power to
recruit and pay a larger army grew, and the number of those
who found their way out of the humdrum existence of village
life into the army increased significantly. This relationship
between Gorkha's territorial growth and the growth of her
military power can be illustrated from the various records and
estimates of the size of the Gorkhali army over a period of
years. Though it is not possible to give exact numbers, there is
a clear indication of the trend, and this trend in military growth
closely parallels the various campaigns detailed in Part Two of
this study.
Conquest and Army Expansion
The Gorkhaliharuko Sainik Itihas makes no mention of the
number of companies serving for the period before 1769. It has
been estimated that during this perion the number of soldiers
Gorkha put in the field never exceeded twelve hundred.ls This,
of course, is speculation based on estimates of Gorkha's strength.
I n 1769, according to the Itihas, four companies were assigned
by name to the campaign in the west.le Six years later ten
companies were assigned by name to campaigns in this same
quarter." Significantly, four campanies whose existence is
known were not among those ten, so that there were at this time
a minimum of fourteen companies, or about twenty-five hundred
men. For the campaign in the far west in 1804 ten new companies were recruited,ln or an additional group of at least fifteen
--

-

-

141bid.,p. 103.
lbSurya Bikrarn Gyawali. Amar Singh Thapa (Darjeeling. 2000 B.S.),
p. 124.

"Gorkhaliharuko Sainik ltihas. ii, part 3 , 43 3 ,

171bid.,ii, part 3, 436.
UIbid., ii, part 3,433.
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hundred men.'@ All of these figures deal with the troops actually
assigned to specific campaigns, and the Itihas makes no effort to
give the total Gorkhali enlistment.
From observation and his own estimates, Kirkpatrick, who
was himself a military man, put the number of Gorkhali troops
at fifty to sixty companies in 1792.*O This would be from
seventy-five hundred to nine thousand men, depending on the
size of the companies, which varied from one hundred forty men
to two hundred twenty men. In 1802 Hamilton, also a military
man, estimated the size of the Gorkhali army as being sixty to
sixty-five companies, or fiom nine to ten thousand menp1 If to
this is added the ten new companies recruited in 1804 for the
campaign in the far west, the total comes to between seventy
and seventy-five companies, or about eleven thousand five
hundred to thirteen thousand men. While it would be very unwise to consider these figures as anything more than estimates,
they do serve to show that there was a very definite expansion
of the Gorkhali army, and that this expansion was somehow
parallel to the expansion in Gorkha's territories.

Rough Estimates of Military Growtb

Date Companies
Mentioned

1769

4

Estimated
Increase
Minimum
Maximum

flstirnated
Totals
Minimum
Maximum

-

-

1200 -

Conquest

Valley

1775

10 (new)

1400

2300

2600 3400

East Nepal

1792

50-60

3600

9800

7000 13200

Kumaon

60-65

0

1100

960014300

1400

2200

1802
-

1804

-

- -

10 (new)

11000 16500 Preparation

For Garhwal
Campaign
J

"Kirkpatrick, Account of Nepuul, p. 102.
m H d l t o n , Nepaul, p. 112.
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To carry this discussion one step further, Kirkpatr.ick.staks
that the pay of the private sepoy serving in the Gorkhali army in
1792 was seventy-six rupees a year.21 The Government also
provided the soldier with his coat or uniform. Thus, an increase
of seventy-six thousand rupees a year would be the minimum
increase in the military budget for an increase of one thousand
men in the army. When the salaries of the officers, commissioned and non-commissioned alike, and the equipment required
for such an increase are taken into account, every thousand men
represented a drain of about four to five lakhs of rupees a year
on the central treasury. On the basis of these estimates, an
army of nine thousand men would cost the government about
forty-five lakhs a year. At the same time, in 1792 Kirkpatrick
estimated the annual income of. the government of Nepal at
between twenty-five and thirty lakhs of rupees.22 It seems safe
t o conclude, then, that the only means of supporting this
increased army lay in the government's power to assign military
jagirs, a power that was directly contingent upon the government's ability to acquire control over ever increasing amoui~tsof
land.
This relationship between military power and land is not
assumed. It is clearly indicated in the documents, and several
. ,,
concrete examples will establish it. During the Nepal-China war
the government found it could not support war on two fronts at
once, even though military wages were paid in jagirs. In
consequence westward expansion was halted, and many of the
military serving in the west were relieved of their assignments.
As Rana Bahadur wrote to the military commanders in the west
in 1792:
When the Chinese troops reached Dhaibung, the morale uf
our troops went down. We were faced with the problem of
saving the country and of repulsing the enemy by maintaining troops on two fronts. This was the reason why the paid
soldiers, musksteers and shield bearers accompanying you had
to be dismissed. There was justice in some cases and
I

SlKirkpatrick, Account of Nepaul, p. 102.
solbid., p. 21 1. This estimate is, if anything, an exaggeration, according
to some authors, and, in fact, Gajraj Misra told Captain Knox in 1802 that
the total income to the central Government was' only,five laukhsa year.
Political Consulation 18 September 1837, N o . 69. , . . , _ ... ... .
,

8
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injustice in others. Yet we shall grant paddy to some and
cash to others.23
In other words, the government was forced to dismiss some
soldiers in the west in order to enlist the troops necessary for the
Chinese war. It did not have the finances to maintain both the
army in the west and the army needed to defend the Valley
from the invading Chinese.
This connection between the strength of the army and the
land assigned to them is made even more explicit in a letter of
Prithvinarayan Shah to Debu Rana, in which Debu Rana was
instructed that at the time of the annual pajani he was to
assign lands to the military commanders according to the
strength of their units. Otherwise their strength would have to
be reduced.24 This letter makes it very clear that the numbers
enrolled in the army or serving with the umlaons were directly
limited by land assignments. Thus, to expand the army meant
that there had to be an increase of land available for assignment to the maintenance of the newly recruited troops.
In 1805, when the possibility of war with the English seemed
very real and large-scale military expansion was undertaken, the
government was forced to resume all birta lands for which
birtadars did not have a clear t i t l e . 2 V a t u r a l l y this measure
was highly unpopular and would not have been enforced unless
it was absolutely necessary. It is a clear indication of the
limits that available jagir lands put on the size of the army, and
it stresses the fact that to increase the army's numbers, new
lands had to be available for jagir assignment.
It seems from this discussion, then, that the double dichotomy: 'the limit of the army is the land; the limit of the land is
the army', is justified, and that there was a definite mutual
relationship between territorial expansion and military growth.
,

23Reg~niResearch Series, i i , N o . 8 (August 1970).
Letter of Rana
Bahadur Shah to the officers sent for the conquest of Kumaon, tral~slated
fro111Airihasik Parrn Sarlgraha, i, 56. This is a translation of the letter
referred-to as Rana Bahadur's letter in Chapter six of this study.
24Sa~ilsodhanMandal, Upadesh, iii, 1 136-7. Letter of Pri thvinarayan
Shah to Debu R a m , date vcrified for 8 Magh 1824 B.S. (1768).
26M.C. Rcgmi Land Tenrtre, i i , 84-8, has developed the clearest case yet
presented to cxplain the birta confiscation measures of Rana Rahadur Shah,
establishing bcyond doubt that thc lands confiscated were without evidence
of title.
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What is not clear is thc co~ztpulsiort towards expansion and
military growth that drove the army beyond the limits of
prudence. To understand this it is necessary to understand the
continually increasing demands made on available land within
the Gorkhali state.

Further Demandr On Land
Had there been a direct one-to-one ratio between the
acquisition of land and the assignment of military jagirs, it
would have blunted in some degree the army's need for recruits
and led to a less vigorous expansion policy. But such a ratio
did not exist. There were at least five other demands made on
new land acquisitions, each of which reduced the amount of
land available for distribution to the army.
In his Dibya Upadesh Prithvinarayan Shah set down the
directive that the children of those soldiers who had fallen in
battle should be provided for.P6 Kirkpatrick noticed this
practice and commented on the indulgence of the Gorkhali
government towards such widows and orphans. He also
observed that the very dimensions of this problem had forced
some retrenchment in the practice during the period of Bahadur
Shah's conquests.27 This is not surprising in view of the
extended period of military activity, and it must be readily
apparent that this practice imposed an increasingly heavy burden
on the finances of the state. Since the support extended to
these military widows and orphans
was in the form of land
grants, it is clear that this severely reduced the amount of land
that could be directly assigned to the support of the army.
A second factor that must be considered is the awarding of
birta land to those commanders who had success in the field."
Since the roster of successful military commanders was continually increasing, the amount of land that was assigned to
them in recognition of services rendered came to a considerable
amount, and this, too, was subtracted from the lands available
for normal jagir assignments (to the military.

*
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'OPrithvinarayan Shah, ~ i b j aUpadesh, p. 17.
"Kirkpatrick, Account of Nepaul, p. 103.
loItihus Prakush, i, 14, Letter of Pratap Singh Shah to Abhimul Singb
Basayat, dated 3 Srawan 1834 B.S. (1777).
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A third factor to be considered in this regard was the assignment of land in birta grants to those who smoothed the way for
the Gorkhali conquests by defecting to the Gorkhalis or by
otherwise assisting them in their efforts. The Gorkhalis felt a
deep sense of gratitude to such men for their efforts to expedite
the conquest, and this sense of gratitude found expression in
substantial birta grants. In 1773 the Gorkhali commanders
assigned to the conquest of the eastern Tarai wrote to
Harinanda Pokhrel, who had given them very considerable help,
and promised him that, in gratitude for the services he had
given, all the birta grants he had held from the Makwaniraja
would be confirmed.29 Later they wrote again, assigning him a
new birta, exempt from all taxes.30 When the boundaries of
this birta grant are traced out on a map, it is quite clear that
the Gorkhalis were not niggardly in expressing their gratitude.
It is a huge tract of land. Since there were many such arrangements, perhaps not always involving so much land, but generous
nonetheless, it is evident that additional conquests by the army
did not bring a corresponding increase in the amount of land
available for military jagirs.
Gratitude to those who had helped the Gorkhalis also
included royal gratitude towards the gods. From time
immemorial lands had been set aside for the maintenance and
services of the temples as an outward sign of the gratitude of
victorious monarchs for divine assistance. Accordingly, successful Gorkhali campaigns were also commemorated by grants of
land to the temples and to Brahmans. These grants, called
guthis, also had to be taken out of the total amount of land
acquired for the state by military conquest.
In addition to these factors, the life-style at the court in
Kathmandu changed significantly as the army met with increased military success. Kirkpatrick, speaking of the Tharghar as
they appeared to him in 1792, says :
[The Tharghar] formerly affected, like the Omrahs a great
simplicity of dress, justifying their practice in this point by
observing, that it was with their swords, and not with the
--- -.- -

.
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'DSa~iisodhanMandal, Upadesh, iii, 1 158. Letter of Gorkhali Bharadars
to Harinanda Pokhrel, date verified for 15 Bhadra 1830 (1773).
"Ibid., iii, 1 159.
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aid of fine garments, that their ancestors had raised the
Gorkhali house to the respectable station which it now
occupies; but whatever the risk the Thurghurs might have
herctofore run of incurring censure or ridicule by appearing
in vestments of silk or muslin, it is pretty certain that they
have latterly relaxed considerably in this point, and there are
at present some among them who are far from manifesting
any solicitude to maintain inviolable this rustic characteristic
of their order.=l
The cost of supporting the families of fallen soldiers,
generosity to friends, rewards to faithful servants, gifts to
Brahmans and temples, and luxury at court, all of this had to be
paid in land assignments. Thus each new conquest brought
more land to the state, but only a fraction of the land acquired
by conquest could be set aside for the military. The desire for
land was thus never completely satisfied, nor could it be as long
as there remained unconquered lands to the west that offered the
military some hope of satisfying their land-hunger. Yet every
effort to satisfy this hunger was frustrated because the newly
conquered lands were largely absorbed by the above-mentioned
commitments of the state and by the need to pay in jagirs the
increased numbers of troops required for their conquest. This
was the source of what several English authors have termed the
'greed' of the Gorkhali armies. Their 'greed' was nothing more
nor less than an effort of the military to resolve the forces that
were acting on them. They were driven by this inner compulsion
to rcnewed military conquests-even when further territorial
cxpansion was not in the best interests of the state, and when
cvcry effort to resolve these forces led the state closer and
closer to inevitable confrontation with either Ranjit Singh in the
Punjab or the British on the plains of India.
Itlherent Dangers
In addition to the dangers of military confrontation with
other strong powers that this land-military complex presented,
there were evcn grcater dangers to the unity of thc state
inhcrcnt in the system itself. The first of these inherent dangers
lay i n the centrc's effort to overconie thc centrifugal tendencies
31Kirkpalrick,Account of Nepaul, p. 123.
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that jagir and birta assignments represented. In the previoud
chapter the importance of the pajani in overcoming these
tendencies was stressed. But the pajani, if strictly applied, led
to frequent changes in jagir assignments. As Kirkpatrick
observed in 1792 :
[The umraons] are never allowed to remain a long time
together in the command of the same place, being relieved
for the most part yearly, and not infrequently in the
moment that they are about to reap the harvest of their
lands. The same policy, however, is discernible in all the
arrangements of the Nepal government with regard to its
delegated authorities, and the jaghire lands, both of which are
constantly changing hands.32
It was this constant change that led to the abuses that were
mentioned in the previous chapter, and which did so much to
earn for the Gorkhalis the obloquy of the people of Garhwal
and Kumaon, and which were to lead to such disastrous
consequences in the future.
A second danger inherent in this system was the development of the army, and more especially the army's officer corps,
into a distinct force in the government with its own special
interests. Successful commanders had accumulated very large
tracts of land as the Gorkhali conquest progressed. The
annual pajani, however, presented the very real possibility that
these lands, or a part of them, would be removed. Since the
land conferred status and prestige as well as wealth, it became
a point of interest to them to see that in the reassignment
during the pajani they and their relatives were not rotated into
positions of lesser financial appeal or removed from the list of
jagirdars altogether. The result in terms of military politics and
the interference of the military in state politics must bc frighteningly evident.
It is in this connection that Kana Bahadur Shah's abdication
and thc rcign of Girbana Yuddha Bikram Shall (1799-1816)
must bc considcrcd. Girbana Yuddha came to the throne as
an infant. Hc livcd the crucial part of his reign under the
regency of a step-mother, who was completely without
cxpcriencc i n govcr~inicnt and politics. The result was the
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ascendancy of certain families in the state who had strong
military connections and who exercised a predominating control
over the governmental structures, including the pajani.
Writing of this danger in 1801, Rana Bahadur Shah, who
was then in Banaras, clearly underlined the dangers to the unity
of the state that this situation represented. He told Bhaktabar
Singh Basnyat he should keep the pajani and the royal seal in his
own hands, and warned him that if they once fell into the hands
of the Pande family, the Pandes would control everything.33 The
pajani was one of the major sources of power in the state. So
long as this power was in the hands of a competent monarch,
there existed the strongest motive for the nobles of the state to
remain loyal to the interests of country and crown, since
through the pajani disloyal elements could be cut off from the
land, which was the basic source of their power. The pajani
thus represented an important and absolutely necessary centripet a1 force in the decentralized administration of Nepal at that
time. It allowed of abuses, of course, but it also served the vital
interests of unity in the state.
Should this power of the pajani fall into hands other
than those of the head of the House of Gorkha, or should the
reigning monarch prove unable to enforce his will through the
pajani because of the military lobby or the pressure of family
groups, the way lay open to factionalism, intrigue, and conspiracy. Further, should such a struggle develop, as indeed it did,
the various factions engaged in it had to have the means to win
support. Land was the only acceptable currency in such a contest. Therefore the struggle for power itself created a greater
demand for land that could be used for this purpose. But, as
was seen in Chapter Seven, there was a ten year lull from 1794
to 1804 in the Gorkhali westward expansion. No new lands
were being conquered at this time that could be used for distribution to loyal partisans. There remained, then, only the
reassignmertt of already occupied lands, which meant that
the jagirdars and birtadars already in possession of such lands
habfo be expelled from their holdings to make room for new
favourities. This led to the indiscriminate use of the powers of
a81tihar Prukarh, i, 16. Letter of Rana Bahadur Shah to Bhaktabar
Singh Basnyat, dated 1858 B.S., Magh, sudi 13, rojs.
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the pajani, to false accusations, to the imprisonment and even
execution of leading members of the court. It was factionalism
at its worst. And it was factionalism of a sort that forced
otherwise loyal military commanders and other members of the
court to take sides merely to protect themselves. It was a
case of 'those who are not for us are against us*. And those
who were in any way 'against* the party in power became
the victims in the above-mentioned search for lands.
What is especially distressing about all of this is that
the military hiatus mentioned earlier could have been so well
employed to consolidate the victories already achieved, and
to bring about a greater degree of unity within the country.
This was most especially true in Garhwal and Kumaon. But the
necessary attention was not given to these areas until too late.
They never became a part of Nepal in the same sense that
the various kingdoms of the Baisi and Chaubisi Rajas did,
and this cast the strongest doubt on the permanency of their
conquest.
Perhaps more serious even than this was the neglect ofthe rank
and file of the military. Though military commanders had amassed
large holding the land available to the maintenance of the army
itself was always just short of what was required. This meant,
as was earlier mentioned, that the strength of companies had to
be cut down. Soldiers who had found in the army a means to a
better livelihood were put on rotation, so that in the period of
their actual service in the districts they were strongly tempted to
'make the most' of the opportunity offered. This factor niust
be taken into consideration when the treatment meted out
to the peasants in the conquered districts is considered. In this
connection, Mr. Fraser's estimate of the Nepali as a man and
soldier deserves notice :
The regular army of Nepal has been for so long a time
accustomed to active service, to a series of constant warfare
and victory, that the men have become really veteran soldiers,
under the advantages of necessary control and a certain
degree of discipline; and from their continual success they
have attained a sense of their own value-a fearlessness
of danger and a contempt of any foe opposed to them. They
have much of the true and high spirit of a soldier-that set-
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ting of life a t nought i n comparison with the .performafice-df
duty and that high sense of honor which forms his most
attractive ornament and raises his character to the highest:
They are also cheerful, patient of fatigue, industrious at any
labor to which they are put, very tractable and quiet, and from
what has fallen under my own observation and knobledge,
not, I think, wanton or cruel. This, however, is a somewhat
dubious part of' their character; in various situations they have
behaved in diflerent ways, and have given reason to presume
that their natural disposition, whatever it may be, is swayed
by situations and circurn~tances.~~
No direct cause and effect relationship can be drawn between
the power struggle a t court, the neglect of the rank and file of
the army, and the treatment meted out to the peasantry of the
conquered districts by the army. However, the basis for inference
is very strong. Also, it would be completely fatuous to presume
that the struggle going on in the court, involving as it did the
leading military figures, would have no effect whatsoever on the
military itself. And the prostitution of leadership for personal
gain must necessarily have had a profound effect on all those
who once followed blindly and willingly.
Again and again throughout this study, the logic of events
has forced the conclusion that the unification of Nepal required
a strong man at the centre of authority. The same note must be
struck here. The army was a leading factor in the unification of
the country, but it was not competent to direct the consolidation
and development of its own conquests. To be effective, the
army had to be controlled. It was not capable of controlling itseIf, because of the many forces acting on it both from within
and without that forced it to assume the posture of conquest.
But in Nepal, which was essentially a military state, the royal
family and the military leaders represented the total leadership
of the country. Since the army was not competent to lead the
government, the burden fell on the royal family itself, and, more
on thc head of that family. The royal family could
effectively fulfil its role in.the administration only when the king
who headed it was both strong enough to wield the powers which
-

-

--- .--a4Fraser,quoted in Atkinson, Himuluyan Dislricl.~,ii. 625.
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the administration put into his hands, and sufficiently clearheaded to apply himself to the task of organizing an effective and
beneficial administration of the conquered territories.
To sum up the situation, the Gorkhali system of administration was controlled by the pajani, which called for the unbiased
appointment of the right man to the right post. On this depended the quality of the administration in each of the districts, and
the happiness and prosperity of the citizenry as well. Having
appointed the right men to the right posts throughout the country
it again fell to the king to direct and coordinate their work as
'wdl as to hold in check the expansionary forces contained in the
army.
All of this was a heavy burden for any king to carry, but
carry it he must. To fail to uphold the power of the central
authority in an unbiased and constant spirit of service, as conceived by Prithvinarayan Shah, was tantamount to unleashing the
enormous centrifugal forces that were bound up in the geography
of the country, the economy that maintained, and the very
administration itself. The forces at work in the country must be
conceived as straining to pull away from the centre, and the king
as holding them under control by the strength of his rule. This
does not mean that the leading people of the country were wilfully trying to break away from the central government. Nothing
could be farther from the true picture. The forces mentioned
here lay in the very nature of the administration and the country
itself. The state had grown up around the concept of a strong
king; the nature of the land and the economy of the land dernanded a strong king; and to deny this demand by removing him
from the centre of power would be to risk the loss of whatever
unity the House of Gorkha had achieved.
This was the critical situation that prevailed in Nepal when
Rana Bahadur Shah came of age, and it is in the context of his
rs
reign, or more especially of his abdication, that the d a ~ ~ g eof
the land-military complex must be viewed. The army was under
a strong inner compulsion to strive for new conquests just to
maintain its position. The officer corps in particular was emerging as a strong political force, which, if left unchecked, would
urge constant conquest as the solution to their problems, since
the jagir and birta system left them little scope for advancement.
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The development and exploitation of the lands already possessed
offered little increase of revenues to government and no increase
in land holdings or government posts to the officer corps. An
increased army, on the other hand, offered more high-ranking
posts for competent officers and a ready weapon for the extension
of military conquests. Opposing this drive for expansion lay the
fact that the time had long since come when the nation had to
stop its headlong growth; the time had come to consolidate and
to develop an adequate and sensitive administration of its territories. Thzre lay the way of prudence and wisdom. But to take
this path required strength at the centre, and this was denied to
the country during the reign of Rana Bahadur Shah.

CHAPTER TEN

THE CRITICAL REIGN OF
RANA BAHADUR SHAH

. ..

diseases desperate grown
By desperate appliance are reliev'd,
Or not at all.

Rana Bahadur Shah was born on 25 May 1775. When he was
about two and a half years of age on 17 November 1777, his
father died, leaving the throne to him.* During the long years of
his minority his mother, Rajendra Laxmi, and his uncle, Bahadur
Shah, served as regents, leading Gorkha to a mastery over the
whole hill area from the Teesta River on the east to Almora on
the west. In 1793, at a time when Nepal was just recovering
from the Nepal-China war, Rana Bahadur himself came of age.
For one year after that date he allowed his uncle to continue to
direct the affairs of state, but it1 mid-April 1794 he set his uncle
aside and began to rule in his own right. Three years later, in
mid-April 1797, Bahadur Shah died in prison, and Rana Bahadur
was alone to rule as he would. The period that immediately
followed was one of the most critical in the history of Nepal. It
is also one of the most contr~versial.~
The basic facts of the casc can be established without difficulty, and it is, perhaps, best to begin this chapter with these.
When Rana Bahadur Shah was twenty-four years of age, in
February 1799, not five years from the time that he had assumed
the full powers of the state, a letter was received in Calcutta
announcing Rana Rahadur's abdication in favour of his son
Girbana Yuddha Bikram Shah.4 There is also extant a copper
'Shakespeare, Hamlet, IV, iii. 9-1 1.
'Cf. above, p. 154.
"The controversy concerns not only the events that occurred at thie time,
but also tho interpretation to be placed on these events. It is because tho
author has no desire to enter unnecessarily into this controversy that la
effort has been made to document this cha ter as fully as possible.
Xetter of Rana Bahadur Shah to Mr. &ark. translated from the Penian
Into Nepali in Chittaranjan Nepali, Sir Punch Rona Bahadur Sicalr
(Kathmandu, 2020 B.S.), p. 131.
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inscription bearing the same date as this letter, 1855 B.S.,
Phalgun, sudi 2, and addressed to the gurus, priests, chautariyas,
kazis, nobles, elders, and citizens of Gorkha, all the four classes
and thirty-six castes. This inscription carries the same message
as the letter, namely that Rana Bahadur had abdicated in favour
of his son Girbana Yuddha Bikram Shah.5
This, then, is the first fact that stands above dispute: that in
February 1799 Rana Bahadur Shah freely and completely renounced his throne and entrusted it to his son, Girbana Yuddha,
then aged one and a half years. His stated purpose was to lead
a life of prayer and penance.
The second fact is contained in a letter from Banaras, dated
.28 May 1800. It stated for the information of the governor
:general :
Yesterday Rajah Run Bahadur Sah, Raja of Nipaul, with
Bulbudder Sah and Kurdip, a person of rank, four equipages
of females and fifty men arrived at Benares. . .e
Thus Rana Bahadur renounced the throne in February 1799
t o lead a life of prayer and penance, and fifteen months later he
,.appeared in Banaras, an exile from his own country. These two
.facts stand out as absolutely above controversy.
What transpired in the intervening months? What led the
young ex-raja, who had renounced the world to live a life of
meditation, to appear in exile with four women, a bodyguard of
fifty men, and accompanied by several Nepalis of considerable
rank? It is here, largely owing to discrepancies in the sources,
'that the controversy begins.
It has seemed best in this study to try to determine the least
'biased of the several accounts available that cover the period of
these fifteen months. The account selected here is that of Captain
W.D. Knox. Choosing Knox's account as the least biased, at
'least as far as the events that transpired in Kathmandu during
this period, is an assumption, of course, but it is an assumption
that is well-founded. It is based on the fact that Rana Bahadur's
arrival in Banaras gave the British a golden opportunity to exploit
the situation in Nepal, and that the governor general, in order to
1.

blbid.,pp. 123 IT., copper plate inscription of Rana Bahadur Shah.
, 'Secret Consultation 26 June 1800, N o . 70, Intelligence received from
Binaras, dated 28 M a y 1800.
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determine on the best means to exploit that situation, wanted as
objective a report as he could get on the events in the Valley that
had led to Rana Bahadur's exile. In view of this he appointed
a personal agent, Knox, who had served under Kirkpatrick on
the British mission to Nepal in 1792, to reside with the ex-raja
as his sole contact with the Company's government. Knox was
instructed :
The governor general is not in possession of any accurate,
authentic details relative to the late transactions in Nepaul,
or the causes of the Rajah's flight from there.. .until he shall
have obtained a clear insight into the actual state of affairs
in Nepaul, and have ascertained the respective views and dispositions of the exiled Prince and the ruling power in that
country. His Lordship will not be enabled to decide definitely
011 the measures which it may be expedient to pursue.. .You
will therefore endeavour to procure a full and faithful account
of the dissensions which have for some time past agitated the
Kingdom of Nepaul; and you will transmit the same to the
governor general as soon as possible.'
After eighteen months of investigation in Banaras and Kathmandu, Knox submitted a report to the governor general, dated
23 January 1802, in which he gave the details of the events that
had transpired between thc time of Rana Bahadur Shah's abdication and his exile.8 It is this report which forms the basis for
the first part of this chapter. Thc assuinption is that this report
is accurate and less subject to bias than those originating in the
Valley at the time of such confusion.
Using Knox's report as a guide, the answers to three
questions can now be attempted:
First, why did Rana Bahadur renounce his throne? According to Knox's report, Rana Bahadur had fallen in love with a
beautiful young widow of a Brahman. He bestowed on her all
~ ~ lay within his power, including
the affluence and d i s t i i ~ c t i othat
even the title of rani. And he did this in spite of public
opinion against such a liaison. In the course of time she bore
'lbid., No. 85, Letter of instructions t o Caplain W.D. Knox, dated 23
June 1800.
'Secret Consultation 30 June 1802, N o . 42, Report of Captain Knox to
the governor general o n Kana nahahur Shah and the events that led to his
exile, dated 23 January 1802.
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him a son, Girbana Yuddha. When she learned that she had
contracted a serious illness and could not hope to live very long,
she reminded Rana Bahadur Shah that his own horoscope foretold that he would not live beyond his twenty-fourth year.
Their son would thus be left an orphan and the object of whatever malice people had borne towards their love. Rana
Bahadur, impelled both by the conviction that he would die at
an early age as well as by his love for his rani, determined to
abdicate and properly install Girbana Yuddha on the throne
during his own lifetime.
Secondly, why was this coronation of Girbana Yuddha
accompanied by such fanfare as the oath of obedience exacted
from the nobles, the copper inscription, and letters to the
Company's government? According to the report, since
Girbana Yuddha was not the first-born son and since he was not
of unmixed Rajput blood, he had no claim to the throne at all.
'Therefore, to ensure Girbana Yuddha's position on the throne,
some days prior to the actual abdication and coronation each
noble was obliged to sign an oath of obedience to the young
king. The raj tilak, or sign of succession, was imposed on the
infant king's head by the raja of Palpa, who had been summoned to perform this task because of the rank he enjoyed among
the ruling rajas of the hills. And, to guarantee the continuance
of the administration, Rana Bahadur himself constituted the
government, including regent, chautariyas, and kazis, that was
to rule during the transition period. In short, he did all in his
power to guarantee the succession of Girbana Yuddha.
Thirdly, what brought about Rana Bahadur's exile? After
renouncing the throne, Rana Bahadur devoted himself to the
care of his ailing rani, offering generously to the temples and to
the Brahmans, in an effort to save her life. When she died, he
behaved as a madman, venting his grief in numerous atrocities,
desecrating temples, causing some of the Brahmans to lose caste,
and mistreating all who dared to oppose him. His grief
seemed not to abate with the passage of time, and the atrocities
inflicted on the innocent increased. During this period the
young king was sent to Nuwakot on Rana Bahadur's orders.
Because of the 'terror which had become general' Fome of the
leading members of the court also went to Nuwakot, where they
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assumed charge of the king and made plans for their mutual
safety. They took a solemn oath to remain faithful to one
another, to force Rana Bahadur to leave the capital, and to
cause him to retire some place where he would be well-provided
for but should have no further hand in government. They then
sent Rana Bahadur a statement that since he had voluntarily
abdicated, he no longer had any right to interfere in government and recommended he retire to a place agreeable to himself
where they would provide him with whatever necessities of life
he should request. Rana Bahadur was furious. He tore up the
paper and swore vengeance on all those connected with it.
Realizing the strength of the opposition, he ordered all the
troops in the vicinity of the capital to come to him to support
his claim. The opposition, however, began a slow march from
Nuwakot on the capital, well-supported by troops loyal to the
infant king and their commanders. To block their approach
Rana Bahadur sent several detachments with guns to establish
posts in the passes, but these men defected to the chiefs coming
from Nuwakot.
Rana Bahadur then fled to Banaras out of
fear that he would be captured and forcibly retired to some
place where he would be stripped of all power.
The events represented in these three answers are by no
means beyond controversy. Contemporary documents, however,
tend to substantiate them. As regards Rana Bahadur's
cruelties after the death of his queen, Hakum Antony, a fifty
year old Portuguese of questionable antecedents, wliom Rana
Bahadur had appointed his own co~ifidentialagent in dealing
with Knox, testified to Knox that:

. . . [Rana Bahadur] caused Damadhar Panre the supreme
officer of his army to be chastized with a whip for not being
so rapid as he expected in the execution of some order; that,
on the dcath of the Ranee, hc directed three companies of
Sepoys to destroy the temple of Bhuwanee in Catniandu, and
upon their demurring punished them by pouring boiling oil
over their bodies, and that he totally demolished the temple,
one of the most revcrenced in the country, put many of the
Brahmins belonging to it to dcath, branded others, and
deprived of their cast all he could seize, by the most offensive ~ n e a n s . ~
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Hakum Antony had been in the service of Rana Bahadur for
over a year according t o the testimony of Rana Bahadur himself.1° This would place him in the ex-king's service while Rana
Bahadur was still in Kathmandu and make him a possible witness to the events he described.
A letter from the Chinese ambas Haterin and Tuchan Tyathin
in Lhasa addressed to Damodar Pande, Tribhuvan, Narsingh,
and Kirtiman acknowledged their account of the recent transactions in the Valley and admitted that 'we have heard this from
everyone'.ll The fact that the four kazis would write their own
explanation of events to the ambas is not especially surprising.
The key phrase, however, 'and we have heard this from everyone', indicates that this state of affairs was widely discussed in
Lhasa to the point where it had been brought to the attention of
the authorities there.
Along similar lines is the letter written in Girbana Yuddha's
name to the merchants and panchas of Bhadgaon, in which Rana
Bahadur's irresponsible actions were described as well as the
young king's refusal to permit even his own father to act in a way
that was repulsive to all men of good conscience.12 The force of
this letter, of course, lies not in what is said, since it was undoubtedly written by one of the four kazis, but in the fact that
it was written to people who were witnesses to what was transpiring in the Valley and who were therefore able to detect any
misstatement of fact in it.
As for the military preparations described in the report, there
are extant a number of letters issued both by Rana Bahadur and
by the nobles at Nuwakot under the name and seal of the infant
king, calling for the support of the troops. The loyalty of the
military to the infant king and their own commanders is readily
apparent from the outcome, which was Rana Bahadur's flight to
Banaras.13
-
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'Secret Consultation 21 August 1800, No. 3. Letter of Captain Knox to
Lieut. Col. Kirkpatrick, secretary to government, dated 19 July 1800.
losecret Consulation 31 July 1800, N o . 6. Letter o f Captain Knox to
Lieut. Col. Kirkpatrick, dated 12 July 1800.
''Nepali, Rana Bahadur Shah, p. 135. Letter from the Chinese arnbas to
t o the four kazis of the Kathmandu government.
l3lbid., p. 52. Letter of Girbana Yuddha to the people of Bhadgaon,
dated 1859 B.S., Baishakh, badi 9, roj 5 (1802).
lS1bid. pp. 132-4.
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Finally, in the letter of information sent to the governor
general announcing Rana Bahadur's arrival in Banaras, which
was cited in part above, the following cause is assigned for his
flight :
The circumstances that occasioned the Rajah's flight from
Nepaul are these-He wanted to resume his seat on the
Musnud of Nepal, but the ministers, the Caujee, the Rauny,
etc. observed to him that he had voluntarily abdicated the
Government in favour of another, and that his resumption of
it was inadmissible. This incensed the Rajah greatly against
the officers of the Government, and he gave orders for beating some and putting others to death. They and the body of
the people have in consequence of all this denounced him
as a mad man and declared that he ought to be confined:
the Rajah hearing of this quitted Nepaul and repaired to
Benares.14
Since this letter of intelligence was sent to the governor
general immediately after the arrival of Rana Bahadur, the source
of the writer's informatioil becomes a matter of importance. It
must have been either someone in the ex-raja's own suite who
passed on these details or some Nepali resident in Banaras who
had access to information of what was transpiring in the court
of Nepal. In either case it reflects Nepali opinion of the chain
of events that led to the exile, voluntary though it was, and
certainly it tends to support Knox's report.
British Intervention
Rana Bahadur's flight from Kathmandu had pi evented actual
physical conflict between himself and the four kazis who controlled the government, but it had not resolved the real conflict
between the principals. The ultimate point at issue was Rana
Bahadur's role in the Kathmandu government. Rana Bahadur
wanted a position where he could at least control the government
during his son's minority. The party in power in Kathmandu
wanted him restrained in a place where he could exercise no such
control. As soon as Rana Bahadur reached Banaras, the party
in power began to take measures to guarantee the safety of the
rule from the fugitive ex-raja and self-declared swami. For his
''Secret Consultation 26 June 1800, N o . 70, lntelligence received from
Banaras, dated 28 May 1800.
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part, Rana Bahadur began to contrive both some guarantee of
the safety of his son and his own return to Nepal.16 The physical distance that separated the two factions and the fact that
Rana Bahadur was in the effective custody of the English opened
the door to intrigue on the part of both dissident Nepalis and the
Company's government.
Rana Bahadur had come to Banaras voluntarily, and, of
course, he was perfectly free to leave. What really delivered him
into the hands of the English was his lack of funds. With a
show of generosity, but actually with a good deal of craft, the
English gave him assurances of some support, to the extent of
six thousand rupees a month, but the money was handed over in
such a way that Rana Bahadur was kept in a state of continual
financial difficulty, and unable for want of funds to develop any
significant programme for his own return to Nepal. The British
were thus in a position to bargain with either Rana Bahadur or
the party in power in Kathmandu to gain their ends.
During his first year and a half in Banaras, Rana Bahadur
appeared to the British as utterly fickle, devoted to pleasures far
beyond his slender means (he incurred debts to the extent of sixty
thousand rupees to local bankers during this period and reportedly deprived his senior rani of her jewels to pay for these
pleasures),le and so inconstant that they felt nothing could be
built on his allegiance. They decided to abandon him in favour
of the party in power in Kathmandu. Rana Bahadur, who at
this time relied on the most unqualified persons for advice, was
actually induced to request of the governor general that Knox
be sent to the borders of Nepal to treat directly with members
of the ruling government in Kathmandu, thus playing directly
into the hands of his opponents.17
16Nepali, Rana Bahadur Shah, pp, 136-7. Letter of Rana Bahadur Shah
to Shere Bahadur, dated 1858 B.S., Phalgun, Sukla 3, raj I ; Itihar Prakush,
i, 15-16. Letter of Rana Bahadur to Bhaktabar Singh Basnyat, dated 1858
B.S., Magh, sudi 13, roj 2, Banaras; Consultation 28 August 1800, No. 3.
Letter of the governor general to Captain Knox, dated 29 August 1800;
Secret Consultation 30 June 1802, No. 14, Letter of Rana Bahadur to the
governor general, received 4 November 1801; and Secret Consultation
30 June 1802, No. 5. Letter of Captain Knox to the governor general,
dated 27 June 1801.
lasecret Consultation 30 June 1802, No. 5. Letter of Captain Knox to
the governor general, dated 27 June 1801.
"The governor general had already written to Rana Bahadur informing
him that he had directed Knox to proceed to the border, when he received
word from Knox that he had received a request from the ex-raja to the
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Knox went to the border, where with the assistance of Gajraj
Misra, who acted on the part of the ruling power in Kathmandu,
a treaty was worked out that was mutually acceptable. The
English acquired the one thing they wanted in Nepal at that
time, the commercial rights to trade in Nepal and through Nepal
with Tibet.l8 The ruling clique obtained the restraint of Rana
Bahadur, whether in India or Nepal, on a fixed income and with
the guarantee of the Company's government, thus gaining by the
treaty what they had set out to achieve at Nuwakot.lB
Though the treaty was signed on 26 October 1801, Rana
Bahadur was not officially informed of its -provisions until
January. Meanwhile, however, his agents had kept him informed
of the course of the proceedings, and when he realized what
the treaty would do to him, he made a desperate effort to regain
the governor general's support for his cause. Only this could
explain the letter the governor general received from him on 5
November 1801-a letter that must surely be considered one of
the most amazing documents ever to be written by a ruler of
Nepal. The letter contains a series of propositions, the first of
which are damaging enough:
That I may be reinstated and confirmed as formerly through
the aid and assistance of the Company in my government
and authority and my rank and my dignity, upon the raj and
that I may regain my rights and powers from the usurped
possession of my disaffected subjects, and that Palpa
and
Butwal and Ramnugger also may be put in my possession
under my authority; in which case I will pay six annas to the
Company's government ; and ten annas will be appropriated
to my own use; if the country of Nipaul oi~lyshould be
restored to me, I will pay the Company's government in the
proportion of four annas.
Within the tract of country from the frontier of Cummaon
and to that of Morrung is the boundary of my hereditary
same effect, whereupon the governor general recalled his original letter and
sent a revised version, making it appear that Knox's assignment to the
border was done in response to the raja's request. Cf. Secret Consultation
16 April 1801, No. 136, 137, and 139.
"Secret Consultation 30 June 1802, No. 11. Instructions of the governor
general to Knox on his assignment as resident at the court of Kathmandu,
dated 31 October 1801; and the governor general's report to the council on
the treaty, Secret Consultation 30 June 1802, No. 1.
"Cf. the separate article appended to the treaty of October 1801 dealing
with the proviaions made for Rana Bahadur.
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land, the Officers of the Vizier are stationed here and there,
that the whole of this hereditary land may, through the
Company's aid, be as formerly entirely delivered up to my
authority and administration and that I may be put into
possession of it; in which case I will continue to give the
Vizier specie and presents in the same manner a s former
Rajahs; and of the residue of the Province eight annas shall
be given to the Company, and eight annas shall be appropriated t o my own use.20
This part of Rana Bahadur's letter is striking, especially in
view of the heavy dependence Nepal placed on the revenue of
these very Tarai lands for the support of the court, nobility, and
army. The second part of his offer is unique:
If (which may God avert) none of my descendants shall be in
existence, I agree that the whole of the country of Nipaul
shall divolve to the administration and control of the Company; and I do further agree that, excepting the Company,
no person, whether of my tribe or of my relations, or of the
disaffected in the country of Nipaul, shall ever be put in the
possession of the power and authority, and in that event a
jagheer, the monthly produce of which shall amount to
30,000 rupees shall be appropriated from the Company's
territories to me for my expenses, which will convince me of
the benefits to be derived from the Company's f r i e n d ~ h i p . ~ ~
If one were searching for evidence of the state of Rana
Bahadur's nerves and the shakiness of his thinking a t this time,
it would be difficult to find anything more expressive than this.
Here again the complete concentration of Rana Bahadur's hopes
on his son is evident. What is striking in the extreme is that he
should put the whole of his kingdom in the balance. This letter,
which has never been published before, clearly indicates Rana
Bahadur's deep distrust of the ruling power in Kathmandu and
his own near despair, a despair that was well-founded if he ever
had entertained any real hopes of returning to his throne with
the help of the English.22
20SecretConsultation 30 June 1802, No. 14. Letter from Rana Bahadur
to the governor general, received 5 November 1801.
allbid.
T h e r e are those who dcfend Rana Bahadur's overtures to the governor
general on the grounds that his offer was merely a ploy to keep the governor
general off balance and thus a v o ~ dBritish involvement in Nepal. This
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The treaty that had been signed on 26 October 1801 between
the governor general and the rulers in Kathmandu effectively cut
him off from any such return. This treaty provided for the
maintenance of Rana Bahadur in India to the extent of seventytwo thousand rupees a year in cash plus ten thousand rupees a
year in elephants, the payn~entof which was to be guaranteed by
the Company's government. Should Rana Bahadur choose not to
remain in India, but to live on his jagirs in Nepal, he was also
obliged to conform to the following provisions:
. . . that he should not keep in his service fomentors of sedition and disturbance, that he shall retain no more than one
hundred male and female attendants, and that he shall not
retain about his person soldiers of any description. . .He must
not attempt either by speech or writing to excite commotion
nor harbour about his person rebels and fugitives from the
territories of Nepaul, neither must he commit any depredations upon the subjects of that country.23
The governor general chose to inform Rana Bahadur of these
provisions through the agency of Knox, who was instructed on
~ 13 January 1802
31 October 1801 to fulfil this a s s i g n ~ n e n t . ~On
Knox sent Rana Bahadur the governor general's letter along with
his own covering letter, in which he explained the terms of the
accommodation that had been provided for him and pointed out
most emphatically the necessity of Rana Bahadur's adhering
strictly to the terms that had been laid down.
From the foregoing proceedings, then, it seems clear that
Rana Baliadur's flight from Kathmandu into the Company's
territories had removed any immediate cause for conflict in the
Valley, but it had also raised the spectre of Rana Bahadur's
return with the aid of the English. To secure themselves against
such outside interference, the ruling party in Kathmandu had felt
obliged to make some sort of acconimodation with the English.
interpretation has been rejected here si~nply because no historical evidence
has ever been suggested to bolster it. Actually, the assuniptioli that such a
ploy would succeed is almost as naive as the offer itself and reveals a significant lack of familiarity with the documents available.
laCf. the separate article appended to the treaty of October 1801 dealing
with tlie conditions under which the Nepal governnient would provide for
the maintenance of Rana Bahadur.
24SecretConsultation 30 June 1802, N o . 1 1 . I~istructionsof the governor
general to Knox on his assignment as resident to the court at Kathmandu,
dated 31 October 1801.
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At best they considered the resulting treaty of October 1801 as
the lesser of two evils, a view that Knox had reported to the
governor general during the early stages of the negotiations:
The sentiments of the [Nepal deputies] are fluctuating between
opposite impulses, and it must be confessed that they are
placed in a dilemma in which a choice is not without perplexity. They certainly wish to avoid entering into such a
treaty with your Lordship's government, as thd introduction
of strangers into their country may bring on them the odium
of a very unpopular measure, and the enmity of very powerful families; but, by shunning this connexion, they have to
risk the return of the Raja, supported by a large force, joined
by numerous malcontents, inflamed with resentment, and
determined on their d e ~ t r u c t i o n . ~ ~
If the party in power in Kathmandu was uneasy about the
treaty, Rana Bahadur was adamantly opposed to it, and he protested vigorously to the governor general in a letter received on
18 February 1802:
. . . My Lord! the assignment of the Pergunnah of Bidjeepore, and which is a very trivial independence is made over
to me by the letter addressed to me by Captain Knox, under
some terms of such severity that the acceptance of them in
toto would infallibly subject me to degradation, and my life
would be passed under extreme difficulty and embarrassmen t .2e
Thus the treaty was from the first embraced with reluctance
by the clique in power in Kathmandu, and totally rejected by the
ex-king in Banaras. From these two points of view alone it rested
on very shaky foundations. Since the British were well aware
of this, they were not overly sanguine in their estimation of the
treaty's durability. As Wellesley told the council on 30 June
1802:
[The treaty] is ascribed solely to the solicitude on the part of
the members of the present administration to confirm, by the
credit of our alliance an authority which is rendered insecure
by the intrigues of an opposing faction, and to interest the
nbSecretConsultation 16 June 1801, No. 134, Letter of Knox to the
governor general, dated 10 March 1801.
''Secret Consultation 30 June 1802, No. 23. Letter from Rana Bahadur
to the governor general, received 18 February 1802.
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British Government against the restoration of the abdicated
Rajah on the Musnud of Nepaul.='
Wellesley confirmed this in his letter of instructions to Knox,
as first resident to Nepal, insisting on the precariousness of the
treaty because it was based, not on a desire for an alliance with
the British, but on a fear that the British might assist Rana
Bahadur to regain the throne in K a t h m a n d ~ . ~ ~

The State of the Admii~istrationin Kathnzar~du
Rana Bahadur Shah's irresponsible action in resigning the
throne in favour of his infant son had thus led to consequences
he had never foreseen. Nepal was laid open to direct British
intervention. Even more dangerous for the unity of the country,
he also threw the administratioil into chaos a t a time when it
was vitally necessary to develop a soui~dadministration in the
conquered territories. As has been seen, the successful functioning of the Gorkhali administration relied on the raja's faithful
performance of his
Both the decentralized administration and the centrifugal tendencies inherent in the whole geopolitical con~plexof Nepal required above all a monarch who
could rise above family, party, and interest-groups within the
country and direct the administration towards the ends assigned
it by Prithvinarayan Shah. By his abdication Rana Bahadur
had turned his back on that duty. He had actually handed over
the central administration to an incompetent regent and a group
of men who, however, qualified in their own right, were far
removed from the impartiality the administration required.
For a time these four kazis were forced to cooperate for the
welfare of the state. They had fought hard in the conquest of
Greater Nepal and in the war against China, and they saw in
Rana Bal~adur'sfrantic activity after the death of his rani a real
threat to all that had been achieved as well as to themselves.
But once Rana Bahadur's opposition was removed, they began
to drift into that factionalism that family ties and the struggle
for land and prestige made inevitable.
"Ibid., N o . 1, Report of the governor general to the council on the
negotiations leading to the treaty.
181bid.,N o . 11, Instructions to Knox on his appointment as resident at
the court at Kathmandu, dated 31 October 1801.
Wf. above, pp. 298 ff.
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Apart from the chautariya, Shere Bahadur Shah, the strong
men in this administration were Kazi Kirtiman Singh Basnyat
and Kazi Damodar Pal~de.~ONominally Kirtirnan Singh was
the principal kazi, but Damodar Pande, because of his long and
brilliant military record, exercised almost equal influence in the
government. He further strengthened his position by enlisting a
strong group of followers through a judicious use of p a t r ~ n a g e . ~ ~
The balance between Kirtiman Singh and Damodar Pande was
destroyed, however, sometime in the fall of 1801, when Kirtiman
Singh Basnyat and several other nobles were murdered.
Damodar Pande was generally blamed for this,32 because it was
known that he had been at odds with Kirtiman Singh, and also
because Rana Bahadur Shah, in a letter to Bhaktbar Singh, had
marked Damodar as the one man the Basnyats had to fear.33
Damodar Pande, of course, was too strong to be attacked
directly, but he could be attacked through his followers. In the
ensuing investigations and arrests, many of these men as well as
his own sons were arrested and confined. In consequence,
Damodar withdrew from government. Even after it became
evident that he had not been implicated in the murders, he
continued to remain aloof in the hope of forcing the regent to
extend to him even greater powers than he had enjoyed before.34
The absence of Kirtiman Singh and Damodar Pande from
government
signalled a general scramble by lesser nobles to exert
their iilfluence in the administration. Since none of these men
had sufficient prestige or influence to gain an overriding control
of the court. the result was confusion compounded with
mistrust. This was reflected in the difficulty experienced in
assigning a delegation to meet Knox and convey,him to the
capital. While waiting on the border Knox reported to the
governor general :
By letter from Bam Sah received this day by Gujeraje
Misser, I have the satisfaction to report the arrival of that
'ONepali, Rana Bahadur, p. 34.
alSecret Consultation 30 June 1802, No. 4. Letter of Knox to the
governor general, dated 10 June 1801.
anIbid., No. 45. Letter of Knox to the governor general, dated 28
February 1802.
aaltiltas Prakash, i, 15. Letter of Rana Bahadur Shah to Bhaktabar
Singh Basnyat, dated 1858 B.S., Magh, sudi 13, roj 2 (1802).
"Secret Consultation 30 June 1802, No. 45. Letter of Knox to N.B.
Edmosntone, secretary to government, dated 28 February 1802.
-
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Chieftain a t Hitaunda, about four days journey from hence,
where he was waiting to be joined by Damdhur Pande,
Tirbowan and the other members of the deputation who
were some days march in his rear. In the dispatch of these
deputies some difficulties occurred, arising from the remote
and unconnected nature of the Nipaul administration. Those
who were to go, were fearful of something being done in their
absence to their particular prejudice, and those to remain
apprehended still greater injury by the Party proceeding
acquiring for themselves the exclusive favour and support of
our g ~ v e r n m e n t . ~ ~
A further indication of the struggle for power going on in
the court of Kathmandu is found in the coi~duct of these
deputies after their arrival on the border. Their first item of
business was not a discussion with Knox of the Nepal government's intention to implement the treaty, as Knox expected, but
a serious discussion of the situation in Kathmandu and an
attempt to arrive at a mutually acceptable distribution of
government offices. They obviously felt that they could settle
this question more calmly away from the atmosphere of intrigue
that prevailed in the capital, and, if their opponents believed
that their decisions bore the sanction of the Company's government, it might add weight to their agreement.36
These events make it clear that, far from removing the cause
of difficulty in the capital, Rana Bahadur's flight had simply
destroyed the last bond of unity among the kazis and had
invited everyone with the slightest pretence to power to maneuver into a stronger position in govcrnment and secure positions
of importance and prestige for family and friends. I11 view of
all that has been said about the centrifugal fol-ccs active in
Nepal it is evident that the danger this new state of affairs
represented to the unity of the country was very real indeed,
and far outweighed such atrocities as were ascribed to the exking Rar~aBahadur. While these latter wcre detrimental to the
well-being of the country a ~ i dthe population of thc Valley, the
intrigue that succeeded his flight was leading to a disregard for
a6Sccret Consultation 30 June 1802, No. 43 Letter of Knox to N.B.
Edmonstone, secretary t o government, dated 1 1 February 1807.
a81bid., N o . 45. Letter of Knox to N.B. Edn:onstone, secretary l o
government, dated 28 February 1802.
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life and liberty as great, if not greater, than that which had
existed under the ex-king. In addition, the shock this was
giving t o the administration exceeded anything the country had
known during Rana Bahadur's time.
Rajrajeshwari Devi's Return
While the Kathmandu deputies were in conference on the
Nepal border, they received news that the senior rani,
~ajrajeshwariDevi, had left Banaras and had arrived at a
village on the border, with the intention of returning to Nepal."
Her presence and intention constituted a new complication for
them t o consider. While the deputies appear to have borne no
animosity towards Rajrajeshwari Devi, her return to Nepal
presented two difficulties. First, she was largely an unknown
quantity as far as her own personal intentions were concerned
and hence none of the deputies really knew how she might act if
she were installed as regent in Kathmandu. Secondly, there was
every possibility that her return to Kathmandu would herald the
return of Rana Bahadur himself to the capital. Certainly her
return \vould mean a change in the power structure of the court.
The fact that she was already on the border made an immediate
decision imperative, and the deputies discussed the problem at
length. In the summary of these discussions that Knox sent to
the governor general, the attitude of Damodar Pande is especially noteworthy, since it was on his position in government that
the British had relied when they entered into the treaty.38 It is
a71bid., No. 44. Letter of Knox to N.B. Edmonstone, secretary to
government, dated 17 February 1802. It has been said that Rana Bahadur
sent his senior queen Rajrajeshwari Devi to Kathmandu to break the treaty
that had been made between the ruling party there and the Company's
government. However, in a letter dated 4 July 1801 Rana Bahadur Shah
wrote to the governor general, telling him inter alia that he had sent
Rajajeshwari Devi and Bal Bhadra Shah on the 22 June 1801. On 27 June
1801 Knox wrote to the governor general that he was still awaiting the
Nepal deputies to discuss the draft of the treaty and the changes proposed
by both sides. Since the treaty was only finalized and signed on 26 October
1801, it is readily apparent that Rajrajeshwari Devi, for whatever reason
she was sent away from Banaras, was not sent to break a treaty that had
not then even been made, and at a time when Rana Bahadur himself still
hoped for the discussions of Knox and the deputies to prove favourable to
himself. It must be recalled that Knox's trip to the border for these discussions had becn made at Rana Bahadur's request. Cf. Letters of Knox and
the ex-raja to the governor general, Secret Consultation 3 August 1801,
No. 8, and Secret Consultation 30 June 1802, No. 5.
8'Secret Consultation 30 June 1802, No. 4. Letter of Knox to the
governor general, dated 10 June 1801.
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apparent that Damodar had lost confidence in the regent and
had decided t o cooperate with anyone who could assure him
some measure of control in Kathmandu or whom he felt himself
strong enough to influence.
Dhaumdhur Pande is, I understand, desirous of conducting
Run Bahadoor's Rannee to Catmandu, with the view of
placing her a t the head of the administration and Tirbhowan
Sing, is conceived to be equally well disposed to a measure,
which might pave the way for the reinstalment of Run
~ a h a d o o r iof -whom he had ever been the constant and
declared favorite. Upon the discussion therefore of this
question, these two contended that the Rannee ought to be
conducted to Catmandu, and permitted to reside there on
an adequate allowance, that it would be cruel to expel her
from her native country, without any imputation of offence,
and that, if her residence there should be found dangerous to
public tranquillity it would then be just to preserve internal
peace by removing her to some place too remote for intrigue.
Bum Sah and the remaining deputies on the other hand
pointed out the main difficulties and dangers to be apprehended from conducting the Rannee to the capital, and
recommended most warmly that, for the present, she should
be obliged to move to some place within the Company's
territorie~.~~
This discussion of the immediate future of Rajrajeshwari was
resolved by Gajraj Misra, who sided with Bam Shah and his
supporters, because he felt that the most important task confronting the deputies a t that juncture was the implementation of
the treaty.40 Damodar Pande and Barn Shah were then sent to
explain the situation and the decision to Rajrajeshwari. Naturally, she was most unwilling to accept this, but since she was virtually helpless, she was at length persuaded to agree. B a ~ nShah
was then free to escort Knox to the capital; Rajrajeshwari Devi
remained for for the time on the border;" and the Nepal
government committed itself to the implementation of the
treaty.
ID1bid., N o . 45. Letter of Knox to N.B. Ednionstone. secretary to
-

-

government, dated 28 February 1802.
'OIbid.
"[bid., Nos. 31 and 33. Letters of Knox to N.B.Edmonstone, secretary
to government, dated 26 March 1802 and 2 April 1882.
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Apparently, however, nothing was actually done in the way
of assisting Rajrajeshwari financially, and she was forced to take
a step that upset the precarious balance existing in the Nepal
administration. Knox reports in February 1803 that only after
she had left her position on the border and had begun to move
towards Kathmandu did the regent approach him and ask him
to mediate.42 She asked him to offer Rajrajeshwari a house in
Patna and a sum of five thousand rupees a year, if she would
remain in India. According to Knox, this would have been an
insult to the senior queen, and he refused to act unless a sum
more suitable to her position would be applied to her use. The
regent eventually proposed to give Rajrajeshwari eighteen thousand rupees a year, and on this understanding Knox sent his
munshi, Mirza Medhi, to the Tarai to make the offer. Meanwhile,
to prevent Rajrajeshwari's progress to the capital, all her male
attendants were arrested and carried off, and she was left alone
with a few female attendants. Knox's report of the meeting of
Mirza Medhi and the senior queen provides an interesting
commcntary on her position:
Intimation of Mirza Medhi's arrival being made to the
Rannee, she desired him to be brought to her palanquin,
where, after presenting a nuzzur, he stated to her the subject
of his mission, and received the following reply. That those
who composed the Government of Nipaul were her servants
and slaves, and were indebted to her for the stations they
possessed, that instead of their return of duty and gratitude
so justly her due they had not only shown it to be their fixed
intention to keep her in a state of banishment from her
native country, but, by seizing her jagheer, had deprived her
of the means of living in a foreign one. That deceived by
promises and assurances treacherously granted for the purpose
of keeping her inactive, she had remained at Kuloubunnuh
exposed to the dangers of an unhealthy climate, and suffering
a variety of distresses, until finding no probability of any
provision being made for her, she had left that place with a
detcrrnination to proceed to Catmandoo. That the seizure of
her servants had not in the smallest degree weakened this
determination, that having commenced her journey, as no
"Secret Consultation 7 July 1803, N o . 28, Letter of Knox to N.B.
Edmonstone, secretary to government, dated 27 February 1803.
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outrage could deter her, so no offer could induce her to turn
back, and therefore, that nothing but the loss of life could
prevent her from her approach to the capital.43
That Rajrajeshwari's expressed determination was no empty
boast was made apparent by later events. Though assigned to
prevent her approach to the capital, the military not only refused
to hinder her, but actually assisted her on her journey, even
carrying her palanquin. Her progress threw the regent and her
advisors into confusion, and every move they made to prevent
the approach of Rajrajeshwari tended to alienate the military
further, until they openly declared their support of the senior
rani .44
As a last resort, Damodar Pande was coinmissioned to.meet
Rajrajeshwari at Thankot at the edge of the Valley and to
persuade her to accept some sort of settlement. Damodar Pande
reluctantly accepted this commissio~i,but he had hardly arrived
at Thankot when he heard that the regent and her advisors had
fled from the palace with the young king. He then transferred
his allegiance to Rajrajeshwari and helped conduct her into the
city and to the palace, where she was warmly welcomed by the
people. The ministers gradually returned to their posts, and the
young king was brought back from Pashupati to the palace.
Rajrajeshwari thus held the regency in her hands, and she
rewarded Da~nodarPande by appointing him principal k a ~ i . ~ ~
As was to be expected, within a short time of his appointment
Damodar Pande began to make large-scale changes in the personnel of the administration. The new appointees were predbminantly men of Damodar's party, and factionalism in the central
administration was thus given further e n c o ~ r a g e m e n t . ~ ~
The ncw regent was, by her own admission, totally inexperienced in g o v c r n m e ~ i t .She
~ ~ was wise enough to be suspicious of
every courtier's motives, but neither able to decide on an
-

. --
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-- -.-- - --- --

Ybid.
441 bid.
uIbid.
"lbid.
47SecretConsultation 28 April 1804, Letter o f Rajrajeswari Devi to Gajraj
Misra, received in Banaras on 1 1 January 1804, '... since 1 am a woman,
helpless, inexperienced, and devoid of understanding, and, in addition to
this, could not distinguish hetween good and bad by reason of the misrepresentations of certain person$, i t has therefore followed that 1 have erred in
tbat rerpxt.'
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independent course of action nor t o choose someone on whom
rhe could rely o r whose advice she could trust. The result was
almost complete confusion in the administration and widespread
despondency among the court nobles.4e Work came to a virtual
standstill and no one could say with confidence what the future
would bring.
Meanwhile Knox was having his own problems. When it had
been agreed that the Nepal government would provide Rana
Bahadur with seventy-two thousand rupees a year, paid in regular
instalments, it was determined that this money should be raised
from definite jagirs within the kingdom.4D The responsibility of
collecting the money and paying it over to the ex-king was
entirely that of the Nepal government. The governor general,
unable to let well enough alone, and anxious to retain a strong
hold on Rana Bahadur, determined to accept the responsibility
of paying Rana Bahadur his pension.=O The Company consequently had been paying a regular pension to Rana Bahadur
since 26 October 1801. It was Knox's unhappy lot to try to press
the Nepal government to complete its arrangements for the
collection of this money from the assigned jagirs and to pay it
over to him. In the confused state of affairs in Kathmandu, such
a decision was not to be reached easily. Knox, through the offices
of Gajraj Misra, continued t o urge action, and his importunities
continued to be met with delays and promises that showed no
sign of f ~ l f i l m e n t . ~Since
~
the Company had taken on itself the
responsibility of supplying Rana Bahadur with cash, there was
no compelling motive for the Nepal government to hasten these
collections. Rana Bahadur would be taken care of in any event,
and in the meanwhile a new alignment of the various factions
could work itself out.
In his anxiety to be able to report to the governor general
that the funds were being collected on schedule, Knox seems to
"Secret Consultation 2 M a y 1805, No. 350. Letter of Knox to N.B.
Edmonstone, secretary to government. dated 20 May 1801.
W f . special clause of the treaty of October 1803.
"Secret Consultation 30 June 1802, No. 1. Report of the governor
to tbe council: 'I deemed it proper...to place him (Rana
immediately under the control of the British Government, to authorize the
~ a v m e n of
t the amount assigned for his support by monthly instalments from
ibi treasury at Banaras.'
'1Secrct Consultation 7 July 1803, No. 28. Letter of Knox to N.B.
Edmonstone, oecretary to government, dated 27 February 1803.
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have missed altogether the fact that the total situation in
Kathmandu had changed. If anything, this was the time for him
to move cautiously and to try patiently to win the confidence of
the new regent. Instead, acting on the apparent conviction that
the whole government of Kathmandu would collapse without
his presence, he announced that if some progress were not made
in the final arrangements of these payments by 18 March 1803,
he would give notice on the 19th of his intention to depart from
K a t h m a n d ~ . ~Some
~
payments were made prior to his deadline
and an effort was being made to complete an arrangement for
the regular collection of the funds from Rana Bahadur's j a g i r ~ , ~ ~
but nothing short of a final settlement would satisfy Knox, and
he insisted on a sort of blind fulfilment of his avowed intention
to leave the country. Even the wishes of the regent failed to
move him from this d e c i s i ~ n . ~ "
Before he left Kathmandu, Knox received numerous visits
from men~bersof the nobility who spoke frankly of the changing
mood in Kathmandu regarding Rana Bahadur. Knox knew, of
course, that the whole British position in Nepal was based on
the desire of the Kathmandu authorities to keep Rana Bahadur
out of Kathmandu. He himself had indicated as much to the
governor general, yet he did not seem at all concerned when the
following sentiments were expressed to him and which he dutifully reported to the governor general :
[Rana Dheer Singh's] brother in law, when in private with
me, declared his opinion, that under the Maha Rannee's
governmcnt the confusions of their officers almost daily
increase, and expressed his wish for the return of Run
Bahadur, as riecessary for the establishment of tranquillity in
the country. Bum Sah, Hastadal Sah, Shamshere Sah, and
Pokhur Sah, all relations of the reigning family, held the
same language, but [stated] that the merciless disposition of
Run Bahadoor would rcquire to be kept under [such] subjection as would disable him from renewii~gthose decrees of
capricious cruelty that had made him the terror of Nipaul.
Upon desiring them to bc more explicit, they said that it was
their wish, that Run Bahadoor should be placed at the head
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of an administration which would be formed with the countenance of the British Government. . . They added that these
sentiments were not confined to themselves, but if the Governor General should determine on reinstating Ran Bahadoor,
all descriptions of men would hasten to meet him with their
tenders of duty, and that it would be an easy matter to adjust
every point in a secure and satisfactory manner, previously
to his passing the boundaries of the Honble C ~ r n p a n y . ~ ~
Knox was apparently misled by their suggestion that it would
be necessary for the Company to supervise Rana Bahadur,
should he return to the capital. Certainly the implications of
this opinion were lost on him. If Rana Bahadur were welcome
again in Kathmandu, the foundation for the treaty and for an
accommodation with Rana Bahadur was gone, and with it any
basis for any intervention in Nepal.
But Knox was determined to fulfil his word regardless of the
situation developing in the capital. At the end of March 1803,
he left Nepal and proceeded to Govind Ganj in the Company's
possessions,* where he tried to keep in touch with the situation
in Nepal. While he was there, Rajrajeshwari Devi forwarded
further payments to the Company to discharge the debt that the
Nepal government and Rana Bahadur had contracted with the
C ~ r n p a n ybut
, ~ ~clearly Knox's usefulness had ended. He eventually proceeded to Calcutta, where he was able to present his
view of the condition of the Kathmandu administration to the
governor general,6e and then disappeared from the scene.
Knox's departure from Nepal placed the governor general in
a very awkward position. He had risked a great deal in entering
into the treaty with the Kathmandu government in preference to
bbSecrct Consultation 2 May 1805, No. 350. Letter to N.B. Edmonstonc
from Knox, dated 20 May 1803.
"Ibid. Knox was severely criticized for his departure in this fashion
from Kathmandu in Campbell's report on Anglo-Nepal relations during the
Knox period. This report was prepared by Campbell in the British Residency in Kathmandu and forwarded to the governor general 25 July 1837 by
Brian Hodgson. Cf. Political Consultation 18 September 1837, No. 69.
Ykcret Consultation 26 April 1804, No. 295. Letter of Girbana Yuddha
to Gajraj Misra, received at Banaras 11 January 1804, stating that twentyfour thousand rupees had been sent at partial payment of this debt. And
Secret Consultation 2 May 1805, No. 352. Letter of Knox to N.B. Edmonstone, secretary to government, dated 23 June 1803, announcing further
payment of eighteen thousand rupees.
balbid., No. 302. Letter of the governor general to Thomas Brooke,
acting agent in Banaras, dated 24 January 1804.
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siding with Rana Bahadur. Now, according to Knox, the Kathmandu government was proving unreliable and unable to implement the treaty. To make his decision of a course of action more
difficult, there were many conflicting reports coming to him.
1. Knox had reported that a t this time no one in Nepal
would oppose Rana Bahadur Shah's return to Nepal and to a
place in the a d m i n i s t r a t i ~ n . ~ ~
2. A letter from Rajrajeshwari Devi to Gajraj Misra that
arrived in Banaras on 11 January 1804 seemed to indicate that
she was trying to implement the treaty and that she wanted it:
I expect daily increasing advantages from the treaty, which
you have ratified with His Excellency the Most Noble the
Governor General. . . I have not nor will not deviate from
the treaty you have made. It is therefore necessary that you
conduct Captain Knox to the frontier and inform me inimediately what officers you appoint to escort him from there to
this place, that I may depute them a c c ~ r d i n g l y . ~
Another letter from a large group of nobles in Kathmandu
bore much the same intelligence:
There is no deviation whatever on our part, nor will there be
any, to the execution of the articles of the treaty. The delay
which has hitherto occurred on this point was entirely occasioned by the unsettled state of our Government, as is well
known to you. . .since a complete arrangement has been
affected, we have no pretence to decline the execution of the
treaty. D o you come and bring Capt. Knox with you to this
place for the purpose of completely carrying into effect the
objects of the treaty and by no means entertain an idea of
any change or difference in this b u s i i ~ e s s . ~ ~
3. Yet Rana Bahadur, with the assistance of leading nobles
of the Valley and a t least the connivance of Rajrajeshwari Devi,
made a clandestine effort to leave B a n a r a ~ . ~ ~
4. The Nepal government was discharging its financial obli'%ecret Consultation 2 May 1805, No. 350. Letter of Knox to N.B.
Edmonstone, secretary to government, dated 20 May 1803.
'OSecret Consultation 26 April 1804, No. 295. Letter from Rajrajeshwari
Devi to Gajraj Misra, received in Banaras 1 1 January 1804.
"Ibid., No. 297. Letter from nobles in Kathmandu to Gajraj Miara,
received in Banaras 1 1 January 1804.
"Secret Consultation 2 May 1805, No. 352. Letter from Kaox to N.B.
Edmonstone, secretary to government, dated 23 June 1803.
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gations in full accord with the treaty.63
5. Intelligence was received that the Nepal government had
made overtures to China for assistance, should the Company invade N e ~ a l . ~
6. Rajrajeshwari Devi had imprisoned many nobles, whom
she claimed were opposed to the treaty and had prevented her
from fulfilling its terms.e6
7. Knox was emphatic that the situation in Kathmandu was
so chaotic that there was no possibility of a government being
formed that would be able to fulfil the treaty's provisions.e6
8. Rana Bahadur's agent, Ranganath Pandit, had approached the Company's agent to discuss the concessions
that Rana Bahadur would give the Company on his restoration
to power in K a t h m a n d ~ . ~ '
The picture thus presented to the governor general was indeed confusing. If the same details are viewed from Nepal's
point of view, however, the picture becomes considerably clearer.
To state it briefly:
1. Nepal did not want the treaty with the Company, but
had accepted it at the time to avoid more serious interference
from the Company.
2. The only real means available to the Company to insist
on a fulfilment of the treaty were the financial commitments of
the Nepal government and Rana Bahadur to the Company, and
the possible use of force.
3. The Company would not resort to force as long as it
appeared that the Nepal government wished to fulfil the terms
of the treaty. Assurances to this effect in addition to the steady
elimination of Nepal's debt to the Company would both forestall
the Company's action and at the same time free the Nepal
government from any financial claims the Company might try to
enforce.
"Cf. above, note 57.
%cret Consultation 14 November 1803, No. 84. Letter of Knox to
N.B. Edmonstone, secretary to government. dated 17 August 1803.
@'Secret Consultation 2 May 1805, No, 295. Letter of Rajrajeshwari
Devi to Gajraj Misra, received in Banaras 1 1 January 1804.
'lbid., No. 350. Letter of Knox to N.B. Edmonstone, secretary
to government, dated 20 May 1803.
@'SecretConsultation 26 April 1804, No. 301. Letter of Thomas Brooke,
acting agent in Banaras, to N.B. Edmonstone, secretary to government,
dated 24 November 1803.
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4. The appeal to China was an obvious effort to play on
the Company's fears of alienating that government, should the
Company dare to attempt a direct military intervention in
Nepal.
Whether this pattern was the result of a carefully planned
programme, or adopted step by step as opportunity provided,
the pattern is there, and it makes good sense. Certainly it is
clear that the situation in Nepal was not as chaotic as Knox had
led the governor general to believe.
The governor general, of course, was not privileged to view
these events from the vantage point of history, and Knox's
departure from Nepal had deprived him of any on-the-spot information. He was thus compelled to make a decision on the
basis of the information he had at hand. On 24 January 1804
Thomas Brooke, the governor general's agent attending on Rana
Bahadur in Banaras, was informed by the secretary to government in Calcutta that according to a decision of the governor
general in council the treaty of October 1801 was to be considered
null and void. The governor general further decided that no
treaty or special arrangement would be entered into with Rana
Bahadur at that time. Consequently, since the treaty was null
and void, there was no longer any justification for detaining
Rana Bahadur in Banaras and that he should be considered free
to return to Nepal. His departure, however, should be delayed
for one month to allow those in Kathmandu responsible for the
treaty to take necessary precautions, since it could be expected
that Rana Bahadur would take measures against those who had
previously opposed him.e8
The reasoning that led the governor general to the decision
to dissolve the treaty and release Rana Bahadur was more amply
explained in a letter to Knox's secretary, Charles Lloyd, dated 2
February 1804. Since Rana Bahadur's abdication, no permanent
government had been established in Nepal, nor could any administration function properly because of the intrigue, violence,
and factions within the country. Without such a permanent
government there was no hope of the terms of the treaty being
fulfilled. Further, those who wanted the treaty were motivated
"Ibid., No. 302. Letter of the governor general to Thomas Brooke,
acting agent in Banaras, dated 24 January 1804.
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only by fear, and no firm hope for the fulfilment of the treaty
could be founded on fear.Bg
Unexpressed as reasons, but perhaps equally a part of the
governor general's thinking, was the possibility either that Rana
Bahadur would regain authority in Nepal and the government
would then settle down in such a way that a new treaty could be
worked out; or that Rana Bahadur and the various factions in
Kathmandu would be so deadlocked that the governor general's
mediation would be required, and he would once again be asked
to intervene. In the meanwhile, the continued presence of the
ex-king in Banaras was an unnecessary economic burden on the
Company as well as a cause for concern.
Rana Bahadiir Shah's Return to Kathmandu
Rana Bahadur Shah was free to return to Kathmandu in
March 1804. Accompanying him was a relatively unknown
Nepali sardar named Bhim Sen Thapa, who had gone with Rana
Bahadur to Banaras and served him there in the capacity of
commander of his bodyguard.70 In the voluminous correspondence that exists between the governor general and various
British agents, residents, and informers his name hardly occurs.
But in a letter of Charles Lloyd dated 19 November 1803 he is
referred to as one of the ex-king's favourites, though even in this
letter he is still described as commanding the Gorkhali soldiers
in the service of Rana B a h a d ~ r . ~ '
A study of the documents of this period reveals a very marked
change in Rana Bahadur's conduct after November 1801. It is
apparent that after that time he had fallen under thc influence of
an advisor who was able to give him solid counsel and restrain
his undisciplined reaction to the events that were transpiring in
the capital. Subsequent events indicate that more than likely this
advisor was none other than Bhim Sen Thapa, for once Rana
Bahadur returned to the capital Bhim Sen Thapa played a role
far out of proportion to his former post as commander of the
body guard.
Tbe restraining influence of Bhim Sen Thapa, if indeed i t had
'OIbid., N o . 297. Letter of the governor general to Charles Lloyd, dated
2 February 1804.
'OIbid., N o . 300. Letter of Charles Lloyd to government, dated 19
November 1 803.
lllbid.
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been his advice that steadied Rana Bahadur in Banaras, continued in an even more marked degree after Rana Bahedur's return
to Kathmandu. While it is true that Rana Bahadur saw to it
that Damodar Pande and four others were put to death,72 this
was hardly the outbreak of cruelty and violence that the governor general had expected. In fact, apart from thesc executions,
there was a remarkably business-like tone to the new administration. The military offensive in the west was rapidly organized
and put into execution. Efforts were made to increase the funds
available to replenish the treasury, which recent events had badly
depleted, as well as to finance the war. And, in general, the
loosc ends of the administration were pulled together with firmness and considerable restraint. Those nobles who had expressed
to Knox a desire to see Rana Bahadur back in power provided
he was held under some sort of restraint must have been duly
imprcssed. Not only was Rana Bahadur acting in a way to
satisfy most of the nobles, he was also destroying ally possibility
of the governor general's again capitalizing on the factionalism
of the administration to interpose his authority.
One of the more serious pieces of business that Rana Bahadur
faced at this time was the situation of Palpa. At the timc when
the other kingdoms of the Chaubisi Rajas had been annexed by
Gorkha, Palpa had been left more or less independent. This had
been partially demanded by the close relations that cxisted
between the nawab of Oudh and the reigning family of Palpa
and partially the result of the treaty between Bahadur Shah and
the king of P a l ~ a . By
~ ~1804, however, the nawab of Oudh's
lands and powers had been taken over by the Company, and
Palpa had fallen to some extent under the influcncc of thc
B r i t i ~ h . ; ~To compound the seriousness of this situation, the
raja of Palpa had both directly and through his vakil madc ovcrtures to the Compai~yto assist thcm in an invasion of the hills
in ordcr to exert pressure on the Kathmandu governincnt to
implement the treaty of 1801.76 Rana Bahadur removcd this
"Acharya, SanJEshipta Brittant, p. 119, would make the nulnber of these
killed by Rana Bahadur at this time slightly higher.
"Cf. above, pp. 181 ff.
"'Secret Consultation 30 June 1802, N o . 36. Letter of instructions to
Captain Knox, dated 30 June 1802.
"lbid., N o . 30. Letter of Knox to the governor general, dated 22
March 1802.
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source of pressure by enticing the raja of Palpa to Kathmandu,
where he was summarily placed under restraint, and then occupying Palpa. This removed the govcrnor general's last opportunity of interfering directly in Nepali affairs. Apparently, then,
the serious danger to the unity of Nepal that had been presented
by Rana Bahadur's precipitate abdication and the subsequent
collapse of the central administration into factional strife was
rapidly being remedied.
The Death of Rana Bahadur
Towards the end of February 1806, however, almost two
years after his return to the Valley, Rana Bahadur took a step
that caused general uneasiness among the members of the court.
~ that placed him legalHe had himself named m ~ k h t i y a r a, ~post
ly a t the head of government during his son's minority. Since
he had presumably been enjoying the full powers of government
without this title, there was room for speculation as to his
reasons for thinking it necessary to assume the title a t this time
and for the suspicion that it was the first step in throwing off the
restraint under which he had been acting. For anyone who
could recall the days of terror just before Rana Bahadur's exile,
this was indeed a chilling thought.
Whether this fear was responsible for a conspiracy agaisnt
tho life of Rana Bahadur or not, within a few months of his
assuming the title of mukhtiyar he was struck down in cold
blood by his brother Shere Bahadur Shah.77
From the aspect of the unification of Nepal, it was not
so much Rana Bahadur's death as the use that Bhim Sen
Thapa made of it that is important. Charging conspiracy against
the ex-king, he had a number of the leading nobles put to
death and-took advantage of the situation to execute the imprisoned raja of P a l ~ a . ' ~In one stroke he thus gained
complete ascendancy in Kathmandu and go cowed those who
were in opposition to him that he held undisputed sway in
the kingdom. At the same time he destroyed forever any
possibility of Palpa's betraying the secrets of the hills to the
British.
__

- _ - _ . .

__

.

"Nepali, Rana Bahadw, p. 74. Letter appointing Rana Bahadur Shah
mufitiyar during the minority of Girbana Yuddha.
l11bid., p. 78.

vaAcharya,SMJcrliipta Brittmt, p. 125.
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Palpa Signals a Change
From the time when the raja of Palpa had been enticed
back into the hands of Rana Bahadur, the Gorkhdlis had
begun to exercise effective control over the Palpali state.
Negotiations had then been begun with the Company for the
right to farm the zamindali which Palpa held first from the
nawab of Oudh and then, after the cession of his lands to
~ has
the Company's government, from the C o r n p a i ~ y . ~As
been seen in Chapter Seven, the Nepal government maintained
on principle their right to all the lands dependent on a
hill raja when the raja was conquered or take11 under
Gorkha's s u p e r v i ~ i o n . ~Their
~
claim in 1805 to the Butwal
zamindari of Palpa, however, was summarily rejected in
a letter written under the direction of the governor general
to the Nepali vakil in C a l ~ u t t a . ~ ~
After the death of the raja of Palpa, however, Bhim Sen
Thapa's father, General Amar Singh Thapa, was appointed
governor of Palpa, and the Nepalis tightened their control
over this land.82 The governor general's letter was brushed
aside, possibly because it was so contrary to the facts. The
British contention that they could never be sure of being
able to collect their revenues from the officers of the Nepal
government was contradicted by the fact that the Nepal
government had for years faithfully discharged their rents in
other border areme3 And the Nepalis' claim of ancient usage
was based on the fact that the British had given de facto recognition to this practice in the Makwanpur Tarai and the
Bijayapur-Chaudandi Tarai since the days of Prithvinarayan
Shah.84 It was not unreasonable to believe that, despite the
rebuff, the affair could be arranged to everyone's satisfaction.
7oSecretConsultation 17 July 1806, No. 89, Official note of the Persian
secretary to government to the vakil of the raja of Nepal, dated 6 January
1806.
O0Cf. above. pp. 245 ff.
"Secret Consultation 17 July 1806, No. 89. O5cial note of the
Persian secretary to government to the vakil of the raja of Nepal, dated 6
January 1806.
"Mahesh Raj Pant, 'Nepal-Angrej Yuddha Suru Hunu Bhanda 1 Barsha
Agari Arnar Sing Thapa Ka Chora Aktarlani Ka Chora Le Miteri Laethe',
Purnima No. 9, p. 48.
TZf. Campells' report on Anglo-Nepal relations during the Knox period,
Political Consultation 18 September 1837, No. 69.
84CChaudhuri,Awlo-Nepalese Relations, pp, 40-56.
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If this was indeed the Nepalis' belief, they were mistaken.
The governor general's letter had clearly indicated a change
in British policy as regards Nepal, occasioned both by
Nepal's great expansion as well as by a certain chagrin over
thc tots1 failure of the Knox mission. The British had allowed
a golden opportunity to slip through their grasp, and it
was now time to try to recoup their losses. The British correspondence from the time of R m a Bahadur's departure from
Banaras onwards indicates a general hardening of their
policy towards Nepal-a hardening of policy that would be
brought to its ultimate conclusion in these very Tarai lands
in the ycars just ahead.

Conclusions
Before leaving this chapter it is necessary to assess the
damage that had been done to Nepal's unity by Rana
Bahadur's abdication and flight to Banaras. It is not an
easy assessment to make. The danger of British intervention
in Nepal was later successfully countered, and there was no
lasting damage done to Nepal from external sources, except
insofar as there was a hardening of the British attitude towards
Nepal's occupation of the Tarai lands. It is possible, of
course, that this would havc taken place in any event, but
this episodc certainly hastened it. Thc major damage was internal, and it was twofold.
First, a strong impetus was given to the spirit of factionalism within Nepal that had begun during the regency of
Rajendra Laxmi. Family was set against family, and many of
the bonds that had held together the old military families in a
common cause were ripped asunder. Cooperation would still
exist on thc military front, but never again would Nepal
know total cooperatiorl from these families on the political
sccne.
Secondly, arid equally dangerous to Nepal's unity, was thc
fact that this period of political struggle a t the capital prevented the proper consolidation of the areas in the far west that
were especially vulnerable to side intervention. Had these years
been spent in concentrated and studied development of the
administration in those areas, it is quite possible that Gardner's irregulars might not have had the succesq they enjoyed
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in Kumaon in 1815 and the British might not have found
the petty rajas of the Bara and Athara Thakurai so helpful
in that theatre. A good Gorkhali administration in those
areas might have reduced the influence of these rajas considerably, and such an administration would have followed
naturally from a well-developed administration in Kumaon
and Garhwal.
Throughout these pages any estimate of Rana Bahadur's
character and personal habits has been scrupulously avoided
as being apart from the purpose of this study. But the impact of his reign on the unification of the country cannot be
overlooketl nor minimized. It is quite clear that his irresponsibility in the face of the duties his high office of king
placed on him, and which he willingly assumed in setting
aside his uncle, led to a very serious weakening of Nepal a t
a time when Nepal had every need for careful consolidation
and good government after the pattern urged on the nation
and his successors by Prithvinarayan Shah. Undoubtedly
Rana Bahadur was not alone in the making of his decisions.
Certainly he had advisors who urged on him various courses
of action, and these men too must bear their share of the
blame for what transpired. But ultimately it was Rana
Bahadur who failed Nepal at a time when Nepal needed
him; hc placed a child on the throne, when Nepal needed a
man of strength and determination. Individual acts of Rana
Bahadur may be justified or condemned in the light of the
morals of the day and the pressures acting on him. Were he
a private citizen, little more could be said about him. But
in view of the high office he held, no histori?n can take
such a lenient view. He must go down in history as a king
who irresponsibly deserted his office for personal reasons
and in doing so seriously weakened the country he was
called on to qerve.

CHAPTER ELEVEN

PRELUDE TO WAR
It may be sufficient to remark, that one of the
objects of disputes which have given rise to the war
owes its remote origin to the consequences of
Captain Kinloch's expedition; and that the ulterior
objects of Kirkpatrick's and Knox's missions,
were defeated by the enmity and jealousy of a
party, which subsequently acquired the exclusive
power of the State, and has by its violence, injustice
and rapacity, produc:d the existing contest, and
whose blind obstinacy, there is reason to believe,
presents the only obstacle t o pacification.

-Lord Hustings to thr Court1

The atmosphere in the council chamber of Fort William
was sombre indeed when Rana Bahadur Shah left the
Company's territories in 1804. The governor general and his
council had spent three years trying to profit from Rana
Bahadur's voluntary exile, only to see their hopes go glimmering when Rana Bahadur retrieved his position in
Kathmandu with a minimum of distutbance. The admission
that their plans had gone away must have been doubly
galling for them, since it put thc final seal of failure on forty
years of Anglo-Nepal relations.
Since the time of Kinloch's attempted invasion, the Nepal
government had followed, with but momentary hesitancy, the
instructions of Prithvinarayan Shah to maintain friendship
with the English but to keep them out of the hills. For the
same period of over forty years the British had been trying
by every means in their power to undo the folly of the Kinloch
invasion. They had followed a policy of conciliation; they had
sent envoys and rcsidcnts; they had structured treaties and
agreements, but Ncpal rL.niaineci firmly shut. Not only were
the markets of Ncpal closccl to the dirrct exploitation of the
'Secret Letter to the Court of Directors, published in Bikrama lit Hasrat,

Hlrtory of Nepal (Krishan Nagar, 1970). p. 249.
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British traders, but the lucrative markets of Tibet as well. The
fact that in this same period Gorkhali arms had swept
through the hills in a sustained series of campaigns added
to the Company's frustration, since the Gorkhalis had gained
absolute control over every practical approach to Tibet. The
old policy was bankrupt. It was obviously time for a new
approach to the question of Nepal.
The first indication of the new British attitude was their
reaction to the Gorkhali occupation of the Butwal Tarai in
1805. It had been established as a working principle between
Nepal and the Company a t the time of Prithvinarayan Shah
that as long as the Gorkhalis were willing to continue the
zamindari payments on the lands they took from the hill
rajas, they might continue to farm them.2 Such payments
had been made on portions of the Makwanpur Tarai as late
as 1801.= Barlow's letter to the Nepal court reversed this
policy. Notice was served in his letter that Nepal's occupation
of any zamindari vesting in the Company's government was
unacceptable to the C ~ r n p a n y . ~
This was followed in 1810 by the enunciation of the
principle of limitation, namely that all lands in the Tarai
were the right of the Company, while Nepal must confine
its possessions to the hills.s From that time onwards, the court
of Kathmandu received a study stream of complaints of
encroachments and usurpations. The inevitable friction along
the border between the two countries finally focussed on the two
areas of the Butwal Tarai and Rautahat.
This border problem, which eventually led to war between
Nepal and the East India Company, is simply stated. Nepal
had occupiecl for many years an area in the Butwal Tarai, which
the Company claimed had bclonged to the nawab vizier of
'Cf. above, p. 330.
'Secret Consultation 30 June 1802, N o . 1, governor general's report to
the council, dated 20 June 1802; also the Anglo-Nepal treaty of October

1801.

'Secret Consultation 17 July 1806, N o . 89. Oficial note from the Persian
secretary to government to Sri Kishan Pandit, vakil from the raja of Nepal,
dated 6 January 1806,
' Political Consultation 15 May 1813, N o . 39. Letter of the governor
general to the raja o f Nepal, dated 7 May 1813.
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Oudh, and which had been ceded to the Company by hirn.O In
Rautahat the British claimed twenty-two villages on the basis of
thirty years uninterrupted possession, but which in fact Nepal
had seized on the basis of a prior claim.' It was mutually
agreed by the two governments that a border commission
should be appointed to investigate the question on the border itself.e Major Paris Bradshaw was deputed by the governor
general to represent the British claims.g Kishan Pandit headed
the group of Nepali commissioner^.^^
The records of the East India Company give a complete
picture of the development of this investigation. The reports of
Paris Bradshaw, letters of the governor general, letters from the
maharaja of Nepal, and communications from Ranganath
Pandit, all fill in details. In theory all this documentation
should make it very easy to determine the party at fault in this
dispute. Actually, it is extremely difficult to assign the guilt to
either party. Both governments were absolutely convinced that
their claim was just. The border commission itself failcd to
come to any agreement. In the end Hastings took the decision
into his own hands, and his resolution to occupy the lands by
force led to counter military activity on the part of the Nepalis
and to war.ll
A great deal of study has beell given to this border dispute
and the conduct of it both by the Company and Nepal. The
documents reveal two things very clearly: there was a dispute
because there was a real border problem that was much more
serious than a case of usurpation;12 and this problem was not at
-

-

-

Consultation 15 January 1813, No. 46. Letter of appointment<
Paris Bradshaw, dated 15 January 18 13.
' Ibid., No. 62. Letter from the raja of Nepal to the governor general,
received 10 October 1812.
Ibid., No. 46; also Consultation 9 April 1813, No. 27. Letter of J. Adam,
secretary to government, to Paris Bradshaw; and Consultation I5 January
1813, No. 45. Letter of the raja of Nepal, received 28 September 1812.
Consultation 15 January 1813, No. 46.
lo Consultation 7 May 1813, No. 70.
Letter of the raja of Nepal to the
governor general naming the Nepali commissioners, received 19 April
1813.
I ' Cf. below, Chapter Twelve.
l a The fact that the Nepalis were able to present documents on which
their claim was based makes it more than a case of usurpation. The decision of Hastings in Butwal was based on a prior claim, not on the Nepali
lack of a claim. In the case of the twenty-two villages, the British claim
was ut~documented and based on thirty years of uninterrupted possession,
while the Nepalis had a documented claim to the land.
a
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all simplified by the personalities on whom its solution rested.
Before moving on to a consideration of the border problem
itself and a t the risk of digression, it will prove useful to look
briefly a t these personalities.
On one side there was the Marquess of Hastings, newly
arrived in India and eager to make his mark; impatient of
delay and peremptory in his demands. As his agent on the
border was Paris Bradshaw, a pompous, militarily correct figure,
whose reports were crammed with endless trivia, military advice,
and self-justification, and whose interpretation of British
colonial justice divided the world into those who were wrong
and those who were British. The reading of his dispatches
evokes a certain sympathy for the Nepali commissioners who
were compelled by circumstances and the will of the governor
general to deal with this man.
O n "the Nepali side there was the calculating Bhim Sen
Thapa, put on the defensive by this new British attitude on
the border, and caught u p in the web of meaningless border
marauding that threatened to sweep his forces into war before
they were ready.13 As his chief agent on the border there was
Kishan Pandit, a past master of the art of diplomatic procrastination, but wholly innocent of any ability to deal with a man
like Bradshaw.
The interplay of these personalities was further complicated
by a maddening delay in correspondence, which found an
abrupt and insistent letter of the governor general followed
immediately by a casual enquiry from Nepal over some totally
unrelated and trivial occurrence in the far west?' Whether the
delay and the resulting confusion was the result of a tardy
delivery of letters, slowness of the court of Kathmandu to
respond, or the deliberate policy of the court is, of course,
impossible to determine.
IJ Political Consultation 18 September 1837, No. 69. Hodgson claimed,
in his covering letter for Campbell's summary of Anglo-Nepal relations
during the Knox period that the so-called usurpations were 'protected'
dacoities. However, he neither offers evidence that they were protected
nor does he specifiy what he understands by the word 'protected'.
l4 The governor general wrote to the raja of Nepal on 25 June 1813 announcing his decision that the whole of the disputed lands in the Butwi~l
Tarai were t o be taken by the Company. Jn his next communication, the
raja of Nepal discussed the four disputed villages in the far west. Cf. Consultations 18 June 1813, No. 24, and 2 October 1813, No. 39.
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As for the border problem itself, despite the assurance
expressed first by Minto, then by Hastings and Bradshaw over
the clarity and indisputability of the British claims, it is quite
clear that a real problem existed. Bradshaw was forced to
realize this when he descended to particulars at the village level.
This fact is that no survey had ever been made. Distances
were measured largely by guesswork. When a small part of the
Butwal Tarai was actually .surveyed, Bradshaw was forced to
admit in a letter t o the commander-in-chief that his own earlier
estimate of a distance of less than forty miles had been in error
by almost fifteen percent.ls Because of this, the two governments simply did not know where the boundary should be
except by local oral testimony and the record of village
canungoes. And local oral testimony, Bradshaw found, was
both confusing and unreliable.l6 I n addition, the records of
village canungoes and zamindars were themselves far from
transparently honest. Buchanan (Hamilton) had earlier pointed
out in this regard that :
Landlords on both sides make frequent innovations, which
are often winked a t for some years by those on the opposite
side; for every Zimidar who loses an acre makes his loss a
pretence for withholding the revenue of twenty.17
There can be no doubt that the border problem was very
real, and yet it is important to retain some sense of proportion. The Butwal Tarai, by Bradshaw's own report, was only
w a s t e l a i ~ d ,and
~ ~ the total revenue claimed from the twentytwo villages was less than fifteen thousand rupees a year.''
The land in question was of small value, and there is ample
evidence that the two governments knew this. The fact is
that, though the Anglo-Nepal war grew out of this border
problem and the result'ng dispute, the dispute itself was the
occasion, not the cause, of the war. The problem could have
l6 Consultation 15 May 181 3, N o . 41. Letter of Paris Bradshaw to the
commander-in-chief, dated 26 April 1813.
la Consultation 4 March 1814, N o . 58. Letter of Paris Bradshaw to
J. Adam, secretary to government, dated 20 January 1814.
l7 Quoted in Regmi Research Series, i, N o . 2 (December 1969), 37.
9 April 1813, N o . 26. Letter of Paris Bradshaw to
la Consultation
J. Adam, secretary to government, dated 21 March 1814.
lo Consultation I S January 1813, No. 63.
Letter of Bir Kishore Singh
to Lord Minto, undated.
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been solved, and the war could have been avoided, had not the
dispute been merely symptomatic of a far larger problem.

Collision Course
The House of Gorkha and the East India Company had
been on a collision course from the time that the Gorkhali
advance to the west had placed them squarely athwart the
trade routes through the Himalayas. Given the economics of
the situation, the position of Nepal, and the British sense of
their right to trade, there was no way of avoiding the war
short of a complete and sudden reversal of character on the
part of the Nepalis or the British. The fact that the
Gorkhalis had built up a powerful military machine in the
hills, of course, added to the problem, but fundamentally it
was a case of the thrust of British trade being pulled up
short by a strong, independent hill people, who refused to be
pushed or badgered or persuaded to adopt a line of action
that was distasteful to themselves.
To say that the two governments were on a collision course,
however, does not imply that the collision had to take place
at this time. It is true that the Nepalis were adamant regarding their policies on trade in the hills. But this had been
true for decades and no war had been thought necessary.
It is also true that there was a border problem, but there
had been border problems before, and they had been
solved, either by compromise or because one or other of
the two governments had yielded the disputed point.
Undoubtedly this problem could have been solved in the
same way without significant loss to either government.
In fact, Hastings, after winning the war, was quite willing to
turn the disputed lands over to the Nepal government
because their value did not justify the expense of maintaining
British authority there.1° Then why, it may be asked, did
this dispute expand to the point of war?
Thornton, who is not usually considered hasty in his conclusions, has laid the blame for starting the war at Hastings'
door:
I f the disputed lalids were so worthless as, at the end of

* J. L. Cox, Papers Respecting the Nepaul War (London,1824). p. 853.
tetter of J. Adam to Paris Bradshaw, dated 9 December 1815.
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the campaign, they were represented to be, but one opinion
can exist as to the expediency of commencing it-that the
governor general, being anxious to display his military
talents, stood in need of a pretext for war and the disputed
districts afforded that w'lich he wanted.21
Thornton may well be right. It is certainly clear that
someone had to assume the initiative in pressing the issue to
the test of war, and Hastings was a man of initiative.
Whether Hastings was as vain as Thornton presents him is
another question, and one that certainly lies beyond this
writer's competence to judge. There is, however, an attitude
expressed in Hastings' correspondence with Nepal over the
border problem that smacks suspiciously of contempt
for Nepal as a sovereign power. Hastings seems genuinely
surprised that Nepal should dare to deny him what he
felt was a just and reasonable demand. It never seems to
enter his mind that he could be wrong, that there might be
two sides to the question, or that a native power deserved
the same common courtesy that he would havs extended to
a European power. What is most striking in his correspondence is that he is always asking or demanding favours or
concessions of Nepal-a
tendency in official communications
from Calcutta that the court of Kathmandu had earlier
t
conciliatory or even compromisremarked ~ p o n ~ ~ - b unever
ing. It is not hard to believe of such a man that there was
war because he wanted war, and to that extent Thornton is
probably right. Certainly he supplied the initiative that
forced the border dispute to the point of war.
It can, of course, be argued that the Nepalis themselves
could have avoided the war merely by conceding the right
of Hastings' claims to the Tarai. This was certainly
possible before Hastings moved his troops into the Tarai. But
his action, joined to the already declared principle that
Nepal was to be confined to the hills, confirmed Bhim Sen
Thapa's darkest suspicions of British designs on Nepal and
indicated the inevitability of war. To yield in this instance
--

a1

Edward

1843), iv, 336.

Thornton, The

Hisrory of the British Empire in India (London,

Consultation 7 November 1808, No. 58. Letter of the raja of Nepal
to the governor general, received 25 October 1808.
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would have been merely to postpoile the war. In view of
this, Bhim Sen Thapa elected to accept the challenge of war
on the basis of three fundamental considerations :
1. The increasing British knowledge of the secrets of the
hills;
2. The state of preparation of his army;
3. The possibility of powerful Indian princes siding with
Nepal to defeat the British and perhaps even to drive
them out of India.

Probing for Knowledge
The Nepalis had always felt that the Himalayan foothills
were their strongest line of defence.23It was a fmed Gorkhali
policy to close off the less easily defended trails into the hills
and to establish families of unquestioned loyalty on those
that were opeae4 In line with this policy, the movement of
~ oboutsiders through the hills was severely r e s t r i ~ t e d . ~The
ject of all of this was to prevent outsiders, and particularly
the Company, from learning the secret trails and passes into
the hills.2@
Kirkpatrick's report after his visit to Nepal in 1792 was
the first British effort to come to grips with the secrets
of the hills. Whether it was intended for this purpose or
not, his report contained valuable descriptions of Nepal's fortifications, and the routes he described formed the basis for
British enquiries in 1813 and 1814.27
Hamilton's observations in 1801 were far more detailed
than those of Kirkpatrick, and far more valuable from a
military point of view. His information was supplemented by
that of Captain Crawford, who also accompanied Knox on
his mission to Nepal. Crawford was the commander of
Knox's military escort, but he was selected for this post priPrithvinarayan Shah, Dibya Upadesh, p. 12.
2' Jagir grant to Jagannnath Khatri et a1 in Makwanpur, dated 1861
B.S., Baishakh, sudi 4, quoted in M.C. Regmi, Land Tenure, iii, 8.
2 T o n ~ u l t a t i o n12 March 1813, N o . 52. Letter of the raja of Nepal Lo
the governor general, received 27 December 1812.
" Prithvinarayan Shah, Dibya Upadeslr, p. 12.
Le~terof I . Adam, secretary lo
" Consultation 16 August 1814, No. 5.
gover~~mcnt,
to Lt. Col. Crawford, dated 21 July 1814.
23
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marily because he was a trained surveyor.2s Knox himself had
been instructed by the governor general to obtain detailed information of Nepal's internal and external defences.29
In 1811 Moorecroft was apprehended in Kumaon after he
had journeyed through Kumaon to Tibet. In his letter to the
court of Kathmandu requesting Moorecroft's release, the
governor general was careful to avoid mentioning that
Moorecroft's companion was Captain Hearsey, who later
commanded a detachment of the British force that invaded
Kumaon, and who certainly was not in Kumaon with Moorecroft because he was 'interested in Tibetan ponies.'30
In 1812 Major Bradshaw was ordered to obtain detailed
information about the passes and routes into Nepal.31 He
used his time during the meetings of the border commission
to send spies into the hills, including the critical area of
Makwanpur, and his reports are filled with military intelligen~e.~~
In 1814 Dr. Rutherford, who carried on trade in timber
and jute in the Kumaon Tarai, was assigned the task of
gathering information about approaches into Kumaon, which
his long association with the area made especially easy.33 In
short, the British were using every means available to increase their knowledge of the Nepal hills.
Though the Gorkhalis could not have known the full
extent of this British probing for information, they certainly
were not insensitive t o it. If the secrecy of the hills was at
all a factor in Nepal's defence plans, as it surely was, the11
postponing the war would only fritter away whatever advantage the Gorkhalis had in this respect.
Consultation 30 June 1802, No. 11. Letter of N.B. Edmonstonc,
secretary to government, to W.D. Knox, dated 31 October 1801.
Ibid.
aa Letter of the governor general to the raja of Nepal, written 7
November 1812: 'Mr. Moorecroft.. .last year formed the determination of
proceeding beyond the Himmaleh Mountains to the confines of Chinese
Tartary for the purpose of ascertaining the resources of that country in
horses fit for the use of the British government.. .'
Consultation I5 January 1813, No. 46.
Consultation 9 August 1814, Nov. 10 and 11, Letter of Major Bradshaw
to J. Adam, secretary to government, with enclosed spy reports.
Consultation 16 August 1814, No. 10. Letter of J. Adam to Tbomas
Rutherford, dated 30 July 1814.
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The preparation of the Nepal Army
The army of Nepal had been trained in battle and foiged
through dozens of campaigns into a vrell-knit fighting force.
With the failure of the Gorkhali campaign against Kangra in
1809," the court of Kathmandu found it was no longer
capable of expansion. Nepal was hedged in by Rai~jitSingh
on the west and by the British on the south. Expailsion to
the north or east was not practical because of the coilnection
Tibet and Bhutan enjoyed with the Chinese emperor. The
result of this impasse was that the army had run out of
battles to fight, and its fighting edge would therefore steadily
deteriorate. Also, the fact that no new lands were being
acquired meant that the size of the army could not be
increased, since its size was restricted by the amount of land
that could be assigned to the military. The existing army
might be better trained and better equipped.3s Postponement
of the war might allow time for this, but even this possibility was limited by the financial resources of the country. In
short, postponing the war would give the Nepal army little
advantage in terms of training and equipment, while a t the
same time the troops would lose a great deal of their fighting edge.
The war would prove that the greatest weakness of thc
army was its lack of artillery.
Muskets they had in plenty,
~ with this
manufactured in Nepal and very s e ~ v i c e a b l e . ~And
weapon the Gorkhali marksman was a crack shot.37 But
cannons were needed, and those that were cast in Nepal were
The calibre of thcse ca1.1nons was
of very inferior
also limited both by the casting technique used as well as
Cf. above, pp. 242-3.
8b The training and equipping of the Gorkhali army was one of Bhirn Sell
Thapa's main efforts at this timc. Cf. Chittaranjan Nepali, Bhinz Sen
Tl~opara Tarkalin Nepal (Katltmandu, 2012 B.S.), pp. 69 ff.
Consultation 12 February 1833, No. 165. Hodgson's memorandum
on the Gorkhali army. This dates from a slightly later period than tllat
under discussion, but it is applicable in full to this period.
Ibid. 'It is its abundance of good muskets and good powder, together with the perfect use of this arm for which its soldiery of the line is
remarkable, which form the point of strength and reliance of the government of Nepal.'
Ibid.

"
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the problem of transporting them through the hills.39 The
result was that the Nepal army had cannons of small calibre
suitable for short-range, anti-personnel work, but they wanted
desperately the longer-ranged heavy cannon that could be
turned on British positions during the siege of Malaon,
Jythak, and Almora. The manufacture of such cannon, however, would i n no way be aided by a postponement of the
war. What was needed was a better grade of steel and the
skill in casting them,40 and this they were neither able to get
at the time nor likely to get in the near future.

Allies Among the Indian Powers
One of the key factors in Bhim Sen Tbapa's thinking was
the recognition of the real weakness of the British position
in India. The number of European troops actually employed
in the Company's Bengal army was very limited.41 It was
apparent everywhere that the Indian Powers could drive the
British out of the sub-continent, if they could combine
against them. But no one had yet succeeded in forming the
type of confederacy that would be required for such a war.
Bbim Sen Thapa was faced with a severe dilemma.
Prithvinarayan Shah's injunction had been to flight in the
hills and to stay out of the plains.42 But that had been
issued in 1774. Since that time the British power had become
far more formidable and more insistent in its demands. It
was doubtful if the Nepal army would be able to withstand
a concerted attack by the numbers of troops that the British
could put into the field. The resources of Nepal were limited,
their communications stretched over seven hundred miles of
mountains, and their firepower could not match that of the
British. The British, on the other hand, had easy communications across the plains, practically unlimited resources, and
-

Although cannons were transported in the hills, even for surprising
distances, the lack of easy mobility severely limited their use as well as their
&e.
Hudgson's memorandum on the Gorkhali army.
Hunter, Military Sketche~of the Goorkha War in India it1 the Years
1814,1815,1816 (London, 1822), p. xi: 'It was calculated that the number
of officers employed with their corps during the Nepal war did not exceed
the proportion of one to a hundred sepoys.'
Prithvinarayan Sbah, Dibya Upadesh, p. 1 1.
'0

"
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enormous firepower. Further, a confrontation with the British
could not be avoided indefinitely. The solution, obviously,
was to strive for an alliance that would divide the British
into manageable units, and with luck the British might be
thoroughly defeated. Even if the allies did not succeed
in driving the British completely out of India, the effect of
an alliance, as for as Nepal was concerned, would be to
weaken the British attack on the hills to the point where it
could be smashed by the Gorkhalis. If the British were once
thoroughly defeated in the hills, it was doubtful if they would
again readily risk an invasion of Nepal.
But, of course, the alliance had to be forged, and such an
undertaking was not easy. Bhim Sen Thapa sent his agents
to Gwalior to try to win over this power to the idea of
alliance.43 Negotiations with G walior had gone on for some
years and had made considerable progress. The Mahrattas
were impressed with the Gorkhali record in the hills and by
But the
their courage in standing up to the British."
Sindhia alone did not feel competent for the task that Bhim
Sen Thapa was asking of him. Prudence urged him to insist
on greater guarantees than Bhim Sen Thapa could give him,
and in the end it was more or less agreed that Gwalior and
its dependencies would join Nepal on the condition that
Ranjit Singh would join the alliance.46 In view of the clash
between Ranjit Singh and Kazi Amar Singh Thapa in 1809,
the possibility of winning over Ranjit Singh and concluding
the alliance against the British was not very bright. But Bhim
Sen Thapa required this alliance, and overtures were made to
Ranjit Singh by Kazi Amar Siilgh Thapa himself.
Extant documentation on the negotiations between Kazi
Amar Singh Thapa and Ranjit Singh is limited to a letter of
instructions from the Kazi to Kharidar Prithvi Bilas
Upadhyaya, who was his agent to the court of Raiijit Siiigh,""
and a letter of Kazi Amar Singh Thapa to Girbana Yuddha
4J Letler of Ram Dhoj Thapa to Bhim Scn Thapa, dated 1871 B.S.,
Srawan. badi 1, roj 2 (1814), published in Nepali, Bhim Sen Thapa, pp.
285-91.
* Ibid.
I bid.
Letter of Kazi Amar Singh Thapa to Kharidar Prithvi Bilas Upadhyaya,
dated 1871 B.S, Magh, badi 13, roj 2 (1815). Ibid., pp. 125-31.
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Bikram Shah in Kathmandu mentioning the results of his
negotiation^.^' In the former letter a long series of proposals
was made, from which the kharidar could select those
he thought would prove the most attractive to Ranjit Singh.
Three basic proposals were made: a possible division of the
Gangetic plain from Delhi to Calcutta between the Sikhs,
the Gorkhalis and the Mahrattas; a suggested outline of the
attack that could be made on the British; and a n appeal to
Ranjit in the name of Hinduism to drive the British out of
India. In his letter to Girbana Yuddha, Kazi Amar Singh
Thapa assures his sovereign that Ranjit Singh will join the
Nepalis after the British are defeated a t Malaon and Jythak.
,And, of course, it was a foregone conclusion that if Ranjit
Singh were to join with the Gorkhalis, the Mahrattas were
already committed to join.48
Historians have generally not taken too seriously this proposed alliance of the Gorkhalis, Sikhs, and Mahrattas. Documentation is meagre, and, in fact, there is very little concrete
evidence that either the Sikhs or the Mahrattas themselves
took it seriously. The Marquess of Hastings, however, took a
more realistic view of it and ulldertook elaborate steps to
prevent any such alliance from interfering in his plans for
Nepal. As he saw it, whether there was a formal alliance o r
not, the mere fact that his armies would be engaged with
the Gorkalis would give the Mahrattas, in particular, an
excellent opportunity to break loose on raids into the independent petty states or into the territories of the Company.
A very interesting insight into the view of the Marquess
of Hastings towards this proposed alliance is to be found in
the first edition of Prinsep's well-known book on the military
and political transactions of the Marquess of Hastings.40
Prinsep sketches the following picture of the concrete steps
47 b t t e r of Kazi Amar Singh Thapa et a1 t o the raja of Nepal, dated>March 1815, published in translation in H.T. Prinscp, History, i, Appendix B.
48 The Court of Kathmandu also carried on negotiations with the Chinese
authorities in Tibet to try to raise funds to finance the war, but this attempt
proved unsuccessful. Cf. the correspondence in Nepali, Bhim Sen Thapa,
pp. 300-4. and 309-14.
Henry T. Prinsep, A Narratve of the Political and Militaw Transactions
in India "ndcr the kd~ninistration of the Marquess of ~ a i t i n ~1813-20
s
(London, 1820). pp. 35-45. This first edilion will be referred to as Narrative
in future references.
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taken by Hastings to avoid the dangers inherent in such an
alliance:
1. British protection was offered to the tiny state of
Bhopal, where the Sindhia could first be expected to begin
military activity. This step had as its sole purpose the delaying of Mahratta activity in the area for a time, and was
based on the governor general's confident expectation that
the Nepal war would be brief.s0
2. ITI view of this, the whole disposable force of the
Madras army was brought to the northern border of that
presidency in order to be available for immediate action,
should the Mahrattas make any effort to join the Gorkhalis
or to take advantage of the Nepal war to attack BengaL51
3. On the other hand, to insure the brevity of the Nepal
war, the Bengal army was heavily committed to that front.
According to the official returns, there were a total of 46,629
British troops in the field at one time against Nepal. This
represented over half of the total force available to the
Bengal army, and left a thin covering of troops to handle all
normal military activity or eventualities in the half-million
square miles of the presidency as well as to man the quartermaster services for the Nepal war.52
4. Hastings set out to raise an additional three regiments
for the regular army avd six -provincial corps to fill the gaps
created by this heavy assignment of men to the Nepal war.s3
5. Two additional king's regiments were summoned from the
Cape and Mauritius to assist in handling the situation in I ~ i d i a . ~
Hastings apparently felt that if he could force the
Mahrattas to pause in any decision to make use of the
Anglo-Nepal war for their own purposes or to join the
Gorkhalis formally in an alliance against the British, he
would have time to complete the campaign in the programme
of action. Of the success of his efforts, Prinsep
concludes:
Although the greater part of the force of the Bengal
presidency was known to be occupied in the hill country,
.
.

" Ibid., p. 35.

Ibid., p. 49.
Ibid., pp. 50-1.
" Ibid., p. 51.
Ibid., p. 52.
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and daily accounts of reverses in that quarter must have
been eagerly circulated, the Mahrattas were nevertheless
deterred by the formidable aspect of the British preparations from resenting in any way this undisguised and
direct counter action to their views.6s
It was because Hastings took the possibility of a GorkhaliMahratta alliance seriously that he took the drastic measures
he did to prevent a formal joining of the Mahrattas in the
contest and was able to prevent such a challenge to British
authority in India. To this extent his foresight was rewarded
with success. But none of his precautions envisioned the
Sikhs joining in the war. If Ranjit Singh, then, had agreed to
join in the alliance during the first phase of the Anglo-Nepal
war, there is every chance that the alliance would have
succeeded in its objectives. The Madras army, which had
been detailed to keep the Mahrattas in check, numbered only
thirteen thousand nien.66 If the Sikhs and the Mahrattas
together had determined to move at a time when over half
of the Bcngal army was closely engaged by the Gorkhalis,
even the addition of this force would have been sufficient to
contain these two great powers. The first of the British commanders to be affected by the Sikh involvement would have
been Ochterlony. His offensive against Kazi Amar Singh
Thapa would have been seriously interrupted, and, since
Ochterlony was the only British general who really understood the nature of mountain warfare, the whole outcome of
the Anglo-Nepal war would have been affected.
Though the Mahrattas may have been inhibited by
Hastings' activity, the real failure of the alliance must be
traced to Ranjit Singh's reluctance to join ally alliance with
the Gorkhalis. And this reluctance, of course, must be directly
attributed to the clash betwccn Ranjit Singh and Kazi Amar
Singh Thapa at Kangra.
At the time when Bhim Sen Thapa had to make his choice
cithcr to accept immediate war with the British or to postpone it by yielding to their demands, the fate of the alliance
was still undecided. It was clear to him that the future of the

'' Ibid., p. 58.
"

Ibid., p. 49.
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alliance, on which the final outcome o f any war with the British
must dep-nd, was directly connected with his early successes
against the British. The problem to which he had to address
himself, then, was the effect of a delay or postponement on
those chances. Any postponement of the war would give the
British time to penetrate even further the secrets of the hills
on which much of the Nepali defence rested. Delay would
also dull the fighting edge of the Gorkhali troops without any
compensation in terms of better equipment or increased firepower. T o accept the immediate challenge of war, then,
seemed the more logical course, gambling on the completion
of an alliance that would ensure ultimate victory. The
gamble failed, of course, but that failure does not destroy
the logic which determined Bhim Scn Thapa to make it.
Si~rnmnry

The expansion of the Gorkhalis to the west placed all the
practical passes through the Himalayas to Tibet under their
control. The Gorkhali policy of excluding foreign traders and
controlling all trade between Tibet and the plains prevented
the British merchants of the East India Company from
the commercial exploitation of the hill markets. From the
time of the Kinloch invasion of Nepal in 1767, British policy
towards Nepal had aimed at re-opening that area to British
trade. In pursuit of this objective they had followed a policy
of conciliation towards Nepal.
The failure of the treaty of
1792 and the treaty of 1801 to achieve the British objective,
as well as the resolution of the factional strife in Kathmandu
to the exclusion of British interests in Nepal, indicated the
bankruptcy of that policy. The immediate result was a
hardening of thc British attitude towards the Nepalis in the
Tarai. This led to a sharp border dispute between the two
governments. Hastings' determination to force the Nepalis to
acccpt his dcmands induced him to occupy the disputed territory by force. The Nepalis, faced with the necessity to yield
or to accept war, opted for war, since to yield would at best
only delay the war and since every indication showed that
delay could only harm their cause. A key factor in the
Nepali thinking was the possibility of an alliance of the
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Gorkhalis, Sikhs and Mahrattas against the British. This
failed on the one hand becausz of the reluctance of the
Sikhs and the Mahrattas to commit thzmselves until the
Gorkhalis had defeated Ochterlony at Malaon and Marley at
Jythak, and on the other hand because of the extravagant
precautionary measures adopted by Hastings to contain the
Mahrattas.

CHAPTER TWELVE

THE GAMBLE FAILS
This is inscribed as a tribute of respect to our
gallant adversary, Bulbudder, commander of the
fort and his brave Gurkhas. .

.

British Memorial at Nala Pani

In 1744 Prithvinarayan Shah took the first steps in the
Gorkhali campaign that led to the conquest of Kathmandu
Valley. During his reign he saw that campaign blossom to
include the whole of eastern Nepal and the eastern Tarai. The
Gorkhali military activity, begun on such a small scale at
Nuwako in 1744, carried in successive waves to the Teesta in
the east and westward to the Kali, to the Sharda, and finally to
the Sutlej. Considered as a military achievement, this Gorkhali
success was a formidable display of the powers of the Gorkhali
war machine. In its own way it was every bit as spectacular
as the achievements of Nepal's southern neighbour, the
British East India Company.
Greater than the challenge of military conquest, however,
was the challenge of adn~inistrative unification. It was on
this crucial poilit that the permanence of the Gorkhali
military achievements hinged. O~ily a thorough and farrcaching administrative unification would enable this sprawling hill state to withstand the external dangers that its very
gcographical position presented.
This administrative unification was never achieved in the
areas westward of the Sharda. The very pace of the army's
conquests denied thc central government the leisure required
for the adaptation to local conditions, which was the essential feature of t hc Gorkhali ad~ninistrative system. Thus,
Hastings' war caught the Gorkhalis militarily preparcd but
administratively weak in the west.
Thc situation in Kumaon was cspeciall!, critical, both
because the Gorkhali troops had bcen siphoncd off lo
garrison the provinces farther west and because the province
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itself was still politically unstable. The neglect of Kumaon
was the Gorkhalis' most serious mistake. In this case there
had been ample time for a thorough administrative unification,
but it had been squandered in the confused years of Rana
Bahadur Shah's reign. Ultimately, this neglect of Kumaon
was to cost the Gorkhalis the war.

Hast ings ' Bluff
In the previous chapter an effort was made to define the
forces that were driving Nepal and the East India Company
inexorably towards war. An effort was also made to describe
the motives that prompted Hastings and Bhim Sen Thapa to
react as they did to the border dispute. But it was the
border dispute itself that brought matters to a head and
occasioned the war.
It will be recalled that by mutual consent the two governments had assigned commissioners to meet on the border to
decide the dispute arising from border problems in Butwal
and in Rautahat. Both governments bound themselves in
writing to abide by Ihe decision of this commission, thereby
removing the decision from the hands of the several governments and placing it complctcly in the hands of the
c~mmi~~ioner~.~
The commission first met in Butwal, but it was unable to
reach a final decision. It is understandable that in their initial
position both sides should be convinced of their right to the
land on the basis of the documents in the possession of their
respective governments. But no progress was made from that
point, and the Nepali commissioners found themselves in an
unenviable position. Major Bradshaw refused to admit the
validity of their documents as proof of possession, and the
British position had hardened to the point where it would
admit of no c ~ m p r o m i s e . ~The only alternative remaining to
the Nepalis was to surrender the land, a decision they did
not feel free to make in view of the strength of their documents. They felt obliged to refer to Kathmandu for further
Consultation 7 May 181 3, No.70. Letter of the raja of Nepal to the
governor general, received 19 April 181 3.
Consultation 15 May 1813, No. 40. Lettel of Major Bradshaw to J,
Adam, dated 1 May 18 13.
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in~tructions.~Hastings, however, rcinoved the decision from
their hands. After reviewing Bradshaw's reports, he decided
that the case was sufficiently proved, and declared that the
work of the commissioiz in Butwal was complete, that the
land belonged to the C ~ r n p a n y . ~This decision, of course,
was in clear contravention of the terms of the comnlission,
and the court of Kathmandu was shocked at his action.=
But this was as nothing compared to the shock Hastings had
in store for Kathmandu in his decision regarding Rautahat.
The dispute in Rautahat centred around the proprietorship of twcnty-two villages. These villages-origiiially Ncpalihad been in British possession from the time of Kinloch's
mission i11 1767, but early in the nineteenth century the
Gorkhalis had seized control of them. When thc border
cominission met, Bradshaw insisted as a preliminary condition
for any discussion of thzse villages, that they be handed over
to him in trust, until the coinmission should be able to
determine their ultimate fate.6 It is an indication either of
the Nepali commissioners' good faith or of an incredible
naivete that they submitted to this condition and did in fact
hand over the villages. I11 either case, they were hardly
prepared for Hastings' abrupt communication thdt, on the
basis of an earlier investigatioii in this area, he was content
that thc Company's casc was clearly proved and that thcre
was, therefore, no need of furthcr investigation. The villages
belonged to thc Company. Whst remained was only for the
Nepalis to rernovc the civil apparatus thcy had set up i11 the
area and lcavc the villages in the hands of the Company's
representative, Paris Bradshaw.' It is not surprising the negotiations betwccn thc two groups of comnlissio~lersbroke down
at this point.
Consultalion 7 January 1814, No. 56. Letter of the raja of Nepal to
the govcrnor gcncral, received 12 Dcccmbcr 1813.
C01isu11ation18 June 1813, No. 24. Lettcr of the governor gcneral to
the raja of Ncpal, dalcd 25 Junc 18 13.
Consrlllation 7 January 1814, No. 56. Lctler of the raja o i Nepal to
thc govcrnor gcncral, rcccived 12 Deccmbcr 1813.
Consul1;rtion 4 March 1814, No. 53. Lettcr of Major Bradshaw to J .
Adam, secretary lo government, datcd 12 Fcbruary 1814.
' Cons~~llalion15 Apl i l 1514. No. 65. Lcltcr ol'tlic govcrnor gcneral
to the raja of Nep;~l,tlalcd 9 Apr11 1 H 14; al\o C'o~ls~rllat~ol~
4 Ma~cli18 14,
NO.59. Lelter ol'i~lstructionsto Major Bradshaw, datcd 4 M a ~ ~1814.
li
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In accord with his plan to cstablish the Company's
authority securely in these two areas of Butwal and the
twenty-two villages, Hastings ordered units of the Bengal
army to occupy them.8 This contingency had been foreseen
from the first, and the resulting military occupation was
swiftly accompli~hed.~ There is no doubt that Hastings
intended the very speed of his occupation of the territories
to stun the Nepal government into acquiescence and acceptance of the fait accompli. His bluff very nearly succeeded.
In the debate in the Nepal durbar over the attitude Nepal
should take to this turn of events, those who advocated
the abandonment of these Tarai lands spoke out clearly
and strongly for peace.''
Bhim Sen Thapa, however, on the
basis of the motives sketched in the previous chapter, held
out for war, and his views carried.ll
Until the onset of the monsoon there was little the
Gorkhalis could do to interfere with the establishment of the
Company's authority in the disputed areas. But, wise to the
ways of Tarai, they knew that with the advent of the monsoon and the aul season, the British regular forces would
have to be withdrawn. They merely waited for this, and then
sent a detachment sweeping down out of the hills to surprise the British police posts and drive out their civilian
representatives.12 Hastings' bluff had been called, and he faced
the necessity of total war against Nepal to redeem his
position.
0 Consultation 15 April 1813, No. 63.
Order to Captain Hay to proceed
to the occupation of the Butwal Tarai, dated 6 April 1814. It will be noted
that these orders were transmitted before the raja of Nepal was-notified of
the governor general's decision.

'

Consultation 15 January 1813, No. 48. Letter of instructions to Lt.
Col. Fagan, adjutant-general, dated 15 January 1813; also Consultation 18
June 1813, No. 25. Letter of instructions to Lt. Col. Fagan, adjutantgeneral, dated 18 June 1813.
la Reply of Chautariya Barn Shah et al, quoted in English translation in
Prinsep, History, i, Appendix A, 496-71. Note that the reference to Prinsep's
History is to the second edition.
'' Ibid.. p. 458.
lsConsultation 17 June 1814, No. 61. Lelter of G.H. Fagan, adjutanlgeneral, to J. Adam, secretary to government, with enclcsed reports of field
commanders, dated 10 June 1814. The Gorkhali attacks took place on the
morning of 29 May 1814.
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The British Plan of Battle
The immediate difficulty under which Hastings laboured
was the elaboration of a plan of battle against an enemy
whose strength he did not know, to be fought in a mountainous terrain, the nature of which was still largely unknown
to him. He decided to apply massive force at selected points
along the seven-hundred mile front. In this way he hoped
to force the Gorkhalis to divide their defensive strength and
to drain troops away from the Kathmandu area. A direct
attack would then be made through the hills on Kathmandu
itself. The five general areas selected for attack were : the
eastern hills, the Sutlej area in the far west, the doon area
below Garwal, the Butwal area, and the Bagmati area.13 The
manpower required by these tactics was no problem at all
for Hastings. Where his plan fell short of the mark was
in the commanders he relied on to lead the attack on
the points chosen.
Major Latter was assigned to the eastern hills. He was
given two thousand men and instructed to harass the
Gorkhali garrisons there. If possible, he was also to establish
contact with the raja of Sikkim.14
Major-General Ochterlony had command in the far western
Sutlej area. He had six thousand me11 equipped with sixteen of ordnance. His immediate objective was engaging Kazi
Amar Singh Thapa's forces.16
The doon area was assigned to Major-General Gillespie.
He had thirty-five hundred men to take Dehra in the east of
the doon and Nahan in the west. When this was accomplished he was to march on Srinagar.1°
Major-General John Sullivan Wood was to lead a force
of about four thousand men equipped with eleven pieces of
ordnance into the Palpa hills.''

" Prinsep, History, i, 83-6.
Ibid., i, 85-6.
Ibid., i, 83; Ochterlony's troops were later augmented to eleven thousand men, including four thousand irregulars.
Ibid., i, 83-4. The doon army was later augmented to ten thousand
five hundred men with twenly pieces of ordnance.
l7 Ibid., i. 84. J.S.Wood was later ~.einforceciby both regular and irregular cavalry unitr.
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When these four attacks were well under way, MajorGeneral Marley was to strike up the Bagmati valley towards
Kathmandu with a force of eight thousand men cquipped
with twenty-six pieces of ordnance.le
Of these five commanders, who initially led a combined
force of some twenty-three thousand men, later augmented to
Ochterlony and Latter were
forty-six thousand rnen,l"nly
able to adapt to mountain warfare. Of the remaining three
commanders, Gillespie was killed in the first engagement of
the war, Wood was c~mpletely discredited, and Marley
deser red.
A.

GORKHALI ASCENDANCY-NOVEMBER
FEBRUARY 1815

1814-

1. Nala Pani
Although Hastings did not declare war officially until '1
November 1814,20 his commanders were instructed to take the
field as soon as the monsoon permitted.21 Gillespie's doon army
thus entered the doon well before the declaration of war. When
Bal Bhadra Thapa Konwar, who was in command of the
Gorkhali defences of Dehra, heard of the approach of this
army and its size, he realized that it would be impossible to defend
the city. He therefore abandoned Dehra, moving his troops,
approximately six hundred men, to a hill northeast of the city,
where hc took up positions in the small fort of Kalanga.22 A
week elapsed beforc the British reached Dehra, and Bal Bhadra
employed this time for completing his defence-works. The
fort was situated on a hill some five to six hundred feet above
thc surrounding arca, toward the northern edge of a plateau
that flattened out at the cnd of a ridge. The position was
improved by a skilful use of sharpened bamboo and by erecting
breastworks, which consisted of a double wall of logs laid
horizontally, with the cavity between the the walls fillcd with
lbicl., i , 1 5.

lB

men.

Marley's force was later increased to thirteen thousand

Prinsep, Nurralive, p. 50.
Prinsep, History, i , 78.
2 1 Ibicl., I, 84.
2 2 The fort of Knlangn was siti~atedat Nala Pani, about five miles northeast of the city of Dehra. 1 he battle has been referred to as either Kalanga
or Nala Pani by contemporary writers.
l8
20
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rocks. The outward appzarance of the resulting fortification
was quite deceptive, since these apparzntly simple breastworks
were able to withstand all but the heaviest cannon shot-far
heavier than anything Gillespie had in his train. The weakness
of the position, as in so many hill fortifications, was the water
supply. But this weakness was not to be discovered by the
British troops until long after the battle was joined.
The first British attack on Nala Pani took place on 31
Octobzr, tlie day before the official declaration of war.
Gillcspie's plan of attack called for dctachments to storin the
fort from three sides." Under cover of their fire, pioneers would
erect ladders against the walls of the fort, and a fourth attacking force would sweep up these ladders to take possession of
tlie fort. Against this, Bal Bhadra's defence was ridiculously
simple. He opened the wicket gate of the fort and blocked the
entrance with crossed logs, through which lie aimed his cannon.
The field of fire thus opened for the cannon covered the full
length of the most exposed wall of the fort. For maxinium effect
Bal Bhadra loaded the cannon with grape shot.
Gillcspie's attack went awry from the beginning. I11 his
impatience to have at the eiieiny he opened his initial bolnbardment much ahlsad of schedule, probing for weakness in the walls
of the fort. When lie saw his shot bou~lccharmlessly off the
rock-lined wooden walls, he lost paticnce and ordered the signal
for the joint attack several hours bcfore liis attacking parties
expected it. Some of thcni ncver cvcn heard the signal. The
ladders, however, were set in place, and those who were to
mount them swarliicd up to thc walls, only to bc cut down by
the fc.arsonie blast of Bal Bhadra's cannon. The dazed survivors
fell back, unable to cope with the situation. Gillespie should
then have called off the attack, but 112 was reluctant to
admit defeat to the Gorkhalis. Heedless of personal danger,
and perhaps with a certain coiiternpt for thc Gorkhalis in the
fort, he nioved Corward to rally his men. A Gorkhali marksman
lined liis sights 011 this inviting targct, and Gillcspic fell dead
at the foot of the fort.21
23 Co~isl~ltatioli
18 November 1814, No. 1 1 .
dated Kalanga. 1 November 1814.
'4 Ibid.

Report of Colonel Mawbey,
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The effect of this one shot on the morale of the Indian
sepoys of the Bengal army was dramatic. Hardly less so was
its effect on the commanders. It clearly signalled that the
Gorkhalis were made of sterner stuff than had been tho~ght,25
and it served notice that only overwhelming force would drive
them out of their mountain strongholds. Marley and Wood
never really recovered from the shock of' Gillespie's death, and
and even with very substantial reinforcements they could not
be brought to engage the Gorkhalis in their respective areas of
responsibility.
At Nala Pani itself Major Mawbey, who was next in
command, reacted to this day's battle by suspending all
activity until reinforcements and heavy artillery could be
brought
It took over three weeks to do this and to
set up gun emplacements on the plateau. The guns were
finally in place some three hundred yards from the fort by
25 November, and the bombardment of the fort began. By
noon on the 27th the heavy shot had breached the wall of
the fort. The British forces then tried to storm the breach,
only to find their way blocked by sharpened bamboo stakes
Their charge hesitated, and the Gorkhalis fired a withering
volley into the ranks of the attackers and drove them off.
Major Mawbey did manage to get a light gun set up in the
breach itself to fire directly into the fort, but no one could
stand up to the Gorkhali fire long enough to use it. The day
ended with the British withdrawing. British casualties for the
day amounted to over five hundred men dead and wounded.
And still Bal Bhadra held his position.
Mawbey then turned his attack from the fortifications to
the men manning them. He instructed his gunners to fire
anti-personnel bombs into the fort, and he sent scouts out to
discover the Gorkhali water sources. The water supply was
finally blocked, and the Gorkhalis were forced to evacuatc
the fort on 30 November, but Bal Bhadra and somc seventy
of his men were able to cut their way through and escape
Prinsep, History, i , 135-6.
la [bid.,i 90.

'6
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into the hills.aT

2. Jythak
Nala Pani had cost the British heavily, but this same
army was to suffer even more when it was moved to thc
west of the doon against Nahan and Jythak. Kazi A ~ n a r
Singh Thapa's son, Ranjor Singh Thapa, was in command
there. At Kazi Amar Singh Thapa's command, Nahan had
been left undefended, and Ranjor Singh set up his defences
at Jythak on a ridge overlooking Nahan.
Major-General
Martindell, who had meanwhile assumed command of Gillespie's forces, took possession of Nahan on Christmas day,
25 December, and immediately set about preparations for the
attack on Ranjor Singh's positions.
The result of the first day's battle a t Jythak was almost
a repetition of the first day a t Nala Pani.
What made this
doubly bitter to the British was the fact that it was not an
inexperienced army that was so humiliated but the very
troops who had fought at Nala Pani-and British grenadiers,
not Indian sepoys.
During the night of 25 December
Martindell sent out two strong detachments to attack Jythak
from the north and the south. Major Richards set out first,
taking his troops on a wide sixteen mile sweep around to
the north to get into position for the attack on Ranjor
Singh's ridge, early the next morninig.
Major Ludlow, who
led the attack up the the southern slope of the ridge, left
camp in the early hours of the 26th.
As his men advanced
to the area assigned to them, they encountered two Gorkhali
scouting parties, both of whom fell back before them without
offering any resistance. Somewhat heartened by this, the
combined force of British grenadiers and India11 sepoys carried on to a small ruined temple, where they were to await
the attack by Major Richard's party to the north. But in the
distance a small, lightly defended Gorkhali stockade was
seen. The British grenadiers in Ludlow's force begged him to
The impression Gorkhali bravery in the battle for Kalanga made on
the British was profound, as evidenced by the detailed treatment of it found
in all British accounts of the war. In recent years a fascinating account of the
battles, written in letters to the durbar by some of the survivors, bas been
published by Mahesh Raj Pant, 'Nala Pani KO Laram', Purnima, N o . 3, pp.
66-72, and Purnima, N o . 4, pp. 72-4.
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allow thcm to charge this stockade to avenge the humiliation
of Nala Pani. Ludlow foolishly abandoned the battle plan
and allowcd the attack. Unknown to him, Jaspao Thapa had
concealcd the major part of his forces in a sllght hollow
behind the stockade. While the British attacked, Jaspao
Thapa sent out flanking parties on both sides of the British
troops. When the force of the British charge was broken on
the stockade itself, these flankers caught the British in a
deadly cross-fire. There was nothing left for Ludlow but
retreat. But the Gorkhalis would not bc so easily denied,
and they pursued the British down the mountain side. The
Indian sepoys who were waiting in the assigned arca to the
rear caught up in the rush of the retreat, which rapidly
developed into a rout.
Ludlow and his men, defeated and
exhausted, arrived back in camp at the foot of thc ridge
in fact, the attack had
before 10:OO that morning-before,
even been scheduled to begin.
Meanwhile Major Richards and his men on the northern
approaches of Jythak fared soniewhzt better. They managed
to secure a point on the top of the ridge and hold it
throughout most of the day. But they were pinned down by
Gorkhali fire, and the steady fighting ate heavily into their
ammunition reserves. Richards sent for reinforcements and
supplies, but Martindcll was by then seriously worried that
Jytlmk was to be a sccond Nala Pani. He ordered Richards
and his men to abandon their position and retreat. The
British withdrawal wbs costly, but Richards did get his troops
off thc mountain without the heavy losses that Ludlow had
suffered. This first day of battle at Jythak cost the British over
thrcc hundred mcn in dcnd and wounded and cooled Martindell's
For over a month and a half he refused
arclour for battlc.
to take any initiative against the Gorkhalis.

The failure of Major-Gcncral John Sullivan Wood was
anothcr severe blow to Hastings' plans. He had almost four
thousand men with which to force a passage through the hills
into the Pr~lpa arca. Wood decided to take the pass at
Jitgarh first, and, if possible, to carry on to Jitpur beyond
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the pass. To guide his advance through the jungle he
employed an old Brahman, who led the British through
a thick sal forest that opened out abruptly within fifty yards
of the Gorkhali positions at Jitpur. Before the British could
realize their danger, the Gorkhalis opened fire, and Wood's
brigade major and engineer officer were mortally wourlded in
the first volley. Although some of his men gained a position
in the hills to the rear of the Gorkhali position, Wood
doubted their ability to advance eve11 if they took Jitpur, and
so he ordered a retreat. The Gorkhali resistaiice he encountered here, added to the reports that he had received from
the other sectors a t Nala Pani, Jythak, and Butwal, convinced
him of the rashness of any further move against the
Gorkhalis. Although he was reinforccd with parties of
irregular cavalry and the 8th Native cavalry, Wood made no
further move against the Gorkhalis, and left them free to
move their patrols through the area at will.

4. Marley's Desertion
Major-Gencral Marley was in command in the Bagmati
sector, but since lle failcd to put in his appearance until
mid-December, Major Bladshaw proceedcd to elnploy the
tactics he had long urged in letters to his superiors.28 He
first conducted a surprise raid on a Gorkhali camp and took
prisoncr Chandra Sliekar Upadhyaya, who had been appointed by thc Kathmandu court as vakil to Calcutta but who
could iiot get a pass froin Rradshaw to enter the country.2e
After this, Bradshaw set up headquarters at Baragarhi with
outposts at Sumanpur and Parsa. When Marley arrived
in mid-Dcccmbcr with tlic van of liis army arid took over
the command, he did not recall the outposts, but began immediately to plan attacks on Hitaura, Hariharpur, and
Suktiduri Pass.

qs Cf. in particular Consultation 4 November 1814, N o . 21. Letter o f
Major Bradshaw to Lt. Col. Fagan, dated 13 Oclobcr 1814.
20 This effort of the Kathmandu durbar to avoid dealing with Bradshaw
has not been otherwise noticed in this study. It would bc very useful to
exanline the influence o f this man, with whom both the governor general
and Ochterlony eventually had differences, on the course o f the whole
border dispute and ensuing war.
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During the delay caused by Marley's tardy arrival at
Baragarhi and the planning of the attacks, the Gorkhalis had
been steadly probing the strength of the outposts of Sumanpur and Parsa. On New Year's day the Gorkhalis mounted
their attack. Both posts were taken totally by surprise and
overrun. British casualties were very high. Marley was
completely disheartened by the turn events had taken and
thereafter refused to move against the Gorkhalis, despite
heavy pressure from the governor general and strong reinf o r c e m e n t ~ . ~Finally,
~
on 10 February, he deserted his troops
without so much as an indication of a temporary c ~ m m a n d e r . ~ ~

The Sepoy Charge
The final Gorkhali success of this period of Gorkhali
ascendancy was in a way the most devastating to British
morale. On 17 February word reached Martindell at Jythak
of the approach of a small party of two hundred Gorkhali
reinforcements moving from Malaon to Jythak. Lieutenant
Young with some two thousand irregulars was sent out to intercept them. Contact was made, and the Gorkhalis were
surrounded. The Gorkhalis realized that there was little hope
of victory, but, after the manner of hill troops, they discussed their next move and decided to sell themselves dearly
rather than surrender. With khukari in hand they charged the
British irregulars, even though they were outnumbered ten to
one. The irregulars broke before them, their morale shattered.
From that time the Gorkhalis treated the irregulars with
contempt and whenever they encountered a force of irregulars,
no matter how strong, they charged. Regardless of numbers,
the irregulars were never once able to withstand the hill men
and their k h u k a r i ~ . ~ ~
5.

'O Atkinson, Himalaycan Districts, ii, 634.
Marley commanded a t the
time of his desertion a force probably larger than the whole Nepal army.
" Marley was eventually succeeded by Major-General George Wood,
who i s not t o be confused with Major General John Sullivan Wood, the
commander in the Palpa 5ector.
The British force dispersed on this occasion was an irregular force,
but the sepoys fared little better. Field observations led Hunter to say, '. . .
when, let ~ n eask, was the line of Seapoys ever broken, o r their charge
arrested, in physical collision with the enemy? The conclusive answer
must admit that they turned, almost rmiformly, f;om the contest before a
blow had been struck, under the influence of a moral impulse, which deterred them from proving the badness of the ground and the inferlorlty of the
bayonet.' R. Hunter, Militury Sketches, p. xiv.
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Thus by mid-February the Gorkhalis had achieved considerable success. Of the four British commanders they had
faced, Gillespie was dead, Marley had deserted, Wood was
frightened into inactivity, and Martindell was practically incapacitated by over-cautiousness. In addition, the Gorkhalis
had struck such terror into the Indian sepoys that they were
useless in battle unless accompanied by large numbers of
European troops.33 True, the Gorkhalis had lost Nala Pani,
but this was at best a Pyrrhic victory for the British.
The Gorkhalis had every reason for optimisim, since it seemed
certain that Ranjit Singh and Gwalior would join them and
permit them to carry the war to the B r i t i ~ h . ~ ~
B. BRITISH RECOVERY

I.

The Weak Link
The sector of the front that was to betray the Go~khalis
was one that had not featured prominently in Hastings'
battle plan a t all. During his tour of the provinces in the
winter of 1814, Hastings had decided to use a force of
irregulars to attack Kumaon in the hope that it would at
least embarrass the Gorkhalis and force them to defend one
more point.36 Without realizing it at the time, Hastings had
hit upon the weakest link in the Gorkhali defences. Kumaon
at this time was defended by a small force of Gorkhalis,
numbering perhaps seven hundred and fifty men, with an
hundred men
equal number of Kumaorii irregulars-fifteen
to defend a whole p r o v i ~ i c e . ~ ~In addition, the province of
Doti, east of Kumaon, had bcen practically stripped of
troops.37 Ban1 Shah, as governor of Kumaon, had final responsibility for the defe~ice of thc province, and it was a
terrible responsibility, since Kumaon formed a key link in
Gorkhali comniu~iicationswith the far west. It seems incredible
that it should have been left with such weak defences.

Ibid., p. xiv.
Prinsep, Narrative, p. 47.
'' Atkinson, Himalayan District& ii, 644.
Ibid., ii, 654.
I7 Letter of Barn Shah to Girbana Yuddha, dated 1871 B.S.. Aswin, sudi
8, roj 6. Quoted in Mahesh Raj Pant, 'Nepal-Angrej Yudda KO Ghoshan
Nahunda Angrejle Gareko Yuddha KO Tayari', Purnima, No. 5, pp. 54-9.
"
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Despite the weakness of Kumaon's dcfences, however, the
British were reluctant to advance in this area without first
attempting to win the province by subversion. For some
months prior to the actual invasion they had been in contact
with Bam Shah in the hope that he could be induced to
betray his country and accept British rule. The British agents
were apparently lcd to believz that Bam Shah was totally
disaffected with the Kathmandu government, but in time they
came to realize that their hopes were misplaced and that Bam
Shah had no intention of abandoning his obligations to his
country.38
British contacts with Harsha Dev Joshi, however, were far
more rewarding. It will be recalled that Harsha Dev Joshi
and his family had played an impel-tant role in Kumaoni
politics long before the Gorkhali conquest of the area.39
Later negotiations between the Gorkhalis and Pradyumna
Sah, the raja of Garhwal and an enemy of Harsha Dev, had
alienated Harsha Dev from the Gorkhalis, and the abuses
that had developed in the Gorkhali administration of
Kumaon had completed this alienation, making Harsha Dev
a mortal enemy of Gorkhali rule. The British agents found
that the idea of assisting in the invasion of Kumaon appealed to him, and Harsha Dev was introduced to Lt. Col.
Gardner, who was in command of the British irregulars in
Kumaon. Harsha Dev agreed to use his extensive influence in
Kumaon to promote the British cause. How important that
influence was to become is evident from Atkinson's summary
of this aspect of the British campaign:
Harak Deb Joshi was onc of thc main instruments by
which the people of the country were persuaded to join
us. His influcnce was still great, and he gave the whole
of it without reserve to support the plans of the British
Government. After the abandonment by the ~ o r k h a l i sof
their position at Kumpur and the advance of the British
force to Katarmal, the natives of the province who were
-

ae Cox, Nepal Papers. Secret letter from the Bengal Government to the
Committee and Court of Directors in London, dated 21 June 1815, 'Bam
Sah, whatever causes of personal dissatisfaction he might have had, was
animated with a high spirit of patriot~czeal and devotion.'
" Of.above, pp, 193 ff.
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employed in the Gorkhali service began to desert in great
numbers. Many of them returned to their homes, and
more than three hundred soldiers, including several sardars
of some importance, joined us and were incorporated in
our force before the end of March. After these desertions
it is probable that the whole available force of the
Gorkhalis for the defence of Almora did not amount to
one thousand men.40
This was the story of the bhole campaign in Kumaon.
The British force, numbering initially over forty-five hundred
men, was easily able to out-maneuvre the Gorkhali defenders
and force the Gorkhalis to abandon one post after another.
Despite a significant victory over Captain Hearsey's force,
which had been sent on a flanking movement through eastern
Kumaon, and the capture of the captain himself, the
Gorkhalis were unable to stem the tide of the British advance. The Gorkhalis desperately needed reinforcements, but
there were few mzn to spare. Hastidal Shah arrived in
Almora with a small body of Gorkhali troops, which gave
some relief. A , further reinforcement of four companies was
sent from Kathmandu to aid the beleaguered defences of
Kumaon, but the difficulties of con~inunication through the
hills prevented them from arriving in time to be of any help.41
In the meanwhile, Hastings had realized the significance
of the breakthrough in Kumaon. He sent Colonel Nicolls,
quartermaster-general for the British troops in India, to take
charge of the Almora campaign and assigned two thousand
regular troops to this front in addition to the very large
number of irregulars already assigned to the area-all of this
against less than one thousand G ~ r k h a l i s . ~ ~
The final blow to the Gorkhali defenders fell towards the
end of April. Hasti Dal Shah and a body of some five
hundred Gorkhalis had set out from Almora to secure
Almora's northern line of communications with Kathmandu.
This party was intercepted; Hasti Dal Shah, the ablest
Gorkhali commander in this sector, was killed in the first
Atkinson, Hima1a)~onDistricts, ii, 654.

'' Ibid., ii, 660.

" Prinsep, History, i, 151.
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moments of the battle; and the Gorkhalis suffered terrible
losses.4g When word of this disaster reached the defenders
at Almora, they were stunned. Before they could recover
from the &st shock, the British closed in on Almora, and,
though the Gorkhalis fought desperately to throw them off
the Almora ridge, they were unable to prevent the British
advance. At length, when the British had managed to establish gun positions within seventy yards of the gate of the
fort at Almora and the British howitzers were demolishing
the walls of the fort at point blank range, Barn Shah was
forced to ask for terms.44 Hz surrendered Alinora on 27
April and immediately sent a letter to Kazi Amar Singh
Thapa giving him details of the battle and advising him of
his surrender.&
2. Malaon and Jythak

The fall of Almora cut the Gorkhali lines of communication between Nepal proper and the far west. It also sealed
the fate of Kazi Amar Singh Thapa at Malaon and Ranjor
Singh Thapa at Jythak. Before describing Kazi Amar Singh's
surrender, it will he uscful to review the progress of the war
in that sector. At MaIaon, giving due respect to Kazi Amar
Singh Thapa's reputation as a canny general, Major-General
Ochterlony had moved with extreme care from the vcry
beginning of the campaign. He had early summoned reinforcements and heavy guns from Delhi, thus delaying his
attack until February 1815, but bringing his total attack
force to over ten thousand men well-equipped with heavy
cannon.
Kazi Amar Singh Thapa's position in the Malaon hills,
though formidable in appearance, was actually much weakcr
than it looked. He was dependent on Bilaspur in the lowlands for his food supplies, and the nature of the hills forced
him to spread his forces very thin in an attempt to defend
every vantage point in the hills. Considering the guns that
Ochterlony had at his disposal, every strong point on the

" Atkinson, Himalayan Dirtricts, i i , 661.

Jbid.. ii, 664.
This letter is quoted in full in English translation in Atkinson, Hlmolayan Disrrlcts, ii, 665-6.
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ridge was a potential point of vantage for Ochterlony and a
source of serious danger to the Gorkhalis.
Ochterlony's battle plan called for him to exploit these
two weaknesses in the Gorkhali position. He was able
without undue difficulty to cut off the supply of food from
Bilaspur and then turn his attention to the intricate network
of defensive posts that were situated throughout the Malaon
hills. These posts were designed to withstand any frontal
assault, with each post being protected from the rear by
supporting fortifications. However, none of the fortifications
was equipped with good cannon, and none of them could
withstand a long cannonade by heavy guns. If Ochterlony were
once able to move his cannon up onto the ridges, he could lob
his shells over the intervening space and blast the Gorkhalis
out of each fort as he came to it. The only possible Gorkhali
defence was to keep the British off the ridge. In this,
however, the Gorkhalis were defeated by Ochterlony's superior
numbers. They had to call up reserves from the protecting
forts in the rear and treat every British assault as a major
one, because Ochterlony had sufficient troops to attack and
overwhelm several positions simultaneously. By launching
several well-timed attacks at once, Ochterlony could divide
the Gorkhali defences dangerously. Once the Gorkhalis had
moved definitely into defensive positions against these
assaults, Ochterlony had only to move a third force up the
ridge towards their exposed flank or rear. The Gorkhalis
were then trapped and had no resources but to withdraw to
another position. It was good mountain warfare, and Ochterlolly practised it to perfcction. He secured his target, a place
on the ridge, and then proceeded to prove his mastery of
hill tactics by moving slowly, consolidating each position that
he took, and allowing the pioneers time to build roads so
that the heavy gulls could be moved forward to support
each attack. After a series of carefully planned and executed
moves, he succeeded in establishing a position on the crest of
Dcothal, not one thousand yards from Kazi Amar Singh
Thapa's main fort at Malaon. Bhakti Thapa led a furious assault
on this position, but the Gorkhalis were driven off and the
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position secured.46 Once the British guns were brought up and
installed in the first week of May, the kazi's position in Malaon
became untenable.
The climax of the Jythak campaign was actually a carbon
copy of the Malaon campaign. The British superiority in
numbers made it inevitable that they would be able to establish
themselves and their heavy guns on a vantage point within range
of Ranjor Singh's fortifications sooner o r later. They could
then press the attack with comparative impunity. This is what
happened, and the Gorkhalis had nothing in their arsenal of
weapons that had the range or the destructive power of the
British guns.
Both Kazi Amar Singh Thapa and Ranjor Singh Thapa were
thus hemmed in and looking down the barrels of the British
guns when Bam Shah's letter arrived announcing the fall of
Almora. Although the old commander still refused to surrender,
his men began to drift away. The cause was lost. Kazi Amar
Singh Thapa at last saw the hopelessness of the situation and,
compelled by circumstances and the British guns, surrendered
with honour for both himself and Ranjor Singh.47 Ochterlony
extended favourable terms to him, and the Gorkhali positions in
the far west were turned over to the British on 15 May 1815. The
first phase of the war had ended.
C. TREATY NEGOTIATIONS AND THE SECOND PHASE OF
THE WAR

The sudden and disastrous turn of events in the western hills
destroyed any possibility of an alliance with Ranjit Singh against
the British. The Gorkhalis had provided a magnificent opening,
but the war had moved too swiftly for the slower-paced diplomatic discussions in Ranjit Singh's court. Bhim Sen Thapa had
gambled on being able to carry on the war successfully long
enough for the Indian princes to realize the opportunity the
situation offered and act, and he had lost his gamble. The logic
of his position forced him to sue for peace.
It was Barn Shah, the governor of Kumaon, who actually
made the first moves towards re-establishing the former relations
Priasep, History, i, 169-70.
Atkinson, Himalayan Districts, ii, 671.
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between Kathmandu and the Company. After the fall of Alnlora
he had discussed with Gardner the possibility of a general peace,
and when it had become apparent that Kazi Amar Singh Thapa
could not long hold out in Malaon, the governor general fort
warded a draft treaty to Gardner on the possibility that the
court of Kathmandu would choose to negotiate through him.4e
Apparently Bam Shah had also been in contact with Kathmandu
even before Kazi Amar Singh's surrender, for toward the end of
May 1815 Gajraj Misra arrived in the camp of Paris Bradshaw
with the necessary authority to negotiate a peace settlement.
Because of the time element, it is apparent that Kathmandu
could not have heard of Kazi Amar Singh's surrender when the
decision was made to send the Misra to negotiate a treaty.
There was actually very little that could be negotiated. The
British had already committed themselves to restore most of
the petty princes of the far west to their principalities and to
give to the Sikkim raja the area in the east between the Teesta
and the Mechi rivers.49 The governor general had also decided
that Kumaon itself should become the property of the Company
so that he could open the way for trade with western Tibet.
These three British demands were non-negotiable. The remaining two demands the British made were the surrender of the
Tarai up to the Siwaliks, and the establishment in Kathmandu
of a British resident.
Though the Nepalis had no desire for a resident in Kathmandu, this demand was accepted as inevitable. The surrender
of the Tarai, however, was something that the Misra did not
feel competent to concede, nor did he think that the court in
Kathmandu would accept such a condition. He accordingly
broke off negotiations and returned to Kathmandu. In August
he was sent back to renew the negotiations, only to learn that
the governor general still insisted on the cession of the whole
Tarai. However, since the main Nepali objection to the loss
of the Talai lay in the fact that many of the leading members
of thc court had thcir jagirs and birtas there, Hastings expressed
his willingness to pay an annual subsidy of two lakhs of

" 'bid.,

ii, 672.
This territory was officially ceded to the Sikkim raja by the treaty of
Titaulya on 10 February 1817.
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rupees to the court of Nepal. He thought that this cash payment would compensate these officers for the loss of their lands.
This concession, however, was totally unacceptable, since it
would put the leading members of the court of Kathmandu in
the pay of the Company's government and thus subject them
to unwanted pressure from the Company in the event of any
future dispute or difference over policy.
Hastings, after considering the scant returns of the Tarai
lands in question and the difficulty of defending them, determined to offer a further concession. He insisted only on the
retention of those Tarai lands actually in the possession of the
British, and he continued the offer of the cash stipend of two
lakhs a yeara60
Misra went to Kathmandu to consult with the court. He
returned to the Tarai shortly after this and signed the treaty
on 28 November 1815.61 The Company's government ratified
the treaty on 9 December 1815, and all that remained was the
ratification of the treaty by the Nepal government. With the
end in sight, the British relaxed their military posture. The
quartermaster began to sell off the provisions that had been
laid by for a possible second campaign in the hills. And units
of the army were returned to their cantonments.
The treaty which Misra had signed called for the Nepal
government to deliver the ratified treaty into the hands of
Bradshaw within fifteen days.62This period of time was totally
unrealistic. If a minimum of six days was allowed for Misra's
journey to and from the capital, only nine days remained for
serious discussion of the treaty by the court. The British
themselves, despite the greater facility of communications and
the advantage of having dictated the treaty-and
so being
content with its terms-had required
eleven days to accomplish a formal r a t i f i ~ a t i o n .It~ ~is not surprising, then, that the
--

-

--

--

.

---

-

This cash subsidy was finally annulled by the Memorandum of Cession
which restored parts of the Tarai to Nepal, dated 8 December 1816.
61 This treaty came to be known as the Treaty of Sagauli.
There is some
confusion over the date of tbis signature. The treaty itself is dated 2 December 1815. Prinsep gives the date 28 November 1815 for the signing, and
Atkinson gives the date 2 December 1815.
Treaty of Sagauli, article 9.
If the date 2 December 1815 is taken for the date of the signature, the
time required for tbe British ratification is reduced to seven days.
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Nepalis were not able to fulfil the time clause stipulated in the
treaty.
When the stipulated time passed and the ratified treaty was not
handed over by the Nepal government, Ochterlony was ordered
illto the field and supplies were gathered for a second expedition against Nepal. A letter was also sent to Girbana Yuddha
warning him that the British army was approaching. In support
of this action it has been suggested that the reason for the
delay in the ratification of the treaty was the opposition to the
treaty by the so-called war party in Kathmandu. If such were
actually the case, Hastings' action was ideally suited to galvanize
support for the continuance of the war. If, on the other hand,
Hastings really wanted the ratification of the treaty, his purpose would have been far better served by showing a greater
consideration for the problems his territorial demands had
thrust on the Nepalis and allowing them time to discuss the
treaty and its meaning.54
Actually, a strong case can be made for the opinion that
Hastings acted with undue haste and thus forced the renewal
of the war. Prinsep, who was Hastings' greatest a p o l o g i ~ t , ~ ~
tried to justify Hastings' action. If his arguments are accepted,
then the blame for the renewal of the war must be laid on
the court of Kathmandu. But for three simple reasons Prinsep's
arguments cannot be accepted. First, his reconstruction of thc
debate in the Nepal durbar from which the war party emerged
victorious is in fact based on a letter of Kazi Amar Singh
Thapa written eight months previously, in March 1815, before
the tide of battle had turned against him, and when the Gorkhalis still had strong hopes of concludiilg an alliance against
the British with Ranjit Singh. That was no longer even a
remote hope. Secondly, there was no indication whatever of

"

Bradshaw's reports perhaps had an unhealthy influence on Hastings.
It is interesting to note that Hastings himself expressed profound dissatisfaction with Bradshaw and removed the negotiations from his hands in favour
of Ochterlony, and that Ochterlony, too, had difficulties with thisman.
Thornton, howcver, History of the British Empire in India, iv, 327, considers Hastings' rejection of Bradshaw as an attempt to escape the blame for
the failure of the negotiations.
" Prinsep, Narratives. p. x, '...but he (Prinsep) does acknowledge with
some pride, that the present bead of the Indian Government has claims to
personal attachment, which may have given a bias to his political views and
reasoning..

.'
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renewed military activity in the hills before Hastings' letter, a
state of affairs that is inconceivable if the Gorkhalis were really
planning in seclet for a second contest. Thirdly, to make Kazi
Amar Singh Thapa the leader of a war party in Kathmandu
is to accuse this old soldier, held in honour by every British
commander whom he ever opposed, of deliberately violating both
his word and his honour.66 And, of course, Prinsep himself
admits:
The non-ratification of the treaty of Segoulee has not, ordinarily, been attributed to any settled plan of deceit practised
on the British g~vernrnent.~'
If Prinsep's argument are rejected, however, as apparently
they must be, it seems only just and fair to regard the Gorkhali
renewal of military activity as a move motivated by the fear
that the British intended to march into Kathmandu to dictate
the terms of peace there. Certainly the fifteen day stipulation
was unreasonable, and since it was unreasonable, what other
interpretation could the Nepalis put on Hastings' letter informing the court that the British army was approaching Nepal?
The allocation of blame for the second phase of the war is
perhaps a moot point, and yet it has its importance, because
it tends to confirm Thornton's criticism of Hastings-that there
was war because Hastings wanted war.
The war was resumed in February 1815. Ochterlony was
already moving into the Tarai with a force of twenty thousand
fighting men, including three British regiments, when he met
Gajraj Misra, who delivered the formal intimation that the
Nepali government had determined to recommence hostilities.
This second phase of the war was very brief. By 27 February
Ochtcrlony had been able to gain a position at the foot of
Makwanpur tidge. This ridge extended from cast to west with
a slight depression near the centrc. Towards the eastcrn end
of the ridge lay the fort of Makwanpur, which was the last
major defence of Kathmandu. To the west of the fort, and
The value which Kazi Amar Singh Thapa placed on his military honour
should be apparent from his steadfast refusal to desert his government
despite the almost lavish offers made to him by the British. In his agreement of surrender he had bound himself to the cause of peace. There is no
evidence whatever that, having given his word to this, he became the head
of a war party in Kathmandu.
O7 Prinsep, History, i, 191.
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separated from it by the depression, lay a village called Sikhar
Katri. On the morning of 28 February, for some unspecified
reason, the Gorkhali troops stationed in Sikhar Katri withdrew.
Ochterlony seized this opportunity and hurried a force up the
ridge to occupy the village. The Gorkhalis immediately realized
their error and tried to drive the British off the ridge, but Ochterlony sent a steady stream of reinforcements to hold tlle village
at all costs. By nightfall it was clear that Ochterlony had
secured his foothold. The next day he was able to move his
cannon up the ridge and bring them along the ridge to within
five hundred yards of the fort at Makwanpur. But he never
had to use them.
As soon as it became clear that the fort of Makwanpur could
not stand, word was sent to Ochterlony requesting him to receive
Chandra Shekar Upadhyaya, who wished to present the ratified
treaty. This Ochterlony a greed to do, and after assuring himself
that Chandra Shekar came with full powers and that the treaty
was sincerely offered, he accepted it.58 His first move was to
send one of his staff, Lieutenant Boileau, to Kathmandu vested
with the powers of acting-resident. He then withdrew from the
hills.
The war thus came to an end, and with it came to an end
the Gorkhali military activity in the hills. With the exceptioil
of several additions of land in the Tarai made later in 181669
and again in 1860,80 the boui-ldaries of Nepal have remained
unchanged to this day. Lost were the territories of Kumaon,
Garhwal, and the Bara and Athara Thakurai. Lost, too, was
the area now known as Darjeeliilg District. Altogether some
forty thousand square miles were given up, without hope of
ever being recovered. It was a serious loss, but it was the logical
coilclusion of the failure of the central government of Kathmandu
to insist on restraining the army's westward march until an
- -

Actually Ochterlony had bren informed of the ratification o f the treaty
on 24 February 181 6. Cs. B.D. Sanwal, Nepal arid tile East India Company
(Bombay, 1965), p. 209. Apparently this opinion is based on a letter of
Ochterlony to the secretary to government, dated 5 March 1816.
Memorandum of Cession, restoring the Tarai lands between the
Gandak and the Rapti Rivers and b e l w x n the Rapti and Coosa Rivers,
dated 8 December 18 16.
Trcaty of 15 Novcrnber 1860, restoring the Tarai lands between the
Kali and the Rapti River and the Tarai lands in the Gorakhpur area.
Lo
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adequate and competent administration could be set up rn the
conquered territories.
But the war was not all failure. Despite the loss, the House
of Gorkha remained to weather the storm of the reconstruction
years and to complete the unification of Nepal proper. Also,
the very impact of Gorkhali courage and tenacity impressed
the British as nothing else had been able to do and encouraged
them to leave well enough alone in the hills of Nepal. It was
in fact the foundation for the sort of respect that made it possible for the British to accept Nepal as a sovereign nation.
Despite the many restrictions the British put on Nepal at the
time of the peace, Nepal still emerged from the fires of war in
better condition than any princely state in India. The argument
still rages in Nepal, of course, as to the wisdom of entering the
war with the British.
Quite probably no historian will ever
truly satisfy the arguments that are endlessly paraded both pro
and con. But 110 Nepali will ever question the one sure conclusion that can be drawn fiom the war: that since Nepal did
not fragment as a result of the war, the House of Gorkha had
not been built on sand; that it rested firmly on the bed-rock
of soldier and peasant; and that its architect, Prithvinarayan
Shah, had built it to last.
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study of these documents. The documents are listed here by
consultation number. Only those documents are mentioned that
were studied intensively as a part of this study. The brief
annotation made under each entry is meant as a general guide
to the usefulness of the document for this study, and not as an
indication of the whole range of matters considered in that
consultation.
Secret Consultation 26 June 1800, Nos. 70, 71, 85, and 96.
Intelligence of Rana Bahadur's arrival in Banaras, the
governor general's report to the board, and the appointment
of Knox as agent to reside with Rana Bahadur in Banaras.
Secret Consultation 17 July 1800, Nos. 45 and 46.
Knox's early reports to government on Rana Bahadur
and his reception by the former raja.
Secret Consultation 31 July 1800, Nos. 5 and 6.
Knox's first contacts with Gajraj Misra,
Secrct Consultation 21 August 1800, Nos. 1 , 2, 3, 5 and 6.
Rana Bahadur's financial needs.
Secret Coilsultatioll 28 August 1800, Nos. I , 2 and 3.
The Company's allowancc of money to Rana Bahadur.
Secret Consultations 2 October 1800, No. 18.
Knox's discussions with Rana Bahadur.
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Secret Consultation 30 October 1800, No. 21.
Rana Bahadur's early proposals for the Company's aid.
Secret Consultation 19 March 1801, Nos. 83, 85 and 86.
Gajraj Misra's suggestions on the points that would have to
be included in a Nepal-Company treaty.
Secret Consultation 16 April 1801, Nos. 126, 127, 129, 136, 137,
and 139.
Gajraj Misra's proposed treaty.
Secret Consultation 16 June 1801, Nos. 133 and 134.
Rana Bahadur's request for the Company's assistance.
Secret Consultation 20 June 1802, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10A,
11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 17, 18, 23,24, 30,31, 32,33, 34, 35, 36, 38,
42,43, 44, 45,46, 47, 47A, 48, 63 and 64.
The negotiations that led to the signing of the treaty, the
draft treaty, the fin,,l treaty, Knox's appointment as resident
his instructions, and his journey to Kathmqndu.
Secret Consultation 19 May 1803, No. 26.
Charles Lloyd's notification that he had been instructed not
to proceed to Kathmandu.
Secret Consultation 7 July 1803, Nos. 28 and 29.
The arrival of Rajrajeshwari Devi in the capital and Knox's
departure from Kathmandu.
Secret Consultation 27 October 1803, No. 49.
The return of Knox's military escort to Dinapore.
Secret Consultation 14 November 1803, No. 84.
The situation in Kathmandu after Knox's departure.
Secret Consultation 26 April 1804, Nos. 295, 296, 297, 300, 301
and 302.
The governor general's decision to declare the treaty null and
void.
Secret Consultation 2 May 1805, Nos. 350 and 352.
The situation in Kathmandu.
Secret Consultation 24 December 1806, No. 77.
The dispute over Butwal and Sheoraj Bundar.
Political Consultation 7 Novcmber 1808, No. 58.
Thz raja of Ncpal's comnicnts on Nepal-Company rclations.
Political Consultation 16 January, 1809, No, 77.
The Company's complaints about Nepali occupation of
Butwal.
Political Consultation 10 April 1809, No. 84.
Request for Ncpali hospitality for Rutherford.
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Political Consultation 13 Junc 1909, No. 72.
Nepal 'encroachments' in Morang.
Political Consultation 19 December 1809, No. 98.
The Company's request for the extradition of dacoits from
Nepal.
Political Consultation 9 January 1810, 3, 4, 6, 115.
The Gorkhali campaign against Fort Kangra.
Political Consultation 6 March 1810, No. 98.
The Nepali response to the request for the extradition of
dacoits.
Political Consultation 15 May 1810, No. 35.
Adjustments of disputed lands.
Political Consultation 12 October 171 1, Nos. 151 and 173.
Disputed lands in Bhim Nagar.
Political Consultation 7 December 1810, Nos. 72,73 and 74.
The desire of Nepal to settle the dispute by friendly
discussion.
Political Consultation 19 April 181 1, No. 46.
Directive of thc raja of Nepal to his zamindars to give up the
disputed lands.
Political Consultation 13 September 1811, No. 56.
Sansar Chand's request for the Company's countenance.
Political Consultation 4 October 1811 Nos. 17, 18, and 19.
Ranjit Singh's complain against Kazi Amar Singh Thapa.
Political Consultation 13 March 1812, Nos. 38, and 39.
The dispute in the 'twenty-two villages'.
Political Consultation 15 January 1813, Nos., 45,46, 48, 62, and
63.
The appointment of thc bordcr commission to settle the
dispute.
Political Consultation 12 March 1812, Nos. 38 and 52.
Military provisions to scttlc the border dispute in the
eventuality that thc commission should fail, and the rcqucst
for Moorcroft's rclcasc.
Political Consultation 9 April 1813, Nos. 26 and 27.
Bradshaw's reports on the opening of the meetings of the
bordcr commission.
Political Consultation 7 May 1813, No. 70.
The raja of Nepal's dctcrmination to abidc by the decision
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of the border commission
Political Consultation 25 May 1813, Nos. 39, 40,41, and 42.
The principle of limitation as applied to the four villages
under dispute in the far west.
Political Consultation 4 June 1813, Nos. 46 and 48.
Bradshaw's progress reports on the border con~missiontalks
and preliminary reports of military intelligence.
Political Consultation 18 June 1813, Nos, 18, 23, 24 and 25.
Bradshaw's preliminary report on the decision of the border
commission, the decision of the governor general, and his
notification to the raja of Nepal.
Political Consultation 23 July 1813. Nos. 65 and 68.
Nepali acts of 'aggression' in Sarun District.
Political Consultation 20 August 1813, Nos. 25 and 12.
The governor general's decision to rise a local disciplinary
force made up of Tharus to patrol the 'resumed lands' of
Rutwal.
Political Consultation 10 September 1813, No. 16.
Bradshaw's elaboration on the organization of the local
cl isciplinary force.
Political Consultation 22 October 1813, No. 22.
The Nepal raja's reply to the principle of limitation.
Political Consultation 19 November 1813. No. 39A.
The governor general's elaboration of the British claims in
the west under the principle of limitation.
Political Consultation 10 December 1813, Nos. 17 and 81A.
Rumours of military preparations in Nepal.
Political Consultation 23 December 1813, No. 14, and 31
December 1813, No. 64.
The planning of the border commission meetings in the
'twenty-two villages'.
Political Consultation 7 January 1814, Nos. 35 and 36.
The Nepal raja's answer to the governor general's decision
in Rutwal.
Political Consultation 4 March 1814, Nos. 53, 57, 58, 59, 65,
and 95.
The handing over of the 'twenty-two villages' in trust by the
Nepali commissioners, and the governor general's decision
that no investigation of the claims was required.

Political Coilsultation 15 April 1814, Nos. 60, 61, 62, 63, 64,
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65.66, and 68.
Nepal's reaction to this decision and the Company's military
preparations to implement it.
Political Consultation 29 April 1814 No. 22.
Reply of the raja of Nepal to the governor general's
decision.
Political Consultation 6 May 1814, Nos. 34, 41, 42, 43, 47, and
48.
The Nepal raja's effoi ts to clat ify Nepal's claims, the Company's military occupation of the lands, and the Gorkhali
re-occupation of them.
Political Consultations
20 May 1814, No. 28;
3 June 1814, No. 35;
17 June 1874, Nos. 11, 18, 19, 48, 61, and 62;
5 July 1814, Nos. 5, 8, and 9;
12 July 1814, No. 6;
26 July 1814, Nos. 2, 3, 15, 16, and 69;
9 August 1814, Nos. 10, 11, and 85;
16 August 1814, Nos. 3, 5, 9, 10, and 16;
16 September 1814, Nos. 5, 17, 17, and 22;
27 September 1814, Nos. 5 and 53 ;
4 October 1814, No. 11;
18 October 1814, No. 5;
4 November 1814, Nos. 13 and 2 1 .
All dealing with the preparation for war, the gathering of
intelligence, and the planning of the campaign.
Political Coiisultation 18 November 1814. Nos. 4, 5, and 11.
The progress of Gillespie in the doon, the death of Gillespie,
and Colonel Mawbey's report on the first battle at Kalanga.
Political Consultation 12 February 1833, No. 165.
Hodgson's report on the military resources of Nepal. An
invaluable study, showing Hodgson's very clear grasp 01'
relevant detail and mastery of the materials he had at hand.
A remarkable report in every respect.
Political Consultation 23 January 1835, No. 50
Campbells Principal Transactions. A very one-sided document. It has been said that it was prepared under the
supervisio~i of Hodgson, but this is patently in error.
Hodgsori is supposed by Hunter to have annotated it, but
the comments given in the margin are certainly not in
~
it
Hodgson's handwriting. Hodgson said on f o warding
that he had 'permitted' Campbell to complete it. Though
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based on official record of the residency, those records were
incomplete, and the compiler of this report was too biased
to make an adequate evaluation of the records he had. It
is unfortunate that Hunter made so much of this report,
giving it an importance far out of proportion to its actual
merit, which is slight indeed.
Political Consultation 18 September 1837, No. 69.
The Campbell report on the Knox period of Nepal-Company relations, prepared by Dr. Campbell during his stay
at the residency in Kathmandu, with a covering letter of
Hodgson. Very incomplete, very biased, and very aptly
characterized in Auckland's signed comment on it: 'If a
Gorkha writer were to undertake a counter dissertation he
would not be at a loss for instances in the history of India
favourable to the. . . .Nepalese policy.'
B. NEPALI MATERIALS

Some use was made of the Regmi Research Collection, a
private collection of copies of Nepali documents belonging to
Mahesh Chandra Regmi. This collection is very extensive, and,
though private, has been opened through the courtesy of the
owner to bona fide scholars researching on Nepal. By arrangement with Mahesh Chandra Regmi, all references to this
collection are to be to the volume number of bound documents
and page number only. This collection was used especially in
the preparation of the section dealing with those states that
willingly accepted Gorkhali rule and the restrictions placed on
such rulers by Kathmandu.
11. PUBLISHED DOCUMENTS
A. ENGLISH

Aitchison, C.U. A Collection of Treaties, Engagements and
Sunnuds Relating to India and Neighbouring Countries,
Calcutta, 1929.
Bhasin, A. S., ed. Documents on Nepal's Relations with India
and China 1949-66. New Delhi, 1970.
Cox, J.L., ed. Papers Respecting the Nepal War, Printed in
Conformity to the Resolution of the Court of Proprietors of
East-India Stock of 3 March 1824. London, 1824.

Calendar of Persian Correspondence
Forrest, Sir George W. Selections from the Letters, Despatches,
and Other State Papers Preserved in the Foreign Department
of the Government of India 1772-85. Calcutta, 1890.

Ganguly, D.C. Select Documents of the British Period of
Indian History. Calcutta. 1958.
'Gorkha Memorial' published in W. Kirkpatrick, An Account
o f the Kingdom of Nepaul. London, 18 1 1 .
Hunter, Sir William Wilson.
London, 1894.

Bengal Manuscript Records.

Fort William-India House Correspondence
Foreign and Secret, volumes 15 and 17.
Public, Volumes 1-6, 9, and 13.
Long, J. Selections from Unpublished Records for the Year 174867. Calcutta, 1869. Appendix A deals with the Kinloch
expedition.
Martin, The Despatches of Marquess Wellesley. Five volumes, of
which volume four is of value.
Petech, Luciano. I1 Nuo vo Ramusio, ii, I Missionari Italfani Nel
Tibet e Nel Nepal. Rome. 1953. Contains all known Capuchin correspondence on the missions to Tibet and Nepal.
Italian.
Prinsep, Henry T. Papers Regarding the Administration of the
Marquess of Hastings. London. 1824.
Records of the Delhi Resideizcy and Agency. Lahore, 19 1 1 .

Records of the Ludhiana Agency. Lahore, 19 1 1 .
B. NEPALI

-

Acharya, Baburam. Guru Vamsavali. Published in part in Sri
Panch BaramaharajadhirajPrithvinar~yartShah KO Sarz~kshipta
Jivani. Kathmandu, 2024 B.S. iii.
Bir Pustakalaya. Aitihasik Citrhipatra Sangraha.
2023 B.S. Two volu~ncs.

Kathmandu,

Hirnavat Sanskriti, i (2016 B.S.) No. 3.
Mandal, Itihas Prakash.
B.S. Four volumes.

Itihas Prakash.

Kathmandu, 2012-3

Mandal, Samsodhan. Bhasha Vamsavali. Published in part in
Prithvinarayan Shah KO Upadesh. Kathmandu, 2025 B.S. ii.
and iii.
-Gorkhaliharu KO Sainik Itihas. Publishcd in part in
Prithvinarayan Shah KO Upadesh. Kathmandu, 2025 B.S. ii.
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-Prithvindravaranadayak. Published in Prithvinarayan Shah KO
Upadesh. Kathmandu, 2025 B.S. ii.
-Sri

Panch Prithvinarayan Shah Bishaya Ka Pattaharu. Published in Prithvinarayan Shah KO Upadesh. Kathmandu, 2025
B.S. iii.

Nepali, Chittaranjan. General Bhimsen Thapa ra Tatkalin Nepal.
Kathmandu, 2013 B.S. Appendices.

-Sri

Panch Rana Bahadur Shah.
Appendices.

Kathmandu, 2020 B.S.

Pant, Dinesh Raj. 'Aprakasit 12 Wota Aitihasik Patra'. Purnima,
No. 21.
-'B.S. 1832 Dekhi B.S. 1858 Samma KO Nepal KO Itihas Ma
Nayan Prakash Parne Kehi Patraharu'. Purnima, No. 17.
-'Kehi

Aitihasik Patraharu'. Purnima, No. 19.

Pant, Mahesh Raj, 'Nalapani Ka Larain Sambandhi Aru 6
Patra'. Purnima, No. 4.
Prithvinarayan Shah. Dibya Upadesh. Ed. Yogi Narhari Nath.
Kathmandu, 2016 B.S.
Sharma, Bal Chandra. 'Kathmandu Upatyaka KO Ek Rajvamsavali'. Published in Ancient Nepal, No. 6 (January 1969).
Tewari, Ramji, ed. Aitihasik Patra Sangraha. Kathmandu, 2021
B.S. Two volumes.
Yogi Narhari Nath, ed. Gorkhaliharu KO Sainik Itihas. Published
in Itihas Prakash. Kathmandu, 2013 B.S. ii, part three.

--Iffhas Prakashma Sandhi Patra Sangraha. Banaras, 2022 B.S.
111. BOOKS

Acharya, Baburam, Nepal KO Samkshipta Brittant. Kathmandu,
2022 B.S.

-Sri Panch Bara Maharajadhiraj Prithvinarayan Shah KO Samkshipta Jivani. Kathmandu, B.S Four Volumes.
Atkinson, Edwin T. The Himalayan Districts of the North
Western Provinces of India. Allahabad, 1882. Two volumes.
Bajracha~ya, Dhan bajra, ed. Itihas Samsodhan KO PramanPrameya. Kathmandu, 2016 B.S.
Batten J.H. Report on the Kumaon and Rohilkhand Terai. Agra,
1851
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